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Voi-Shan’s “Fitting” Solution to Sealing Problems

ANOTHER FIRST: Voi-Shan's latest fitting design is a superior replacement for the present AND 10050
Boss design that eliminates the present use of the rubber "0" ring by incorporating the Conical Seal into

the Boss. This is accomplished by a shorter controlled depth due to the removal of the "0" ring, while still

allowing use with the standard AN fittings. Advantages of this new design are:

1 Increase of the temperature spectrum from the -40°F

to +400°F range to -420°F to +1500°F range.

2 Extended valve life; Due to greater resistance to temperatures in Cryogenic

and Radiation applications.

THE CONICAL SEAL* employed in this design is a soft malleable crush washer specifically for use on the

conical sealing surface of AN type flared fittings. Imperfections of the conical surfaces and variations in

concentricity are corrected by the use of the seal. It is available in a wide variety of sizes and materials.

Voi-Shan also offers the Scott Connector System, which is a lightweight small envelope replacement

for present flared and flareless fittings.

The conical seal is a further example of Voi-Shan’s engineering superiority in the precision fastener

and fittings industry. Write for detailed information and catalogs on this and other Voi-Shan products.

VOI-SHAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
8463 Higuera Street, Culver City, California

[LAND] SEA, AIR or space.. talent that builds better defense systems
Are you wasting time and money on specialised elec-

tronic check-out equipment for every new weapons sys-

tem or subsystem? Goodyear’s Central Programmer and
Evaluator can save costs and reduce lead-time.

Available now, the CPE costs many thousands of dollars

less than other equipment in its field. It can perform
4,000 tests with one program tape. Typical DC accuracy

is ± 0.05% of actual value measured (not full scale) in

the 1-600 volt range. Time, frequency, resistance, phase
angle and AC voltage are also measured with a similar

high degree of accuracy. Capabilities include fault-isola-

PROM1SING CAREERS FOR EXPERIENCED

tion of equipment under test, self-verification, and self-

fault isolation through modular construction.

This concept in electronic test and check-out equipment

is typical of Goodyear Aircraft Corporation’s capabili-

ties in land, sea, air or space defense systems.

If now is when we can be of service to you in advanced

systems and technology . . . aerospace support equipment

. . . electronic subsystems . . . lightweight structures . .

.

or missile requirements, write Goodyear Aircraft Cor-

poration, Akron 15, Ohio, or Litchfield Park, Arizona.

ENGINEERS INTERESTED IN ELECTRONICS

good/^ear
eoody

GO ODV E A R AIR C R A F T O R P O R AT I
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CRITICAL-MISSION

HARDWARE IS FORGED
BY WYMAN-GORDON

Aerospace forgings are the long-time
specialty of Wyman-Gordon. Intimate
association with every milestone in the
history of flight—Kitty Hawk to Canav-
eral-developed here a unique range of
sophisticated skills and special facilities

for hot working metal to the critical re-

quirements of both sky and space.

Moreover, Wyman-Gordon pioneer-
ing first brought to operational use many
of the light metals, superalloys and re-

fractory materials which have signifi-

cantly advanced performance from jet

ceilings to space-craft apogees. Broad-
front research in the industry’s most
completely staffed metallurgical and
developmental laboratories continues to
extend size, configuration and strength-
to-weight design parameters of com-
ponents for frame, propulsion, guidance
and support applications.

Whatever the problem in forging any
such critical-mission hardware, Wyman-
Gordon experience can prove invaluable

to its solution—an engineering team
stands ready to counsel on your designs.

HARVEY, ILLINOIS GRAFTON. MASSACHUSETTS

AVIATION WEEK and Space Technology
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AGASWITCH
time/delay/switch

provides high-accuracy delayed

switching from .03 to 180 seconds

No coils, transistors or current —
no motors, gears or clutches to wear

Here's the most accurate and reliable time/delay/switch ever designed for manual
operation! The new miniature AGASWITCH is activated at a touch of the button
. . . delay is controlled by the patented AGASTAT* pneumatic timing head. Once
started, the cycle continues to completion with high-accuracy repeatability, regard-

less of electrical or environmental variations.

AGASWITCH is supplied with fixed delays or any of five adjustable ranges cover-

ing a total span from -OS to 180 seconds. One to four pole switch models are avail-

able. with capacities to 10 amps at 28vdc, or 5 amps at llavac, both resistive. In

standard units the switch transfers when the button is pressed, timing starts when
button is released, and the switch returns to its initial position at the end of the

delay period.

An exclusive "positive cycle" action can also be supplied, in which the switch

transfers and timing starts simultaneously when the button is pressed, and no inter-

ruption of the timing cycle is possible until the switch returns to its initial position.

Hermetically sealed (MIL Spec) as well as unsealed models arc immediately avail-

able from AGASTAT—leader in time delay instrumentation for over 30 years. Write
Dept. AMS. for specifications orengineering assistance on your specific requirements.

SEE THE NEW AGASWITCH . . . BOOTH 2343 . . . IRE SHOW

TIMING INSTRUMENTS
e ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA

ELIZABETH DIVISION ELIZABETH 3. N. J.
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In less time than it takes light to cross this room,

a new product, DELCO'S NEW high speed

silicon modules, could: (1) correct the course of a missile in flight;

(2) make it possible for sonar pickups to track and compute the

position of targets with microsecond accuracy; and (3) handle any

number of other airborne guidance and control functions that previous

modules—due to low speed or environmental or performance limitations

—could not handle. Delco Radio’s lOmc modules, with a maximum

gate-switch speed of 40 nanoseconds, convert data 100 times faster

—even under the most extreme environmental conditions.

These SILICON modules come epoxy encapsulated, and

operate over a temperature range of — 55°C to + 100°C. And these

same reliable DIGITAL circuits are available packaged on

plug-in circuit cards. These Delco MODULES are environmen-

tally proved to: SHOCK, l.OOOG’s in all planes. VIBRATION, 15G's at 10 to

2,000 cps. HUMIDITY, 95% at max. temp. STORAGE AND STERILIZATION TEMP.

— 65°C to +125°C. ACCELERATION, 20G’s. Designed for systems

using from one module to 100,000, and the module’s rated

performance considers the problems of interconnection. Data sheets

are available. Just write or call our Military Sales Department.

G ELECTRONIC DELCO
RADIO

It’s a Shim made ofLAMINUM® of course, meeting
the close tolerances of sophisticated aircraft in

a matter of seconds!

laminum is the registered name for laminated

shim stock that looks and acts like solid metal.

Plastic bonded or metallic bonded, the lamina-

tions p-e-e-1 off easily to give you a thousandth
fit—right at the job.

No machining. No grinding.

No counting. No stacking. No
miking. And no costly stand-by

equipment.

Shims of laminum, custom-
made to your own rigid speci-

fications are quickly available

from the oldest specialists in

the country—serving aircraft

and all metalworking since 1913! In Brass, Mild
Steel, Type 302 Stainless and in Aluminum—
with laminations of .002" or .003". And now
also in Titanium with laminations of .003"!

Any shape. Any size. Any quantity.

An inquiry will bring you the time-saving,

cost-saving story of laminum along with our

recently published design
folder no. 4 with complete

up-to-the-minute engineering

data. If you’re in a hurry

—

phone Templebar 6-1440 in

Oakland, or Davis 5-2631 in

Glenbrook.

THE LAMINATED
SHIM COMPANY, INC.

Home Office and Plant: 5103 Union St., Glenbrook, Conn. • West Coast Sales and Service: 600 Sixteenth St., Oakland 12, Calif.



RADIOISOTOPES AND THE MILITARY VEHICLE
Strange companions? Not at Caterpillar.

These marvelous radioactive helpers enable Caterpillar

Research engineers to establish the longevity expectations

of vital components in a tiny fraction of the time consumed
by conventional wear tests. After parts are bombarded with

neutrons and made radioactive, they are subjected to maxi-

mum operational stresses and strains. Wear, no matter how
slight, is precisely measured by the number of radioactive

particles washed oft in the lubricating oils.

Utilizing this advanced technique, Caterpillar engineers

measure wear rates far more accurately in a brief 8 to 10-hour

test than by conventional methods which require 500 to

1000 hours of continuous testing.

Sound, practical, imaginative engineering is standard pro-

cedure in Caterpillar's defense products effort: the develop-

ment of new concepts in military vehicles, their components,

and mobile or stationary military power packages.

Caterpillar engineers are currently engaged in practical

and theoretical research in basic materials, metallurgy, fuels

and lubricants, adhesives, ceramics, applied mechanics, fluid

mechanics, soil dynamics, high-speed rotational phenomena

and dozens of other fundamental programs.

They have primary responsibility in every stage of equip-

ment development- in research, in design, in production

engineering and quality control, and in the extensive field

testing program at Caterpillar's 10,000-acre proving grounds

facilities in Arizona and Illinois.

Each of the several hundred engineers at Caterpillar Re-

search is backed by experienced staff members . . . designers

. . . data analysts . . . instrument specialists ... lab techni-

cians . . . draftsmen . . . toolmakers . . . machinists . . . me-

chanics and equipment operators. Working with this skilled

group are additional hundreds of engineers . . . designers . .

.

engine and vehicle specialists . . . each concentrating on

developing better, more efficient machines, engines, and

equipment. This combined group of more than 2500 adds up

to an able, experienced R & D team,

If you would like more information about Caterpillar’s

ability to arrive at practical solutions to problems in ground

mobility or power units for the military, write Defense Prod-

ucts Department, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Illinois.

CATERPILLAR

“Delivery room” for a guidance system

Guidance systems and components for some of this country’s most advanced

ballistic missiles arc being born in this room -and no hospital delivery room

•was ever kept freer from dust and dirt.

It’s the “ultra-clean room” at Sperry Farragut— the cleanest of more than

5000 square feet of temperature-controlled clean-room facilities here. Its air

locks and dust filters remove from the air all particles larger than 0.3 micron

(12 millionths of an inch) and would stop cold the 3-5 micron bacteria dreaded

in hospitals. Final assembly of guidance units for the MERCURY and SATURN
missiles is carried out here—as well as assembly of a variety of other complex,

precision mechanical and electro-mechanical equipment.

This clean room, probably the most advanced in the country in design and

construction, is just one example of the ultra-modern facilities for precision

military production at Sperry Farragut's 175,000 square-foot Bristol, Ten-

nessee plant. These facilities are manned by a staff with outstanding technical

competence and backed by the virtually unlimited capabilities of the Sperry

Rand organisation.

Our liaison engineers will welcome an opportunity to discuss application of

Sperry Farragut facilities and capabilities to your requirements. 0.2

Capabilities and facilities jar study, design,

evaluation, prototype construction, and final

quantity production of precision systems, sub-

systems, and components for:

• Missile guidance and control

• Fire control

• Aircraft instrumentation

• Navigation— land, air and sea

• Computers
• Trail marking equipment

SPERRY rARRAGUT
V I COMPANY

BRISTOL, TENNESSEE

rice Card



Think fast

.

All computers think fast. But some think faster than

The Recomp® computer can save 1760 hours over its

nearest competitor on a given project.

This was proven in an actual feasibility study.

Recomp was designed for speed. It has many features

that take the waiting out of your work.

Like built-ins.

Built-in floating point. Built-in square root command.
Built-in index register. Built-in conversion from decimal to

We don't know of any compact computer that has a larger

word length than Recomp. 40 binary digits per word. Keep
that in mind for problems such as matrix conversion.

There is a Recomp to fit your needs (and budget). You
can lease one from $1,495 (complete with no accessories

required) to $4,500 a month. Recomp II is for medium-
scale users. Recomp III is perfect for small-scale needs.

Recomp's accessory line and software advantages are

the most up-to-date in the computer industry. And an
extensive programming library is available without charge.

There are a number of small and medium scale comput-

ers on the market today. Only a few are really outstanding.

Recomp is one of them.* For the full Recomp story, write:

AUTOMETICS ® Industrial Products
Department 23, 3400 E. 70th Street, Long Beach, California.

Autonetics is a Division of North American Aviation.

Recomp
“No computer feasibility study is complete without Recomp.

I for thirsty jets

Precision-machined, rigidly-inspected fuel metering devices, nozzles, spray

bars and other critical components for feeding prescribed measures of fuel to

thirsty jets are an Ex-Cell-0 specialty. Working with today’s modern metals,

Ex-Cell-0 designs, develops, tests and produces a variety of extremely

accurate, carefully assembled fuel flow control and injection devices,

as well as actuators, blades and other precise hardware for the fields

of aircraft, missiles and atomics. Contact our Representative in

your area, or write direct to Ex-Cell-O’s Flight & Space Division.

EX-CELL-0

MAH AHO MIISIICS III HIGHER, CASTER AND SACER WITH CARTS AND ASSCMIUCS IT EX-CCU-0 AND ITS SUIIIDIARICS:W B
RIANT CHUCKING GRINDER CO.. CAOILIAC GAGE CO.. MICHIGAN TOOL CO.. SMITH IEARIHG CO. 8 U-CEILO FOR CRECISIOH



NOW-A WELD-FREE CM-R 41 RING ELIMINATE

This is a packaged servo actuator designed by
Hydraulic Research for missile flight control. It is a
completely integrated system with these advantages:

• increased reliability

• less contamination vulnerability

• lower production costs

WHAT ABOUT YOUR FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM?

Hydraulic Research has designed, developed and produced com-

plete integrated systems for dozens of different applications. Use

this specialized experience and proven engineering skill on your

improved compatibility of components
project. Write for information, or call for consultation.

HYDUAVLIC ttESEA Iti'll

ami Manufacturing Company
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Modular design permits replace-

j=40 = ment or addition of individual circuits

Y[o£f without disturbance to others.

Maintenance is simplicity itself. In-

dividual terminal bases snap on and off the supporting

rail. All you need is a screwdriver and a few seconds'

Compact, lightweight. Save 75% in space, 55% in

weight, compared with ordinary Military Standard

terminal strips.

Add more circuits quickly and easily. Merely

Rugged, durable. Joyblocks have withstood a

whole battery of punishing environmental tests.

"Biggest improvement in 20 years” is a verbatim

quote from a veteran engineer in the aircraft and mis-

sile industry recently introduced to Joyblocks. Here

is one of those rare new products which truly deserve

the description, "revolutionary.” A French patented

invention, JOYBLOCKS have been redesigned in

American materials to American standards.

Biggest Improvement in

Terminal Blocks in Twenty Years!

er-Service Card

BURNDY
MAKES ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL

CONNECTORS

solder

catalogs-BURNDY ilk. Cor



Not these models, anyway. They were custom-

designed to customer specifications. And they’re

already performing cool miracles on reciprocating,

gas turbine and jet engines, missiles and electronic

equipment. However, UAP will design and build

a heat exchanger to your exact requirements. Our
qualifications? Been making aircraft heat exchangers

since 1929. Rocked the industry when we intro-

duced the Hi-D unit (one-third to one-fifth the size

and weight of existing equipment). Have a customer
list now that reads like “Who's Who in the Sky.”

Very strong on military engine and missile applica-

tions where reliability is a pre-eminent requirement.

Write or phone 224-3841 today. UAP means United

Aircraft Products. A dynamic, independent company
in Dayton, Ohio. A name to remember when it comes
to heat exchangers.

THIS NEW VOLTMETER WAS DESIGNED BY 15.DDD CUSTOMERS
You had a hand in the engineering of the FLUKE MODEL 825A
DC DIFFERENTIAL VOLTMETER. Customer suggestions
spanning seven years and 15,000 differential voltmeters have

Beginning with an overall accuracy of ±0.025%, this advanced
model features these significant adv * ' •

no zero controls— taut band meter
glass epoxy printed circuit boards.

n other instruments:

2. Polarity reversing switch: A feature that enables you to met
urc either positive or negative voltages with equal ease. This
not merely a polarity reversal offront panel binding posts— I.

rather the internal 500 V reference supply is made either po
live or negative with the front panel switch. This effectively pi

vides you with two voltmetersfor the price of one.

1 MV

1. Infinite input impedance at null from 0 to plus or minus S0C
VDC; this feature is extremely important since all voltages to be

d have significant source resistance. With the Model sjr.A

mum of to megohms input impedance. Shou Id the unbiown
voltage have a source resistance in the order of 5000 ohms, the

measurement error due to source loading only will be at least

0.055b and does not include the basic error specification of the
voltmeter itself.

n lity of reference supply: ±O.005#i per hour after
warmup or ±0.005$ for ±10$ line voltage change.

rence element: . Standard cell (zener diode optional)

t voltage: . . 117/m VAC ±10% from 50 to 500 cps

Write, wire or phonefor short form catalog F-1S2

John Fluke M
Company, '

Seattle S3, Wash. ,

Box 7m PR. 6-1171 TWX— Halls Lake TLX—852

*«/}• IFLUKElP ISTRUMENTS I

3 * IRE SHOW BOOTH 3229-3231



Flight Propulsion
First U.S. Turbojet Tested by G.E. Just 20 Years Ago

NEWS A report about progress in research and
products from the Flight Propulsion Divi-

sion of the General Electric Company



A

penny

saved

may be

a penny

wasted

in

aircraft

modification

T
he only true economy in aircraft modification is in getting the best possible

quality job—one that will last the lifetime of the aircraft.

There is no compromise with quality at AiResearch. Every job is performed

by highly trained and experienced personnel. And each job is checked and double-

checked to meet the company’s own high standards of quality and safety.

AiResearch facilities contain the most modern equipment available needed to

perform any type ofaircraft modification required. It is the most experienced company

in the complete modification of corporate aircraft, including installation of electronic,

electrical and instrument systems.

Send today for our 28-page brochure illustrating and describing AiResearch custom

interiors and the company's extensive facilities.

AiResearch Aviation Service Division

20

eles, California/Telephone: ORegon 8-6161

BENDIX DC STARTER GENERATOR LINE FOR LIGHTWEIGHT

gas turbine engines— Here are lightweight Bendix®

DC Starter Generators specially designed to help

start the new, small gas turbine engines fast .

Among other Bendix advan-

tages: High torque at light-off

speeds with capability of high

starter cut-off speeds where
required: will carry full load

requirements from 7,200 to

12,100 RPM; minimum envelope;

self-supplied cooling air up to 20,000 feet; either

round, square or QAD flange.

To start gas turbines rated around 250 HP
with a DC source, specify one of these powerful

“midgets" and get DC power,

too. Write us at Eatontown,

New Jersey, for further details.

Export Sales & Service: Bendix

International, 205 E. 42nd
Street, New York 17, New York.

Red Bank Division



Keep your eye on Eimac: for advanced super-power klystrons!

Eimac’s quick reaction capability in the high power micro-

wave tube field meets the challenge to deliver faster than ever

before. Newest example : X-780—a radar klystron at 75 kw av-

erage, 2.5 Mw peak power and frequency range of 1235-1365

Me. It was developed and put into full-specification radar

performance at these L-Band frequencies in only ni

This super-power tube was designed for Lincoln Labo-

ratories of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Performing at new limits of electron tube power and
frequency, the X-780 will be installed in the Millstone

space research high-power, long-range radar—where another

Eimac klystron was used to establish positive contact with

the planet Venus in 1959.

This is another example of the way Eimac research, develop-

ment and manufacturing capability are able to meet tomor-

row's lube needs today. Another reason to keep your eye on

Eimac— for advanced high power klystrons, microwave

devices and power grid tubes. Eitel-McCullough, Inc..

San Carlos, Calif. Subsidiaries : Eitel-McCullough.S. A..

Geneva. Switzerland; N’at’l. Electronics. Geneva, 111.

SOON
THIS VIEW
WILL BE A

23
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Engineered to meet the major demands of modern management, the Bendix G-20 data processing system is designed

to increase profits in an era of critically spiralling costs. Specifically designed as a central, integrated system, the

G-20 is capable of concurrently handling the computer workloads of all ofyour company’s major departments: account-

ing, marketing, engineering, manufacturing, administration, warehousing and distribution. Bendix G-20 automatic

programming and linear programming systems open the door to a vast range of applications. For instance, a Bendix

G-20 in a typical business organization could, at this moment, be performing these functions: design automation and

cost analysis, inventory control, budget analysis, production and facility control, sales analysis and forecasting, raw material

flow, market research and product planning, order processing, advertising planning, and operations research ... all these in

addition to more standard business and scientific applications. As workloads increase, G-20 modularity allows you to

expand your system without reprogramming. Backing up the proven hardware-software capabilities of the Bendix

G-20 is a nationwide team ofexperienced applications specialists, providing systems support in depth . . . from preliminary

evaluation through systems analysis, programming, installation and on-site maintenance and service. Your nearby

Bendix Computer representative will be glad to introduce you to the Bendix G-20 solution to swiftly rising costs: or

write for the brochure, "A Solution to the Profit Squeeze,” Bendix Computer Division, 5630 Arbor Vitae Street,

Los Angeles 45, California, Dept. AF-39.

New! For high quality... high reliability ...

FAFNIR Teflon- lined Bearings

To meet increasingly critical

reliability requirements in high-

performance aircraft, Fafnir an-

nounces development of a new line

of Teflon-lined bearings.

These new bearings — made to

highest quality standards — incor-

porate unique Fafnir features.

A circumferential groove in the

face of the outer ring of SBS Series

Spherical Bearings, for example,

permits roll-swaging of the bearing

to the housing, rather than housing

to bearing. Expensive housings re-

main unaltered, undamaged. Bear-

ing thrust capacity and resistance

to vibration are increased.

Fafnir Teflon-lined Bearings are

available in spherical, rod end, and

journal types. They are self-lubri-

cating and provide low-torque per-

formance under severe loadings.

The Teflon liners are shock-resist-

ant and chemically inert.

Look to Fafnir when design calls

for Teflon-lined bearings — and

where service calls for maximum
reliability. Write for the new Fafnir

Teflon-lined Bearing Bulletin. The

Fafnir Bearing Company, New

FAFNIR



ONE, A TRIUMPH

IN MISSILE RELIABILITY

,THE OTHER, A PRODUCT

OF THE INDUSTRY’S

LEADING PRODUCER OF

SOLID FUEL OXIDIZERS

. TnoMA Ammonium Perchlorate is vital to the reliability of Minuteman

and other solid-propelled vehicles. Ordnance grade NH4CIO4 is a product

of American Potash & Chemical Corporation’s electrochemical facilities at

Henderson, Nevada, pictured above, the nation’s leading and pioneering

source of solid propellant oxidizers. Trona ammonium perchlorate contributes

to the instant readiness of Minuteman with the qualities of uniformity,

reproduceability and reliability of the propellant . . . combined capabilities

that make Tbona and Minuteman partners in solid engine progress.

Producers of: borax • potash • soda ash • salt cake • lithium • bromine • chlorates and
PERCHLORATES • MANGANESE DIOXIDE • THORIUM • RARE EARTH AND YTTRIUM CHEMICALS

NASA NAMES ROHR TO BUILD GLOBAL TRACKING ANTENNAS
Rohr will engineer, build, erect a series of 85-ft. dish antennas to track

orbiting geophysical and astronomical observatories and weather satellites.

Rohr’s structures and advanced design concepts will assure accuracy

under severe environmental conditions. And partial in-plant assembly will

decrease expensive field erection time. These important developments in

the large antenna field are the result of environmental and fabrication

research at Rohr... plus, of course, versatile manufacturing facilities and

proven precision capabilities. For more information write: Mr. A. R.

Campbell, Sales Manager, Dept. 98, Rohr Corp., Chula Vista, California.

27



dead

center

Kelsey-Hayes thrust vectoring

systems give missiles proper

directional control.

Kelsey-Hayes is contributing

substantially to the design,

development and production of

new thrust vector control systems

for solid fuel propulsion.

For example Kelsey-Hayes, in a

recent crash program, designed

and fabricated a movable nozzle

control that passed static firing

tests for one of the newest

sophisticated missile systems.

The swivel nozzle control is just

one of the latest developments by

Kelsey-Hayes as a subcontractor

of propulsion subsystems, flight

componentry and high performance

materials. Spearheading Kelsey-

Hayes activities is the Advanced

Design Group, a flexible team of

experienced design specialists.

Kelsey-Hayes Company,

Romulus, Michigan.
Automatic Pressure Lock Safety Feature Prevents

Disconnection Under 6000 psi Pneumatic Pressure



KNOW YOUR ALLOY STEELS . . .

This is one of a series of advertisements dealing with

ma'lidnis elementary! we'bel^eU^will'be of !ntere/l°to

many in this field, including men of broad experience who
mayfind it useful to reviewfundamentalsfrom time to time.

Cold-Finishing of Alloy Steel
Bars : Turning and Polishing

Continuing our discussion of the cold-

finishing of alloy steel bars, we take up

the subject of turning and polishing. A
later discussion will cover grinding and

polishing. Both require removal of surface

metal. In both the turning and grinding

operations, adequate allowances provide

for the removal of decarburization and

surface defects which sometimes occur

in alloy bars.

As previously stated, the outstanding

advantage of cold-drawn bars over hot-

rolled bars is the bright, smooth finish.

However, the quality of the cold-drawn

finish varies with the size and amount of

draft (reduction of cross-sectional area)

applied in cold-drawing. For example, by

using a J-j6-in. draft, a J^-in. round would

have a better cold-drawn finish than a

3-in. round.

When a superior mirror-like finish with

additional accuracy is required on sur-

faces that are not machined (such as on

shafting or machine parts), two processes

other than cold-drawing are suggested:

turning and polishing, and grinding and
polishing. The first of these is dis-

cussed here.

Turning and Polishing. This method of

cold-finishing is generally associated with

centerless bar-turners, accommodating

rounds from 1 J^-in. to 6-in. diameter, in-

clusive. The process is the reverse of con-

ventional lathe-turning, which is nor-

mally used for larger sizes. The centerless

turning equipment uses two cutter heads

which contain from one to four cutting

tools. The system provides for both rough

and finish cuts. The bar, which is station-

ary, is fed horizontally into the rotary

cutter heads by means of a mechanical

or hydraulic feeding mechanism. Most
bar-turners are equipped with a series of

polishing rolls that also rotate around the

bar as it feeds from the rotary cutter

heads. This, combined with subsequent

burnishing action from the straightening

rolls, imparts a high degree of polished

finish to the product. A polished surface

on a turned bar can also be produced by a

number of passes through the straight-

ening rolls.

This process is applicable to normalized,

annealed, or heat-treated carbon and
alloy bars. It does not materially affect

the mechanical properties.

Bethlehem metallurgists will gladly

work out any problem in the cold-finish-

ing of alloy steel bars. Always feel free

to ask for their serv ices.

When you need steel remember, too,

that Bethlehem manufactures the entire

range of hot-rolled AISI standard alloy

grades, as well as special analysis steels

and all hot-rolled carbon grades.

This series of alloy steel advertise-

ments is now m ailable as a compact

booklet. “Quick Facts about Alloy

Steels." Ifyou would like afree copy,

please address your request to Publi-

cations Department, Bethlehem Steel

Company, Bethlehem, Pa.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, BETHLEHEM, PA.

bethl]ehem

STEELBETHLEHEM STEEL

ROHM
WHERE THERE’S PROGRESS,THERE'S PLEXIGLAS® ftMAAS



SILENT PARTNER
from take-off to target to bomb-drop and return

The crew aboard a Navy Douglas Skywarrior bomber
has been relieved of many exacting, exhausting tasks

by the AN/ASB-7 all-weather navigation and bomb
director system. Norden is serving as the systems

manager for the ASB-7, whose sub-systems provide

every function required. Doppler type radar gives

speed data. An accurate dead reckoning system pro-

vides course, direction and position. Stabilization is

provided by a Norden three-gyro platform. Search

radar reveals targets, in all weather, at all distances

within radar range and an optical system provides

a direct view of ground and target. Finally, comput-

ing units coordinate the entire system . . . achieving

a high degree of automation from take-off to target

to bomb-drop and return.

The AN/ASB-7 is a network of sophisticated elec-

tronic and mechanical sub-systems achieving a sys-

tem of high accuracy and reliability. And it is

another demonstration of Norden’s capability in the

advanced areas of electronics systems engineering

. . . technical talents devoted to extending man’s

capabilities.

For additional information about the Norden all-weather

navigation system and other avionic systems, write:

Norden „
U
O

• NORDEN •

f
NORWALK. CONNECTICUT

Space

orbits around

FLORIDA

after

you decide to put

plant in Florida,

locate where

The control of space is in Florida . . . because the people who will control it live here. Why not? It's nicer living here. And

St. Petersburg land prices are within reason. Come and get it . . . locate where the action is—St. Petersburg. Write, wire or phone

in confidence ^ GREATER ST. PETERSBURG CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, Jack Bryan, Dept. A, St. Petersburg, Florida

SI. Pllmtag is Hr lit** Mora, ol; AUSMtE INSURANCE • AMPP BABCOCK « WIICOX • CONIINENTM OPIMl • ICI • 6IKEIA1 CA8II • 8 • GENERA! MCIEU ENGINEERING • r E • MIEION ROY • I



NEW MINCOM CMP-IOO MOBILE RECORDER/REPRODUCER
Here is the first mobile field recorder/reproducer capable of laboratory wideband and predetec-

tion performance. Like Mincom's standard-rack CM-100, the new CMP records up to 1.2 me on

seven tracks at 120 ips— with the positive accuracy possible only with longitudinal recording on

fixed heads. Because its two major components may be placed either in an over/under configu-

ration, side by side, or separated, CMP is easily adapted to many airborne, shipboard or van

installations. It is wired for full remote control, and is the only transportable field system with

six speeds. This compact recorder has two channels for simultaneous monitoring that can also

be used for data reduction. Write today for complete information and specifications.

niincotn Division 3m
34

If you find yourself among the

growing number of science and

engineering specialists unable

to keep up with the explosive

pace of developments today, you

will see a valuable solution at

the top of this page.



FAR
OUT

One of the most advanced nuclear projects of our time is the development of

SNAP compact reactors for space. Atomics International is deeply involved

in this “far out” work. AI is developing a series of compact reactor systems
that will be used in space for communications and will also have world-wide

TV applications as well as stationary and mobile terrestrial uses. Their de-

velopment is a challenge worthy of the most dedicated engineer or scientist.

Immediate opportunities are available in:

Core Analysis—Core analysis of eompact reactors includ-

ing both core statics! criticality, reactivity coefficients,

control statics) and stability analysis (core transients,

amplitude response, interpretation of oscillator and noise

measurements).

Heat Transfer—Senior Engineers to be responsible for

system engineering studies on the thermal, hydraulic and

thermodynamic performance of compact power reactor

System Analysis—Analysis and simulation of complete

nuclear power plants to develop reliable unattended, com-

pletely automatic control and instrumentation systems,

including reactor kinetics, dynamics, hazards and reliabil-

ity analysis.

Hazards Analysis— System safety and hazards studies on

compact nuclear power systems for space applications.

Background in radiation shielding and radiological haz-

ards evaluation desired.

Control Analysis- Dynamic control and simulation studies

to establish stability and control specifications for com-
pact nuclear power plants being developed for space appli-

cations. Familiarity with latest analog and digital

techniques required.

Space Environmental Testing - Component development

and space environmental testing of nuclear power plant

components including high vacuum, vibration, shock,

thermal and orientation testing.

Please contact: Mr.G.I’.Newton, Personnel Office, Atomics
International. 8900 DeSoto Avenue, Canoga Park, Calif.

ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL

IN HU2K-1 TRANSMISSIONS

KAMAN LOOKS TO FOOTE BROS.

FOR TOTAL CAPABILITY

FOOTE BROS. t=

Foote Bros, total capability is at your service. Your inquiry is invited.

GEAR AND MACHINE CORPORATION

POWER TRANSMISSION DRIVES



This is General Motors Defense Research Laboratories

. . . working in the national interest

GENERAL MOTORS DEFENSE RESEARCH LABORATORIES, SANTA BARBARA, CALIF.

MilW
Vacuum Deposited Coatings in Space

Keeping an object in space cool is one of the major

problems facing the space systems engineer. The

efficiency of solar cells which convert radiation to

electrical energy and provide power for the satellite,

depends upon the maintenance of low temperatures.

Unfiltered solar energy would cause cell tempera-

tures to soar and energy output to drop, To main-

tain low cell temperatures, and at the same time

allow passage of usable wavelengths. Optical Coat-

ing Laboratory has developed a variety of highly

efficient solar cell covers. When placed between

the cell and the sun, these covers selectively reflect

away wavelengths not used in the energy conver-

sion process, lowering cell temperature and ensur-

ing optimum power output. A revolutionary de-

velopment in this field is OCLI's ultraviolet-infrared

reflecting solar cell cover. Although this remarkable

"Blue-Red’
1 cover was only developed eighteen

months ago, it is already in volume production and

is used on ADVENT and NIMBUS power systems.

Numerous other products are manufactured at

OCU for government and industry. OCLI engi-

neers and physicists are specialists in the design,

development, and volume production of single and

multilayer vacuum deposited films. Capabilities

range from the far ultraviolet to the far infrared,

For further information on OCLI thin film products

for both military and industrial purposes, contact:

OPTICAL, COATING LABORATORY, INC.
2789 SIFFEN



HONEYWELL ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM NOW
FLIES THE X-15

Flight-proven, qualified system gives

uniform control throughout vast range

of speeds and altitudes

range, the Honeywell Adaptive System

cratt to be flown (some of the X-15's
characteristics are still unknown), and re-

quires far less flight proof time (the flight

controls in the X-15 will be fully flight

proven in 40 minutes).

similar Adaptive Flight Control System for

solves space,

business problems

Honeywell
u|2.



Until

aircraft

are

made

fireproof

When fire detection is an after-

thought, everybody pays: builder,

operator, and passenger. False

alarms, redesign "fixes" and gen-

eral inconvenience have given this

vital safety system a bad name.
Why?
Too often fire detection is an

afterthought. The engineer must
"fit it in"—rather than "design it in."

Systems are chosen without know-

ing how they will perform. Compo-
nents are located where they do

little good — or are inherently sub-

jects damage. Butthis need not be.

Here at Fenwal we've grown up

with aircraft fire detection. We've

equipped hundreds of planes, and

worked with even more layouts. If

you invite us in early enough, our

experience can improve your detec-

tion system. Because only Fenwal

has a complete line of proven de-

tection equipment, we can give you

absolute objectivity and recom-

mendations based on a solid ex-

perience foundation. Just call

us for more information. Fenwal

Incorporated, 123 Pleasant Street,

Ashland, Massachusetts.

UINLY A f" tVV UAK I HIM la I IN Ed
WILL EVER NEED THIS EQUIPMENT

. . .Yet These Engines Would Not Be Reliable Without This Mod.

Certain early model Rolls Royce Dart

engines developed mysterious low pressure

blade failures. The trouble was traced

to a destructive resonance set up when the

natural blade frequency coincided with the

vibration frequency of the engine at cruise

The cure was to crop the blades . .
.
grind

away part of the shroud. This lowered the

resonant frequency of the blades. But unless

that new frequency was well below the

engine cruise frequency, it might still be

dangerous.

The only way to make sure the blades

are safe is to measure their natural fre-

quency and make sure it lies well below the

turbine operating frequency. That’s why
Airwork has installed the unusual analyzing

equipment shown above. A transducer ex-

cites the blade, and the frequency developed

is both analyzed by an oscilloscope and

counted electronically. Each blade must fall

within certain vibration limits, or it is cropped

until it does.

Only a few Dart engines will ever need

this expensive equipment. Airwork installed

it to make sure those engines that needed it

were properly overhauled. You can be

sure if your engine needs the unusual type

overhaul skill or equipment Airwork will

have it. It is part of our basic philosophy of

always producing the most reliable engines

possible.

ESSENTIAL AVIATION
SERVICES



Generator^^^^^^^

New Concept / simplicity

When you seek a generator system pro-

posal for your airborne or ground support

project, call in Leland. We're ready to sug-

gest our new AC/DC brushless generator

to give you optimum output and compact-

ness, maximum reliability, and very low

wave form distortion—free from damaging
spikes. We are building this kind of refined

hardware right now for helicopter service!

Generator illustrated has AC and DC
stator windings within one magnetic struc-

ture as well as all the advantages of brush-

less construction. In the speed range 7,200

to 9,200 rpm it puts out 120/208 volts

AC, 3 phase, 400 cycle, 30 KVA or 24 KVA
AC and 200 amp, 28 volts DC. The machine
is 8" in diameter by 14" long and weighs

approximately 73 pounds. It is more relia-

ble because there are fewer parts in this

simplified design.

We can regulate AC alone with inherent

DC regulation, or regulate both AC and DC
independently—each within 1.5%. Any de-

gree of system protection and automatic

control can be provided.

Leland AC/DC brushless generators can

make significant weight and space savings

for your next helicopter, VT0L, ST0L or

other aircraft type, turbine or conventional

powered ground equipment. We’re geared

to move quickly on your project. Ask for bul-

letin LA-3 from Leland Airborne Prod- .

ucts, Division of American Machine (fl|jjF)

& Foundry Company, Vandalia, Ohio.

LELAND AIRBORNE PRODUCTS



CARIBOU STOL PERFORMANCE—Take-off distance 725 feet, zero wind, at full

gross load, 28,500 lbs.

PLUS: 1. Quick Turn Around. Cargo rolls straight in through rear loading door.

Ramp adjusts to truck bed height. Long loads can extend out open door in flight.

PLUS: 2. Big Load Capacity. 32 troops or 24 paratroopers. 1150 cubic foot cargo

space.

PLUS: 3. Paradrop. Rear door facilitates air drops. Paratroopers—jeeps—pallets up

to 6.000 lbs.

PLUS: 4. Drive-in. Accommodation for 2 jeeps and carrier, or equivalent.

PLUS: 5. Ambulance. 14 litters and 12 seats, Or 22 litters and 4 seats.

CARIBOU
DESIGNED AND BUILT BY

DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT OF CANADA

CARIBOU^TOLPERFORMANCE
PLUS

5 BIG BONUS FEATURES



Small Gas Turbines
for diversified power

applications

missile support . . . small independent generator

plants . . . marine use . . . helicopters . . . emergency

power plants... air conditioning, heating and

refrigeration . .
.
precise power generation . .

.

nuclear and solar energy (closed cycle turbine).

AiResearch Manufacturing Division of Arizona

has produced 9000 gas turbine engines of all types

now in operation. Please direct your inquiries to

Gas Turbine Sales, Phoenix Division.

Garrett's AiResearch gas turbines are now operat-

ing in an extremely wide variety of industrial,

commercial airline and military applications with

power requirements up to 500 hp.

Now competitively priced with other types of

engines, these reliable power units run on almost

any fuel and start immediately in any weather.

Prime and auxiliary power applications of

AiResearch gas turbines include: aircraft and

MANUFACTURING DIVISIONS • Los Angeles 45, California • Phoenix, Arizona

Systems and Components for:

Aircraft, Missile, Spacecraft, Electronic, Nuclear and Industrial Applications
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LEADERSHIP
with a forward look in the field

of high vacuum equipment . . .

Kinney Vacuum, the accepted leader in the

manufacture of vacuum pumps is acknowledged

foremost in research and development in the

high vacuum industry.

This leadership is carefully guarded by

constant and extensive research and develop-

ment that produces the ultimate in

mechanical pumps, diffusion pumps, valves,

baffles, gauges, vacuum furnaces, space

chambers, and complete vacuum systems.

The resources of the New York Air Brake

Company and all of its divisions guarantee

every Kinney Vacuum product to be efficient

in operation, most modern in design, and

constructed to give the maximum in service.

• PROVEN STABILITY
. EXTENSIVE RESOURCES
• DYNAMIC DEVELOPMENT

MECHANICAL BOOSTER PUMPING SYSTEM . . .

KMBV-5000-S00
This 5000 cfm system combines a lobe-type booster pump with

a new and original triplex pump in a vibrationless compact
package operating automatically from atmospheric pressure to

a blank-off of 2 x 10-
' torr. A by-pass roughing line reduces the

time required to reach the booster pump cut-in pressure. Chief

assets are high pumping capacity over a wide pressure range,

freedom from oil vapor backstreaming, and long dependable
service under the severest applications. Booster pumping sys-

tems such as this evacuate chambers for hypersonic wind
tunnels and shock tubes, chambers for testing plasma and ion

engines, and intermediate altitude chambers.

KINNEY VACUUM DIVISION THE NEW YORK AIR

3529 WASHINGTON STREET •

BRAKE COMPANY
BOSTON 30, MASS.



PROVEN SELF-CHECK MINIATURE RATE GYROS
AVAILABLE FROM PRODUCTION

Self-check in a miniature rate gyro is now available

from Honeywell in the Model MS-100. This gyro com-
bines independent self-check circuitry with the unique
features of the reliable M-100 miniature rate gyro. The
same self-checking techniques successfully proven in

Honeywell Model JRS Gyros on current missile pro-

grams are applied to the Model MS-100.
In Honeywell's independent self-check circuitry both

a simple wheel-speed test (SMRD) and a gimbal
torquer are provided for true verification of the gyro’s

readiness to perform. Torquer and Spin Motor can be
checked simultaneously to verify gimbal freedom, pick-

off integrity, spring performance, wheel-speed and
damping ratio.

Other features of the Model MS-100 include virtually

constant damping from — 65°F to +250°F and a
unique quadrilever spring construction for greater shock
and vibration resistance.

Gyro performance data: LINEARITY as low as
0.1% of full scale . . . HYSTERESIS 0.1% of full scale

. . . THRESHOLD less than 0.01 deg/sec . . . MICRO-

SYN PICK-OFF variable reluctance type, providing
infinite resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio . . ,

FULL SCALE RATE as low as 10 deg/sec . . .

SENSITIVITY up to 200 millivolts/deg/sec . . .

RUGGED withstands 300 g shock . . . VIBRATION
operates at 30 g to 2,000 cps, sinusoidal; l.Ogs per cps.

over 2,000 cps bandwidth.
The small size, high performance and proven reli-

ability of the Model MS-100 make it particularly

suitable for advanced aircraft, missile and satellite

programs. In one orbital application, for example, the
MS-100 will be started and self-checked on command
to reference the correction for spin stabilization of a
satellite.

Honeywell’s flight control components and engineer-
ing experience are available to assist in the solution of
your gyro and packaging problems. Write for Bulletin
MS-100 to Minneapolis-Honeywell, Boston Division,
Dept. 2 , 1400 Soldiers Field Road, Boston 35, Mass.,
or call your local Military Products Group office. Sales
and Service offices in all principal cities of the world.

Honeywell

Scott put the lifeguard on the "Vigilante”

The pilot and bombardier/navigator in the Navy's A3J “Vigilante” attack
bomber are protected at all times with SCOTT lifeguard equipment. Scott

provides the pressure control and oxygen system that supports the Navy’s full-

pressure suits worn by both crewmen, automatically controlling ventilation

throughout the entire profile of the mission. Built-in emergency capability

takes over automatically in the event of ship’s oxygen supply loss or air crew
ejection. During ejection sequence, the Scott survival kit system rides with the

man until safe altitude is reached.

The “Vigilante” installation is typical of Scott’s capability in the research and
development of versatile environmental control and life support systems to

meet fast-changing requirements in aviation and aerospace fields.

Find out how Scott can help you meet the challenge in the air and in the space
beyond. Send for your copy of the free booklet: “Preparing for Tomorrow

—

Producing on Schedule Today.”

SCOTT AVIATION CORPORATION



Anaconda

engineers

Teflon Hose

assemblies for

the space age

AnacondA
METAL HOSE DIVISION

The complete line, Anaconda MIL SPEC hose

assemblies, standard or custom-engineered.
Here's the lightweight, flexible hose designed

for demanding space age assignments. This

smooth bore Teflon* hose is covered by a high

tensile stainless steel braid for added strength

and meets specification MIL-H-25579. Ideal

for conveying corrosives and dependable at

temperatures from — 65°F to 450°F.

Complete engineering assistance available. For

more information, write: Anaconda Metal Hose

Division, Anaconda American Brass Company,
P. 0. Box 791, Waterbury 20, Connecticut. In

Canada: Anaconda American Brass Ltd.,

Montreal 2, Quebec. «i-i*m

First as a matter of record ... Scotch* brand Instrumentation Tapes

World’s widest tape selection offers heavy-duty

constructions for every instrumentation need!

Today's stepped up pace for data recording calls for

magnetic instrumentation tapes that stay cool despite

ever-increasing transport speeds, greater tensions,

high heat build-up at recording heads. And the

"Scotch” brand instrumentation Tape line, with a

tape for every instrumentation requirement, now in-

cludes 16 heavy-duty constructions that conquer

difficult operating environments.

"Scotch” Heavy Duty Instrumentation Tapes are

made with a special high-potency oxide and binder

formulation that minimizes rub-off, withstands tem-

peratures from—40°F to as high as 250° F! Field tests

prove these tapes last a minimum of 15 times longer

than ordinary tapes—capture signal with certainty

despite high pressures and speeds.

The oxide coating affords nearly 1000 times greater

conductivity than conventional tapes—drains off dust-

attracting static charges to assure a clean tape pass

every time! And exclusive

Silicone lubrication pro-

ife! These three

series of heavy duty tapes arc available in a variety of

widths and lengths . . .

“400” series heavy duty tapes feature exceptionally

long wear, excellent high and low frequency resolu-

tion. 8 constructions—.18 and .43 mil oxide coatings

on .65, I, 1.5 mil polyester backings; .56 mil coatings

on I and 1.5 mil backings.
“500” series heavy duty tapes combine long wear,

outstanding smoothness to assure sharp resolution of

extremely high frequencies. 4 constructions— I or 1.5

mil polyester backings; .18 or .43 mil oxide coatings.

“900” series heavy duty tapes, designed especially

for Mincom CM -100 series Recorder/Reproducers,

provide ultra-smooth recording surfaces for critical

short wave length requirements. 4 constructions— 1 or

I .S mil polyester backings; . 1 8 or .43 mil oxide coatings.

Whatever your tape requirements—standard, high

output, high resolution, sandwich or heavy duly

—

there’s a right “Scotch” Instrumentation Tape. Con-
sult your nearby 3M representative for helpful tech-

nical details. Or write Magnetic Products Division,

Dept. VICJ-32, 3M Company. St. Paul I. Minn.

magnetic Products Division
3mMi C0I11PANY



Any or all

Time Codes...

ASTRODATA can give you, in one standard in-

strument at standard instrument prices, any pres-

ently used time code format or up to 8 codes

simultaneously. You can choose from more than

30 standard options, all immediately available

off-the-shelf. Only Astrodata can honestly make
this offer.

Astrodata’s complete line of solid state time code

equipment is built to MIL requirements around

modular plug-in circuit cards. Right now cards

are on the shelf for all time code formats in use

today, including IR1G Members A, B, C, and D;

NASA 36-, 28- and 20-bit; Atlantic and Pacific

Missile Ranges, Eglin, White Sands, etc.

Using these standard modules, and combinations

thereof, Astrodata supplies “custom” generators/

translators in the shortest possible time and for

the lowest possible price. No costly engineering

design is involved.

Astrodata’s approach also avoids early obsoles-

cense. The user can add and subtract modules

with ease; instead of a complete new generator

or translator, he orders new cards as he would

spare parts. As new code formats are developed,

Astrodata develops new plug-ins at once.

We invite you to investigate, and will be happy

to supply names of customers in your area.

Example of Astrodata Time Code Equipment

28



GENERAL
PRECISION
& STELLAR

INERTIAL

GUIDANCE
SYSTEMS

A contract for production and testing of a Stellar Inertial Guidance System
for ballistic missiles has recently been awarded to General Precision by the

United States Air Force. Using the stars as reference points, this highly ad-

vanced missile-borne system employs a General Precision celestial sensor

integrated with a miniature inertial guidance system to deliver the missile

to its target.

This is only one in a succession of missile programs for which General Pre-

cision's capabilities have been evaluated and found acceptable. Other areas

where General Precision has demonstrated competence include Space
Vehicle Guidance and Control, Manned Aircraft Systems and Sub-Systems,

Air Traffic Control and Industrial Control. General Precision, Inc., Tarrytown,

New York, the principal operating subsidiary of General Precision Equipment
Corporation.

DIVISIONS:
GPL
KEARFOTT
LIBRASCOPE
LINK B0CQ)RD

SPACE COMMUNICATIONS

A pencil of ruby light will slosh across the vast continuum

of space carrying millions of conversations on its solitary beam.

Philco Research Scientists are busy today developing lasers

for the next generation of communications systems . . . learn-

ing how to use the virtually unlimited information-carrying

capacity of this unique device . .
.
preparing to- provide effec-

tive communications for space probes and manned

vehicles coasting among the galaxies. Ruby lasers are

typical of Philco's unceasing efforts to increase its leader-

ship in all areas of communications for defense and industry.

PH ILCO “XoT

Communications and Weapons Division • Communications Systems Division • Computer Division • Lansdale Division

• Scientific Laboratory • Sierra Electronic Division • TechRep Division • Western Development Laboratories



SILICOLOGY
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Silicone Rubber Takes to the Air

...And a Customer Tells Us Why
A recent letter from a Union Carbide
Silicone Rubber customer is one of those

that makes us like to read our mail. We
quote parts of it below in the hope that

it wiU sen e as a "refresher" on the prop-

erties that have made silicone rubber vir-

tually indispensable in modern aircraft.

The letter is from the Engineering

Laboratories of the Electric Autolite

Company, Wire and Cable Division, Port

Huron, Mich., which states:

RESISTS OZONE, CORONA,

COLD, AND MOISTURE
“Silicone rubber, because of its excellent

heat resistance and dielectric strength,
j

has been specified as insulation on air-

1

craft lead wire for a number of years.

More recently, these same properties

have promoted its use on ignition cables
I

for automobiles, aircraft, and military

vehicles. Spark plug boots, attached to

the cables, are also molded of silicone

rubber because of the continuous high

temperatures to which they are subjected

.

“In addition to dielectric and heat-

resisting properties, there are other ad-

vantages in the use of silicone extruded

insulation. It is readily compounded for

extrusion, extrudes smoothly, and strips

easily from the conductor; the finished

wire has excellent shelf life as well as

good service life, it can be used at high

altitude, remains flexible at low tempera-

tures, and resists ozone, corona, and
moisture.”

silicone rubber-insulated wire and 1

cable, capable of withstanding con-

tinuous high temperatures, is used

in powerful aircraft engines.

MORE RELIABLE

FOR CARS, TOO
The letter gives a forward-looking hint

to Detroit as it goes on to state: “Newer
automobile engine designs, for greater

efficiency by operation at higher tem-

peratures, should further increase the re-

quirements for this more reliable ignition

“Union Carbide Silicone Rubbers are

among those used for The Electric Auto-
lite Company's insulated wires and ca-

bles, and their KW-1330 silicone rubber

base 1ms been approved for use on igni-

Bendix Corporation, Scintilla Division,

is one of Autolite's customers. Bendix in

turn supplied the silicone-insulated spark

plug leads for engines that power such
giants of the skies as the Lockheed Super
Constellation-type radar airplanes, desig-

nated by the United States Navy as

WV-2. Able to range far out to sea and
cany out special early warning missions,

this long-distance plane carries America's

most powerful search radar to high al-

titudes to avoid normal limitations from
radar's inability to bend over the horizon.

WHERE CAN SILICONES

BENEFIT YOU?
You'll also find silicone-insulated ignition

cables boosting the reliability of military

vehicles, tanks, and trucks. And if you're

a track fan, they're virtually a “must" to

Aircraft technology and development
are changing more rapidly than ever be-

fore. Perhaps you are overlooking a good
bet—some place in the design of vour
products where a Union Car

e Rubber can serve v . improving

SILICONES

u. s. navy's wv-2 far-flying sentinel, which can stay airborne

tor extended periods of time, carries America's most powerful

search radar as part of the nation’s defense against sneak attacks.

Dept. c'lfi-910.». 30-20 Tliomsnn Avenue.
Lmin Island City 1, N. Y.

Bnkclitc Division, Toronto 12.

Please send me data on
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FORECAST

Expanding Space Technology Spurs
Aerospace industry will climb to new peaks

in gross sales and show increased earnings
during 1962 with excellent prospects of main-
taining these levels during the next three
years. Gross sales for 1962 will top SI

5

billion.

Key to the new plateau of prosperity for
the aerospace industry is the astonishing

growth of space technology toward a S5 bil-

lion annual share of the over-all market, mak-
ing it an equal partner with missiles and air-

craft in the sales and technical spectrum.
Here is how the aerospace market looks for

1962:

• $4.5 billion for space technology including

the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion and the military space activities of the three

services. NASA accounts for S3 billion and the

military about SI .5 billion.

• $6 billion for military aircraft including

S3. 7 billion for USAF; S2.7 billion for Navy, and

S200 million for Army.
• S4 billion for missiles including $2.5 billion

for USAF; SI billion for Navy, and S500 million

for Army.
Commercial aircraft sales will drop from the

$2 billion annual level of the past two years be-

cause the bulk of new jet transports on order

has been delivered to airlines, but this activity

will account for another billion of the industry’s

sales in 1962.

Space technology will he the most fiercely com-

petitive and significant portion of the aerospace

market during 1962 as most of the major pro-

grams for the next five years take shape and de-

velop their structure of supporting contractors.

The prime-and-subcontractor pattern that is

emerging on such major NASA programs as the

Apollo manned lunar landing effort, the Saturn

boosters, the liquid and solid Nova boosters and

the communications satellite system will provide

the significant clues as to where the major space

business of the next three to five years will be

going. Companies which fail to become part of

these major programs during 1962 will face

tough going in the space market in the years

ahead.

Industry must keep a close watch on NASA's
procurement policies and methods if it hopes to

operate successfully in this area. This agency

is new to large scale procurement effort and has

not yet developed sufficient staff and experience

to operate as well as military procurement
agencies. In addition, the strong flavor of parti-

san politics and the use of NASA contracts to

bolster the economy of the south and southwest

will continue to produce some unexpected
bounces of the contract ball as many key plums
are dispensed directly from the NASA adminis-

trator’s office, bypassing normal agency pro-

cedures.

There is a growing recognition of urgent mili-

tary requirements in space that will result in a

steadily expanding market over the next five

years. Restrictions that kept military research

and development in space technology operating

at a relatively low level are slowly being lifted.

An accelerated pace is indicated during 1962 and
the years immediately after. Military systems

are aimed at reconnaissance, early warning, com-
munications and command and control functions,

along with a generally expanding capability to

use men in a wide variety of spacecraft activities.

Defensive systems against enemy military space

systems are also getting increasing emphasis.

Aircraft market will feel the stimulus of a

number of new programs initiated during 1961

and early 1962. These include the C-141 strategic

jet transport; the TFX bi-service tactical fighter

program; the STOL tri-service transport, and
the supersonic jet transport. However, biggest

share of the future aircraft market will be the

more than SI billion now programed by USAF
and Navy for the McDonnell F4H all-weather

interceptor and tactical support aircraft. Com-
mercial transport market will be dominated by
the Boeing 727 short haul jet with increasingly

stiff foreign competition from France and Britain

over the whole civil aircraft range.

Missile market will be dominated by the two

solid propellant weapons—the Navy’s Polaris

and USAF’s Minuteman. Both of these weapon
systems will achieve significant deployment dur-

ing 1962. Growing interest in solid propellants

will also spark new programs for military

boosters such as the 120-inch diameter solid

motors for use with Titan 2 to launch Dyna-Soar

and other boosters ranging up to 240 inches in

diameter. Future of the mobile medium range

ballistic missile aimed primarily at NATO de-

ployment is still uncertain. Main future market

in the missile area will center about increasing
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Aerospace Market Growth
capabilities in re-entry vehicles to overcome pos-

sibilities now looming for anti-ICBM defensive
systems.

Avionics market is becoming increasingly com-
petithe because of both economic and technical
pressures. Vertical growth of established avionics
firms is being accompanied by horizontal expan-
sion of airframe and automotive firms into the

avionics area. Developers of major avionics sys-

tems are now finding it more economical and
advantageous in bidding on government contracts
to broaden their capabilities to take on activities

formerly done for them by suppliers.

At the same time, component manufacturers
are expanding upward under the technical pres-

sure of solid state technologies that enable whole
circuits or subassemblies to be fabricated in

place of individual components using earlier

technologies.

Pace of mergers among avionics firms is ac-

celerating but new organizations are still being
created in the field, although at a rate well below
the frantic expansion of the 1950s.

A large share of the rising space technology
budget is devoted to avionics and depends on
the continued ability of this portion of the in-

dustry to maintain its fantastic development of
new technologies.

Use of the optical spectrum for guidance, com-
munications and weaponry is typical of how ex-

panded research and development creates new
avionics markets. Microelectronics, self-learning

machines and bionics are among the other sig-

nificant technical trends aimed at improved re-

liability, greater capability and reduced costs in
avionics systems.

Airlines should climb out of their dismal
slump in 1961 to a slight over-all industry profit

for 1962. Improving prospects are based on a
rising traffic curve and a downward curve in the
tremendous transitional costs of re-equipping
their fleets with jet transports. Traffic growth
shows signs of resuming a healthy trend in 1962
after two years of virtual stagnation.

Carriers are still faced with the unsolved prob-
lem of overcapacity and a declining load factor
with no indications of a solution ahead. Few
airlines have shown much ingenuity in revising
their sales and marketing techniques to broaden
the air travel market despite signs that the travel-

ing public responds sharply to any attempts to

increase convenience and reduce fares. The
Eastern Air Lines air shuttle services are good

examples of this.

Technical and economic impact of jet trans-

ports will continue to change the basic character

of airlines, creating fewer and larger trunk car-

riers and expanding local service carriers to the

size and scope of regional airlines. Local service

airlines face the possibility of competition from
below by creation of a third class of carrier using

small executive type transports to expand air

taxi service into scheduled service at smaller

cities where traffic generation is not sufficient to

support unsubsidized local service carrier opera-

tions. Supplemental air carriers will face a tough

future with increased scrutiny of their operations

by Congress and the Federal Aviation Agency.

Business flying will rebound from its minor

recession of 1961 with a gross sales volume that

may equal the $200 million high-water mark of

1960. Excess inventories of new and used aircraft

that hampered 1961 sales efforts have been
greatly reduced. Manufacturers’ retail outlets

entered 1962 with a considerably expanded line

of models as a result of record retooling and de-

velopment within the industry to shape its prod-

ucts to customer demands. Export sales volume
will show continued steady gains, with a 20%
increase predicted over the 1961 record sales

of S30 million iii international markets.

The $15 billion sales plateau facing the aero-

space industry for the next few years is based on
two major decisions made by President John F.

Kennedy last year. They are:

• Enter the space race with the USSR with a

full scale effort aimed at attaining international

leadership in this field for the U. S.

• Increase the U. S. military capability for

handling all varieties of limited wars while main-
taining a steady high level of nuclear deterrent

forces.

Both of these programs require a level of ex-

penditures over the next five years at the same
high levels as 1962 and must be sustained by a

heavy research and development effort. Thus
it appears that the aerospace industry’s economic
foundations are now on a more stable footing

than they have been for several years and at the
same time that the research demands on the in-

dustry will range farther across the technical

spectrum than ever before. —Robert Hotz
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How to keep a herd from stampeding
A restless herd can stampede at the night cry

of a wolf. Likewise, a mounting accumulation

of data in a fast-changing strategic or tactical

military situation can stampede efforts at com-

mand and control.

That’s why Univac® was asked to develop

the AN/USQ-20 or 1206 Military Computer.

This system, “heart” of the new Naval Tactical

Data System (NTDS), processes all incoming

information, offers decisions, and coordinates

all weapons of an entire navy task force in a

combat environment.

This compact unit, covering less floor space

than two file cabinets, is the most capable
digital computer of its size ever built. It’s rug-

gedized against the effects of shock, vibration,

temperature, humidity and salt air. Univac
scientists and engineers also created more than

20 pieces of sophisticated peripheral and com-
munication equipment to help the system do
its complex job.

If you have a herd that is restless, talk to

Univac. Our experienced team can create a

complete system to keep things under control.

We’re pioneers.

First with mobile ruggedized systems . U IM I VAC
f RAND CORPORATION

REGIONAL OFFICES:

• DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

DOD Widens Control, Reshapes Services
By Larry Booda

Defense Department is exercising a greater degree of centralized, civilian

control of the military services than it has since its creation, all with the

strong backing of the Kennedy Administration.

Ramifications of this shift, carried out under Robert S. McNamara, ap-

pointed as Secretary of Defense by President Kennedy 14 months ago, affect

not only the services but also the industry which does business with them.

Major trends in the Department of

Defense-service relationships can be
grouped under:

• Extensive reorganization within the

services and in some of Defense De-
partment's methods and structure as

well.

• Shift to DOD of what had been pre-

rogatives of the individual service in de-

termining weapon system requirements
and selection of contractors for major
systems.

McNamara's motives for many of

these moves have been ascribed to his

insistence that the individual military-

services eliminate service competition
for defense budget dollars by consider-

ing over-all defense needs in originat-

ing and continuing weapon systems and
requesting funds for them'. lie has
canceled or slowed some programs and
accelerated others.

Most of the decisions have been
based on crash evaluations undertaken

by groups within tire Defense Depart-

ment. These analyses are based on what
are called program packages that group
similar forces together and then project

each weapon system for five or more
years into the future. This enables a

searching scrutiny from a cost-effectivc-

ness standpoint.

Package Divisions

Program packages as they now stand

are the General War Forces, the Gen-
eral War Defensive Forces, the General
Purpose Forces, the Sealift and Airlift.

Reserve and National Guard Forces. Re-
search and Development and Service-

Wide Support (AW Dec. 25. p. 141.

In testimony before House and
Senate committees this year regarding

the Fiscal 1963 budget. McNamara
underscored this break-down bv dis-

cussing programs and forces, not the
military services.

In its final form the defense budget

request for Fiscal 1963 was for S31.6

billion in new ohhgational authority.

This is S8 billion more than the Fiscal

1962 budget submitted by President

Eisenhower and S3 billion higher than

the Fiscal 1962 budget as amended by
Kennedy.

In essence the Fiscal 1963 budget

maintains nuclear retaliatory capability

with approximately level funding but

emphasizes the buildup of forces to

wage wars of less than nuclear or gen-

eral non-nuclear war intensity. The
bulk of the increase would go to the

Army’s strategic forces and the Air

Force’s airlift.

With the Secretary of Defense step-

workload devolving on the various as-

sistant secretaries of defense and the

director of Defense Research and Engi-

neering has increased. In manv in-

stances the offices were not staffed with

the quality or quantity of personnel who
could conduct studies, evaluate others,

and afterward make sound recommenda-

Tliev were thrust into an atmosphere
of "immediate, if not sooner” action.

Replies were directed to be made in

hours or days. Contract award dates

were announced in advance.

The staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
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• DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

INCREASE IN FUNDING for the Office of the Secretary of Defense reflects its growing role in military affairs.

900 civilians and military personnel,

which had in the past taken extended

periods of time to research and debate

studies exhaustively, found itself ordered

to produce recommendations in days

instead of months. As a result it foun-

dered badly in the early days of the Mc-
Namara regime but has since adjusted

to the increased tempo. This applies as

well to the services, which by now have
become accustomed to quick decisions.

Two men in the Office of the Sec-

retary of Defense have emerged with

powerful voices in determining force

structures and characteristics of weapon
systems. They are Assistant Secretary of

Defense (Comptroller) Charles J. Hitch
and Dr. Harold Brown, director of De-
fense Research and Engineering.

Dr, Brown, who ranks third in the

Pentagon hierarchy after McNamara
and Deputy Secretary of Defense Ros-

well Gilpatric but ahead of all the as-

sistant secretaries of defense, heads an
organization which has found itself

thrust into making final determinations

on feasibility studies on new systems,

evaluating technical worth of weapon
systems and even dabbling in project

management.
Dr. Brown has three deputies, one

of whom. Dr. John H. Rubel, has the

title of assistant secretary of defense

(deputy director) of Defense Research

and Engineering. There is a depute di-

rector (research). Dr. Eugene G. Fubini,

and a deputy director (weapon systems),

Dr. Marvin Stem. Dr. Brown's office

also includes the Advanced Research

Projects Agency and the Weapons Svs-

tems Evaluation Group. Reflecting its

increasing importance, it has been re-

organized twice since the Kennedy Ad-
ministration took office. Defense sources

say that it will soon be reorganized

Traditionally, the services determine
their own requirements for weapons sys-

tems that would fulfill their missions, but
Defense Research and Engineering has
stepped into this area. On the grounds

that it would avoid confusion and dupli-

cation, all sendee weapon requirements

are now reviewed in Dr. Brown’s group
for technical worth and by Hitch's or-

ganization for cost effectiveness.

Dr. Brown’s tasks have gone beyond
determinations of technical merit, ton-
tractor competence determinations have
been made, Defense sources said, to

make sure that the sendees were not

plaving favorites.

One example of the influence of De-
fense Research and Engineering in de-

termining the character of a weapon
system is the TEX bi-scndcc tactical

fighter. Early last year McNamara an-

nounced that the tactical fighter require-

ments of all the sendees would be com-
bined into one aircraft that would be
able to perform close support, air su-

periority. reconnaissance and intcrdic-

ln the arbitration, mediation and re-

crimination that has followed, the TFX
tri-sendee fighter has become the VAX
close support aircraft and the TFX
fighter with Air Force and Navy ver-

sions. Defense Research and Engineer-

ing determined the feasibility and prac-

ticability of the TFX, recommended
finalists in the competition, and will in-

fluence choice of a contractor.

The activities of Hitch are less direct,

but they have a greater long term influ-

ence. The program package concept, or

the stem look at cost and effectiveness

of a weapon system over its entire life-

time, can be credited to him.
For the period immediately follow-

ing the inauguration of President Ken-

nedy. Hitch was preoccupied with

changes in the Eisenhower defense

budget. But by March, 1961. lie began

to introduce the program packaging sys-

tem. ordering the sendees to produce

five year cost projections for every

weapon system, and, in addition, less

specific estimates through 1970. Dead-
line for serv ice submissions was July.

The program package studies delayed

the normal budget processes of the mili-

tary sendees because it took all summer
for the Hitch staff to prepare budget
guidelines based on the packages to use

in the preparation of their Fiscal 196s
budget requests in legal form.

From Oct. 25 until the middle of

December, McNamara personally re-

viewed the service requests, sending 600

memoranda, privately referred to as his

“snowflakes,” directing changes in sub-

In directing rev isions, McNamara and
Hitch based them on program package

guidelines. Program packages are a

group of interrelated program elements

that must be considered together

because they support each other or sub-

stitute for each other. A program ele-

ment is a combination of men, equip-

ment and installations that forms an

integrated activity.

As a result of cost effectiveness

studies of current weapon systems and
reviews of weapon systems projected in

the future. McNamara has wielded a

heavy hand in discontinuing procure-

ments and shifting emphasis.

He canceled the nuclear powered

aircraft program, the Navy's Missileer

subsonic fighter and the Eagle long

range air-to-air missile it would have

carried, and the Mobile Minutcman
solid-propellant intercontinental ballis-

tic missile which would have been de-

ployed aboard railroad trains.

lie has resisted attempts by Con-
gress to force him to accept more money
For continued production of heavy

bombers. He has blocked the Air Force

from expanding its B-70 Mach 5

bomber project beyond a program call-

ing for three livable aircraft, one of
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which would contain a bomb-naviga-

For the second year, he withheld

funds for long lead time production

items for the Army's Nike Zeus anti-

missile missile system. A production

decision awaits further development

tests of the Zeus against Atlas missile

warheads in the Pacific beginning this

summer.
An anomaly that has appeared in the

broadened organizations of Dr. Brown

and Hitch is that they have had to in-

vade the specialty area of each other.

For example. Defense Research and

Engineering, to support its positions,

now has to append economic studies to

its technical analyses and recommenda-

tions, making employment of econ-

omists necessary. The comptroller's

organization, on the other hand, found

itself faced with the necessity of mak-
ing scientific judgments in analyzing

program packages, so scientists and en-

gineers are needed there.

Political Considerations

Added to technical and cost effective-

ness recommendations are political con-

siderations. Pressures resulting from

economic stress in depressed areas are

reflected through the White House to

the Defense Department, placing an-

other term in the decision equation.

Until last summer McNamara tended

to bypass the Joint Chiefs of Staff in

many actions. Indications are now that

lie has better relations with the Joint

Chiefs as a whole.

There were some attempts early in

the Kennedy Administration's tenure

to usurp some of the operational pre-

rogatives of the Joint Chiefs. The not-

able example was in the case of the ill-

fated Cuban invasion when the Joint

Chiefs were called in too late to pro-

vide well planned support. What sup-

port they did have standing by was

hemmed in by policy restrictions that

made the support ineffective.

Traditional service structures have
been drastically altered by McNamara.
Leading the parade was the Air Force,

whose stake in weapon systems requir-

ing concurrent research, development
and production is greater than the Navy
or the Army. From the Air Research

and Development Command, which
dates from 1950, and the Air Materiel

Command which dates back to the days

of the Army Air Corps, the Air Force

Systems Command was formed to elim-

inate areas of responsibility that over-

lapped. In this instance, the Air Force
was ready to place all applied research,

development, test, evaluation and pro-

curement under one command, and
needed only high level encouragement.

Tradition was upset more in the

Army than in any other service. Of its

nine technical and administrative serv-

ices, four dated from 1775. All had

their own research and development and

procurement organizations. Some of

these were abolished, some had their

status changed and all development and
procurement was placed under a new
Material Development and Logistics

Command, whose functions will re-

semble those of the Air Force Systems

and Logistics Command combined. In

USAF. Logistics Command supports

weapons systems after they become
operational.

Most recently affected was the Navy,

but in milder fashion. Each of the

Navy's bureaus, such as the Bureau of

Weapons and the Bureau of Ships, has

responsibility for its own applied re-

search and development programs and
procurement which follows. The chiefs

of those bureaus report directly to the

Secretary of the Navy. Development
coordination has been the responsibility

of the Deputy Chief of Naval Opera-

tions (Development). A new directive

makes DCNO (Development) respons-

ible to the Secretary of the Navy as

• DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

well as to the Chief of Naval Opera-

tions. Informed sources indicate that

this step is only preparatory to overhaul

of the Navy's whole bureau structure.

McNamara has accomplished unifica-

tion of many activities in the Defense

Department by executive order rather

than by changes in law. He has created

the Defense Intelligence Agency, De-

fense Supply Agency and the Defense

Communications Agency. A Defense

Atomic Support Agency was already in

existence.

Combat forces have been affected,

too. The Air Force Tactical Air Com-
mand and the Army’s Strategic Amiv
Command were combined to form the

U.S. Strike Command.
Defense planners are considering

other unification moves, paralleling pro-

gram packages. These would be a

Strategic Command, a Continental De-

fense Command, a Sea Defense Com-
mand, a Supply and Support Command
and a Research and Development
Command.
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• USAF

USAFWins SpaceRole Support;Overruled
Air Force is winning reluctant recognition of a broadening military mission

in space, but is finding itself overruled by Defense Department strategists and

economists on the weapon system requirements—both type and number—for
maintaining a nuclear deterrent.

Two basic Administration or Defense Department policies arc colliding in

some cases with USAF's own estimates. One is a decision that U. S. nuclear

war capability is adequate but that non-nuclear forces are not and need

priority for strengthening. The other is the program package concept, from

which sprouted the goal of multi-service standardized aircraft.

The specific results:

• Minutcinan production and long-lead

time item procurement was reduced be-

low Air Force requests, and mobile

Minuteman was killed.

• Bomber production funds voted by
Congress, either for the Convair B-58
or Boeing B-52, were impounded by
Defense Secretary Robert McNamara.
• Development of the North American
B-70 into a complete weapon system

was rejected by DOD, which is holding

the program to three livable aircraft,

one with a bombing-navigation system.

• Republic F-105 single engine tactical

fighter procurement was ordered cut and
Air Force instructed to buy the Mc-
Donnell F4M Phantom 2, developed

for the Navv, under the designation

F-110.

fighter, proposed by Air Force, was

turned into a multi-service project.

Air Force has felt the grip of Secre-

tary McNamara in directing activities

to a greater extent than any other serv-

ice. Besides changes in programs, it

has been assigned missions it regards

of debatable value. Its share of the de-

fense budget has been cut from 45 to

38%.
Little reaction was heard from the

Air Force until congressional hearings

began on the defense budget late last

month. Then Secretary of the Air Force

Eugene Zuckcrt, and the chief of stall,

Gen. Curtis E. LcMav, made it unmis-

takably clear that they did not share

McNamara’s views on the sufficiency

of nuclear deterrent power.

Gen. LeMay, in stressing what he be-

lieves is a continuing manned bomber

requirement, said that at this late date

the B-52 production line at Bocing-
Wicbita could be continued in action

only at great expense as activity there

has already slowed, lie advocated de-

velopment of the B-70 as a complete
weapon system with a reoriented mis-
sion, that of strike-reconnaissance, desig-

nating the aircraft the RS-70.

Nor was LeMay satisfied with the

DOD Minuteman program. Fiscal 1963
budget requests provide for 200 more
of the solid-propellant, silo-based inter-

continental ballistic missiles, making a

total of 800. LeMay would increase this

by another 100 missiles and authorize

production of long lead time items for

another 150.

Cost of Mobility

McNamara canceled the mobile, train-

mounted Minuteman with the explana-

tion that the technical problems the

concept presented were not worth the

extra cost required and that ballistic

missile mobility was furnished by the

Navy's Polaris submarine-fired missile.

He also excised requests for all small

transport type aircraft. However, there

arc indications that he may relent to

the extent that orders will be permitted

in limited quantity to keep production

lines operating.

Another McNamara order calls on the

Air Force to proceed with a solid pro-

pellant mobile mid-range ballistic mis-

sile (MMRBM). This truck-mounted

weapon is intended principally for use

of NATO countries. Its range would
extend from 200 to 2,200 mi., filling

the range between the Anny's Pershing

tactical missile and the ICBMs. It

would eventually replace the Thor and
Jupiter liquid-propellant intermediate

range ballistic missiles now deployed in

Europe. Requirements have also been

included which would make it capable

of being fired from ships and barges.

There are doubts that the MMRBM
will ever become operational because of

political considerations. Not the least

of them is whether Congress will per-

mit control of nuclear weapons to be

given other countries. France, for ex-

ample, insists on full control of such a

weapon.

In the field of space, on the other

hand. Air Force appeared to be winning

Defense Department approval for some
of its more advanced ideas. An indica-

tion of this was clearance by the Office

of the Secretary of Defense of a com-

prehensive statement on Air Force's

space plans made before the House
Armed Services Committee last month

by Lt. Gen. James Ferguson, USAF
deputy chief of staff for research and
technology.

• Development of the TFX I

Air Force Aircraft on Order
URCRAFT TYPE MANUFACTURER

C-H0B. C 1J0E
CU5B
KCD5
C-UO
C-141

Air Force Missiles and Space Vehicles on Order

MISSILE or VEHICLE

Hound Dog
Thor
Slrtbolt

Falcon

Bo.narc B
Atlas D

ICBM
ICBM
ICBM

Air-to-Surfacc (Close support) Marti!

Air-to-Air

Surfacc-to-Air

Space Booster

Upper stage space

MANUFACTURER

North Amcr
Douglas

Douglas
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On Deterrent
U. S. national policy, he said, recog-

nizes four reasons for" conducting proj-

ects in space: to increase scientific

knowledge, to exploit commercial ap-

plications, to strengthen military capa-

bilities and to enhance national prestige.

The prime objective of the Air Force,

he said, is to exploit space so as to

retain U.S. military' superiority in order

to ensure the peaceful use of space.

Space systems must be considered with

all other systems and will be developed

only when they offer the only means,

or the best means for performing a

specific mission.

In the next five to seven years, Gen.
Ferguson said, a number of early mili-

tary applications are feasible which offer

better ways of doing things.

These include geodetic mapping,
warning of ballistic missile attack, aid-

ing surface navigation, meteorological

surveillance and communications, all bv

satellite.

Space Projects

The projects referred to are Anna,
which is an Air Force, NASA, Navy and
Army geodetic satellite under cogni-

zance of the Army; Midas infrared sens-

ing satellite to spot ballistic missiles

in their powered phase; the Navy’s

Transit navigation satellite and an un-

named military weather satellite, and
CSAR, which stands for Communica-
tions Satellite, Advanced Research.

Though not ’included by mission in

this list. Air Force also is developing

Samos, a photographic reconnaissance

satellite which has a top national prior-

ity. The project director reports di-

rectly to the Secretary of the Air

Although talked about openly until

about a year ago, the project is now
cloaked in secrecy. Whether it has
gleaned information of value, supersed-

ing U-2 aircraft reconnaissance, has not
been revealed.

As applications farther in the future,

Ferguson listed improved systems for

attack warning, detection of nuclear

testing, surveillance of unidentified

satellites, defense against ballistic mis-
sile attack by interception during earlier

phases of flight, space-based command
and control systems, logistics (including

space-based maintenance and repair),

solar flare warning, training and rescue.

Rendezvous in a hostile environment
is a military' requirement, Ferguson
said, pointing out that the lunar landing
program involves rendezvous with a
friendly satellite. Factors such as cost,

dependability, reusability, quick reac-

tion, positive control, security and com-
bat environment have different impli-

cations for military missions than they AIR FORCE THUNDERBIRDS MANEUVER F-100S ABOVE B-52H
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have for scientific, commercial or pres-

tige applications, he said.

"Can man effectively perform specific

military combat functions in space?”

was one question posed by Ferguson.

The Air Force, he said, is well equipped
in the science of bioastronautics to fol-

low the logical steps to see whether
man can live in the space environment
for protracted periods.

NASA's Mercury program and the

successful three orbit flight of Lt. Col.

John Glenn, Jr., already has indicated

the answer to this question will be a
resounding, "yes.”

Air Force support of NASA space

programs increased in scope and size

in the past year. Most of NASA's
launching requirements dictate the use

of the Atlantic Missile Range facilities

at Cape Canaveral and world-wide

tracking networks.

Until recently, NASA requirements

have been taken care of through more
than 50 separate agreements. It be-

came apparent that a formal organiza-

tion would be necessary to administer

the greatly expanded NASA space pro-

gram which was proposed by President

Kennedy and endorsed by Congress.

Tremendous expansion of facilities at

Cape Canaveral and elsewhere will be
needed to support the moon landing
program.

In order to meet the situation the

Defense Department has proposed that

a liaison -office with NASA be estab-

lished, with the Air Force acting as the

executive agent. This organization

would have control of all activities

which would be needed by NASA, in all

of the sendees, from flight physical

examinations for astronauts to life sci-

ences, research and development, fur-

nishing of boosters, communications,
sea and air recovery forces and bail-

ment of aircraft. This agreement is ex-

pected to take effect this spring. No
determination has been made as to

who would be the NASA and Defense

Department senior personnel in the

organization,

Organization of the Systems Com-
mand from elements of the Air Re-

search and Development Command
and the Air Materiel Command laid

chided a newly created Space Systems
Division among other things. Neverthe-

less its creation also recognized other

highly significant changes affecting the

future of the Air Force.

R&D Growth

In the research, development test

and evaluation environment which ex-

ists in the Air Force today, the com-
plexities of weapon systems and the

necessity of making them operational

in as short a time period as possible

had outgrown the Air Force com-
mand structure in this area.

Until last April, basic research and
development were the responsibilities

of the Air Research and Development
Command, with headquarters at An-
drews AFB, Md.

Procurement, test and evaluation

came under the Air Materiel Command
at Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton,
Ohio.

With the increase in missile system

development, the concept of concur-

rent production was introduced. Over-

lap of responsibilities developed be-

tween the two commands. A gray area

Air Force Active Aircraft

Inventor/

(End of "iscal Year)

I4SS 22.578

1959 20.R90

I9i,n 18.712

1961 16.9115

1962 (PI lined) 16.24-1

1963 (Pla nned) 15.449

tem because of the

ill defined point at which command
rcsponsibihtv was shifted from ARDC
to AMC.
Outcome was creation of the Sys-

tems Command with responsibility for

a weapon system from its inception to

its operational deployment. At that

point the new Air Force Logistics Com-
mand would assume the support role.

Representatives from every element in

the Air Force or other sendees or agen-

cies interested in a project are part

of each system office. The System Pro-

gram Offices in the four principal di-

visions of Systems Command have as

their heads System Program Directors,

each one of wV >m is responsible for

live system until it is operationally

deployed.

Systems Command spends $7.5 bil-

lion’ per year. The old ARDC and now
AFSC have had such phenomenal
growth that radical changes in the man-
ner of doing business have had to be

made. New control and management
techniques are being introduced. For
example, each designated system is now
managed, or will soon be managed by

use of the PERT system.

Booster Programs

nological advances in aircraft and mis-

siles have produced a search for new
vehicle and booster concepts, but in

some cases these have resulted in lack

of agreement with Defense Department.
One such case is the Dvna-Soar orbi-

tal bomber. As it had for the B-70,

Congress also had voted extra funds

for acceleration of Dyna-Soar that the

Defense Department refused to spend.

DOD maintained that there was enough

money in the 1962 budget to carry the

Dvna-Soar program at a satisfactory

Air Force programs are intimately

tied to booster technology in which sim-

plicity and low cost are desirable to

permit launchings to become routine.

First step beyond the present Atlas

D and the soon-to-come Titan 2 is

the Titan 3. This would combine the

Titan 2 with two 120-in. -dia. solid pro-

pellant segmented motors strapped to

it, acting as a first stage. This would
provide for placing about 3,500 lb. into

a synchronous equatorial orbit or 8,000

TITAN 2 ENGINE STATIC TEST FIRING
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lb. into an escape trajectory if the upper

stage were an Agena D vehicle.

Titan 3 isn’t seen as the ultimate

launch vehicle. Recommendations have

been made that a 1 56-in.-dia. solid pro-

pellant booster be made the workhorse

vehicle for the Air Force. This was en-

visioned by the Air Force Phoenix con-

cept.

Typical of the dependence of ad-

vanced space concepts on boosters is

Dyna-Soar. Originally the boost-glide

vehicle was scheduled to be launched

initially into ballistic trajectories, and
subsequently Titan 2 would boost the

15,000-17,000 lb. glider into orbit.

Wien this turned out to be unfeasible,

the Saturn S-l was proposed as booster.

Now it has been determined that the

Titan 3 combination will be used, skip-

ping the ballistic flight phase and going

directly to orbital flights.

This program had undergone so many
reorientations that Secretary of Defense
McNamara personally visited the prime

contractor to make a final determina-

Acrospace Plane

Only recently has the Air Force ac-

knowledged the existence of the Aero-

space Plane concept, which would en-

tail going a step beyond Dyna-Soar.

Unlike Dyna-Soar, Aerospace Plane

would be powered. Its propulsion

would be liquid oxygen-liquid hydrogen

Able to take off from a standard air-

field. Aerospace Plane would climb

with a full load of liquid hydrogen but

only enough oxygen to get it into orbital

flight in the outer atmosphere, at about

300.000 ft. altitude. At this altitude it

would scoop in air, compress and
liquefy it, separate the nitrogen from
the oxygen and store the liquid oxygen.

Since it takes eight times the amount of

liquid oxygen as liquid hydrogen, by
weight, for their chemical combination,
the concept would provide for a takeoff

weight of 500,000 lb. but a full load

weight at altitude of 1,000,000 lb.

Aerospace Plane is beyond the feasi-

bility study stage and advanced research

has started on some components.
Whether the concept is practical still

has to be determined.

Aerospace Plane represents an alter-

nate means of achieving orbit and es-

cape from the earth with a maneuver-
able vehicle.

Air Defense also took cognizance of

the growing importance of space. North
American Defense Command will move
into its combat operations center under-

ground in Cheyenne Mountain, Colo-
rado Springs, Colo., in 1963. Not only

will this center control air defense
forces to meet attacking aircraft, but
it will also have a capability for detect-

ing ballistic missiles and spacecraft.

Eventually it will have control of what

B-52H WITH LATEST CONFIGURATION SKYBOLT MISSILES

defense space systems the U. S. de-

In the realm of weaponry more im-

mediately at hand. Air Force is concen-

trating on building its operational inter-

continental ballistic missile inventory

and extending the capabilities of its

B-52 heavy bomber wings.

Missile Status

Status of these programs:
• Atlas deployment, including Atlas F
silo missiles, will be completed this year.

A complete ICBM wing is operational

at Warren AFB, Wyo., the first Air
Force operational establishment exclu-

sively devoted to missiles, and its de-

ployment marks completion of site

activations for the Atlas E coffin site

• Titan 1, silo-fired missile will become
operational this spring. Emplacement
or Titan 1 will continue through 1963.

• Titan 2, a storable propellant version

of Titan 1, will begin development fir-

ings at Cape Canaveral soon. USAF
plans a limited production run of Titan

2 as an ICBM, but it will have further

application as a space booster.

• Minuteinan solid-propellant ICBM
is scheduled to become operational late

this year. Minuteman, with its solid

propellant simplicity, will be the most
economical missile in the U. S. inven-

tory. USAF says its unit cost, in pro-

duction quantities, will be 55 million.

• Skybolt air launched ballistic missile

development was accelerated last year

when greatly increased Russian air de-

fense capabilities became apparent at

the Tushino air show (see page 271 and
AW July 17, p. 26; AW July 24. p. 26).

As a weapon for the turbofan-povv-

ered B-52H, Skybolt is designed as a

penetration missile with a range of over

1,000 mi. Until this long-range capabili-

ty to prolong the usefulness of the B-52
became essential, the program had
foundered through lack of agreement
within the Air Force and consequent
lack and interest and funding support

from the Defense Department.
Then a brigadier general was placed

in charge of the system development,

size of the system office at Aeronautical

Systems Division, Wright-Patterson

AFB, was increased, and a subidivision

of this office was established at the plant

of the contractor. Douglas Aircraft

Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. Most Sky-

bolt testing will take place at the Eglin

Air Proving Ground Center. Firings

will be made down the Atlantic Missile

Range.
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GRUMMAN W2F-1 HAWKEYE IN CATAPULT TESTS

Navy Reacts to Soviet Undersea Challenge
Navy entered 1962 with an increased anti-submarine warfare effort, meeting

a growing congressional controversy over its request for a new aircraft carrier,

and expanding the Polaris submarine-fired missile program to meet goals that

have been more than doubled.

These actions stemmed from the threat of a grossing force of Russian missile-

firing submarines, a need to replace aging carriers ss'hose principal mission is

in support of limited svar actions, and enthusiastic Administration appros'al

of the role Polaris is playing as part of the nation’s nuclear deterrent force.

Because of the versatility of the Navy-devclopcd McDonnell F4H twin-engine

fighter, USAF will buy this model in greater numbers than Navy in Fiscal 1963.

Navy s ventures into space were
modest but relatively successful, with
the Transit navigation satellite develop-

ment launches providing increased

knowledge of the earth's shape as an

aid to map-makers. Its operation of the

Pacific Missile Range was marked by
growing activity with firings of the oper-

ational configurations of the Air Force's
ballistic missiles becoming routine and
preparations for tests of the Army's
Nike Zeus anti-missile missiles nearing

completion.

With the growing threat to the U. S.

mainland of Soviet missile-firing sub-

marines, a major anti-submarine warfare

program has been initiated.

It is estimated that there are now 25

"G" and "Z" Russian class submarines

equipped with relatively short ranged—

about 350 mi.—weapons which must be

fired from the surface of the ocean.

These submarines arc conventionally

powered with diesel engines and bat-

teries. They can recharge their batteries

in a submerged position by drawing air

through a snorkel.

Latest intelligence estimates place the

number of Russian nuclear-powered

submarines at five, two more than last

spring. There is no indication that these

submarines have the ability to fire mis-

siles from a submerged position.

Navy has been faced with maintain-

ing an increased alert with its deployed

forces overseas. When the political

and military situation in Laos became
critical, an extra attack aircraft carrier

and additional Marines were sent to the

western Pacific. An additional attack

carrier has been added to the Sixth

Fleet in the Mediterranean.
Early in 1961, the Marine Corps was

preparing to reduce its strength to 172,-

000. This reduction was canceled by
President Kennedy and a buildup to

190,000 ordered. Sufficient additional

aircraft for a third full Marine Air

Wing was also ordered, to match the

ground force increase.

Because of a budget request for Fiscal

1963 slightlv smaller than Fiscal 1962
the Navy has had to adjust to the in-

creased Polaris program by a cutback of

shore installations and the larger surface

ships in the non-carrier category. De-
spite a decreasing aircraft inventory, the

operational costs have increased due to

more complex aircraft entering service.

From a target of 19 of the nuclear-

powered Polaris submarines, each carry-

ing 16 missiles, at the beginning of

1961, the request is now for 41. Of this

number 29 have already been authorized

and are under construction, six more arc

requested in Fiscal 1963 and procure-

ment of long lead time items for an-

other six also is asked.

Six submarines already are deployed,

another three are due before the end
of the year, making 144 missiles avail-

able on station most of the time.

The first six submarines are fitted to

take only the A1 version of the Polaris,

which has a range of 1,200 naut. mi.
Subsequent boats arc fitted with longer

firing tubes to accommodate the A2
version which has a range extended to

1,500 naut. mi. This is accomplished
by adding more propellant in a power
section which is 30 in. longer than the

Al, Each of the first six submarines

will be converted to take the A2.

A follow-on version of the missile is

being developed which will have a range

of 2,300-2,500 naut. mi. or will earn' a

heavier warhead shorter distances.

Hie A3 missile will gain its added
range by using a new fuel, a nitro-

plasticized, double-base solid propellant

which is denser than the composite

polyurethane fuel used in the Al and
A2. Elasticity of the new fuel will per-

mit the use of less binding material,

resulting in a denser propellant. A nitro-

glycerin-like compound, with aluminum
powder added, and ammonium perchlo-

rate oxidizer is mixed with the nitrocel-

lulose binder. This mixture burns about

1.000F hotter than the mixtures in the

Al and A2.

An expanding debate is being waged
within the Navy as to the worth of

aircraft carriers 10 years from now and
subsequent to that time. There is little

argument about the worth of the car-

riers in limited types of wars in fur-

nishing troop support in out-of-the-way

places and some nuclear capability in

an all-out war. But long-range planners

must take into account new methods
of locating and identifying ships at sea

and new ways of destroying them. Ten
years from now the Russian submarine
fleet could be completely nuclear pow-

ered, posing a threat to ships at sea and
capable of firing missiles against targets

ashore in the manner of the Polaris.

Navy request for a new convention-

ally powered carrier promises to become
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a controversial issue during the current

session of Congress. A number of

congressmen have already stated that

they will not approve construction of

any large Navy ship that is not nuclear

powered. Since nuclear power adds

about SI 00 million to the cost of a

carrier, this point is expected to be

exploited by opponents of the carrier

to kill the request altogether.

In the next four years the variety of

aircraft used by the Navy on its attack

and anti-submarine carriers and at land

bases will shrink. This will be espe-

cially noticeable in the case of the at-

tack carriers.

The shift to all turbine-powered air-

craft has not yet been accomplished in

this category. There arc still many pro-

peller-driven Douglas AD series planes

deployed for use as heavy, load-carrying,

close-support vehicles which can remain

on station for a long period of time.

They are especially suitable for support

of guerrilla troops. As field anti-aircraft

weapons arc improved by the Com-
munist bloc nations, however, propeller-

driven aircraft will have less chance of

survival. The ADs will disappear from

the fleet and from the Marine squadrons

in another two years.

In the support role, the AD is being

replaced by two aircraft, the Douglas

A4D series and the Grumman A2F-1.
A4Ds are now in use by the Navy and

Marines in quantity. One model, the

A4D-2N, has an all-weather capability.

The A4D is lacking in endurance, mak-
ing necessary almost immediate accom-

plishment of the mission after reaching

the scene of action. It has good load-

carrying ability and can fly slow enough
for accuracy in hitting comparatively

small targets.

A2F Phase-in

The A2F-1 is a twin-jet aircraft de-

signed for great load-carrying ability,

range and endurance and the ability to

carry out its mission in all types of

weather. It is being phased into the

fleet now and will be produced for the

next three or four years.

All Navy fighter aircraft have some
capability in close-support work in ad-

dition to air superiority. The most
recent fighter addition is the McDonnell
F4H-1 twin jet, two-place fighter, which
has proved so successful that the Navy
is buying them in quantity as eventual

replacements for the McDonnell F3II,

the Douglas F4D and the Chance
Vought F8U. The F4H is a Mach 2.3

aircraft and the F8U is also supersonic.

The F4D is a transonic aircraft.

As a follow-on to the F4H, the Navy
is participating in the TFX tactical

fighter program which was ordered by
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNa-
mara in February, 1961, originally as a

tri-service program to produce an air-

craft which would be capable of close POLARIS A2 UNDERSEA LAUNCH
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tion itself in dropping the weapon.
Guidance difficulties have jeopardized

the program, however, and there are

plans to use manned aircraft for an in-

terim period in this type of operation.

Tactics would be altered to avoid un-

favorable results from an underwater
nuclear blast.

Navy's current ASVV effort has been
the target of criticism because of the

growth of the Soviet fleet of missile-

firing submarines. At present the forces

combine anti-submarine submarines,

surface ships carrying variety of detec-

tion systems and attack weapons, air-

borne detection and attack systems, and
fixed passive and active underwater de-

tection systems. These fixed systems

take advantage of the fact that a shal-

low continental shelf extends from the
East Coast of North America for hun-
dreds of miles, making seabed installa-

tions possible. All standard detection

systems now in operation depend on
conduction of sound waves in water.

Currently, a six-month study effort

is being made by a team of 50 officers

and civilians to assess just how the

changing submarine threat should be
met. New state-of-the-art detection

methods are being considered for inclu-

sion in the ships and aircraft. Organi-

zation of the forces in getting a close

look.

Possibilities for breakthroughs exist

in the infrared detection of submarines,

which leave slightly warmer water in

their wakes than the surrounding water,

as do all surface ships. Their wakes also

make possible phosphorescent detection

at night. Electromagnetic effects other

than infrared are receiving close study.

Typhon System

For the period from 1965 on. the

Navy has launched development of a

missile system for its ships which is all

purpose in character, from surface-to-

air, anti-missile missile, surface-to-sur-

face, and surface-to-subsurface. It is

the Typhon system.

Generally, the name Typhon has

been applied to a missile with range

capabilities up to 250 mi. Actually, the

system will be able to launch a number
of different missiles.

Heart of the system is a powerful

radar wave generator located in the

lower part or the ship. The generated

waves are directed by a wave guide to

the top of a tower where a Luneberg

lens directs the waves in multiple di-

rections. The tower installation re-

sembles an oversize smokestack. Data
and guidance systems would be tied

Completion of Typhon develop-

ment is threatened in two ways; high

cost of shipboard installation, and
worth of the system when compared
with other ways of performing the

same task. It is estimated that the

support, air superiority, interdiction and
reconnaissance missions.

Another type of propeller-driven air-

craft operates from the attack carriers,

the airborne long-range radar-tracking

Grumman WF-2, an adaptation of the

ASW S2F series. It carries an ••um-

brella” antenna overhead. It is due to

he superseded by the Grumman W2F-1

.

which is turboprop-powered.

Aim of the airborne radar stations is

to feed information into the Air Tac-

tical Data Simulator, (ATDS) a semi-

automatic system for control of inter-

cept and attack aircraft, which in turn

feeds into the fleet’s over-all Naval Tac-

tical Data System (NTDS).
Navy’s heaviest punch from carriers

comes from two twin-jet aircraft. The

Navy Active Aircraft

Inventory

(End of Fiscal Year)

Douglas A3D is widely deployed and
has been operational for some time. Its

S
kinned successor is the supersonic

lorth American A3J. Development of

the A3J as a weapon system has not yet

been completed although the aircraft

itself has demonstrated carrier-operating

ability.

In carrier-based anti-submarine war-

fare. the Grumman S2F series of air-

craft forms the backbone of the effort

and is aided in pinpointing submarines

by the Sikorsky I1SS-1 and 11SS-2

helicopters. The IISS-2 is powered by
two turboshaft engines. Participating in

the air effort are shore-based Lockheed
P2V scries aircraft and Martin P5M
seaplanes. Last deliveries of the P2V-7
were made in 1961. completing a pro-

duction ran of 1 5 vears. Successor to

the P2V will be the Lockheed P3V-1.

a four turboprop landplanc conversion

of the Electra commercial transport. It

will join the fleet late this year.

Another approach to airborne ASM'
is the drone anti-submarine helicopter

(DASH) which is designed to operate

from platforms on the sterns of destroy-

ers. Reason for an unpiloted aircraft is

to deliver a Lulu anti-submarine nuclear

weapon without having to avoid dcstruc-
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UKCKAIT TYI’l.

Navy Aircraft on Order
POPULAR NAME MANUFACTURER

Mil I and IP

Lockhccr

Gramma
North A
Gramma
Lockhcci

Navy Missiles and Space Vehicles on Order

MANUFACTURER

Biillpup .

Terrier ..

Talos . .

.

General Dynamics
Bendix

General Dynamics
Applied Physics

Laboratory

Raytheon

Applied Physics

smallest ship that will be able to take

the system will displace S,000 tons, the

size of a pre-World War 2 cruiser.

One program scuttled in 1961 was

the Missileer aircraft. This concept

would have had a subsonic fighter air-

craft loitering on station within line-

of-siglit contact with command aircraft

or snips and carrying long-range Eagle

missiles. Instead of a supersonic air-

craft making an interception of an

enemy aircraft, the missile would do

McNamara canceled development of

the aircraft but allowed sufficient funds

for further work to proceed on the

missile. Navy is working on a missile

which would utilize the first stage of

the two stage Eagle for use with other

aircraft.

Navy is continuing procurement on
the Bullpup air-to-surface close-support

missile, which will also be used by the

Air Force; the Sidewinder air-to-air

infrared-seeking missile; the Sparrow 3

radar-guided air-to-air missile; rockets,

bombs and napalm; Talos, Terrier and
Tartar ship-launched anti-aircraft mis-

siles; Hawk surface-to-air battlefield an-

ti-aircraft missile for Marine Corps use.

Space Activities

Navy participation m space activities

is limited but varied. Its Spasur. for a

space surveillance system, is now op-

erating as part of Space Track, which
in turn is part of the North American
Air Defense Command (NORAD).

Pacific Missile Range is the responsi-

bility of the Navy. Operational testing

of Air Force ballistic missiles from Van-
denberg AFB. Calif., is conducted on
PMR ranges. Polar orbit launches make
use of PMR tracking facilities. PMR

tracking equipment also services the

Mercury orbit flights of National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration.

Navy is assigned only one operational

space system. It is the Transit naviga-

tion satellite. Transit is designed to

aid ships determine their positions to

accuracies of 0.1 mi. Operational sys-

tems in combat ships will have this

degree of accuracy, while commercial
vessels will be able to detenninc posi-

tion to about one-quarter mile.

Operational Transits will be placed

in polar orbits from the Navy’s Pt.

Arguello facility. The system is ex-

pected to be operational in 1964.

An attempt was made by the Navy,
in January', to place five payloads in

orbit in one launch, but the booster

failed. Future scientific payloads will

be launched individually bv smaller

boosters.

RUSSIANS describe submarine in this photo as having missile launching capability. Missiles presumably arc in housing at stern.
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Army Undergoes Technical, Administrative
Army is in the nndst of adjusting to a sweeping reorganization ordered in

January which abolished some of the technical and administrative services,

changed the character of others and drew all development activities and

logistic support from the technical services into a new Materiel Development

and Logistics Command (MDLC).
A measure of the blow to tradition can be gained by noting that four

of the services date their existence from 1775. These are the Coqis of Engi-

neers, Chief of Finance, Adjutant General and Quartermaster Corps. The
most recent addition was the Transportation Corps, created in 1942.

The technical and administrative

sendees affected by the reorganization

• Completely abolished: Quartermaster
Corps. Ordnance Corps and the Chem-
ical Corps.
• Functions changed. Titles retained

but statutory status abolished: Signal

Corps, Adjutant General. Chief of Fi-

nance, Transportation Corps.
• Retained as a separate entity but

statutory status abolished: Surgeon

General.
• Retained as a separate statutory sen-
ice because it performs many civil func-

tions: Corps of Engineers.

Army carried its materiel organiza-

tion shakcup a step further than the
Air Force, which last year formed the

Systems Command and Logistics Com-
mand. by combining all in MDLC.
The MDLC will thus be responsible for

basic research in systems and other mate-
riel, development, test, evaluation and
logistics support after the materiel be-

comes operational.

Under the old organization each of

the technical services performed its

own research and development through

widely scattered activities. The only co-

ordination came from the Assistant Sec-

retary of the Army (Research and De-

velopment) and the Deputy Chief of

Staff (Development). Their control

could not be absolute, however, because
of the statutory nature of the services,

which were legal empires with a great

measure of independence.

The reorganization will not produce
any significant changes in the arsenals,

laboratories, depots, test ranges and in-

stallations, except for centralized con-

trol.

Reorganization Objectives

Objectives of the reorganization are:

• Elimination of duplication of effort

and excessive fragmenting of functions,

responsibilities and resources.

• Consolidation of responsibilities for

personnel management, training, com-
bat developments, research and devel-

opment and logistics functions in the

smallest practical number of commands
and agencies.

• Improved effectiveness by more clearly

fixing responsibility for accomplishment

of major tasks and by simplifying and
strengthening the command and man-
agement structure.

• Provision for more flexible use of

skills and broader technical opportuni-

ties for present military personnel.
• Delegation of functions which need

Army Aircraft on Order
AIRCRAFT TYPE POPULAR NAME MANUFACTURER
AO-1 Observation Mohawk Grumman
AC-1 Assault Transport . . . Caribou DeHavilland

HU-1 Utility Helicopter . . . Iroquois Bell

HC-IB Transport Helicopter Chinook Boeing-Vertol

H-13 Utility Helicopter . . . Bell

H-23 Utility Helicopter . . . Hiller

Army Missiles and Space Vehicles on Order
MISSILE or VEHICLE MISSION MANUFACTURER
Sergeant Surface-to-Surface Sperry

Honest John Surface-to-Surface Emerson Electric-Douglas

Little John Surface-to-Surface Emerson Electric

Hawk Surface-to-Air Raytheon

Davy Crockett Surface-to-Surface ARGMA
(Nuclear warhead)

Nike Hercules Surface-to-Air Douglas

SS-10, SS-11 Air-to-Surface Nord

Pershing Surface-to-Air Martin

not be performed at secretarial or staff

level to subordinate commands.
An Army Combat Developments

Command also was created in the reor-

ganization. Its function will be the de-

velopment of organizational and opera-

tional doctrine, materiel objectives and
qualitative requirements, war gaming,

field experimentation and cost effective-

ness studies.

Training activities formerly per-

formed by the technical services have

been assigned to the Continental Army
Command, whose scope will now in-

clude technical, administrative and
combat training for the regular Army
and the Army National Guard and
Armv Reserve.

A total of 120.000 men were added

to Army strength last spring during the

Berlin crisis through the call-up of Na-
tional Guard units and individual reserv-

ists. Repercussions to this call-up from

political sources, who question the ne-

cessity of calling reserves for "show of

strength" purposes, have caused the De-
fense Department to plan for greater

regular Army strength rather than de-

pend on reserves in the event of a cold

war crisis. During this period, Amiy
draft requirements were reduced from

25,000 per month to 9,000.

Nike Zeus Program

Nike Zeus anti-missile missile devel-

opment program was accelerated in 1961

and continues as a priority program at

present. Numerous firings took place at

the White Sands. N. M„ Missile Range,

from the Pacific Missile Range at Pt.

Mugu and Kwajalein Island. An actual

intercept of a Nike Hercules anti-air-

craft missile was successful at White

Army’s bid for preproduction funds

for long lead time items of the system

were denied bv Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara for Fiscal 1963,

however. This was also the case in the

budget requests for Fiscal 1962.

Nike Zeus tests against Atlas ICBM
re-entry targets are scheduled to begin

at Kwajalein this summer. The Atlases

will be fired from Vandcnberg AFB,
Calif., over the Pacific Missile Range,

About 47 tests under controlled condi-

tions are scheduled. If these tests are

successful, there are indications that

McNamara will then ask for funds to

begin procurement of long lead time

items, or procurement of the entire

White Sands test was against the

3,000-mph. Hercules which was fired

and then intercepted after it had passed

its apogee. The miss distance was such

that if the Zeus had been equipped with

a nuclear warhead, the Hercules would
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Reorganizing
have been destroyed. Atlas nose cones

will pose a more difficult problem be-

cause of speeds five to six times as fast.

Later testing against Atlas will also in-

volve the ability to discriminate between
the nose cone and decoys dispersed by
the weapons.

Political Problem

Nike Zeus remains a political prob-

lem, principally between the Army and

the Air Force. Air Force maintains that

a system which would intercept ballistic

missiles in their powered phase shortly

after launch or in mid-course would be

more effective. Such a system would
have to be space-based. Army claims

such a system is still only a study and
that numerous concepts would have to

be proved before development work
could even begin. Nike Zeus, it says,

makes use of known phenomena and
proven concepts and can be a defensive

system long before any other as a de-

fense against ballistic missiles. At stake

is the commitment of many billions of

dollars for seven to 10 years and the

prestige of operating such a defensive

In the tactical missile field, the Army
is actively developing the Pershing solid

propellant truck-mounted missile whose
range has now been extended. Numer-
ous firings from Cape Canaveral promise

early production and deployment of the

For a number of months beginning
last fall it appeared that a lid would
be placed on the upper range limit of

Pershing. The Defense Department
ordered the Air Force to develop a

mobile mid-range ballistic missile, also

solid propellant and truck-mounted,
which would have a range capabilitv

from 200 to 2,200 mi. The MMRBM
would be aimed principally for NATO
uses on the European mainland. It now
appears that the missile is so involved
in political wrangling on what charac-

teristics it should have that it will be
reduced to a study project. This action
will permit development of the Per-

shing to the limit of its range capabili-

ties. which the Army claims can be ex-

tended to as much as 1,000 mi.

Sergeant Missile

Overlapping the Pershing range en-
velope, is the Sergeant missile which
has a maximum range of 75 mi. This
missile was threatened with cancellation

last fall by the Defense Department
which claimed that the Army had too

many tactical missiles in its inventory.

Sergeant is now in production and its

development is almost complete.
Shortest range nuclear warhead

weapon in the Army inventory is the

FAIRCHILD USD-5 DRONE

GRUMMAN AO-1 MOHAWK
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FasTen/anoN
the point where it is now considered a science. We call it fas'

Your designs are important enough to build, and should be

be able to remove the covering in a hurry. Here’s where C

icant to you. Installation is simple— closure is simple — op(

operations takes only seconds.

The final touch to a good design includes the best method

and use, and a fastener that complements the product i

and appearance. Since making a decision involves the evalua

alternatives, here are some of Camloc’s more popular fastens

know you will want to make a more careful analysis befo

specify, we suggest that you write for our complete catal

FASTEN/ATED ! Let us fasten/eer your next design. *

CAMLOC FASTENER CORPORATION, 142 SPRING VALLEY RD„ PARAML
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Army Active Aircraft

Inventory

1958

(toil ol Fiscal Yeail

5,027

5.199

1960 5

1961 5.564

1962 (Planned) 5.605

1963 (Planned) 5,89

Davy Crockett. This jeep-mounted de-

vice has a warhead size larger than the

rocket motor and can develop explosive

power of as much as 20 kilotons, al-

though conventional warheads and
smaller nuclear warheads will ordinarily

be used. It has a range of 2.5 mi. and

can be operated by two men.
Army is expending considerable effort

into converting helicopters into mis-

sile-carrying vehicles with tactical com-

bat roles. Helicopter now being pur-

chased in quantity for this purpose is

the Bell HU-1, which can fire the SS-10

and SS-11 missiles. These missiles arc

guided through wire reeled out while

traveling toward a target. The helicop-

ter copilot guides the missile to the

Hawk Uses

The Hawk is being produced for bat-

tlefield use against low flying planes. It

is also being purchased by the Navy for

use by the Marines. A new anti-

aircraft missile, the Redeye, has been

developed but production has been de-

layed.

Army aviation has committed itself

to the helicopter for all light aircraft

work. No new fixed-wing STOL light

aircraft are being developed and there

is no indication that off-the-shelf air-

craft will be bought. Fixed-wing planes

now in the inventory will be in use for

the next six years but by that time the

rotary-wing aircraft will have taken over.

To replace the fixed-wing aircraft the

Army, with the Navy acting as procure-

ment agent, has conducted a competi-

tion for a light observation helicopter

(LOIl). The characteristics as stated in

the requests for proposals would call for

a f nir-to-fivc place vehicle and a 250-

slip. turboshaft engine.

Three contractors have been chosen
to produce five aircraft each in this

program. They arc Bell, Hiller and
Hughes. All are expected to have their

prototypes flying this summer. Power-

plant is the Allison T63. which has
been plagued with development trou-

bles. Although proposals have been
asked for a substitute powerplant, it

now appears that the T63 will be firing

in all three aircraft this summer.
After an evaluation period, one of

the designs will be chosen for produc-
tion. Since the number of aircraft over

a period of years may reach 2.300. it is

If you wanted to build

a pipeline to the moon

chances are somewhere along the way

you’d use Janitrol cryogenic

and pneumatic valves

heat exchangers

and couplings. Many fine

engineering organizations already do!

JJJKMSMITFtOL. AXEFtO
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CHIP
DETECTORS in the palm of your hand

!

Electric motor reliability, direct drive simplicity

to operate in fluid temperatures to —459°F
Pesco Cryogenic liquid-cooled DC and AC induction motors are
available for a wide variety of applications from 0.2 to 50 HP with
speeds from 600 rpm, 60 cycle to 25.000 rpm, 400 cycle. Operating at
temperatures between —459°F and —150" F, PESCO Cryogenic elec-
tric motors produce up to 5 HP per pound . . . three times more than
hot gas turbines . . . five times more than conventional electric motors.

Each motor is designed to run fully submerged, eliminating the need
for seals, insulation, gearbox, long-shaft, lubrication system, and spe-
cial handling for cryogenic gases and liquids. The result . . . efficient,
lightweight, high-speed motor-driven pumps or generators with reliable
start-up and operation.

Pesco AC induction motors have been tested in excess of 300 hours at
12,000 rpm submerged in liquid hydrogen, maintaining full efficiency
and performance.

PESCO PRODUCTS DIVISION
BORG-WARNER CORPORATION
24700 NORTH MILES ROAD . BEDFORD, OHIO
EXPORT SALES:

83



Here is where they're used

FOR AIRCRAFT OR MISSILE TRANSFORMER-RECTIFIERS, SELENIUM OR SILICON, CONSULT CHATHAM FIRST

Chatham"’electronics
LIVINGSTON, N. J. TWX: LVTN NJ-489
DIVISION OF TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC.
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SERGEANT WITH TRANSPORTER-LAUNCHER

possible that two contractors will be se-

lected to produce the one model.

By Defense Department order, the

Army is held to operating aircraft of

5.000 lb. or less unless specific excep-

tions have been granted. Exceptions

have been granted for the de Havilland

AC-1 Caribou twin-engine short takeoff

and landing troop-cargo transport which

can operate from unimproved fields, the

Grumman AO-1 Mohawk twin-turbo-

prop battlefield reconnaissance aircraft

which is produced for three separate

missions, and the tandem rotor Vcrtol

IIC-1 Chinook troop-cargo helicopter.

Army would like another exception

granted to allow it to perform its own
close-support mission with fixed-wing

aircraft, claiming that the Air Force

has limited its tactical mission to nu-

clear delivery capability with high-per-

formance aircraft which are not suited

for extremely close troop-support mis-

VAX Studies

In order to accede to Army ideas

for close support, the Defense Depart-

ment last June ordered studies to begin

on a VAX close-support aircraft for

use by the Air Force Tactical Air Com-
mand. This was split off from Mc-
Namara's order for an all-in-one tactical

fighter, the TFX, which was to perform

the close support, air superiority, recon-

naissance and interdiction roles.

The characteristics of the VAX have
not yet been settled. Air Force and
Marine pilots say that they do not want
to fly a subsonic aircraft, claiming that

there must be some chance of survival

against high-performance aircraft. Since

the TFX has not yet been ordered into

development, it now appears that a de-

cision on the VAX will wa t for de-

termination of TFX close-support per-

formance capabilities.

Army aircraft inventory has been
steadily growing. The Army now has

pennission to buy its own aviation

equipment and off-the-shelf aircraft. It

is building a cadre of trained personnel

which in the future will be able to ad-

minister procurement of aircraft from

design study through development to

B
oduction. At present, the Defense

epartment requires that the procure-

ment be done through the Air Force

and Navy.

Future Needs

For the future, the Army wants to

have each division equipped so that it

can earn’ at least one company by air.

Each cavalry squadron of a division will

have an aerial reconnaissance troop.

Aerial surveillance will match the fire-

power of each combat echelon.

Army wants a helicopter that can

carry 1*5.000 lb. It hopes to purchase

several Sikorsky S-64 flying cranes for

evaluation of its short haul heavy air-

lift needs.

In the field of vertical takeoff ve-

hicles, the Army is funding several re-

search efforts, but progress has been
insufficient to justify development of

a vehicle. Ground effect machines arc

being tested but no vehicle yet shows

enough promise to order full develop-

ment. STOL research, that is, in the

order of 30 kt. stall speed and under, is

not being pursued.

Army will continue to use the con-

tract method of maintaining and over-

hauling its aircraft. At present only

enough of this type of work in the con-

tinental U,S. is being done by Army
personnel to allow training of new
personnel and permit proper employ-

ment of personnel who arc rotated from

Contract training of pilots and en-

listed aviation personnel will continue.

Space Field Activities

Army activities in the space field are

limited to the operation of a missile

range and the development of two

satellites.

The White Sands Missile Range is

used for high-altitude probes and has

both a space tracking and communica-

tions capability.

Army has responsibility for develop-

ing the Advent military communica-
tions satellite. Advent is expected to be

operational in 1964.

Since Army has the principal respon-

sibility for geodesy and mapping for the

Department of Defense, it has been

given the task of developing the nil-

service Anna geodetic satellite. The
satellite would perform more accurate

measurements of the aberrations in the

shape of the earth and the distances

between datums on the continents from

which land measurements of great ac-

curacy already have been made. Ballis-

tic missile guidance is such that the

greatest chance of error now comes
from lack of knowledge of exactly

where a target is located in respect to

the launching point.

BELL HU-1B WITH 48 2.75-IN. AIRCRAFT ROCKETS
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four reasons why

split second navigational starts

BOUNDER

Mach 1.5*

86

... but inertial navigation systems for strike fighters use up precious minutes in

warm-up time. LFE’s Doppler navigation systems are always on ready alert, start

in seconds.

Inertial navigation systems' inaccuracies increase with time, but LFE’s Doppler navi-

gation system accuracy is constant— regardless of mission length.

LFE’s Doppler navigation technique is service proven aboard the F-105 tactical

fighter-bomber. Its demonstrated accuracy and reliability is available now for all

V/STOL, STOL, and other aircraft.

*From estimates in Air Force and Space Digest magazine

SYSTEMS

LFE ELECTRONICS

radar

CYRANO
Mass produced French airborne

radar CYRANO the sole radar

equipment actually mounted
on the jet fighter MIRAGE III.

Several hundreds of this equip-

ment are ordered or delivered

at this time in France and
several foreign countries.
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Joint Projects Test NATO Cohesiveness
By Cecil Brownlow

Paris—North Atlantic Treaty Organization members this year face a series

of challenges and decisions that could seriously affect the structure of the

organization as a whole, its future effectiveness and the primary direction

of its efforts.

On the surface, there is the question of Berlin and whether NATO may
have to face the ultimate test there. Internally, there are problems that,

while not so immediate, must be solved if the organization is to remain a

decisive factor in world politics and attain the cohesiveness it must have to do so.

In essence, the questions that must
be answered are these:

• Should NATO become the world's

fourth nuclear power with its own
atomic stockpiles? The U. S. advanced
a proposal along these lines well over

a year ago, and it was embraced in

principle by the West Germans. Other
governments have been more reluctant

for a number of reasons. Who will

control the warheads and how. they

ask, and who will have to pay and how

• How can weapon system standardiza-

tion be achieved, at least within Europe,

and how shall ensuing cost increases

be absorbed, particularly when each of

the major countries has a pet home-
grown product of its own and is loath

to accept someone else’s hardware?
• Should NATO expand the scope of

its activities into economic and political

spheres as originally proposed by a

fonner director general, Paul-Henri

Spaak? The combined forces of the
Soviet strategy of economic penetration

into underdeveloped, uncommitted na-

tions—and its threat of ultimate politi-

cal control-plus the potential cohesive

impact of the Common Market have
sparked renewed demands that NATO
widen its activities beyond the realm of

the purely military and beyond the

boundaries of Europe. There also is

hope that, as the Common Market
reaches maturity, the nationalistic pride

over home-developed weapon systems

All of these propositions entail sac-

rifice of sovereignty and/or pride, and.

therefore represent no easy solutions.

VTOL Competition

Perhaps the most immediate test—

and one that is now being fiercely

fought—revolves around the NATO
competition for a standard VTOL
strike-reconnaissance fighter for mem-
ber nations. At least 1 2 proposals from

the industries of six countries were
submitted before the Jan. 10 deadline.

At that time some factions were still

debating the merits of the program
under its present performance speci-

fications and others, notably France, in-

dicated that they would go it alone

unless a design of theirs was chosen.

If the project disintegrates into a

series of national programs rather than

a common development and manufac-
turing effort spread among the coun-

tries involved, some observers believe

the internal strength of NATO will

suffer a severe blow. Such a move,
they believe, could effectively destroy

the painful progress toward standardi-

zation made thus far and possibly cause

deep nationalistic strictures that will

be slow to disappear.

The need to prevent such splinter-

ing is generally recognized. The ques-

tion once again is now. Each nation

has its own approach, beliefs, peculiar

defense needs and internal problems.

France, as an example, still resents

the selection of the Fiat G. 91 in an
earlier competition for a standard close-

support fighter. When it was chosen.

France withdrew its support from the

program. In the present round, France

let it be known early that its favored

entry, the Sud-Dassa‘ult Mirage 3V, a

VTOL outgrowth of the Mirage 3 inter-

ceptor, already is a nationally funded
program, the winner of a national com-
petition to fill a national need, and a

program which it would be glad to

share with others. If the others decline

and another design is selected, the

chances are strong that France will

continue the program on its own.

Britain, with an airframe industry to

support, has its own favored entries,

which it also is more than willing to

share. Acceptance of a foreign design

could be politically unpopular as well
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REPUBLIC F-105DS of the 36th Tactical Fighter Wing based at Bitburg, Germany, are a U.S. contribution to NATO forces.

in Britain. Purchases of such equipment

in the past—i. e., British Overseas Air-

ways Corp.’s decision to buy the Boeing

707 jet transport, choice of the Douglas

Skybolt for the V bomber force-have

been severely criticized.

Germany, with pride in its rcinvigor-

ated industry', thinks proper recognition

is due for its efforts and for its military,

financial and political support to the

NATO cause.

U. S. Support

The U. S., a potential buyer and al-

most certainly a financial supporter, has

seldom been inclined toward foreign

Among the common program's sup-

porters within NATO, there is a feel-

ing based upon hope and a knowledge
of the possible consequences of failure

that the nations involved will finally

agree upon a common design—or pos-

sibly designs— to handle various types

of missions. "We’ve been talking about
how NATO is coming closer together,’’

one official says. ‘’11115 is a big test,

and it’s one reason whv I think it will

go through.”

Should the competition evolve into

a requirement for more than one type

of aircraft, say, one for close support

and another for high-altitude intercep-

tion along the pattern of defense re-

quirements stated by the Germans and
others, it could serve a practical need
and, perhaps- as importantly, ease the

demands of individual countries for

E
rime-contract recognition. Particularly

elpful in this respect is the embryo
parallel requirement for a medium-range
V/STOL transport. "This,” a spokes-

man says, “would give us some room for

maneuver. One country gets this, an-

other this and another that. We could

have some horse-trading and the end re-

sult would benefit everyone.”

British Powerplants

England stands a strong chance of

representation in the engine field in

either the transport or fighter categories

-or both-sincc Rolls-Royce or Bristol

Siddeley powerplants are represented in

a majority of proposals. France, in turn,

might be willing to accept a German-
designed transport in return for selec-

tion of a French fighter in the NATO
competition.

However the programs evolve, such

political considerations are destined to

play an important part. Technologi-

cal superiority will be a factor in the

FIRST HARDWARE produced in a joint NATO project is the Breguct 1150 Atlantic anti-submarine aircraft.
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What’s Your

Problem in Photo

Interpretation?

Matching magnification to

the resolution of the film?

The new Zoom "70” Stereoscope

zooms to the exact power necessary

to deliver sharp, clear detail in 3-D

. . . magnification commensurate with

the film’s resolution. The 7X-60X
range of continuous power provides

magnification to spare—far greater than the resolving power of today’s

fastest 70mm films; more than enough for the faster films of tomorrow.

And there’s no image blackout, loss of focus, or change of working

distance.

Fast, accurate measurement at

the right magnification?

This new Zoom Macroscope, complement to

the Zoom “70” Stereoscope, provides to-

day’s fastest, most accurate measurements

of detail material in positive and negative

transparencies and photo prints. The index

of its .0001" reticle remains visible, and the

object remains in focus, throughout the con-

tinuous magnification range of 10X through

30X. You read the measurements directly

—no interpolations or corrections.

3 INCORPORATED

Rapid scanning of uncut

roll film?

B&L Scanning Stereoviewers

transport roll film rapidly for

3-D scanning, with complete fa-

cilities for stop-motion study at

low, medium or high magnifica-

~j tion. Choice of models for 5" x

j
5", 9" x 9", and larger formats,

r-

J

Interchangeable magnification

j

sets; 2>/2X. 6X and 12X; or

I 3'/3X, 8X and 16X.
I
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selection but, most observers agree,

probably not the overriding one. A
NATO-assigned officer close to the pro-

gram observes:

"It’s going to be delayed. There’s
going to be foot dragging, and, in the

final analysis, the decision isn’t going

to be made on the working level. . . .

There’s going to have to be a lot of

give and take."

Another hurdle that must be over-

come is funding, since there is no NATO
money as such for either project.

Dealing only with the strike fighter—

the transport is farther away, since no
definite requirements have yet been
stated—the NATO officer agrees that

no one country can afford it on its own
without outside help at the start, al-

though considerable funds already have
been expended by individual firms on
their respective design proposals. "If

the countries don’t support it." he said,

“it’s going to fold."

Such support almost invariably will

require U. S. fund sharing, at least in

the areas of development and prototype
production, and a strong American
stand coupled with a promise of aid

could be a factor towards mitigating na-

tional demands. The U.S.. however, is

not without its own pressures.

Mutual Funds

Mutual aid funds have gone into the

development of a family of British en-

gines, the Bristol Siddelev BS. 5 s and
the more-powerful BS. 100 variable-

thrust powerwlants. In return, the

American government has royaltv-frcc

production rights to them in the U S.

American airframe and engine designs,

notably the General Electric T64 turbo-

prop on transport entries, are deeply in-

volved, and to some U.S. companies
the difference between win and lose

is of more than passing importance.

American firms are looking to the

government to watch over their interests

before providing financial aid. One in-

dustry' representative says somewhat
bitterly: "There's going to have to be

U. S. money to get this project moving,

but do you think the government is

going to insist that we get some work
or royalty fees out of it the way the

Europeans are doing? My bet is that

Another representative adds:

"The government keeps telling us

that we should get in and sell our prod-

ucts in the Common Market area so

we don’t get left out. Then, when we
want to propose something over here,

we’re frozen out. We’ve been trying

for over a year to get [State Depart-

mcnt-USAF security] clearance to talk

about one of our projects. It came
through last week. Now, it's too late,"

And, within NATO itself, there are

those who doubt the wisdom of having

allowed the V/STOL programs to be-
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come sponsored projects, particularly

in view of the possible results of failure.

One official, who sees little hope of any

early agreement on the transport side,

says of the fighter program:

“At least three production models

are going to be built, and it's going to

break up into a national thing. . . .

Can you see the French building an

Italian design?"

Another more optimistic source con-

tends that both the strike fighter and

transport competitions will be resolved

with no real problems that cannot be
overcome. “People overlook the fact

that NATO has made some common
decisions in the past and instead play

up their past differences.’’ he said.

"Each country has its needs and pride

... I think the best design in both the

transport and strike fighter will be

Nuclear Control

The questions of nuclear arms con-

trol are as involved.

France is building its own national

nuclear force in hopes of obtaining full

E

olitical parity with the other two mail-

ers of the Western Big Three. It is

completing plans for a strategic air com-

mand equipped by 1965 with Dassault

Mirage 4 nuclear-carrying bombers.

A total of 50 of the aircraft is

currently on order by the French gov-

ernment. French also are aggressively

developing a solid-fuel intermediate

range ballistic missile with a range of

1,500-2,500 mi, and the nuclear war-

head that goes with it. Planned opera-

tional date reportedlv is between 1968-

70.

U. S. and French laws conflict on this

subject. U. S. legislation prohibits any

U. S. warhead from escaping American

control. French law, on the other hand,

forbids the presence of U.S. nuclear

warheads in the territory of France un-

less they come under French control.

The combination of these two resulted

in the withdrawal of nuclear-equippcd

U. S. tactical fighter units from France

in 1959 when the French law went
into force. France undoubtedly would

welcome any move that would relax

other U.S. restrictions that prohibit

American firms from giving aid to their

French counterparts in the development

of an IRBM or provide it with nuclear

warheads in the interim before its own
force comes into being.

It is doubtful, however, whether
France is willing to divert substantial

funds from its own programs to help

NATO as such to become a nuclear

power. The same is true for most of

the other nations involved with the

exception of West Germany. The Ger-

mans have the necessary financing to

carry their end of the bargain. They
also recognize the fact that they can

expect little or no warning in the event

Career Opportunities

with Bausch & Lomb

PROJECT ENGINEERS

OPTICAL ENGINEERS AND DESIGNERS

SENIOR PRODUCT DESIGN ENGINEERS

Project Engineers—Several challenging positions

with broad project responsibility in areas of electro-

mechanical-optical systems and/or instrumenta-

tion. Should be familiar with military research and

development. B.S. in M.E, E.E. or physics re-

quired. Advanced degree preferred.

Optical Engineers and Designers—B.S, M.S. or

Ph.D. in optics, physics or mathematics or equiva-

lent experience. Openings in our Research and

Development, and Space and Defense Products

Division. Will work in areas such as projection,

photography, lens and systems design, thin films

and in scientific and optical instrumentation in

general. A strong theoretical background and state

of the art awareness of optics are essential.

Senior Product Design Engineers—M.E. degree and

at least five years of mechanical experience re-

quired, with ability to do creative and ingenious

design. Positions require some board design and

coordination of customer requirements with our

electrical, optical and systems engineers. Will be

responsible for mechanical design from concept to

salable product.

Our company’s current diversification program is

also providing other challenging technical oppor-

tunities. Your inquiry is invited. Write to: Ellis P.

Faro, Employment Manager, Bausch & Lomb
Incorporated, 92427 Bausch St, Rochester 2, N. Y.

BAUSCH & LOMB^
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Why does the aerospace industry use

more Cutler-Hammer switches and
power relays than any other brand? DOUGLAS A4D-2N

SIKORSKY HSS-2

RYAN Q-2C FIREBEE

NORTHROP T-38

KAMAN H-43B HUSKIE

Reliability. . . breadth of tine . . . experience have made

Cutler-Hammer first choice for

switches and power relays
You’ll find Cutler-Hammer switches and relays

in all types of aircraft from private planes to

missiles.

All the manufacturers represented in these
photos—and many more—have made Cutler-

Hammer a preferred source. Since 1920, when
we designed and manufactured the first line of

switches ever created specifically for aircraft

use, Cutler-Hammer has been the standard of

quality for the industry.

Our engineers are always ready to help you
select the best possible switches, Class 0 and
hermetically sealed power relays and circuit

breakers from our extensive line. Or, they’ll

work with you in design and manufacture to
help you solve your particular problem. Better

yet, get in touch with your Cutler-Hammer
sales office before a special problem comes up.
For more information, write for Pub. EE 140-

E-286—88 pages of detailed information.

WHAT’S NEW? ASK...

CUTLER-HAMMER



Where maximum reliability in high temperature ranges

and minimum rejects are required . .
.
plus larger

iiles, Midvac Steels have answered and a

ready to solve the problems of many engineers. These

ultra-clean steels are now available in ingots up to

60 inches in diameter, weighing 80,000 pounds.

Produced by consumable electrode vacuum melting

Midvac Steels have improved workability and ingot

soundness not attainable by other methods of melting.

Segregation of inclusions is reduced and better mechanical

properties are assured in all super alloy steels.

Whether it be a large rocket motor, missile case, nuclear

reactor part or an "extra-size” commercial product Midvac

Steels offer the same high reliability. For complete data

and technical booklet write to . . .

Afidwuc

FOR DESIGN ENGINEERS
MIDVAC STEELS OPEN NEW HORIZONS
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• NATO

of enemy attack and that the present,

logistically-cumbersome system of re-

taining the warheads in stockpile under

U. S. control until they are needed

simply may not work at a time when it

avoid the onus of nuclear responsibility,

leasing it to the U.S. to provide the

weapons when and if the time comes.

Presence of nuclear warheads in Nor-

way or Denmark, for example, un-

doubtedly would touch off violent re-

actions from within the Soviet Union

and domestically.

An overriding factor is how NATO
warheads would be controlled—who
could give the command to fire, par-

ticularly if the warheads were located

aboard a Polaris missile submarine at

sea in international waters rather than

on national territory.

Under present law, they certainly

could not be fired without a U.S. presi-

dential order. U.S.-supplied nuclear

warheads for Douglas Thor IRBMs in

Great Britain theoretically are under

joint control, with a U.S. officer earn-

ing one key, his British counterpart

another, both of which ostensibly must

be used to actuate the firing svstem.

The use of 1 5—or even 5-keys would

be awkward to say the least, not to

mention the 15 orders to fire that

would have to come from the respec-

tive national capitals.

Herter Suggestion

Former Secretary of State Christian

Herter originally made the fourth-

power suggestion, with the backing of

Supreme Allied Commander Gen.
Lauris Norstad, during the waning days

of the Eisenhower Administration.

Basically, the Herter proposal suggested

that the U. S. might be ready to com-

mit five Polaris submarines to NATO
control if the other member nations

responded with the purchase of at least

100 of the missiles for use on land

under a NATO-wide command.
Support for a similar program was

voiced by President Kennedy last May.
However, visible evidence of support

from other quarters has been lacking and
probably will continue to be lacking

without major concessions on both

So far as a broadening of NATO
activities to encompass the realms of

politics and economics is concerned,

Spaak’s concept held that, as the cold

war increases in intensity', the organiza-

tion should move into these spheres to

carry out its mandate of effectively de-

terring Communist aggression.

Proponents of the plan still support

this dictum, with the Common Market
giving it new impetus. Concerted moves
on both the political and economic
fronts also may be made easier as the

former colonial nations among the

*IN "MISSILE-ESE"- EVERYTHING

WORKING PERFECTLY

There's great activity and optimism at

Huntsville where NASA's mighty Saturn

C-l is being readied for flight tests this

year.

have the finest

"on the job"record

of any static metal

seal in the aircraft

and missile field

BULLETIN!

Just released! Complete test and
performance results on new Har-

rison ASTRO/WEIGHT fittings for

missile plumbing. Nothing com-

parable for swaging and brazing

to all types of fluid and gas system

installations. Write for full details

K-Seals get the

It is gratifying that the K-SEAL is "doing its
Jj

job" on this vital project leading up to the

development of a rocket powerful enough

to send a 3-man Apollo Spaceship around

the moon by 1965 or 1966. For the reliable

K-SEAL, it's another "A — OK". ..one for

which we're justifiably proud.

Write or wire for our new
38-page bound catalogue ... the

most complete and comprehensive Metal

Seal book in the industry. Gives sizes, •

specifications, test results, installation

and ordering instructions, materials and

Covers: AND-10050 ports. Flange Type

Connections, External Pressure Seals, Min-

iature Seals, and the new ASTRO/WEIGHT
Fittings designed specifically for Missile

Plumbing.
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GET INFORMATION NOW ON ELGIN ELAPSED TIMEINDICATORS

Read the booklet that tells why Elgin ETI’s have won acceptance

in both military and civilian use as the standard of reliability.

Extremely accurate, small, light in weight (about one ounce),

and drawing less than one watt, Elgin ETI's provide a practically

unlimited number of time integrating applications for use in

missile, airborne and electronic equipment systems. Digital

read-out as well as dial units are available—AC or DC to suit

your circuits. Write for a copy of the booklet now!

micronics
DIVISION

ELGIN national watch company
INDUSTRIAL GROUP

• NATO

membership relinquish their former

territories. Colonial interests have been

a divisive force in attempts to reach

accord as to relations with underdevel-

It will still require subjugation of

traditional national aims and preroga-

tives if this goal is to be reached, and

concrete results may be slow in coming.

In the face of the more immediate

crisis-Berlin—the build-up of West
Gennan farces toward their assigned

goals and a bolstering of U. S. units in

Europe helped offset a planned reduc-

tion in the British Army of the Rhine
as an economy measure and the con-

tinued presence of most of France’s

combat strength in Algeria.

The U. S. build-up in the face of the

Berlin crisis has created the strongest

American air command ever main-

tained outside the U.S. in peacetime,

according to United States Air Forces

in Europe headquarters. Because of the

facilities cramp in other areas, it also

resulted in the return of USAF tactical

fighter units to six French airfields, al-

though presumably without their nu-

clear stores.

Mainstay of the new force is 1 1 Na-

tional Guard squadrons distributed

among fields in France, Gcrmanv and
Spain. Three are equipped with Lock-

heed F-104As. three with North Ameri-

can F-86Hs and five with Republic

F-84Fs.

All-Weather Capability

In another strengthening move,
USAFE during the year obtained its

first all-weather tactical fighter capa-

bility with the introduction of the Re-
public F-105 to two German-based
units—the 56th and the 49th Tactical

Fighter Wings. A third F-105 wing is

scheduled.

Early this year, in a further effort to

show the Soviets the U. S. is willing and
has the capability to fight over Berlin
if necessary, the Air Force airlifted al-

most 6.000 men of three infantry battle

groups from McChord AFB. Wash., to

Frankfurt in a week-long exercise in-

volving a total of 100 aircraft, 10 of

them Boeing C-155 jet transports. The
C-155s flew a 5,100-mi. nonstop polar

route from McChord in a scheduled
time of 10 lir.. 15 min. Once in

Europe, the troops were deployed by
helicopter to the field for a series of

maneuvers with other units under
NATO control.

Whether or not the Soviets were
impressed, the Western allies obviously

were, and the added U.S. strength did
much to assuage doubt as to whether

the U. S. would be willing to risk an
all-out war. with its resultant threat of

nuclear blows against the North
American continent, in order to con-

test European real estate against Com-
munist aggression.
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MONDAY

If this new type deposited carbon resistor were placed in

service today, would it perform until. 24962 A.D. ?

Frankly, we do not expect a single resistor to last that

long. However, this 23,000-year life span is expressed

in another way—not more than one failure in 23,000
resistor years, or a rate of .0005% /one thousand hours

in certain missile system resistors for which the Bell

System is responsible.

Substantial numbers of laboratory tests predict that

this high degree of reliability will be achieved over a

reasonable span of years.

For missile systems employing millions of these

resistors to be practical, the above failure rate must be

attained. The Bell System— through its manufacturing

and supply unit. Western Electric—found that manual
methods of manufacturing were inadequate.

So a completely automated production process,

utilizing a digital computer as the heart of the new
system, was designed and built. It is the first of its

kind. The computer maintains the necessary process

controls throughout production in order to insure the

high reliability required.

This dramatic example of the Bell System’s com-

munications dependability is another instance of the

high standards applied to the Bell System’s work in the

nation’s defense.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

AMERICAN TEL. & TEL. CO. / WESTERN ELECTRIC CO. / BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES / 21 OPERATING COMPANIES

Space Technology
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U. S. Accepts Challenge in Race for Space
Bv Edward H. Kolcum

White House decision to press for a manned lunar landing in 1967 has set

the pace for the entire U. S. space program, but success will depend on the

nation's ability—government, industry and the public—to sustain a costly

and technologically demanding effort.

Manned space flight dominated both U. S. and Soviet space programs in

1961, and the domination will become even more pronounced in this country

as advanced Mercury, Gemini and Apollo vehicles arc translated from concept

45 launches planned in 1962 are classed

as scientific satellites. There arc 18
manned space flight and support

launches on the schedule and 16 prac-

tical applications satellites—weather,

maindcr are vehicle tests. Character of

the mission schedule reflects to a large

degree an estimate of what can sell a
multi-hillion-dollar program.

Practical Politics

Practical politics arc difficult to di-

vorce from the large number of tech-

nical decisions made in the latter

months of last year, which focused

space activities on the Gulf Coast
rather than the West Coast. The deci-

sions have committed the nation to a

multi-billion-dollar down payment, de-

signed to:

• Develop the rendezvous technique

for the manned lunar landing mission.

• Use proven kerosene and liquid oxy-

gen propellant combinations to boost

large spacecraft,

• Rely heavily on Project Mercury
technology for the development of the

Project Apollo manned lunar landing

spacecraft, and on Saturn technology

into hardware.

Most obvious reflection is in the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration budget. Of nearly $4 billion

in new money in Fiscal 1965, the agency

is requesting 68% for manned space

flight. Current forecasts are that the

budget will reach $5-56 billion the fol-

lowing year, 80% of which will go to

support manned space flight programs.

Although NASA was established and
a space program started under the

Eisenhower Administration, top level

hacking for a dynamic space program
did not come until President Kennedy
took office. The political overtones in

the program have become sharp and
clear, but with them has come a dra-

matic and daring national objective-

landing men on the moon—which
everyone can appreciate.

Concern Expressed

There is some concern that policy-

makers are becoming preoccupied with

the manned lunar mission at the ex-

pense of purely scientific experiments
in space, but NASA is learning quickly

that support for an experiment is hard
to get unless the experiment is tied to

a mission. For this reason, only 5 of

THREE-YEAR NASA R&D budget comparison emphasizes maimed space flight growth.

DOLLARS
(In thousands)

-1,600,000

-1,500,000

-1,400,000

-1,300,000

-1,200,000

-1,100,000

-1,000,000

— 900,000

— 800,000

— 700,000

— 600,000

— 500,000

— 400,000

— 300,000

— 200,000

— 100,000
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ECONNAISSA.NCE-IN-BEING
BLINDS THE ALLIES AT

The Japanese . . .

were they? This was the British

dilemma throughout the remarkable fifty-five day
paign which saw the invading Japanese forces knife
their way through the Malayan Peninsula and into the
"impregnable" fortress of Singapore.

Obviously, the jungle terrain compounded the con-
fusion. Although the British had twice as many men.
twice as many tanks and trucks, they had virtually no
aerial reconnaissance capability to provide tactical in-

formation for battlefield commanders.
Conversely. Japanese "Dinahs" had down aerial re-

connaissance before hostilities began and were invaluable
in locating existing military airdromes and determining
terrain details for subsequent action. Blinded by lack of
reconnaissance, defending forces always believed the
attacking Japanese far greater in strength than they were.

any. where A p/^Tl Could British forces have repelled
."IVIIJ this Japanese attack with adequate

reconnaissance? It’s difficult to say. Still, a stronger
aerial reconnaissance capability could have provided
information that would have molded a puzzled defense

into a wiser, more formidable foe . . . would have trans-

formed a fifty-five day lightning thrust into a far more
costly stalemate operation for the Japanese.

Today, CAI's specialty in reconnaissance is helping shape history

to the advantage of the Free World. Typical ol CAI contributions is

the Integrated Reconnaissance Intelligence System. Known as
IRIS, the system features rapid processing and the ability to pro-

duce super-clear photos at any speed, any altitude, day or night.

The IRIS system is in production and at
" "

at CAI's
• Engim

liability w

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
550 WEST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS • offices: DAYTON, LOS ANGELES, WASHINGTON, D.C.

OTHER DIVISIONS:CHICAGO AERIAL SURVEY. Franklin Park. Illinois; PACIFIC OPTICAL CORP.. Inglewood, Calif.
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for development of the C-5 vehicle

which will launch Apollo.

Most far-reaching decision, after

manned lunar flight was made a na-

tional goal, was the one to develop ren-

dezvous as the primary means for con-

ducting the mission. Alternates to the

rendezvous approach—solid and liquid

propellant, direct ascent Nova vehicles

—were immediately relegated to lower

priorities. The liquid propellant Nova

is still in the development schedule,

hut it is unlikely that solid propellant

motors larger than 1 56-in. diameter will

be built soon.

Decision to use the rendezvous tech-

nique was made because this method
will permit the manned lunar landing

to be made at least six months earlier

than direct ascent. However. NASA
is asking for sizable sums for develop-

ment of the liquid propellant Nova in

Fiscal 1965. as insurance for the untried

rendezvous concept and to provide a

vehicle for flight beyond the moon.
Rendezvous will be conducted by

launching a 200.000-lb. thrust J-2 en-

gine. fuflv fueled, as the pavload of a

Saturn C-5. The two-stage C-5 will be

powered by a five-engine cluster of F-l

engines as booster, and five J-2 hydro-

gen-oxygen engines in the second stage.

A second two-stage C-5 then will launch

the Apollo spacecraft, which will func-

tion as the chaser for the orbiting J-2

target.

The Apollo spacecraft is built around

a 1 54-in. diameter re-entry vehicle and

command module, essentially an en-

larged version of the Mercury capsule.

The afterbody is angled inward more
sharply to decrease heat loads, and
aerodynamic lift will be obtained by

an offset center of gravity, permitting

some maneuverability during rc-entrv.

Like Mercury. Apollo will be
launched with an abort rocket tower

that will be jettisoned after booster

burnout. All members of the three-

man crew will be qualified to perform

the re-entry maneuver.
Preceding Apollo will be four 18-

orbit missions with modified Mcrcurv
capsules, and 12 Gemini missions, de-

signed to perfect the rendezvous tech-

nique. train Apollo crewmen, and pro-

side up to 14 days orbital flight.

The two-man Ccmim spacecraft will

be 14% larger in all dimensions than

the Mcrcurv capsule, and one of its

major tasks will be to evaluate com-

ponents for the Apollo vehicle. Sys-

tems can be placed outside the Gemini
pressure vessel without redesigning the

over-all configuration. Gemini will be

launched In’ a Titan 2 and will rendez-

vous with an Agcna B stage.

NASA wants the 18-orbit Mercury
capsule to have an orbital weight of

about 2.700 lb., the same weight as

the three-orbit capsule, so that further

demands will not be placed on the

APOLLO-TYPE VEHICLE, depicted in artist’s concept from National Aeronautics and
Space Administration’s Lewis Research Center, is shown in final stage of landing on moon’s
surface. Landing gear arc extended to stabilize vehicle after touchdown.

Atlas D launch vehicle. To do this,

some of the systems that duplicate

others will be eliminated, and some
primary systems such as the periscope.

Booster development to accomplish

these tasks remains the pacing item, as

it was a year ago. However, large launch
vehicles were on a stretched schedule

last year. Now the fund starvation has
been eliminated.

The ambitious and revitalized space

program has as its principal architect

the National Aeronautics and Space

Council, headed by Vice President

Lyndon Johnson. The council mapped
the lunar program and sold it to Presi-

dent Kennedy not only for its prestige

value, but also for its domestic econ-

omic effect. With approval of the pro-

gram. NASA quickly awarded contracts

for flight hardware and development

facilities, and began a massive drive to

tists. engineers and technical support

personnel, to bring its total staff to

26,275. The agency reorganized to

focus its effort on manned space flight.

Most significant actions taken since

mid-summer include;

• Contract to Chrysler to fabricate the

Saturn S-l booster stage, an eight-engine

cluster of Rockctdvnc H-l engines. The
vehicle. Saturn C-l, will have an S-4

second stage powered bv a cluster of

six Pratt & Whitney RL-10 A-5 hydro-

gen-oxygen engines.

• Contract to Boeing to produce the

Saturn S-1C booster stage, a cluster of

five Rockctdvnc F-l engines. A five-
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ADVANCED AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS WITH FIRST-DAY CAPABILITY

The needs of today’s air defense

systems pose a problem that would

have seemed insoluble ten short

years ago. The problem of furnish-

ing mixed-weapons command and

control, with first-day capability, in

a system that is portable to any

place in the world.

Here is how that problem has been

solved through creative engineering

utilizing a decade of industry prog-

ress in tactical data systems.

Systems already delivered by Litton

to the military, or in the advanced

state of development and produc-

tion, include: Airborne Tactical

Data Systems (AN/ASQ-54, AN/
ASA-27) for the U.S. Navy, the

Marine Corps Tactical Data System

(AN/TYQ-l.AN/TYQ-2) for the

U.S. Marine Corps, and the AN/
FSG-1 Retrofit Improvement Sys-

tem (OA-3063/FSG-1 (V) ) for the

U.S. Army.

The first of these, the Airborne

Tactical Data Systems, provides a

capability for the mission of Air-

borne Early Warning and Control

(AEW & C ) in defense of large land

masses, attack carrier task groups

and other naval units. Both the AN/

ASQ-54, installed in a land-based

AEW & C aircraft, and the AN/
ASA-27, installed in a carrier-based

AEW & C aircraft, furnish early

warning data on enemy raids to

surface elements of an air defense

network and provide airborne con-

trol of interceptors.

The second of these systems, the

Marine Corps Tactical Data System

(MTDS), features capabilities for

continuous and effective control of

Combat Air Operations during an

amphibious assault. Facilities are

available for control of aircraft on

missions such as close air support,

reconnaissance, and interdiction

and for air defense with mixed
weapons, both ship-based and

shore-based surface-to-air missiles

and interceptors. An integral air

traffic control system assists in initial

and continuous identification of

friendly aircraft.

The third, the AN/FSG-1 Retrofit

Improvement System, significantly

increases the counter-countermeas-

ures capability of the AN/FSG-1

Missile Master System deployed
within the Continental United

States to furnish surface-to-air mis-

sile battery coordination in the de-

fense of large cities and industrial

Through the successful design, de-

velopment and manufacture of sys-

tems for air defense missions, Litton

has demonstrated its capability to

proceed with even further advanced

data systems. Such systems are now
under conception and development

Air defense systems that not only

fulfill today’s defense requirements

but also defy obsolescence for years

to come require engineering that is

versatile, inventive, aggressive, and

adaptable. This is the kind of en-

gineering Litton expects from its

people. If you are qualified to per-

form engineering at this level, you

are invited to write to H. Laur,

Litton Systems, Inc., Data Systems

Division, 6700 Eton Avenue, Can-

oga Park, California; or telephone

Diamond 6-4040.

DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION

LITTON SYSTEMS, INC.

A DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES
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Blue Scout 2 Launch
Blue Scout 2, U. S. Air Force four-stage,

solid-propellant rocket, developed by Ford

Motor Co.'s Aeronutronic Division at New-
port Beach, Calif., is shown during night

launch from Cape Canaveral. Blue Scout

1-2 and 1-2-3 configurations will be used as

boosters in a test scries scheduled to begin

this summer at Canaveral of USAF's Proj-

ect ASSET experimental re-entry vehicles

(AW Feb. 5, p. 50).

engine cluster of Rockctdync J-2 en-

gines will power the second stage.

• Contract to North American Avia-

tion, Space and Information Systems

division, to develop and build Apollo

command and service modules.

• Contracts to McDonnell Aircraft Co.

to modify the Mercury capsule to con-

duct 18-orbit missions, and to enlarge

the capsule for Gemini flights.

• Selection of the Atlantic Missile

Range as the site from which large

boosters will be launched; a surplus

government assembly building in Mi-

choud. La., near New Orleans, to manu-

facture and assemble S-l, S-1C and

Rift (reactor in-flight test) stages; a

site on the Pearl River in Mississippi

to static test stages, and Houston as

the site of a new Manned Spacecraft

Center.

NASA Expansion

Few considered it possible that

NASA could make the decisions so

quickly for the expanded program, but

with the impetus of President Ken-

nedy’s full support the major decisions

were made and the major contracts

The great personnel expansion of the

agency—from 9,276 at the end of Fiscal

1959 to the proposed 26,273 at the

end of Fiscal 1963—could easily prove

to be one of its biggest problems. NASA
is certain to be charged with over-

management of its contracts since it is

tending to enlarge resident staffs.

The NASA representative staff at

McDonnell for the Mercury capsule

numbered six. In contrast, the agency

now has plans to staff one plant holding

a vehicle contract with 50.

Against this background of intense

activity. NASA plans a long-range

launch vehicle family consisting of 10

vehicles, double the number considered

necessary a year ago. These will be

Scout, Delta, Thor Agcna B, Atlas

Agena B, Centaur. Saturn C-l. Saturn

C-5, Nova, Atlas and Titan 2. Atlas

D will be used for the Mercury pro-

gram. and Titan 2 for Gemini. Before

acceleration of the space program, it

was NASA's plan to use only Saturn

C-l, Centaur, Scout, Thor and Atlas

boosted Agena Bs, and Nova.

Firm Nova Design

Configuration of the Nova vehicle

was not frozen until early this year.

Booster will be powered by an eight-

engine cluster of F-l engines, and the

second stage will consist of four M-l
hydrogen-oxygen engines each produc-

ing 1.2 million lb. thrust. Third stage

will be a single J-2. Aerojet-General

was awarded the engine contract for the

Nova second stage, designated N-2, in

late January.

Concrete results of the new admin-

istration impetus probably will not be
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Engineered,
Environment

The caddis worm fashions his water

habitat by building about his body a snug
house of twigs. It is complete with a

filtration system that keeps out silt and
predators but lets in food.

With nuclear age hazards, air filtra-

tion must play an increasingly prom-
inent role in our weapons projects and
in ground control centers. For over a

half-century, AAF has dealt with all

types of air filtering problems and is

recognized as a world leader in "better

air." As an example. AAF supplies air

filtration systems which protect against

chemical, bacteriological and radiolog-

ical contamination.

AAF equipment designed to military

specifications covers the entire field of

portable type and facility environmental

control. Can our specialized know-how
give a boost to your project? We invite

your inquiry. "Better air is our business."

ENGINEERED
ENVIRONMENTAL

SYSTEMS

DEFENSE PRODUCTS DIVISION

American Air Filter Co., Inc.

31 0 Third St. • Rock Island, III . Phone 788-93 1

1
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Thor sets 95%

reliability record in

DOUGLAS

1961 space shots

Douglas -built

“Workhorse of the

SpaceAge” launches

more US. satellites

than all other
boosters combined!

To orbit any satellite, its launching

vehicle must operate faultlessly. That’s

why Thor is such a favorite among
space experts.

Thor has provided a perfect boost

toward orbit for 3 Pioneers,

34 Discoverers, 2 Echos, 1 Courier,

3 Explorers, 6 Transits and 4 Tiros.

Satellites launched by Thor have

traveled well over 3V2 billion miles.

Now an improved Thor is ticketed

for even greater space-work. As an

integral part of the NASA Thor-Delta

program, also a Douglas project, the new
Thor will launch a variety of man-

moons . . . including solar observatories

and active communications units.

Among these will be the United States’

first experimental active communications

satellites, Relay, Syncom and Telstar.

Thor is an example of how Douglas

carries a giant space systems program

through design, manufacture and

test and follows through to insure

outstanding performance.

CARE AND FEEDING OF MISFIT BITS

(Or: Down to bedrock with EDP)

seen for some years. However, the

present NASA flight schedule has two

18-orbit Mercury missions scheduled

late this year, and the first Gemini

flights in late 1963.

Flight schedule for 1962 consists of:

• Project Mercury: at least three more

flights in the manned three-orbit pro-

file.

• Advanced Mercury: possibly one de-

velopment flight.

• Ranger: three launches in attempts

for an impact on the moon.
• Mariner: one Venus fly-bv mission

with a backup. Most favorable time for

launch is late July to early August.

• Re-entry: three launches with the

Scout vehicle to test structures, ma-

terials and configurations, and to pro-

vide data on re-entry physics.

• Saturn vehicle tests: two scheduled.

• Centaur vehicle tests: three scheduled.

• Weather satellites: four Tiros and a

Tiros backup, and one Nimbus.
• Communications satellites: inflation

test of the Echo 2 sphere, launch of

Echo 2 passive communications satel-

lite into orbit; launch of two American

Telephone and Telegraph Co. Telstar

satellites, each with a backup; launch

of two Relay satellites, and launch of

one Syncom A satellite.

• Orbiting solar observatory: a 440-lb.

payload designated S-16 is designed to

study electromagnetic radiation from

the sun.

• Atmospheric stmetures satellite: 475-

lb. package designated S-C and designed

to study composition, density, pressure

and temperature of upper atmosphere.
• Electron densitv probe: 94-lb. pack-

age. called P-21a, will study ionospheric

electron concentration and radio wave
propagation.

• Energetic particles satellite: 85-lb.

S-5 payload to study the Van Allen

radiation belt.

• Micromcteoroid satellite: 135-lb.

payload, S-55, to accumulate data on
puncture hazards. This experiment will

provide information on the design of

manned and unmanned satellites.

• I 'ixed-frcquency topside sounder satel-

lite: 1 1 0-lb. pavload to study the upper

• Canadian swept-frequenev topside
sounder: 310-lb. payload to study effects

of the upper ionosphere on radio fre-

quencies.

• United Kingdom satellite: 1 50-lb.

package designated UK-1 and S-51, de-

signed to study the upper ionosphere.
• SERT (Space Engine Research Test)
vehicle: a 1 50-lb. probe designed to

test ion and arc jet engines in a weight-

less environment.

Atlas D will launch the seven Mer-
cury flights and Atlas Agena 13 the
Ranger and Mariner vehicles.

Delta will launch the Tiros, Relay,
Telstar, solar observatory, atmospheric
structures, energetic particles and UK-1

“Data,” quoth one of our intrepid

R&D Engineers in a moment of

bemused relaxation, "are too often

treated like a woman's foot!”

“The object,” he elaborated,

"seems to be to squeeze it into the

smallest shoe available. It's axiomat-
I ic, of course, that feel don't fit shoes.

Vice versa. And data . .

.

”— well,

you know the rest.

Which is another way of saying

that trying tosolve a specialized data

processing problem with a “stand-

ard” system will usually get you
bunions . . . and a lot of wasted

time and money. We frankly prefer

to start with the data itself . . . and

an unfettered mind. We’ve been
doing it for something over 20 years,

and you would find the results

most interesting.*

Take, for instance, the Radar
Data Processor we developed and
produced for the 433-L Weather Ob-
serving and Forecasting Program.
One big objective of this program is

to generate composite radar displays

of large storm systems. The idea is

to get cloud intensity and height

data from a hundred or so weather
radar sets across the nation, and
combine all this information at a
single processing center.

Foregoing a treatise on the prob-
lems, let it suffice to say that a size

9 brown oxford data processor out
of a box was “no fit” for the job.

The unit as we produced it accepts

the quantized grey levels of radar
echoes from clouds . . . eliminates

interference effects from practical

consideration . . . and encodes the
data in 7 intensity and 6 height

#J Ii
#3f#r#r#

levels. For each 5 by 5 nautical

square mile area, maximum cloud

intensity and the height of the

highest cloud are stored in a mag-
netic core memory.
The radar unfortunately supplies

its information in a spherical coor-

dinate system, so we had to convert

it for storage in rectangular coor-

dinates, for ease of display. Conver-
sion is accomplished with some
interesting (see previous footnote)

analog computation techniques. On
command, stored data are trans-

mitted either to a local display

printer, or over phone lines to the

central control station, or both.

There are also facilities for insert-

ing code into outgoing messages,

alarms to signal certain weather

conditions, and internal test equip-

ment for checking system perform-

ance. And there’s a Telecoder with

some unique capabilities that can be

adapted for use wherever informa-
tion on printed or punched tape has

to be converted for serial transmis-

sion or readout. (If this is up your
alley, write for Data Sheet 6-106.)

We’ll gladly tell you more about
what we've done, but we'd much
rather talk about your current prob-

lem in converting data into “hard
copy,” telephone line signals or

visual displays ... or in developing

specialized data handling systems or

computer control centers. When can

we get together? Data Processing

and Display Systems Dept., Budd
Electronics, 43-22 Queens St., Long
Island City 1, New York.
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when you need POWER IN THE AIR

DEPEND ON
RELIABLE

iNICflDI NICKEL CADMIUM

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

RELIABILITY OF
PERFORMANCE IN

ROCKET, MISSILE AND
AIRCRAFT CONTROL,
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EMERGENCY LIGHTING,
ALARMS, SIGNAL EQUIPMENT

NICAD, the foremost nickel cadmium alkaline storage batteries

hospitals, airports and industry. Under extreme Conditions

efficiently. The all-steel construction—virtually indestructible—

and non-corrosive electrolyte give NICAD batteries a greater

life expectancy than that of any other type of battery.

All these features, coupled with exceptionally long shelf life

Here is round-the-clock readiness for the most critical application.

Get the full POWER story from NICAD. Write . .

.
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payloads. Nimbus and the swept-fre-

quency topside sounder will be

launched by Thor Agena B, and Scout

will carry the micrometeoroid hazard

satellite, electron density probe, fixed

frequency topside sounder and SERT

Even though the scientific satellite

program is small in comparison to

manned and applications satellite mis-

sions, NASA plans to continue a

broadly-based effort designed to an-

swer these basic unknowns:

• Structures of stars and galaxies, in-

cluding the evolution of the stars, ele-

ments in space and nucleosynthesis,

• Origin and evolution of the solar sys-

tem, formation of the sun, and struc-

tures of the planets.

• Solar control over the earth's atmo-

sphere, causes of weather in the lower

atmosphere, and structure of the upper

In His annual space report to Con-

gress, President Kennedy listed these

major scientific advances from launches

during 1961:

• Steady-state theory of the origin of

the universe was disproven by Explorer

11 as it pertains to continuous creation

of matter and antimatter. The satellite

failed to detect a continuous production

of gamma rays, which would be present

if the theory were valid.

• Discovery of a helium layer surround-

ing the earth from 600-1,500 mi., by

Explorer 8.

• Magnetic fields between planets are

more intense than had been believed,

based on Explorer 10 measurements.
• Van Allen belts actually consist of a

single system of charged particles, which
vary in characteristics, rather than two

distinct belts. The zone reaches to the

outer limit of the earth's magneto-
sphere, 40,000 mi. above the earth's

surface. This was discovered bv Ex-
plorer 12.

NASA’s sounding rocket program
continued its planned growth to an
average of 100 firings annually with the

launching of 70 sounding rockets last

year. This program involves firings

from Wallops Island, Va.. and joint

programs with Canada, from Port

Churchill, and Australia from the Woo-
mcra Range.
Launch of Canadian and British satel-

lites under joint programs this year

begins what NASA hopes will be an
expanding effort in international pro-

grams. The space agency and the gov-

ernment are encouraging launch of for-

eign experiments by U. S. vehicles, and
it is likely that the Scout all-solid pro-

pellant four-stage vehicle may be made
available for direct purchase by foreign

governments. Italy and Japan are ex-

pressing active interest in joint satellite

programs, and these countries. Australia

and Canada already are launching
probes in joint programs with U. S.

NEW LUNDY

SPACE ACTUATOR
Hermetically Sealed.

HERMETICALLY SEALED SPACE ACTUATOR Capable of Operating

in a Space Environment of 10~6 MM Hg.

SPECIFICATIONS:

• LOADS: Normal Operating Torque - 200 oz. iq. in a Nutating Motion.

Maximum Side Load on Nutating Arm is 35 LBS.

• TRAVEL: 90° Arc at a Rate of 1 to 2.94 RPM in Either Direction

Controlled by Limit Switches.

• MOTOR: 28V DC, Series, Intermittent Duty, Reversible, and Thermal

Overload Protector.

• FEATURES: Radio Noise Filter, Low Temperature —200°F to +122°F,

Positive Non-Jamming Mechanical Stops.
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ratable pressure suit cooling unit and accompanied by personal physic

describing flight (bottom right) to Lt. Cdr. Scott Carpenter, at right,

Glenn Flight Improves U.S. Position in

Successful orbit and recovery of the Project Mercury Friendship Seven

manned capsule has opened a new chapter in manned flight and given the U. S.

its greatest hope to date of landing men on the moon before the Soviet Union.

The flight of Marine Lt. Col. John H. Glenn, Jr., was the critical demonstra-

I ion of the design concepts and procedures the U. S. will use for the five ad-

vanced manned space vehicles now in various stages of development. The first

U.S. manned orbital flight proved the value of the human pilot, and Col.

Glenn’s flawless performance under stress will greatly influence the design of

future manned spacecraft and selection and training procedures for the pilots

who will fly them.

Col. Glenn was launched in his Mer-
cury capsule as the pavload of an Atlas

D vehicle at 9:47 a.m'. (EST), Feb. 20

from the Atlantic Missile Range, lie

landed off Grand Turk Island in the

Atlantic Ocean 4 hr., 56 min. later,

and during his three orbits lie spent

about three hours manually controlling

the attitude of his spacecraft after the

automatic control system failed in yaw.

Design Significance

Significance of the manual override

may be demonstrated in the detailed

design of the next U. S. manned space-

craft, a Mercury capsule with the ca-

pability to complete IS orbits in 27 hr.

of space flight. It is certain to affect

design of the Gemini two-man space-

craft, and the three-man Apollo space-

craft—for earth orbit, circumlunar and

lunar landing flights.

The Mercury capsule is essentially an

automatic system, with the pilot on

board as a scientific observer and moni-

tor. He could go along for the ride,

because the capsule has been proven

flightworthy. If Col. Glenn had as-

sumed the role of an observer, Mercury
Atlas 6 probablv would have been taken

out of orbit after two cycles and the

gathering of unprecedented visual and

biomedical data would have had to

await another flight.

As a result of Glenn's ability to con-

trol his capsule, manned space flight at

least for short durations was found to

be more akin to manned aircraft flight

than had been thought possible. The
real tests will come with extended

flights of 1. 7 and 14 days planned dur-

ing the next three years as a prelude

to lunar landing. Soviet Maj. Gherman
Titov has been said to have suffered

inner car effects after six hours of

weightless flight (see p. 114). but after

Col. Glenn’s flight there is a growing

belief that the adverse effects are indi-

vidual and not general.

Glenn's ability to react correctly to

the unexpected verifies an early decision

to rely on engineering test pilots as

astronauts. It means also that the num-
ber of backup systems can be reduced,

and the concept of complete automa-

tion can be eliminated. Tin's concept

was a necessary part of Project Mer-
cury, however, because there was no
reliable precedent on which to base an

assessment of man’s performance in the

space environment.

Col. Glenn's flight in MA-6 was made
after ten dclavs caused bv technical

problems and the weather. The Friend*

ship Seven capsule was injected into

orbit after 300 sec. of powered flight.

Moon Race
Latest orbital elements show the MA-6
apogee was 162 mi.; perigee. 100 mi.;

period, 88 min., 29 sec., and inclination

to the equator, 33.54 deg. Injection

velocity was 25,728 fps., only 8 fps. over

predicted.

The astronaut underwent Sg loads

during launch and re-entry. Tire flight

went precisely according to its program
from the 9:47 a.m. launch until about

11 a.m., when the 1-lb. thrust right yaw
reaction jet failed to keep the capsule

oriented. When the capsule drifted to

20 deg. right yaw, the 24-lb. thrust re-

action jet compensated and brought the

capsule back to zero.

The problem became pronounced
when the capsule was approaching the

Guavmas, Mexico, tracking station, and
from this point through re-entry. Col.

Glenn manually controlled the capsule,

cither in the fly-by-wire link through

the autopilot, or through the manual
proportional system. Full manual sys-

tem was used to damp oscillations

throughout the capsule's re-entry ma-
neuver, and to orient the capsule for

Throughout the flight, despite the

added stress of continuous control, Col.
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OGO will check in here

Soon a new space chamber 30 feet in diameter will fill this

deepening bowl of earth. Here OGO (NASA’s Orbiting Geo-
physical Observatory) will be subjected to conditions of solar

heating, vacuum, and vehicle radiation to the cold of outer

space. The new space chamber will be the sixth at STL. It

will enable engineers and scientists working on OGO, Vela

Hotel and other STL projects to test large, complete space-

craft as well as major subsystems. And along with other ad-

vanced facilities at STL's Space Technology Center, it will

provide unusual scope for engineers and scientists to verify

and apply new techniques in design, development and fabri-

cation of spacecraft. STL’s expanding space programs have

created new opportunities for engineers and scientists in the

following fields: Aerodynamics, spacecraft heat transfer:

Communication Systems: Electronic Ground Systems: Power

Systems: Propellant Utilization: Propulsion Controls; Re-

entry Body Evaluation; Systems Analysis; Thermal Radiation:

and Trajectory Analysis. All qualified applicants are invited

to write Dr. R. C. Potter, Manager of Professional Placement

and Development, for opportunities with STL in Southern

California or at Cape Canaveral. STL is an equal opportunity

employer.

SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.

P.O. Box 95005-A, One Space Park, Redondo Beach, California • P.O. Box 4277, Patrick AFB. Florida
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Glenn recorded his observations, took

128 color and black and white pictures

with a 35 mm. hand camera, rc-sct his

time-to-retrofire clock three times and

transmitted standard report every 30

min. I !e ate one meal early in his first

orbit. It consisted of semi-solid apple-

sauce. a beef-vegetable mixture and malt

tablets. He observed thousands of tiny

luminescent particles at each sunrise,

and turned his capsule 180 deg. so he
could follow them. The particles have

become known as the Glenn Effect and

the most consistent theory is that they

are vapor particles from capsule reac-

tion jet and environmental systems

which froze and reflected sunlight.

False Signal

Most critical part of the MA-6 mis-

sion occurred when a faulty switch re-

sulted in an erroneous signal that the

heat shield was loose. Might controllers

had to assume that the shield was loose

and to take corrective action.

The problem with the automatic con-

trol system was easily overcome, because

there are four methods to control cap-

sule attitude. Possibility of a loose heat

shield was completely unexpected.

There were immediate conferences with

engineers who had conducted wind tun-

nel studies on the capsule early in the

program, and in a matter of minutes

a solution was found. The package

housing acceleration rockets, used to

provide clean separation from the

launch vehicle and deceleration rockets

to take the capsule out of orbit, nor-

mally is jettisoned immediately after

the deceleration rockets are fired.

II was decided to keep this package

strapped to the shield to secure the heat

shield to the capsule. It was theorized

that by the time the titanium straps

holding the package were burned

through by re-entry heat, there would

be enough atmosphere acting on the

shield to keep it seated against the cap-

Thc shield forms the base of the

landing impact skirt, and drops at the

same time the main recovery parachute

deploys at an altitude of 10.000 ft. as

the capsule descends after flight. The
impact skirt is rubber-nvlon material,

four feet long.

USAE Maj. Donald K. Slavton is the

pilot-designate for MA-7. and all Mer-

cury pilots have been assured at least

one flight in the program. Specific

missions have not set been assigned

for Cdr. Walter M.' Schirra. Lt. Cdr.

Scott Carpenter and Maj. Gordon
Cooper.

NASA expects to augment its astro-

naut roster this month, and to retain

the original seven Mercury pilots for

1 S-orbit flights and Gemini and Apollo

flights.

WALTER G. WILLIAMS, Project Mercury operations director, explains Feb. 20 weather

pattern to Dr. Hugh L. Drvden (left). NASA deputy administrator, shortly before launch

of Mercury Atlas-6. At right is Robert R. Gilnith, Mercury director.

Early may

be later

than you

think So much new is

happening in hydraulic system

design, the earlier we know what

your special control problem is,

the more time and thought we

can give. Precision results, a habit

at TACTAIR for 21 years, take

longer to produce. Let’s get an

early start.
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Soviet Union Plans Multi-Man Spacecraft

GHERMAN TITOV undergoes physiological

checks prior to his flight.

By George Alexander

Soviet Russia is expected to maintain its lead over the U. S. in manned space

flight this year by launching the multi-man spacecraft that it eventually will

use for circumlunar flights and lunar landings.

Russia can also be expected to take

this year to send instrumented "space

Venus on August 16 will be in the

most favorable position for a shot from
earth since January of last year, a few
weeks before Russia pioneered the

launch-from-orbit technique bv sending

a probe toward this planet from a 7-

ton vehicle orbiting the earth (AVV
Feb. 20, 1961, p. 26). Mars will be
in the best position Nov. 16 for a

launch from earth since Oct. 1, 1960.

Bioastronautics experts in the U.S.

consider it highly probable that Russia,

before attempting circumlunar flights,

will use more one-man flights, or take

advantage of a multi-man capsule to

investigate in more detail the phenom-
enon of weightlessness—perhaps answer-

ing some of the many questions raised

by Maj. Gherman S. Titov's reactions

in his 25-hour orbital flight.

Although Russia has not revealed any

space shots leading toward further in-

; advantage of astronomical conditions

laboratories” to Mars and Venus,

vestigation of the moon since the series

of three launched in 1959, there is little

doubt that it plans a program of lunar

exploration similar to that of the U. S.

Flights Outlined

Late last year, a number of Russian

publications printed the broad outline

of plans for circumlunar flights, landing

of instrument packages, manned land-

ings, and "establishment of a perma-

nent scientific station on the moon,
and ultimately ... an industrial-type

installation.

Then, the articles said, will come
flights from the moon to the nearest

planets of the solar system—Mars and

Venus—flights which may well be made
within the next few years (AW Jan. 8,

p. 26).

Russia mounted the first rung of the

manned space flight ladder ahead of the
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Yuri Gagarin on one orbit, is evident in angles of forward bulkheads and conduits along sides of the seats.

Firing, Planetary Shots Next
U.S. last year with the 1-orbit flight

of Maj. Yuri Gagarin in April and Ti-

tov's 17-orbit flight last August.

Although the U.S. sent Astronauts

Alan Shepard and Virgil I. Grissom on
ballistic space trajectories in 1961, it

did not achieve orbital flight until Lt.

Col. John Glenn's 5-orbit flight Feb.

20. 1962. Russia can be expected to

press the great time advantage it has

gained by an earlier start and because
of minor problems and delays in the

U. S. Mercury program.
Some U. S. observers believe the

Soviet Union may have planned, had

Titov's flight proved to have been as

successful as Gagarin's, to proceed di-

rectly to launch of a multi-man space-

craft on a circumlunar mission.

Success Questioned

That the second Soviet space pilot's

flight may have been something less

than a complete success would appear

possible from the frequent attention

given in recent months by the Rus-
sians to the still-unsolved problems of

manned space flight technology, par-

ticularly weightlessness.

U. S. observers are divided on whether

weightlessness problems posed by Ti-

tov’s flight could be a prime factor in

explaining the absence of recent Soviet

space activity, but arc generally agreed

that it would be unwise to assume that

apparent Soviet inaction signifies Soviet

problems.

Period of Review

Some believe this period of inactivity

is a normal interval of assessment, re-

view and preparation leading to the next

major milestone. This group doubts

that the Soviets are as concerned with
weightlessness as a reading of current

Soviet material might lead one to be-

lieve. It also thinks the Soviets believe

problems of weightlessness that affect

a pilot's performance can be solved on
a concurrent basis, and that there may
be something else—perhaps boost ener-

gies required for the lunar landing mis-

sion—that is receiving closer Soviet

scrutiny.

Another U. S. school of thought re-

gards the cautionary notes being
sounded in present Soviet literature as

an accurate barometer of conditions

within the Soviet scientific community
and believes that USSR scientists arc

SPACE SUIT, pressurized and insulated, was

said to be worn by Soviet pilots during their

two orbital flights.
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• SPACE TECHNOLOGY
genuinely worried about weightlessness.

Both U. S. groups think it more than

likely that the Soviet Union will fly

multi-man spacecraft in earth orbits this

year and that the crew might include

a medical researcher to monitor directly

the reactions of other crew members
to extended periods of zero-g. Opinion
is divided on whether the primary ob-
jective of the flight would be to test

the basic Soviet circumlunar and lunar
landing spacecraft or to extend weight-

lessness research.

Recently, three Soviet scientists-Pro-

fessors Vasili Parin and Vladimir Yaz-
dovsky and Dr. Oleg Gazenko-rcported
to the USSR Academy of Medical Sci-

ences that more research is needed to

determine if certain physiological func-

tions can be replaced by others while

report also noted that the absence of a

gravitational field resulted in a reduc-

tion, or exclusion, of the activity of the

otolith receptor in the internal ear—an
organ which provides a sense of bal-

ance and orientation.

Airsick Cosmonaut

The three-man report paralleled a

paper presented to the 12th annual
International Astronautical Congress in

Washington last October by Yazdovsky
and Gazenko (AW Oct. 9, p. 22). At

that time, the two Soviet scientists

said Titov experienced trouble with his

vestibular apparatus (inner ear) and
that the resultant discomfort was akin

The scientists said they believed that

the exclusion of the otolith receptor

resulted in the body attempting to

compensate for the loss of this stimulus

by overloading the semicircular canals

within the ear. Otoliths are small par-

ticles of calcium carbonate on the ends
of very small fine hairs within the ear:

gravity or movements of the head cause

these particles to move and the motion
is sensed and transmitted to the brain

by sensitive nerve ends at the hair roots.

The semicircular canals are small tubes,

each in a different plane, which also

provide inputs to the total vestibular

With the otoliths not functioning,

the Soviet scientists theorized, the body
demanded more inputs from the canals,

which became irritated. Irritation then
led to "extreme reactivity, violation of

coordination, and to development of a

seasickness syndrome.”

Verification Needed

While this explanation seems reason-

able, the scientists said, it would re-

quire experimental verification and
more precise definition. From a prac-

tical viewpoint, they said, the nervous

system is characterized by a compensa-
tory flexibility "which makes it feasible

to restore the lost contact with the

outer word by means of substituting

one function by others.” Whether this

principle can be extended to the case

of weightlessness, the Soviet scientists

said, will depend on actual experimen-

Tliis mention of a need for further

orbital flights to ascertain whether Ti-

tov’s troubles in a zero-g environment
were unique or generic, is not new.

Last September the newspaper Pravda

said that future spaceships may have
to be provided with artificial gravity if

subsequent investigations show that

other space pilots also experience vestib-

ular difficulties.

The USSR might experiment with

various artificial gravity devices in the

next phase of its flight program. Yaz-

dovsky, while in Washington for the

Astronautical Congress, suggested that

drugs might be used to alleviate the

more adverse effects of weightlessness.

He likened the use of drugs in space-

flight to those used commercially today

to counter air or seasickness.

Other areas of artificial gravity that

could be explored are magnetic space-

suits in which the pilot would have to

exert some force to move about the

ship, or mild electrical stimulus to the

The problem of extended zero-g is

of critical importance to the roles being

1
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evolved for space pilots by both the

U . S. and USSR. Titov, for example,

had to restrict his head movements to

eliminate feelings of dizziness and nau-

sea. Intensity of these reactions di-

minished as he held his head in a fixed

position and after he had slept, but

they did not disappear completely until

the retrorocket system had been turned

on and provided a positive g-force.

Soviets emphasized that Titov's ves-

tibular troubles did not affect his work-

ing ability. The fact remains that the

tasks assigned to the second USSR
cosmonaut were fairly minimal-eating,

sleeping, writing, observing, controlling

the ship and some calisthenics—and did

not require extensive use of the body.

The role of repairman, however,

would demand that a space pilot be
able to move freely about a spacecraft.

If vestibular troubles restricted his

head movements to preclude disorienta-

tion, his effectiveness would be con-

siderably reduced.

Seven Soviet space flights, beginning

With Sputnik 2 in 1957 in which a dog
was placed into orbit, culminated April

12. 1961. when Maj. Gagarin made the

world's first manned orbital flight. The
Vostok spacecraft’s orbital parameters

closely approximated those of Sputniks

6 through 10—perigee of 108.76 mi..

apogee of 187.66 mi., and period of

89.1 min., lending credence to the

frequent Soviet claims of precise guid-

ance systems.

Aside from cardiac fluctuations, which

were expected and which were well

within limits of normal strain, Gagarin

reported that he experienced no diffi-

culties (AW Apr. 17. p. 26). At the

time, Soviet scientists were quoted as

saying that if post-flight examinations

revealed that Gagarin had suffered no

ill effects, more manned space missions

would follow shortly.

On the morning" of Aug. 6, 1961,

Maj. Titov was launched in a second

Vostok spacecraft in an orbital flight

that was to last for 25 hr., 18 min.

The flight profile was very similar to

the lS-orbit flight of Sputnik 5 of

the previous year.

Titov’s launch vehicle lifted off at

9 a.m., Moscow time, according to the

Soviet news agency Tass. Once in orbit.

Titov said, his initial impression was

that he was flying with his feet up, but

that this feeling soon left him.

Within an hour after liftoff, the

pilot exercised the spacecraft's manual

control system and reported that "it was

easy and"convenient to control the ship

... it was possible to put it into any

predetermined position at any moment
and to orient it to the necessary direc-

tion.” lie again switched the mode of

ing the seventh orbit.

• SPACE TECHNOLOGY

During the second orbit, telemetered

data indicated that his pulse was SS

beats per minute and his respiratory

rate 15-18 breaths per minute.

1 Ic ate lunch at the end of the third

orbit, roughly the noon hour, squeezing

food from toothpaste tube-like contain-

ers. In the course of his day in space,

Titov consumed three meals-lunch

and supper on the day of launch and

breakfast on the day of recovery. Food
consisted of soup puree, chocolate, meat

and liver pastes, small pieces of black

bread, juice and water.

The water was carried in a small tank

and drunk through a mouthpiece and

tubing.

He confessed later that he had not had
much appetite for food, but ate anyway

to conform to the program established

for him. His lack of appetite probably

was due more to the feeling of nausea

induced by his inner car difficulties than

to any true disinterest in eating.

In the fourth orbit he rested and did

some calisthenics. Beginning the sixth

orbit, he reported that "cabin pressure

is constant, humidity is 70%, the tem-

perature 20 degrees (centigrade). Com-
plete comfort."

At about 5 o'clock in the afternoon,

Moscow time, or halfway through the

sixth orbit, Titov ate supper. Midway
through the seventh orbit, Titov was
scheduled to go to sleep for 7.5 hr.—
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IN-FLIGHT VIEW through Vostok observation port reveals some details of the port, con-

sisting of mirror reflectors, light filter and glass with grid.

from 6:30 p.m. Aug. 6 to 2 a.m. Aug.

7, Moscow time.

Approximately one month after Ti-

tov’s flight, the newspaper Pravda re-

ported that the pilot’s sleep, especially

at first, was restless. The newspaper

also said that his pulse rate asleep was
54-56 beats per minute: the news agency

Tass gave the figure of 53-67 beats per

minute.

The pilot overslept by 37 min.,

awakening at 2:37 a.m. He breakfasted

at 5:45 a.m. and began his fifteenth

orbit at about 6 a.m. Moscow time.

By 8:20 a.m., Moscow time, the Vos-

tok 2 vehicle was starting into its

seventeenth orbit with the re-entry se-

quence scheduled to begin at about

9:48 a.m. at the start of the eighteenth

orbit.

Pravda said the re-entry sequence

was initiated by the Vostok s automatic

orientation system, which scanned the

earth’s horizon and the ship’s reference

to the sun after the spacecraft had

passed from the earth’s shadow. One
Soviet illustration showed the Vostok

turned 180 dcg.-facing rear first-fot

retrofiring.

“Finally,” the newspaper article con-

tinued, “the braking motor was turned

on. The space ship changed over to a

descent trajcctorv.”

The Soviets Iiave said that a pilot

has the option of using one of two

landing systems. In the first, which

Gagarin employed, the pilot remains

within the spacecraft and lands with

it. Whether the vehicle has control

surfaces or whether the entire vehicle

is lowered by parachutes has never been
made clear by the Soviets.

Titov, the Soviets say, used the sec-

ond method of landing, which involves

ejection of the pilot's scat from the

spacecraft at an altitude of about 20-

25,000 ft. and final descent by para-

chute. The flight ended at 10:1 S a.m.

Aug. 7 when Titov touched down near

the village of Krasnvi Kut in the prov-

ince of Saratov.

Separation Devices

Tire pilot’s seat, according to the

newspaper, contained "devices which

ensure the cosmonaut's automatic safe

separation from the space ship and his

landing in the event that an emergency
situation should arise in the craft during

launching or entry into orbit.”

The scat, the supporting surfaces of

which were lined “with light plastic

cushions shaped to conform to the

body contours resting against them."

also carried:

• Oxygen supply and an air-condition-

ing system for pilot comfort.

• Radio transmitters and receivers.

• Food supplies.

• Emergency equipment for use after

landing.

Vostok 2, according to Pravda, con-

sisted of a pilot’s cabin, an instrument

compartment and a braking power (rct-

rorockct) compartment. The Vostok 2

cabin was equipped with heat-resistant
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glass ports through which Titov made
observations and took photographs with

a small movie camera during orbit and
on the downward leg. The pilot also

was provided with a 3- and 5-power

periscope through which he could make

Titov's descriptions of the earth and
sky, as seen by him, do not differ

markedly from those reported by Ga-
garin. He said that the horizon was
encircled with a soft blue aureole and,

as the ship came out of the earth’s

shadow, lie saw the world girdled with

a bright orange belt.

"Sunshine came in through the ports

and it was so light in the cabin that 1

could switch off the lights," Titov said.

“When there was no sunshine ... I

could observe at the same time both

the sunlit earth and the stars—clear

bright points on a very black back-

ground.”

The cabin was sheathed in a "ther-

mal shield,” Pravda said, to protect the

pilot from the extremely high tempera-

tures of re-entry and was equipped with

two “snap-action manholes,” presum-

ably escape hatches similar to those of

Mercury capsules.

Within the cabin were life support

systems equipment, controls, some radio

equipment, a log book, the periscope

and television cameras.

Parallel Transmitters

Academician V. A. Kotyelnikov said

that Vostok 2 carried two parallel

high-frequency (HF) AM transmitters,

broadcasting on 15-765 and 20.006 me.

over a common antenna through

special filters. The spacecraft also car-

ried a very high frequency (VHF) FM
transmitter broadcasting on 143.625

me. over a special antenna. The VHF
radio link was used only when the

Vostok was passing over the Soviet

Union. Kotyelnikov also said that

Titov had a telegraph key, but that he

did not use it because of the high qual-

ity of the voice transmissions.

The spacecraft also contained a tape

recorder and two television cameras, one
narrow band and one wide band. The
narrow band unit had a definition of

100 lines; the second unit—new and

flight tested for the first time-had a

definition of 400 lines. Both systems

transmitted 10 pictures per second.

At ground stations throughout the

USSR, motion pictures were made of

the television monitors and synchro-

nized with the recording of telemetered

physiological functions, such as pulse

and respiration rates, electrocardiogram,

etc. Soviet scientists were thus able to

compare Titov’s body functions with his

facial reactions during stress periods in

the flight profile.

The tape recorder automatically

turned on whenever the pilot spoke.

Passing over the Soviet Union, the re-
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corder transmitted the tape's contents

over the VHF system at a speed seven

times greater than the recording speed.

All ground stations in the USSR
were linked with a central dispatcher,

at a location not identified by Pravda.

According to the article, "He gives or-

ders when to turn on a certain trans-

mitter and specifies what must be trans-

mitted to the spaceship. All the

information from the ground receiving

stations flows to him.”

Vostok 2 contained a new oxygen
regeneration system that differed from

the one used by Gagarin in structure,

chemicals, and improved design. Vari-

ations in the oxygen, carbon dioxide

and water vapor contents within the

spacecraft were detected by special sen-

sors. Outputs of these sensors were

fed to automatic regulators, which then

corrected the imbalances. Titov also

had a manual control which could over-

ride the regulators in selecting the bal-

ance he wanted. Humidity was kept

between 50-70%.
Temperature control was maintained

both by the pilot's manual control and
by a thermostat. The thermostat con-

sisted of two circuits: an air unit open
to the ambient temperature within the

cabin and a closed liquid circuit in-

stalled in a radiator in the cabin’s in-

strument bay. Both circuits were

coupled in an air-liquid heat exchanger

within the cabin. Temperature through-

out the flight of Vostok 2 was main-

tained between 10 and 25C.
Vostok was designed, the Russians

said, to operate for periods longer than

Titov's 25-hr. flight and carried suffi-

cient quantities of food, water, oxygen

and electrical power for longer flights.

Titov later told a conference that the

spacecraft had been designed to carry

one man. Asked whether the space-

craft could be used for interplanetary

flights, Titov replied that the vehicle

was intended for orbital flights. M.
Keldysh, president of the USSR Acad-

emy of Sciences, added that the design

of the space ship can be further im-

proved for successful interplanetary

flights, implying that Vostok is a basic

design which can be expanded to meet
varying mission requirements. Some
U. S. observers believe that Soviet multi-

man spacecraft will be growth versions

of the Vostok, similar to the develop-

ment of the two-man Gemini vehicle

from the Mercury single-seater capsule.

Titov was dressed in woolen under-

wear, over which lie wore a blue space-

suit and, over that, a bright orange fly-

ing coverall with the letters "USSR”
stenciled on the back. The suit was

ventilated with cabin air and was so

well insulated and airtight that had the

pilot landed in water he could have

remained afloat for 12 hr. at 0 C with-

out discomfort. His helmet was a large

globe, under which he appears to wear
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a soft cap similar to those wom by
World War 2 pilots. The large glass

visor across the face can be opened

and closed manually, but closes auto-

matically in the event of cabin pressure

failure or an increase in the cabin's

carbon dioxide content.

Soviet literature has been making
frequent comment on emotional ten-

sion as one of the many important fac-

tors affecting a pilot’s physiological reac-

tions to space flight. Pravda quoted
Titov as saying at a conference Aug. 11:

"Overstrains [accelcnitions], noise

and vibration during the takeoff seg-

ment of the flight were borne well and
without unpleasant sensations. During

this stage of the flight, I carried on ob-

servations through the portholes and
watched the instruments. I maintained

two-way radio communications with

The newspaper then commented:
"True, it should be pointed out that

despite such a good general subjective

condition [report] on the part of the

cosmonaut, it was observed that his

pulse rate increased somewdiat and
reached 1 18-134 beats per minute."

During the countdown, Pravda noted

that, "At this time, small variations in

the respiration rate and increased heart

contractions to 90-106 beats per minute

were observed. One minute before

launch, the pulse rate reached 1 20 beats

per minute. Undoubtedly, the varia-

tions noted had an emotional origin."

Although Pravda said in one para-

graph that these fluctuations did not

exceed the limits recorded on Titov

during training, it said in a subsequent

paragraph that the pilot’s pulse rate of

80-100 beats per minute during flight

"somewhat exceeded original esti-

mates.” Parin, Yazdovsky and Gazenko,
in their paper, noted that pulse and
respiratory' rates, as well as other physio-

logical indexes, taken on their two or-

bital pilots during flight, considerably

differed from the data taken during

centrifuge ground tests.
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Missile Development Emphasis to Shift
Operational status expected late this year for Minutcman, third USAF

intercontinental ballistic missile to reach combat readiness, will mark a shift

into a new gear for U. S. missile research and development.

Complemented by the Polaris fleet ballistic missile on station in nuclear

submarines, USAF ballistic missile strength will be divided into Atlas and

Titan liquid propellant missiles in semi-hardened coffin or fully hardened silo

complexes, and the solid propellant Minuteman which will be dispersed in

holes over wide areas.

Development effort is shifting to:

• Titan 2, a storable propellant version

of Titan 1 designed for advanced per-

fonnance and quick reaction time.

• Titan 3, which utilizes a Titan 2 core

augmented with two 120-in. solid pro-

pellant motors strapped to its side.

Titan 3 could have the capability for

launching warheads of increased size in

a ballistic trajectory as well as its prime
mission of placing a variety of payloads

into orbit.

• Mobile mid-range ballistic missile,

projected as a truck-carried weapon
capable of being based randomly about
F.uropc. It could also be ship-based.

• Skybolt air launched ballistic missile,

designed for firing from the Boeing
B-52H turbofan powered bomber. Sky-

bolt also will be carried by British Vul-
can bombers, and in this sense repre-

sents an effort like the MMRBM to

broaden missile capabilities of U.S.

Of these, only the MMRBM con-

tractor is yet to be chosen, and prospec-

tive S2.5 billion size of the program

will stir keen industry bidding.

Six groups of potential associate con-

tractors—for propulsion, guidance, com-
mand and control, transporter-launcher,

re-entry- vehicles, and integration, as-

sembly and checkout—will compete for

separate development categories of this

Under its strategic concept, the mis-

sile probably is to be fired from any
location within a 5-min. readiness time

on launchers designed to rove high-

wavs. sccondarv roads, and town and
village byways in NATO nations, for

whose use flic weapon system would
he developed.

Political and strategic considerations

are integral parts of the program:
• Department of Defense and Pentagon

strategists generally favor the concept of

this 200-2,000 mi. range solid propel-

lant rocket, but lower echelons of the

Air Force arc not enthusiastic about

the over-all development ramifications

and deployment difficulties.

• Presidential and State Department
policy is involved because of the in-

ternational implications of NATO use

of a nuclear warhead, requiring con-

gressional approval. There are inter-

national considerations, among them the

pros and cons of providing West Ger-

many with a nuclear fist. France has

strong views against providing this ca-

pability, and also wants to develop its

own nuclear capability. Undoubtedly,
joint command and control by foreign

and U. S. commanders would be essen-

tial.

• Navy participation in the program,

probably as a result of direction by the

Secretary of Defense, could introduce

inter-service complications. Navy use

probably would sec the weapon adapted

for deployment on Merchant Marine

and naval vessels, positioned at the stem

in an orange-peel cocoon fitted with

environmental controls and fast-action

opening for missile launch. A Navy cap-

tain already is assigned to BSD for

Industry observers also feel there is

a possibility of participation by the

Army in the development of the trans-

porter-launcher.

Roots of the MMRBM program stem

from SR-19S72 (AW July 18. 1960.

p. 26) under which studies were made
for a small ICBM unofficially referred

to as Midgetman or Shrimp. Partici-

pants in this study are likely to have

a strong position in the MMRBM com-
petition.

Design Challenge

Design of the transporter-launcher

will have to involve an ingenious ap-

proach to accommodate all the support

functions for the MMRBM. Complete
environmental controls, including an

easily accessible cocoon shelter for the

missile, will have to be provided to

supply temperatures and humidity com-
patible with long-time alert periods for

the weapon.

An array of avionic gear and consoles

also will be needed.

Since estimates arc that the solid

propellant missile won't exceed 25 ft. in

length, the transporter-launcher as an

envelope likely will be tailored fairly

close to this dimension. As a war-time
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weapon shelter, the transporter-launcher

probably will have to incorporate a fair

degree of blast protection for the mis-

sile and the associated equipment it

Acoustical protection also will have

to be incorporated to ensure that sur-

rounding noise level does not cause

missile propellant ignition—a precaution

incorporated in existing fixed-site ICBM
systems. To support a 25-ft.-long mis-

sile and associated equipment, this

transporter would have to weigh about

16,000 lb. As a vehicle for a mobile

missile, it would need reasonable cruise

speed capability and be able to haul its

load up a substantial grade.

Probable Staging

General configuration probably will

resemble the Minuteman ICBM, but
would have two stages instead of three.

Range selection would be controlled by

thrust cutoff provisions in the upper

stage. Booster stage length of more than

9 ft. and diameter of more than 41 ft.

is unlikely. Second stage would be

about half as long and slightly smaller

in diameter. Remainder of the length

would be allocated to interstage fairing,

guidance section and re-entry vehicle,

which necessarily would be small in

comparison with existing ICBM scar-

heads. Single nozzles are probable in

each stage, with fluid injection for thrust

sector control.

Army had advocated an extended-

range version of its Pershing selective

combat range artillery missile as an al-

ternative to the mobile missile concept,

but lost.

Pershing, under development at Mar-

tin-Marietta’s Orlando Division, also

svill be deployed overseas—initially svith

U.S. Army units. West Germany has

ordered the solid-propellant sveapon in-

stead of the Martin air-breathing Mace
it originally planned to buy, and other

NATO nations may do so as svell.

Introduction of Pershing into field

units is expected to begin late this year

as development firing tests are com-
pleted at Cape Canaveral. It will replace

the liquid-propellant Redstone.

Three Pershing configurations were

used in 19 test launchings last year. The
most obvious change was to a long nose

which gradually tapered to a sharp

point. This configuration was necessary

to house test instrumentation, new war-

head shape and an inertial guidance

system. A fourth and latest configura-

tion, which appeared in test firings early

this year, has a somewhat shortened

version of the long nose, shorter because

of removal of research and development
instrumentation.

Firings this year will be using the

complete Pershing ground handling sys-

tem: a transportable erector-launcher

carried on an XM 474 prime mover;

a primary power and fire control unit,

or hut—in effect, a portable blockhouse

-carried on a second XM 474; a com-
munications hut carried on a third XM
474, and a warhead and spares hut

carried on a fourth XM 474.

Field operation of Pershing calls for

a 12-min. firing sequence, including

backing the warhead carrier to the mis-

sile for mating, and erection and align-

ing. The full sequence has been carried

out in the plant, but only the mobile

launcher and XM 474 carrier have been

used in actual firings at Cape Canaveral.

Navy’s Polaris fleet ballistic missile

also was proposed for West German or

NATO use. Though Polaris conceivably

also could have filled the MMRBM
requirement, the task of adapting this

weapon to a rugged land environment

appeared to be more difficult than

adding to Pershing’s range.

Polaris, with Lockheed Aircraft

as contractor, still is absorbing the big-

gest part of Navy's missile effort.

Despite inability to use the high tem-

perature propellant on which early cal-

culations were based, the most advanced
Polaris, A-3, is expected to meet its

2,500 naut. mi. range specification be-

cause the goal of the development pro-

gram was well beyond that figure.

Specific impulse of a propellant is

highly dependent oil its combustion
temperature. Aerojet-General Corp.,

Polaris propulsion contractor, is working

on a synthetic nitropolymcr propellant

developing approximately the 6,600F
theoretical flame temperatures attrib-

uted to the propellant originally planned

for A-3.

The missile will burn a lower rated

propellant, not because development of

the new fonnulation is behind sched-

ule, but because existing nozzle ma-
terials are incapable of surviving the

high temperature. This problem is com-
pounded in the big solids being pro-

posed-! 20 in. diameter and greater.

Developers are understood to be con-

sidering ablating nozzle materials as

Grain Design Gain

Part of the increased performance of

the Polaris A-3 will be obtained from

a new grain design which gets a some-

what larger volume of propellant into

the case. Together with a reduction in

the weight of inert parts, this improves

the propellant mass fraction of the

Polaris A-3 will have a fluid injection

thrust vectoring system, using Freon,

which will improve nozzle efficiency,

increase reliability and probably reduce

the weight of inert components. Polaris

A-3 components are being flight tested

individually using A-2 missiles, and com-
plete A-3 system tests will begin later

in the year.

Navy is broadening deployment of

Polaris submarines. Because of increased

TITAN 1 SILO LAUNCH FIRING SEQUENCE

range of the A-2 and A-3 versions and

because of the rising number of opera-

tional submarines, a force of them will

soon be on station in the North Pacific

on a regular basis. To provide a logistic

center for this force. Navy is establish-

ing a naval weapons annex at Bangor.

Wash. The East Coast equivalent at

Charleston. S. C., has been operating

on a routine basis for many months.

In the Fiscal 1963 budget, the Ad-

ministration is asking Congress to in-

crease to 35 the number of completely

funded nuclear fleet ballistic missile

submarines. Also included in the budget

is procurement funding for long lead

time parts for six more.

Navv is moving to meet the threat of

improved Soviet ASW and anti-missile

capability, though neither is expected

to materialize for some time. Anti-

missile defenses will be countered by

radar decoys already being developed

for Polaris. To counter sonar techniques

and growing knowledge of oceanogra-

phy. Navy is conducting a stringent

submarine silencing program to mini-

mize the usefulness of Soviet passive

listening techniques.

High Sound Levels

Even so, the large amount of energy

dissipated in the sea by a large body
moving at high speed is certain to pro-

duce relatively high sound levels and

the explosive release of compressed air

as each missile is launched is easily

detected at great range. Navy is working

on the development and tactical ap-

plication of acoustic counter-measures

aimed at confusing Soviet interpreta-

tion of these sounds.

A solid propellant missile, the Min-

uteman ICBM, is, like Polaris for the

Navy, the biggest missile item in

USAF’s Fiscal 1963 budget request.

Readiness of the first Minuteman silo

launcher late this year at Malmstrom

AFB. Mont., will mark the beginning of

an operational buildup in which the

Montana sites are ahead of schedule.

Besides the 12 squadrons previously

planned, four more squadrons—normally

five flights of 10 silos each and one

launch control center-arc included in

the Fiscal 1963 budget. These four

squadrons, whose strength may be al-

tered from the five-flight pattern, may-

be located within 100 mi. of Malm-

strom. probably as part of that complex.

Decision to seek the four additional

squadrons was made simultaneously

with the decision to cancel the mobile

Minuteman because its benefits were

judged not to be worth the expense,

which would exceed the fixed-base ver-

sion. Also, the mobile version, on rail-

road cars, would be more expensive to

operate, less reliable, less accurate, and

more susceptible to sabotage.

Minuteman Buildup

Four Minuteman wings committed

—Malmstrom AFB; Ellsworth AFB,
S. D.; Minot AFB, N. D., and White-

man AFB. Mo.—will comprise 600 mis-

sile launchers. A fifth wing is contem-

plated and may utilize a growth version

of the missile. It may consist of an

all glass fiber airframe, propellants of

higher specific impulse and a second

generation inertial guidance system

(AW Oct. 16, p. 2S).

Flight test program for Minuteman,

centered at the Atlantic Missile Range,

is affording verification of the silo launch

technique. The installation uses auto-

matic sequencing equipment from the

time the signals are given to initiate

the launch. This portion of the ground

system and the silo environment are

considered completely proven.

First three Minuteman launches at

Cape Canaveral were from a pad, and
two were considered successful. The
fourth launch, Aug. 30, 1961—first from
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the Cape Canaveral silo-was a failure.

Just as the missile blasted out of the

hole, the second stage ignited and ex-

ploded, Succeeding launches from the

silo, Nov. 17 and Dec. 18, 1961, Jan.

5, Jan. 25, and Feb. 15. 1962, all were

successful. No acoustic, shock or heat

problems of any consequence have been

encountered, and launch schedule at the

Cape will be accelerated.

All flights have been with virtually

an operational configuration. Addition

of test instrumentation, contained in a

compartment raised IS in. above the

guidance section, adds hundreds of

pounds of weight which, with the op-

erational payload weight carried on
several flights, exceeds design require-

Greatest range attained was 4,600 mi.



ALCOA CAPABILITY AT WORK

defense parts from 1 in. to 5 ft long

impacted in one stroke!
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MINUTEMAN TRANSPORTER-ERECTOR

on the first launch. Various test objec-

tives account for subsequent ranges

from 3,200-3,900 mi. But range is not

now a prime objective, nor was it in

the Atlas or Titan initial test programs.

Boeing Co., Minutcman assembly

and test contractor, has the launch con-

trol system and some ground power
equipment under svstems test. Later,

the complete ground system will be put
through its proof test, followed by final

missile systems integration.

Weapon system final demonstrations

will take place at Vandenberg AFB,
Calif., where six Minutcman training

silos eventually will be available. The
6595th Aerospace Test Wing (DCAS)
at Vandenberg received, in December,

1961, the first "handling" Minutcman
missile for ground equipment checkout.

On Jan. 22, the missile was lowered

into its silo with the transporter-erector.

Later this year, the test wing is sched-

uled to fire an R&D missile, with a

Strategic Air Command crew integrated

into the operation.

At Hill AFB's Logistics Command
Depot, Ogden, Utah, a surveillance

program is gathering data on the longev-

ity of the missile in the silo, expected
to be measured in years. Partially com-
pleted and complete engines are stored

in a controlled environment which

duplicates silo conditions. Periodically,

engines will be removed and fired to

determine whether storage has affected

them. Also at Hill is Air Force plant

77, which Boeing will operate as an

assembly and re-cycling facility. En-

gines have been put through thousands

of miles of road tests to check their

ability to withstand vibration, shock,

handling, and miscellaneous movement.
In another segment of the develop-

ment spectrum is Titan 3, designated

as Program 624A, at Air Force Systems
Command's Space Systems Division.

The programed configuration—two 120

in. diameter solids clustered to a Titan

2 core—is not the final configuration.

Probability is that Space Systems Di-

vision will proceed with the develop-

ment of a 1 56-in. solid-propellant motor
to produce a substantially higher base

thrust. There is the additional probabil-

ity of capping Titan 2 with a high-

energy stage burning fluorine-hydrazine,

fluorine-hydrogen, or hydrogen-oxygen

propellant combinations.

Weapon system payload capability

of Titan 3, using two five-segment solid-

propellant first-stage boosters, is indi-

cated by its estimated performance

ability to launch a 32,000 lb. payload
over the Atlantic Missile Range into a

150-mi. orbit, or a 29,500 lb. pavload

into a 300-mi. orbit. The Atlas 1CBM
places about li tons into 100-160 mi.

orbit in the Mercury program.

Titan 3’s projected flight date is late

1964 or early 1965. Development em-
phasis will be on a configuration of four

DEFENSE PARTS

FROM
1 1N. TO 5 FT LONG

INIPACTED IN

ONE STROKE!
Quick as a wink an impact press can
turn out a missile piston, a bomb
part or a sonar equipment case. In

fact, practically any can- or tube-

shaped part with one end closed

can be produced with a single,

instantaneous stroke.

The part can be round, square,

oval, rectangular or polygonal. Hol-

low or solid or a combination of

both. With variable diameters up to

IX in. across. With internal or ex-

ternal ribs, bosses, splines or flutes.

As small as a thimble or 5 ft long.

Alcoa can impact any forging or ex-

trusion alloy . . . even some alloys

not suitable for conventional forging

and extruding.

ECONOMIES OF IMPACTS
Tooling costs, compared to other

processes, are more economical.

Impacting frequently eliminates ex-

pensive turning, deep drilling, mill-

ing and broaching operations— is

sometimes the only way to make a

Alcoa, who introduced impacts to

this country over 40 years ago, has

more impacting experience and
equipment than any other company
and is prepared to handle both short

and long runs. How can you use this

capability? Write: Aluminum Com-
pany of America, 1865-C Alcoa
Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

^ALCOA ALUMINUM
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BUILDING BLOCKS FOR LARGE SPACE BOOSTERS

Using the UTC “Building Block” concept, clusters of large solid

propellant rockets developing multi-million-pound thrust can be
provided to lift the biggest space payloads now contemplated.

Successful firings have proved these UTC solid propellant segments
can be readily transported, locked together and fired with maximum
reliability.

UNITED TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
P. O. Box 358, Sunnyvale, California
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center segments and two end caps, but

growth to a five-segment motor will be

included in the development plan.

Titan 3 Size

Industry estimates are that the four-

segment configuration will weigh ap-

proximately 375,000 lb., and the five-

segment 450,000 lb. Total length of a

five-segment motor, including a nozzle

about 10 ft. long, probably would not

exceed 75 ft.—slightly more than the

first stage of the Titan 2 core.

Higher-than-normal specific impulse

propellants, probably 260 see., will be

sought for the 120-in. motors. Fluid

injection for thrust vector control prob-

ably will be used because this line of

development is receiving emphasis in

research with almost all major solid-

Mating of the two 120-in. solids to

the Titan 2 core should not be a diffi-

cult problem. Structural reinforcement

for the core will be required at the at-

tachment points of the solid casing

and additional strength weight will in-

volve about 2,800 lb. for the first stage

of Titan 2, approximately 550 lb, for

the second.

Development of a 156-in. solid-pro-

pellant motor for Titan 3 probably will

proceed on a very limited basis in the

initial phases. Thrust of a five-segment,

156-in. motor may be about 1 ,800,000

lb., with a burning time of more than

80 sec. The five-segment, 120-in. motor
would produce 1,350,000-lb. thrust,

and have a burning time of approxi-

mately 100 sec.

Titan 2 Firing

First static, sequential, compatibility

firing of the storable propellant Titan

2 was made at Martin-Denvcr, the

prime contractor’s facility, in late De-
cember, 1961. The two stages were

positioned side-by-side, with Stage 1

firing first and Stage 2 cut in to simulate

flight conditions, a carryover from test-

ing techniques used for Titan 1. First

Titan 2 (N-2) is at Cape Canaveral and
is scheduled to be fired sometime this

Tempo of Titan 2 testing will be
accelerated and will exceed the pace

of the Titan 1 test program, which

has involved approximately 50 firings.

Technology amassed in the Titan 1

program will permit substantially fewer

Titan 2 firings.

Two Titan 2 squadrons each will be
based at Davis-Monthan AFB. Ariz.;

McConnell AFB, Kan., and Little Rock
AFB, Ark., deployed with one missile

per complex and nine complexes per

squadron. Titan 2 deployment will be

entirely underground. Reaction time

will be less than one minute, because

the propellant—half-and-half mixture of

unsymmctrical dimethyl hydrazine and
hydrazine, plus nitrogen tetroxide as an

full metal-to-metal contact. Still-seal gaskets are custom-tailored, allowing un-

limited design applications. Spacing even less than Vfc inch is possible with Still-

man’s exclusive continuous sealing element.

Stillman advanced research and development in “rubber-to-metal technology"

assures reliable sealing in the most critical applications. Stillman engineers have

earned an enviable record of reliability in hundreds of aircraft and missile systems.

Look to Stillman for the latest concept in the solution of space age sealing

problems, with the utmost quality in every product. Write for detailed informa-

tion on the complete Stillman line of “O’’ rings, diaphragms,

custom-molded rubber components and exclusive perma-

dized seals and gaskets to: Stillman Rubber Company,

5811 Marilyn Avenue, Culver City, California.

STILLMAN RUBBER COMPANY
CULVER CITY, CALIF./CLEVELANO, OHIO/ENGLEWOOO. N.J.
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Raytheon brings proven guidance and
Three techniques are currently available to meet the challenge of Space Rendezvous Guidance

:

radar, infra-red and optics. Of these techniques, radar has been used forhoming guidance systems

to the greatest degree. Studies by Raytheon, whose radar experience spans three decades,

have indicated that continuous wave radar possesses these desirable characteristics:

No minimum or ‘blind’ ranges ® Direct and accurate velocity readings

Greater range for a given weight Ease of acquisition

Simple FM Techniques for ranging Greater simplicity and reliability

sensor capability to space rendezvous
The experience gained from the inertial guidance system for the advanced Polaris, coupled with

the proven success of the Hawk and Sparrow C W homing systems give Raytheon the most
extensive proven capability applicable to the space rendezvous guidance problem.

In addition, Raytheon, one of the world’s largest scientific-industrial organizations, has

proven its ability to manage every phase of a complex system — from early study and design

through development, production and field support of operational systems and equipment.

Missile and Space Division, Bedford, Massachusetts

RAYTHEON COMPANY
MISSILE AND SPACE DIVISION

tRAYTHEON
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FROM STC...
FIRST SILICON

POWER TRANSISTORS
WITH ISOLATED COLLECTOR

35 watts 2N2383
2N389/I 2N424A/I 2N1250/I

2N389A/I 2N1210/I 2N1620/I

2N424/I 2N1211/I 2NI722/I

Unprecedented transistor series. . .developed by Silicon

Transistor Corporation. For higher reliability—minimum
thermal resistance. Silicon power transistors with iso-

lated collector—Eliminate thesecommon transistor prob-

lems: 1. Cracked Mica Insulators. 2. Scratched Anodized

Surfaces. 3. Arcing Around Insulating Hardware. For specifications and additional information on the entire

dgg*^85 watts 2N2384
i 2N1208/I 2N1616A/I 2N1618/I

VTZ^ 2N12I2/I 2N1617/I 2N1618A/I

jUl"
2N1616/I 2N1617A/I 2N1724/I

4. High Case-To-Heat Sink Thermal Resistance. 5. As-

sembly Mounting Problems.

2N2383 and 2N2384-two new types with Iife:20 to

60 e 1.5 Amps. Jcex s 1.0 mA <« 80 volts, saturation

resistance < 0.67 a ® 1.5 Amps.

^ STC line of silicon power transistors, write:

® SILICON TRANSISTOR CORPORATION]
CARLE PLACE,
LONG ISLAND,
NEW YORK
Pioneer 2-4100

Circle Number 136 on Reader-Service Cord
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oxidizer—is stored aboard the missile.

Opening of the 490-ton sliding doors

decking the silo requires a substantial

part or the reaction time.

Turnover of first Titan 1 squadron

(724th) to SAC at Lowry Bombing
Range is scheduled for this month.

Lowry will have three complexes—724A,

B. and C—with three missiles each, a

deployment known as a 3 x 3 configura-

In preparation, emplacement of mis-

siles on the elevator launchers was be-

gun last winter. All missiles are now
in place, and practice elevations and

loading of the propellants, liquid oxygen

and RP fuel, has begun. Titan 1 deploy-

ment will be in the hardest ICBM in-

stallation thus far in U.S. operational

status, in excess of 100 psi.

Simultaneous utilization of two Titan

1 launchers was demonstrated in opera-

tion Double Martini at Vandenberg's

TF-1 training site early this year. For

this operation, launchers number 2 and

number 3 in TF-1 were used. The ex-

ercise was, in effect, a practice run for

firing in salvo. Missile in launcher num-
ber 3 was raised to the surface on its

elevator and fired within approximately

7 min. The missile in launcher number
2 was put through its checkout and
countdown procedure, but was not fired.

Oo'den Ram Payoff

Strategic Air Command operational

training crews at Yandcnberg. beginning

late last year, fired fire Atlas D missiles

successively from gantrv-l v pe launchers.

The firings incorporated refinements

dictated by results of Golden Ram, an

Air Force training and reliability pro-

gram. and attained higher efficiency

than had been achieved previously in

the test program.

All model D improvements result-

ing from Golden Ram tests arc being

incorporated in the Atlas E version for

scmi-liardcncd coffin sites and F silo

models, where applicable. Propellant

utilization system, the same for models
D and E, is being removed from both,

and the model F propellant utilization

system will be installed in the model E.

Hydrogen and helium filter systems arc

being installed to prevent contamina-

tion which might contribute toward

mission failure, and redundant circuitry

and equipment are being removed to

minimize complexity. Components dis-

playing marginal and erratic perform-

ance have been replaced. Test proce-

dures and sequences have been updated

to ensure proper checkout.

Golden Ram results are being applied

sequentially to initial Atlas installations

which have been turned over to SAC for

operational status. A substantial number
of launchers and missiles already has

been updated at Warren AFB site 2

and Offut AFB, as well as at Vandcn-
berg AFB. Remaining emplacements at

Warhead Tests Crucial (or Nike Zeus

Army Nike Zens anti-ballistic missile contractor team headed by Western

Electric Co. and Douglas Aircraft Co. lias slowed its design improvement program

temporarily to concentrate on getting a reasonably standardized design in time for

the climactic Kwajalcin tests against actual re-entry vehicles this summer (AW
Feb. 26. p. 8-4).

Subsystems now being tested piecemeal are essentially identical to those that will

comprise the warhead-test system. F.nginccrs in the program believe that there is

considerable performance improvement potential in the rocket and in some of the

electronic subsystems, but the Army and the contractors had to select a cut-off

Too many variations among the missiles used in the Kwajalcin tests would

render the results meaningless.

Some advanced electronic components on which system performance depends

have never been produced except on a pilot-plant basis. Funds for production

of some long lead time items were included in early Fiscal 1963 budgeting, but

were dropped from the final version.

Zeus Pacing Items

Of the subsystems, the missile itself is more susceptible to performance increases

than the massive ground electronics subsystems. Because of sheer size and com-

plexity, the Zeus radars and the target interceptor computer have been the pacing

items in the development program. Substitution of a phased array type of acquisi-

tion radar for the synchronous rotating transmitter and receiver systems of the

Zeus Acquisition Radar now being tested at Kwajalcin and White Sands Missile

Range lias been considered. Aside from excessive cost and time required, some

engineers in the program doubt the phased array type radar is markedly superior

to the present system.

Improved propellant and weight and drag reductions arc the most attainable

ways to better missile performance, which could enable the Zens to intercept

incoming warheads earlier and farther from defended points.

As vet, an anti-satellite mission has not become a serious goal in the Nike Zeus

program.

Army officials have said that the system configuration stabilized for the

Kwajalcin tests can intercept low orbit satellites without modification and increased

missile performance presumably would add to such capability.

Few close observers doubt that the Kwajalcin tests this summer will fail to

show the system to has-c some degree of ballistic missile intercept capability.

Production funding to a degree is likely to follow because of public fear of missile

attack and widespread feeling that any defense is better than none.

No Early Decision

Top scientific advisers in the government oppose any early decision to fund

Zeus production. They contend that a Zeus defense complex is susceptible to

saturation and resulting penetration hv real warheads and that tlic Zeus discrimina-

tion radars have not proven capability to identify a true warhead among a number

of decovs designed to gis-e a similar radar return. Discrimination radars, the least

developed element in the Zens system, arc now being installed at White Sands

Missile Range and Kwajalcin for early evaluation. The Kwajalcin Discrimination

Radar will not be ready for the first of the 47 tests of Zens against targets launched

along ICBM trajectories from Vandenbcrg AFB, Calif. Some of tlic later tests arc

intended to evaluate the discrimination radar.

USAF experts are of the opinion that the proper place to destroy Russian ballistic

missiles is at the launch cud of the trajectory rather than at the terminal end of the

missile’s trajectory.

Advanced Research Projects Agency is seeking such a concept under the designa-

tion Ballistic Missile Boost Intercept System, but it is being opposed by Defense

Department officials because of high cost. Receiving more serious consideration is

Arpat (ARPA-Tcrminal).

While opposing production, government scientists have reiterated for the past

year that Zeus development and pre-production work should continue through the

full scale evaluations of the systems.

If the ability to distinguish between penetration aids and actual warheads can be

shown bv that time, scientists might see fit to change their recommendation against

production.
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DROP BY DROP
Vac Arc® steels possess the ultimate in cleanliness, uni-

formity of ingot structure and mechanical properties.

Produced by the consumable vacuum melting process,

these steels are perfect for applications requiring high

strength, toughness and ductility at low and elevated tem-

peratures. On critical applications Vac Arc can spell the

difference between failure and success. The added built-in

properties of these steels are achieved by remelting . . .

drop by drop ... a top quality electrode into an ingot

under a high vacuum. During the process, dissolved gases

are drawn off and undesirable non-metallic inclusions are

substantially eliminated. The finished product—Vac Arc—
is now able to withstand high temperatures and other

severe engineering specifications. Various grades of Vac

Arc steels are regularly produced in a range of billets, bars

and shapes. Write for your copy of our Vac Arc catalog.

Experienced technical assistance is always available.

LATROBE STEEL COMPANY
LATROEE. PENNSYLVANIA
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NIKE ZEUS LAUNCHING

Offut, Warren 2, and Warren 1 will

be phased into the updating program

Despite the relatively short time of
Atlas development, considering that it

was the nation's pioneer ICBM, the
General Dynamics Astronautics weapon
system has demonstrated its capability

in military and space-payload launch-
ings. There has been a steady improve-

ment in reliability in the systems test

program-Category 1 R&D 'flight tests

from Cape Canaveral and in complete
systems testing at Vandenberg AFB,
which is a combination of R&D Cate-
gory 2 testing and Category 5 SAC
testing. Program spokesmen declare

that the Atlas system has attained a

thoroughly acceptable reliability status.

The entire Atlas force—126 missiles.

including 72 Fs, 27 Es. and 27 Ds, as

well as 3 additional model Ds at Van-
denberg AFB—is to be operational late

this vear.

First model F turnover to SAC is

scheduled for the second quarter of this

vear, and the final F turnover in the
last quarter. Model F deployment will

involve 6 squadrons, each’ with 12

launchers.

Substantial Savings

Substantial savings—about S3 million

to 56 million—have been made in the

installation of the launchers and mis-

siles at the three Atlas E sites, mostly

through lower labor costs as a result

of finishing early and expediting of com-
ponents, mainly subsystems, at lower

costs than originally anticipated. Atlas

Spherco*
Precision Solid Race Construction

rnuenirAi

A COMPLETE LINE IN A WIDE RANGE
OF STYLES, SIZES AND MATERIALS

SPHERCO
A Product of

SEALMASTER BEARING DIV.

STEPHENS-ADAMSON MFG. CO.
8 Ridgeway Avenue

AURORA, ILLINOIS
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From Del Mar. .

.

A CONCEPT IN WEAPONS TRAINING

SYSTEMS SO BASIC THAT IT SERVES

WEAPON AFTER WEAPON

F86-D~
‘ jM

CF-100 F11F

F4D F-102 F3H SAAB-2

F-104 F8U F-101B F-106 F4H
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D and E versions have, in a sense, con-

stituted a watchdog phase for incorpo-

rating improvements into the model F
system, Col. John L. Zoeckler, Atlas

program director, reports.

Skybolt Delays

Slippages continue to mark develop-

ment of a U.S. air launched ballistic

missile, the USAF/Douglas GAM S7A
Skybolt. First live missile launch and

first complete system electrical tests,

once scheduled for mid-1961, are now
reported to have dropped back another

three months while Congress considers

accelerated funding in the Fiscal 1963

budget.

Despite stop-start financing, changing

objectives, oscillating manpower figures

and slippages, there has been no im-

portant change in the 1964 operational

readiness date originally set. This is

not necessarily unrealistic. An advan-

tage of the technically conservative

approach applied to Skybolt is that it

makes it safe for USAF to risk a higher

degree of concurrency between the vari-

ous phases of development and produc-

tion, Therefore, some testing and pro-

duction may be telescoped later.

The assignment of a high priority to

Skybolt last summer would probably

have been impossible had it not been

for the cancellation of plans to develop

the B-70 into an operational weapon
system. However, as the end of B-52

production draws near, there is no

other U.S. aircraft in development

which could be armed with the Skybolt

Skybolt missiles and their airborne

support subsystems will be subjected

to more handling than most ground- and
ship-launched ballistic missile systems

and this will tend to decrease reliability

if no allowance is made for it. Contrac-

tors are recommending that 5%-10%
of production missiles be fired to ensure

continuing reliability.

New Projects

In other missile categories. Navy
awarded development contracts for

Shrike, a radar suppression air-to-sur-

face missile, to Texas Instruments, and
for Typhon, an anti-aircraft missile,

lo Bendix Corp.
Martin’s Bullpup air-to-surfacc mis-

sile, now in a Navy, an Air Force and
a nuclear version, also rcportcdlv will

be bought bv Britain's Royal Navy.

Sweden plans to put the USAF air-to-

air Hughes Falcon on its Saab J35 inter-

Navy, which reports it has gained

large price reductions in costs of the

air-to-air Sidewinder by bringing in Gen-
eral Electric as a competitive source

for the guidance and control unit, hopes
to do the same with Bullpup by intro-

ducing Maxson Electronics Corp. as a

second source.

HERE’S AN IDEA TO HELP REDUCE

“profit squeeze”

Buy rings that are formed so close to finished shape and dimen-
sions that very little machining will be needed. The result—less

labor, less scrap loss, lower overall cost.

Edgewater rings are forged from solid blocks of steel, and
rolled by a powerful ring-rolling mill to required cross-section

shapes (see typical profiles above). Close tolerances minimize

finishing operations.

Edgewater rolled steel rings are of uniform quality, strong and
tough. Diameters: from 5 to 145 inches. Send drawings for rec-

ommendations and prices.
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In 1946.when the R-2800 crankshaft (top) entered

commercial service, it had a comparatively short

life by today’s standards.

Since then. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft has in-

corporated eight major design improvements that

have increased operating life to as much as

17,000 hours.

This crankshaft typifies the changes for the

better constantly being made in Pratt & Whitney

Aircraft original equipment parts. Using knowledge

gained in countless hours of laboratory testing

and field evaluation, parts are continually refined

to improve performance and increase reliability.

Only components made to the latest Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft specifications incorporate all de-

sign changes. Without access to

these improvements no substi-

tute can meet the standards of

dependability built into every

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft en-

gine. Original equipment parts

are quickly available direct from

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

or from its authorized distribu-

tors in the United States

and Canada.

\w

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Canadian Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Co., Ltd.

Which crankshaft is 8 ways better?

AMERICAN AIRLINES' first Co:

Air Transport
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EXPERIENCE. ..and the world's largest airline

More people have flown Air France

to Paris than any other airline!

The place: Idlewild. The plane: A people choose Air France than any other

France Boeing 707 Intercontinental Jet. airline? Service is one reason. Experi-

e flight: The 20,000th Air Franc*

flight across the NorthAtlantic—between

Paris and the North America gateways
of New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, the de
Anchorage, Montreal, Mexico City (Air France.

France will fly from Houston to Paris

beginning April 25). Why do more

ind dependability at

important. All of these qualities a

be found in every jet pilot who n

3 pilots, for example,

6-million-mile pilots. They speak

English as well as French. They have a

thorough knowledge of the flight reg-

ulations of the 76 countries into which

they fly. Their training is truly formi-

dable—and it never ends. Refresher

courses and rigorous flight exams con-

tinue throughout an Air France pilot's

career. And you find qualities like these

in every phase of the operation of
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LOAD FACTOR IMPACT of steady switch from first-class to coach travel shows creation of more coach seats and high volume of available

scat miles. Over-all passenger revenue miles have remained about the same, however, c*msing load factor drop.

IN MILLIONS)

Trunk Merger Pattern Begins to Emerge
By L. L. Doty

Washington—Domestic trunkline industry, depressed by a faltering traffic

market and dwindling profits, is now resigned to following the merger course

as the most logical route to financial stability.

The merger fever has afflicted all but a few carriers. Enough are actively

seeking merger partners to prove beyond a doubt that the industry' is headed
for the completely revamped route alignment predicted last year by Aviation
Week and Space Technology (AW Mar. 13, p. 145).

Behind the drive for mergers is the impossible task. Suggestions within the
pressing problem of overcapacity, a industry as to how it can be achieved
generic term now applied to embrace vary widely so that no acceptable form-
al! the industry’s major ills including ula that might ease the problem has
excessive competition, sagging load been developed,
factors, rising seat mile costs and falling Two obvious solutions are at hand:
aircraft utilization rates. Thus, only by a voluntary curtailment of capacity or
reducing the abundance of empty scats an expansion of air travel markets. The
can the industry expect to realize a first solution is unpalatable to many
healthy rate of return on investment. airlines and, indeed, the swelling vortex

So far, this appears to be an almost of competition renders it impracticable.

The second solution is long-range. It

calls for scientific marketing and re-

search programs which, with rare excep-

tions, the industry has not yet seemed
ready to undertake.

At the present time, the industry

appears to be concentrating its sales

efforts on travelers who already fly and
who have shown no intention of desert-

ing the airways for rails or buses.

The person who doesn't fly. for rea-

sons of fare and fear—and no one has

claimed to really know the basis for his

antipathy—is seldom specifically in-

cluded in airline sales drives (AW Dec.
25, p. 24). The market is there to grow
as evidenced by the fact that, in 1955,

6.7% of all U.S. adults flew on sched-
uled airlines; in 1961 the percentage
grew to only 9.6%.
Because of this inability to raise load

factors to a productive level and despite
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Growth of Coach Traffic in 1961

Domestic Trunkline Traffic Activity

During 1961 Compared with 1960

optimistic forecasts predicting a 6-10%
increase in traffic this year over 1961,
prospects for any substantial improve-
ment in net earnings this year are slim.

There is some indication that spiraling

cost may level off—for one, Northwest
Airlines has been markedly successful

in holding expenses down. But, gener-

ally, the industry seems to have surrend-

ered to the grim fact that annual cost

increases are all but inevitable.

Overcapacity is one of the prices the

industry is paying for its hasty conver-

sion from piston to turbine aircraft.

This should not imply that the air-

lines rashly purchased more equipment
than they could economically use. Con-
sidering the importance of maintaining

a relatively high aircraft utilization rate,

trunklines have shown remarkable re-

straint in the production of scat miles.

The 6.8% increase in available seat

miles registered in 1961 is completely
overshadowed by the 14-22% annual
increases reported in pre-jet years.

A number of other factors contri-

buted to the overcapacity problem and
many of these were beyond the control

of the airlines. They include:

• Traffic forecasts, conducted as early

as 1956, were used as guidelines in the

planning of jet fleets but all of these

projections have proved grossly inac-

curate (see chart). Forecasts prepared

by CAB, Federal Aviation Agency and
Convair predicted that revenue pas-

senger miles generated by all domestic

carriers—including local service airlines

—would reach totals ranging from 34

billion to 39 billion. Actual volume last

year was 31 billion. But the most glar-

ing error in projection was committed
by the industry itself. In 1957, during

the general passenger fare investigation,

trunklines estimated revenue passenger

miles would climb to 39.7 billion in

1961. Actual total was 29.5 billion.

• Traffic volume in the past two years

billions)
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has failed to match even the subnormal
increase in available seat miles. Com-
pared with the 15.1% rise in revenue
passenger miles in 1959, traffic was stag-

nant, moving up only 3.9% in 1960.

1% last year. During 1961, traffic actu-

ally showed a decline in five months of

the year. It showed substantial increases

only in November and December. Fore-

casters are now looking for a 6% average

rate of increase during the 1961-66

period but they base their predictions

on a projected average rate of 3.5%
growth in general business activity.

• Inability' to dispose of piston-engine

aircraft has forced a number of airlines

to press back into sendee aircraft which
they had expected to sell under re-equip-

ment programs. This has helped to in-

crease seat miles. Some airlines—par-

ticularly Delta and Eastern—have onset

this increase by operating fully depre-

ciated piston aircraft under service con-

ditions or in areas that would prove un-
economical for turbojet or turboprop
aircraft.

• Additional route mileage created by
route awards of the CAB since 1955
has obviously accelerated scat mile vol-

ume. Necessity for new carriers awarded
such routes to keep abreast of firmly

rooted competitors by matching sched-

ule for schedule also generated new seat

In almost each case, these causes of

overcapacity could have been alleviated

if adequate research and study had been
undertaken in the middlc-1950s. Most
traffic projections, for example, were
based on assumptions that had little

or no scientific support.

Subjective Analyses

One study, a CAB forecast, stated

that judgment of the investigators was
involved in ‘'developing the appropriate

assumptions as to the changes that may-

be expected to take place in the under-
lying factors during the forecast period.”

Projections made in most forecasts were
based on past experience and the his-

torical relationship of airline traffic to

such factors as population growth, per

capita income, consumer price levels,

gross national product and surface

transportation.

Some forecasts accurately predicted

the large role coach travel would play

in the total traffic structure. And when
orders for jets were first placed, many
industry officials were ominously aware

that disposal of piston-engine aircraft

would pose a severe problem. Few,
however, believed that the used-plane

market would be so selective that some
aircraft would be scrapped, like the

Lockheed 049 Constellations inherited

by United from its merger partner.

Capital.

The industry and the CAB blame

each other for the rash of route awards

made after 1955 when the CAB estab-

lished its policy of strengthening re-

gional carriers by placing them in com-
petition with Big Four carriers in high
density markets. With six major routes

served by seven carriers, three by eight

and one by nine, excessive competition

and encompassing overcapacity have

prevailed.

The industry charges that Board gen-

erosity thus created today's financial

dilemma. The Board staff counters that

the airlines fought for the routes offered

without restraint and now arc caught

with exactly what they asked for. Air-

lines retort that they were forced to

fight for any routes offered in route

cases in their own interests to keep
competition from gaining too firm a

stronghold in any given market.

The severity of the problem is under-

scored by the fact that, for 1961, only

7 of the 11 trunklines are expected to

show a profit. American’s profit dropped
from §11.7 million in 1960 to §6.8

million last year. United's net earnings

fell from §11 million in 1960 to §3.7

million in 1961, the dip being attribut-

able in large part to the cost of integrat-

ing the Capital system into its opera-

Braniff showed an increase in net

earnings and so did Delta and National
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Airlines, both of which began new
southern transcontinental services last

year. Continental Air Lines reported a

net profit for 1961, slightly under that

registered in 1960.

Some carriers, led by United, seek a

further fare increase as a means of fat-

tening revenues to help widen the profit

margin. Others, headed by Continental

and Trans World Airlines, think lower

fares will attract new business.

Failure of the TWA-sponsored trans-

continental excursion fare and the

American-backed Youth Fare Plan to

win industry support last year was a

set-back to the low fare advocates. Be-

cause it was not fully possible to prove

that the low fares spawned new traffic

or opened new markets, members of

the high-fare bloc lost no ground in the

Meanwhile, Continental is not tem-

pering its drive for an excursion fare

and United vigorously continues to

wage its campaign for a 3.5% increase

in addition to the 3% hike the CAB
granted recently across-the-board. The
battle lines are simple: one group insists

that, if traffic remains at a standstill,

then revenues must be boosted by high

fares. Another group holds that higher

fares will deter some travelers from

using the airlines but that lower fares

will lure new travelers from the high-

ways. particularly on long-haul routes.

Policy Discord

A few stand in the middle. They feel

that this is not the time to make any

adjustment in tariffs. Consequently, the

discord within the industry on policy

matters, contrasted with the hannonv

that ordinarily exists in technical areas,

can be expected to keep many airline

presidents in their worn but familiar

mangers. Besides preventing the formu-

lation of standards, this threatens to

bar the way to many a logical merger.

The new CAB chairman and vice

chairman, Alan S. Boyd and Robert T.

Murphy, respectively, together with

former chairman, Whitney Gillilland,

and veterans Chan Gurney and G.

loscph Minetti constitute the new
Board. It will probably remain this way
for at least three years since the first

term to expire is Gurney’s in 196-1.

Boyd has assumed full leadership of

the Board and has detailed his stand on

major issues in a scries of articulate and

thought-provoking public addresses.

There are signs that he feels he has now
fully expressed his views and will reduce

the number of his speeches substanti-

ally.

If there is any criticism of Boyd it

is that lie has failed to take any action

on the measures he has proposed pub-

licly. The fact of the matter is that

Boyd firmly believes it is the full re-

sponsibility of management to take

those steps necessary to attain economic
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stability. The Board, he believes, can

only guide and approve or disapprove

in the public interest.

If Boyd has taken no direct action,

his speeches as least have prompted in-

dustry response. The airlines are now
moving and moving in new, if not

revolutionary, directions. He has them

talking merger. One merger has been

completed. Two—the Eastern-American

and the now defunct Continental-Na-

tional mergers—have been proposed.

Others are hatching.

His call for new devices for generat-

ing traffic has evoked a number of pro-

motional fare innovations. New ideas,

innovations and plans arc streaming

into the Board with fresh assurance of a

warm reception.

At the present time, the CAB has no

major route cases to cope with although,

of the 1,316 cases pending as of last

June, 586 arc concerned with domestic

routes. In addition, route adjustments

and consolidation of routes required by

proposed mergers will throw a heavy

workload on the CAB.
Tire Board has indicated that it will

place new emphasis on adequate service

standards, siting of airports and co-ordi-

nation of air and surface transportation

as route adjustments occur which stem

from the transfer of short-haul routes to

local service carriers and from concen-

tration on long-haul routes. United has

asked for a moratorium on all route

awards until the overcapacity problem

is corrected.

Major route case last year was the

Southern Transcontinental Service Case
in which National was awarded a

Florida-Califomia route, Delta a Gcor-

gia-Califomia route and Eastern a

Miami-Fort Worth route. Pending and

set down for hearing is Northeast Air-

lines' bid for a permanent certificate on
its New York-Florida route. Issues in

the ease have been broadened to deter-

mine whether, if the route is renewed,
Northeast should be merged with an-

other carrier.

Last year, Boyd initiated several re-

organizational changes in moves to meet
the towering workload facing the Board.

Budgetary limitations prevent any sig-

nificant personnel expansion. Office of

the executive director was given more
authority and the position of assistant

executive director and secretary was
created to assist in the direction of the

Board’s work.

A planning office and an office of

community and congressional relations

were established. Organization of the

economics staff was realigned with the

creation of a new Bureau of Economic
Regulation comprised of three divisions:

routes and agreements, rates, and sub-

The Board has proposed legislation

that will prevent domestic trunk airlines

from seeking subsidy when conditions

are such that inadequate earnings arc

shown. The Board also wants legislation

that will authorize it to regulate depie-

ciation accounting.

The Board’s Bureau of Safety, headed

by Melvin N. Gough, handled 660 ac-

cident investigations and 97 incident

investigations during the 12 months
ended June 30, 1961. A total of 30

formal accident investigation reports

Tile industry's 1961 safety record,

with only three accidents involving

passenger fatalities, was outstanding, a

tribute to carriers’ successes in introduc-

ing the turbojet transport into service.

On-time performance records continue

to improve and passenger appeal of

the high-speed aircraft stays at a top

Pooling Expected

Pooling of such activities as main-

tenance, overhaul, distribution of spare

parts and engines, catering and ground
facilities can be expected to spread dur-

ing the next year as a result of the in-

dustry’s drive to curtail costs. It is also

possible that the passenger may find

some of the familiar frills and give-

aways taken from him in the push for

Most action now is based on full

recognition that the trunklines have
matured into big business, that financial

stability must be established at all costs.

Mergers arc looked upon as the key to

cutting down scat mile costs, overhead

and operating expenses—the first step

toward profits.

Loss of identity and jockeying for

position by key officials or unhappy
stockholders are the chief blocks to

mergers. The Board is not likely to dis-

approve most mergers unless they are

found not to be in the public interest.

As long as competition is retained, the

Justice Department will probably do no

more than detennine that no monopo-
listic element exists.

The question is often asked as to why
Eastern was willing to submerge its

identity through a merger with Ameri-

can when its fiscal position and its

financing programs are apparently

In response to this. Malcolm Mac-
Intyre, Eastern's president, asserts that

Eastern is not being submerged, that

the influence of its character will be felt

within the merged company.
He adds that the sound financial con-

dition is meaningless as long as a low
rate of return is present. Through the

merger with American, he says, expenses

can be consolidated and scat mile costs

can be cut sufficiently to provide the

needed rate of return.

1961 was a crucial year for the indus-

try in that depressed earnings and poor

traffic showings emphasized the need
for some revamping of the route struc-

ture to eliminate unnecessary competi-

tion. 1962 is very likely to be the year

that the future makeup of the industry

will emerge into sharper focus.

If the anticipated traffic increase does

materialize, it probably will fail to lull

the airlines back into lethargy since the

effects of 1960-61 airline depression will

not be easy to remove. As noted last

March (AW Mar. 13, p. 150), "some
basic change in the industry now ap-

pears inevitable." It would seem now
safe to say that those basic changes are

in the making.
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TRANS CARIBBEAN AIRWAYS TURBOFAN DOUGLAS DC-8

U.S.-Foreign Airline Competition Grows
By Glenn Garrison

Further intensification is in prospect this year in the competitive battle

between U. S. flag carriers and foreign competitors for traffic which, instead

of growing to match the vastly increased seat capacities, has shown a tendency

to level off in some important areas.

Major controversies between the U. S. and other governments over bi-

laterals and interpretation of agreements have been heightened by the pinch

of falling load factors. These arguments are likely to multiply in 1962 and

to affect U. S. policy in international aviation.

Disagreements within the Interna-

tional Air Transport Assn, led last year

to demands for changes in that or-

ganization's structure and mounting
criticism of the association itself. Im-

portant issues in the inter-IATA strug-

gle have been rates and the control

of the executive committee.
U.S. carriers’ share of the 4,954,511

passengers who traveled between the

U. S. and foreign countries during the

year ended June 50, 1961, was 49%, or

2,458,51 5 passengers. This represented

a drop from 55% for U. S. carriers in

the year ended June 50, 1960. Over-all

total was an 8% increase over the 1960
total, compared with a 15% increase

the previous year.

Particularly hard hit by the over-

capacity problem was traffic on the

North Atlantic, which increased only

9% in 1961 despite an available scat

increase of 57%.
Largely because of this North Atlan-

tic situation, Trans World Airlines

showed a drop in traffic last year over

its international routes. Passenger total

fell 18% to 284.27S passengers, while

capacity increased about 4% to 1,977,-

916,000 available seat miles. In I960,

PWA's international traffic rose 42%,
while capacity was up 57% over 1959.

In 1961, TWA's international routes

accounted for 18% of the system total

of revenue passenger miles and 19.4%
of the system revenues.

Optimism Expressed

TWA. however, says it is encouraged
by a pickup during the last part of 1961

and early 1962. Expecting a better

North Atlantic season this year, it will

increase its transatlantic peak weekly

capacity from 40 to 46 jet round trips',

including four from the West Coast.

During 1961. TWA-which is now all-

jet on its international routes—extended

jet service to Zurich, Geneva, Tel Aviv.

Cairo and Shannon. It revised its route

pattern by temporarily suspending serv-

ice at Bangkok and Colombo, as well as

Tunis and Shannon, although it ex-

pects to return to Shannon this year.

The airline will offer a total of 522,900

seats each way this year in transatlantic

Pan American showed gains for 1961

in every area except the Alaska sendee.

In the Atlantic service, which includes

intcr-Europcan traffic, passengers in-

creased from 1,569,000 to 1,767,000,

revenue passenger miles rose from

2.069.000.

000 to 2,527,000,000, but

load factor dropped from 62.4% to

55.1%. Available seat miles rose from

5.514.000.

000 to 4,759,000,000. In the

Pacific service, passenger total climbed

from 542,000 to 612,000, available seat

miles rose from 2,265,000,000 to 2,942,-

000,000, and passenger load factor was
up from 59.2% to 66.8%. In Pan Am’s
Latin American Division, passenger

total was up from 1,501,000 to 1,555,-

000, available seat miles were up from

2.152.000.

000 to 2,589,000,00, but
passenger load factor dropped from 66%
to 65.1%. In Alaska service, passenger

total fell from 69,000 to 65,000 and pas-

senger load factor was down from 52.7%
to 45.8%. System passenger total for

1961 was 5,795,000, up from 5,481.000.

System passenger load factor was down
from 65.2% to 59.5%. Available scat

miles on Pan Am's system rose from

7.564.000.

000 to 10,458,000,000.

Pan Am began jet service to a num-
ber of points including Scandinavia,

Brazil, Costa Rica, Mexico City, islands

in the Antilles, and Panama in 1961.

Last month, the airline inaugurated

nonstop jet service between New York
and Jamaica after Civil Aeronautics

Board route award.

On the North Atlantic, Pan Am
plans a heavy capacity for the peak sea-

son. with 184 flights a week in both

directions, up from 1 52 flights during

the last peak season. This will provide
about 200,000 seats a week in each
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direction, a total Pan Am says is more

than twice the total of jet flights offered

by any other carrier. Pan Am will be

operating five new 707-520B long-

range turbofan jets in the service by

Panagra, increasing jet frequencies on

its South American routes, boosted

revenue passenger miles in 1961 to a

total of 229.500,000. Cargo ton miles

increased 19%. New economy fares,

instituted on routes last May, were

credited with stimulating traffic. The

new rates brought the New York-

Bucnos Aires jet round-trip fare down

from $954 to $599, with comparable

reductions at other points. Panagra

increased DC-8 service to Buenos Aires

from four to six flights a week and in-

augurated five-times-weekly jet service

to Santiago. Pattern of jet service was

extended to other points.

Increased package tour sales to South

America was experienced by Panagra

in 1961. and also northbound all-ex-

pense tours to visit this country were

introduced in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile,

Colombia, Ecuador and Peru. Panagra

instituted a number of promotional ef-

forts to increase tourism between the

U.S. and South America.

Pacific Market

Reflecting the growth of Pacific

travel. Northwest Airlines in 1961

showed an increase in revenue passenger

miles from 517.52S.094 to 541.518.921.

Available scat miles on the carrier's in-

ternational routes, which include Alaska

and Hawaii flights, increased from

664.052.845 to 706.252.975.

During 1961. Northwest boosted its

transpacific jet services to daily fre-

quencies in both directions. It increased

its polar Imperial service from New
York to Tokyo via Alaska to three

weekly, one of which provides direct

service from Chicago to Tokyo by

stopping at Chicago. During the year,

five Douglas DC-7C piston aircraft

were modified to all-cargo configura-

tion and all-cargo service now includes

a weekly round trip from New York
to Tokyo via Chicago, Seattle-Tacoma

and Anchorage. Other DC-7CF cargo

aircraft, with passenger accommoda-
tions. fly between Seattle-Tacoma and
Anchorage.

For 1962. Northwest's sales objec-

tives include an increase in international

traffic of about 20%..

In the Mexican market, gains were

shown by Eastern Air Lines while

American registered a drop in business.

Eastern’s 1961 total of passengers in

and out of Mexico City was 82,764, up
from 49.247 in 1960. Passenger miles

increased from 75.512.000 to 140,646,-

000 and load factor went up from

51.6% to 64.0%. Eastern enjoyed an

advantage in its New York-Mexico

City nonstop market, where its chief

competitor, Acronavcs de Mexico,

lacked jets to compete with Eastern's

DC-Ss.
American’s passengers in and out of

Mexico City, which it serves from Chi-

cago nonstop and from Dallas, dropped

from 111.000 in 1960 to 85,600 in

1961. Passenger miles dropped from

114,159,000 to 92,586,000, and load

factor was down from 59% to 55%.
American replaced DC-7 piston equip-

ment on the Chicago-Mcxico route last

March with turbofan jet equipment,

and later in the year phased the 707-

120Bs and 720B's into Dallas-Mexico

Eastern's other international routes

showed a decline in 1961 from 1960.

At Bermuda, passengers totaled 40.618

last year, down from 45,80S in 1960.

Load factor, however, picked up from

51.6% to 64.6%. During 1961, tourist

service was inaugurated to Bermuda
from Newark, Philadelphia and Wash-
ington.

At Puerto Rico, Eastern's passengers

declined in 1961 from 598.756 to 585.-

545. and load factor dropped from

70.174 to 66.2%. A 1961 development

in this market was inauguration of sev-

eral “air bus" services to San Juan.

Trans Carribcan Airways last year

received further exemption to operate

into Aruba and has increased its serv-

ice, flying DC-6Bs between San Juan

and Aruba at a $50 round-trip fare.

Trans Caribbean's growth as a com-
petitor in the New York-Puerto Rico

market was decelerated during 1961 by
a lack of jet equipment, but the airline

last fall put a turbofan DC-8 into the

service and has ordered another. It

expects a big year in 1962. It was an
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unsuccessful applicant for New York-

Jamaica nonstop service.

Delta Air Lines experienced another

unfavorable year in the Caribbean, at-

tributing the results to political unrest.

Its stop at Havana. Cuba, was finally

discontinued last December. Total of

international passengers in 1961 was

17,578. down from 27.57S in 1960.

Available seat miles dropped 55.9% to58,158,000.

Delta serves Caribbean

points, including Caracas, Port au

Prince and San Juan with DC-7 equip-

ment, last December began Convair

880 jet service on a weekly basis to

Jamaica and Caracas through the New
Orleans gateway. This flight originates

in San Francisco. Delta expects to pro-

mote the Caribbean extensively as a

travel attraction for Californians. Last

year, the international operation ac-

counted for only 2% of Delta’s system

Braniff Airways showed a marked in-

crease in international traffic in 1961,

with passenger total rising at 47.6% to

96,416 passengers. Available seat miles

increased 1S.8% to 287,528,000, and

revenue passenger miles increased

10.6% to 142,108,000.

Braniff attributes much of the gain

to its Mexico City route, operated for

a full year for the first time in 1961.

The airline expresses optimism over the

potential of its international routes,

citing increasing tourist travel to South

America and economic expansion of

the Latin American countries it serves.

A new middle-class market is develop-

ing in these areas, Braniff says. To
develop these markets, Braniff's plans

include addition of international sales

experts in major U. S. cities.

NORTHWEST AIRLINES BOEING 720B
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FIAT AVIATION The new version of the two-seater

operational trainer FIAT G 91T already adopted by Air Forces of several countries, called T/4,

has been specifically developed to train the pilots assigned to the F-104. The Fiat G 91T whose

unit and operative costs are considerably low, can normally operate from short grass strips

independently from the costly and vulnerable traditional ground installations.
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-

Turin
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Aircraft Engaged in U. S. Air Transportation
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WHAT GRUMMAN

CAN DO
SPACE CAPABILITY—Grumman activities in the space

field are highlighted by the OAO—one of the largest

satellites contracted for by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration to investigate the mysteries

ofspace hitherto unknown to man. Other activities are

in capsule retrieval, lunar vehicle control, atmospheric

reentry, hypersonics, space tracking, and many more.

HYDROFOIL CAPABILITY—Grumman is the world’s

leader in high-speed hydrofoil technology. A 117-foot,

90-ton craft, the H S Denison is nearing water trials

and will be the world's first open ocean hydrofoil. An
even newer 300-ton hydrofoil research ship is also

under development as the potential forerunner of a

whole new class of naval escorts.

GRUMMAN
154

AND DID

PRODUCTION OF THE NAVY’S A2F-1

INTRUDER—an airborne weapons sys-

tem designed to deliver weapons on tar-

get under the screen of radar regardless

of weather or darkness. The A2F-1 can

fly long distances with nuclear capability

or provide close ground support in a
brushfire war.

PRODUCTION OF THE ARMY'S AO-1

MOHAWK— the first propjet-powered

aircraft to enter Army service. The
Mohawk is designed to "live” in the

field with tactical troops and provide all-

weather day and night observation. It’s

designed to operate from short runways,

unimproved fields or from cow pastures

600 feet long.

PRODUCTION 0FTHEW2F-1 HAWKEYE
—the Navy's newestairborne combat in-

telligence center. The Hawkeye provides

Navy task forces with the ability to de-

tect and evaluate enemy forces well in

advance of time needed for successful

interception. The W2F-1 is a good exam-

ple of Grumman's ability to administer

complete complex systems from initial

design to final utilization.

MiM

PRODUCTION OF THE GRUMMAN
GULFSTREAM—the most useful and us-

able business aircraft in the world. The
Gulfstream takes off from runways as

short as 3,500 feet, flies (pressurized) at

30,000 feet, cruises at 350 mph. Over 80

Gulfstreams are now in operation, set-

ting outstanding utilization records and
proving their safety, reliability and low
operating costs.

PRODUCTION OF THE S2F-3 TRACKER,

newest version of the Navy’s standard

carrier-based antisubmarine aircraft.

Using radar, sonobuoys and magnetic

detection equipment, the S2F-3 detects,

identifies, tracks and destroys enemy
submarines.

GRUMMAN IS ALSO ACTIVELY EN-

GAGED IN : electronic systems integra-

tion, missile design and development,

power and sailboats under the famous

Pearson name, and the production of

two airplanes not shown above: the

Ag-Cat, an agricultural sprayer-duster,

and the SA-16 Albatross, an air-sea res-

cue amphibian in service all over the

AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Bethpage • Long Island • New York
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U. S. Local Service Airlines
SELECTED OPERATING STATISTICS—1961

By Robert H. Cook

United behind their initial success with the new class mail rate formula,

local service airlines arc preparing a strong defense of subsidy expenses this

year to avert any reduction which might detract from new route awards and

aircraft re-equipment programs.

Adoption of the new subsidy formula, most local carriers feci, has given

them their first practical opportunity t<

cost while providing a maximum of be

Last year the airlines enjoyed record

operating profits under the formula and
cut nearly $2 million from the local

service industry subsidy bill predicted

by the Civil Aeronautics Board. At the

same time, breakeven need of the air-

lines, which had increased about 25% a
year for the two previous years, increased

only 2%, despite the addition of nearly

5,000 new route miles.

Spur to Growth

From the standpoint of future

growth possibilities, the locals consider

the class mail rate as an invaluable spur

to greater investor interest. For the first

time in its history the industry last year

turned from its customary net loss posi-

tion to earn an average rate of return

on investment of 9%. The airlines'

equity position, long stagnant because

ot the poor earnings record, nearly

doubled in the period.

However, there is strong concern
within the industry that congressional

zeal to trim the subsidy bill further

i expand at a minimum of government

nefit to the public.

-a bill expected by CAB to peak at 586
million in Fiscal 1965—might result in

irreparable damage to the class rate

system before it can be refined to a

point of maximum cflicicncv.

While the CAB's budget request to

Congress increases payments to the 1

5

local service carriers an estimated 54
million, to a 571.4 million total, pay-

ments for helicopter and Alaskan car-

rier operations have been reduced a

total of 51.4 million. Any further sub-

sidy cuts would be likely to come from
payments to local sendee carriers, forc-

ing a change in sendee and re-equip-

ment plans for many airlines and pos-

sible changes in the class mail rate for-

Third-Level Carriers

Further complicating and confusing

the subsidy issue is CAB’s considera-

tion of a new class of third-level car-

rier to provide sendee to communities

unable to support local sendee under
the Board's usc-it-or-lose-it policy.

On one hand CAB has given clear

notice that it is concentrating on help-

ing the locals to drop unproductive

points as a means of reducing their sub-

sidy needs, the carriers point out. On
the other, such influential senators as

Warren Magnuson (D.-Wash.), chair-

man of the Senate commerce commit-

tee, and A. S. Mike Monronev
(D.-Okla.), chairman of the Senate avia-

tion subcommittee, have taken strong

stands supporting the new class of car-

riers, even though this could result in

a heavy demand for more subsidy.

CAB Approval

CAB approval of these applications,

opponents claim, would not only

amount to a complete reversal of the

Board's philosophy and desire to reduce

subsidy, but would also place CAB in

the same position it was in more than

a decade ago when the struggling local

sendee industry claimed it needed
larger and faster aircraft, along with

longer routes and heavy population cen-

ters. in order to make a profit. Advo-
cates of the third-level carrier visualize

their using light twin aircraft more
suited in capacity to the traffic they

would carry and thus less costly to oper-

ate and requiring less subsidy.

Having taken the stand that it has al-

ready progressed towards reducing sub-

sidy by implementation of the class

mail rate, and reductions for Alaskan
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and helicopter operators, the CAB,
along with the local sendee airlines,

faces yet another immediate challenge

from Congress.

Chairman Albert Thomas (D.-Texas)

of the House Independent Offices Ap-

propriations Subcommittee, recently

held a closed door session on subsidy

with four local service airlines selected

on a geographical basis. Allegheny.

Southern. West Coast and North Cen-

tral. With the exception of Allegheny,

all of these airlines earned profits high

enough to share in the profit sharing

provision of the class mail rate. They
were asked to appear with sufficient

financial proof to support their subsidy

claims.

Profit sharing could be one of the

changes under consideration by CAB.
As it now applies, the provision calls for

a rebate by the airlines to CAB of any

profits earned above their established

rates of return, which range from

9-12.75%. Between this level and 1 5%.
the rebate is 50%. Above 15%. a re-

bate of 75% is required.

Rate Studies

Both the CAB and the airlines,

through the Assn, of Local Transport

Airlines, have studies under way on

possible revisions of the class mail rate

system. The Board hopes by July to

compare studies with ALTA, which has

employed the firm of Systems Analysis

and Research Corp. of Washington, to

conduct its study. CAB has found that

the formula fails to reflect the chang-

ing conditions imposed by the addition

of new route miles and equipment. This

has necessitated the Board’s making a

series of individual adjustments to the

monthly subsidy applications of the car-

In a recent conference with the

Board, ALTA placed the blame for the

industry’s low load factors and high

subsidy on the large percentage of un-

productive points served bv the car-

riers. As of Sept. 50, 1961. the Associa-

tion reported, 1 27 points served by the

local sendee operators generated less

than five passengers a day. Terming
this figure critical because these points

represent 25% of the present local serv-

ice system, ALTA requested the re-

moval of unproductive points and their

replacement by more profitable routes.

While the industry has gained im-
pressive route mileage in the past years,

ALTA said, the points which CAB
dropped have been far outnumbered
by the high percentage of equally un-

productive points generated in the route

As an example, the organization said,

CAB in 1959 deleted 11 stations which
were generating less than two passen-

gers a day, but in the same year added
50 new stations which also generated

less than two passengers a day. From

Local Service Airlines

Earnings History (Thousands of Dollars)

Preliminary or Estimated Financial 1961 Results

OPERATING REVENUES

Revenues and Expenses Year Ending Sept. 30, 1961
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NEED 1 AMP -1 WATT NO-FIRE?
McCormick-Selph Delivers Without
Sacrificing Performance
McCormick-Selph not only recognized the impor-
tance of electromagnetic radiation safety (as re-

quired by new AFMTC Ordnance Standards)—
but took the extra steps to design a 1 amp-1 watt
no-fire system without significantly sacrificing
conventional electroexplosive device (EED) per-
formance characteristics.

The key is a new ignition system that enables
McCormick-Selph to produce a family of EED
products (Initiators, Pressure Cartridges, Igniters,

Detonators, etc.) capable of fast response and
performance reproducibility. This unique ignition
system may be substituted directly into most
existing McCormick-Selph cartridges (single or
double bridgewire circuits) or designed into units
comparable in size to standard components to
simulate the output of essentially any EED.

To help you solve your EED requirements, please
write or call McCormick-Selph's Applications En-
gineering Department:
Hollister Airport / Hollister, California / Dept. A

MSCORM ICKASELPH
EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
to ignite to detonate to actuate to eject to open to close to pull to push to stabilize

MISSILE • PERSONNEL • CARGO • DECELERATION • TROOP • WEATHER

RECOVERY • PARACHUTE COMPONENTS

AIR/SEA SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT • LIFE RAFTS

TIEDOWN DEVICES • INFLATABLE VESTS
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a total of 79 stations added, 50 gen-

erated less than four passengers and

only 20 produced six or more a day.

Similarly, the Board deleted 1 5 points

which generated less than four per

day in I960, but added 2-) points which

produced under four. Of the 42 added

in that year, only 14 generated six or

more daily passengers, ALTA said.

The industry's average load factor

has fallen, but most of the decrease

has been on DC-5 equipment. Load

factors on the more modem piston en-

gine and turboprop aircraft have done

well, ALTA said, considering the type

of markets into which these aircraft

operate.

To aid re-equipment, CAB support

was asked in extending and raising the

limits of the Guaranteed Loan Act for

aircraft purchases. Joseph P. Adams.

ALTA executive director, urged an ex-

tension for five years to cover loans

up to $10 million. Carriers which have

taken advantage of the guarantee have

gained lower interest rates over a longer

term than could have been obtained

without the CAB support, he said.

Skeptical Operators

Considering the congressional scru-

tiny of subsidy and heavy route gains

and nearly completed re-equipment pro-

grams of the group, there are many lo-

cal service operators who are skeptical

that CAB will entertain any further

proposals for route expansions or more
new and expensive aircraft at this time.

Among this group, many feel that the

local service airlines would do well to

consolidate their gains until the over-

all financial climate for the entire air-

line industry improves.

Strong indications that this pessi-

mistic attitude might be well founded
became apparent last November at an
aviation symposium conducted by the

Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.
at Hartford, Conn.

Alan S. Boyd, chairman of the CAB,
said then that the Board might sympa-
thize with the local service industry's

demands for more profitable routes if

trunk airline earnings were as high as

they were in 1955.

"But I for one," he said, "would not

want to put the trunks in a bucket by
expanding the subsidized carriers."

Criticism of the local service indus-

try also came from Northwest Airlines

President Donald Nyrop. who con-

tended that the smaller carriers were
diverting extensive traffic from trunk

competitors. He added that the locals

are studying short-haul pure jet aircraft

and to support these aircraft arc seek-

ing access to relatively short haul, high

density markets now served bv tne

Hopes of the local service operators

for more route expansions also drew lit-

tle support from a panelist represent-

Local Service Airlines

Comparison of operating statistics years 1960 and 1961

Local Service Aircraft

4th Quarter, 1961
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Glide Angle doubt
is permanently out...

with Sylvania’s Visual Glide Slope Indicator

Here’s the remarkable new lighting system that makes landings safer and

easier than ever before. It’s the Sylvania Visual Glide Slope Indicator.

Now being installed at major metropolitan airports. Veteran pilots praise

it. Here’s how it works.

When a pilot comes in too high, he sees a double bank of white lights on

either side of the runway. When he comes in too low, he sees a double

bank of red lights. When he comes in just right, on the correct glide slope,

he sees one bank of red and one bank of white. It’s a major advance in

airport safety, and it’s ready to work for you now. Conforms to appli-

cable FAA and military specifications.

Whatever your airport lighting problems, Sylvania has the lighting system

and technical assistance to solve it. For information write to Special Prod-

ucts Division, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Estes Street, Ipswich, Mass.

SYLVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONESELECTRONICS
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fim.
Harding of Smith, Barney & Co.,'
lie was optimistic that the smaller op-
erators could, without competition and
with a higher rate structure than the
trunks, achieve a subsidy free opera-
tion, provided “they don’t get too fanev
ideas.”

Permitting their entry into high den-
sity traffic markets would make it im-
possible to solve the current problem
of excessive competition, he added.

Shortly after appearing at the sympo-
sium Boyd sent a letter to all local serv-

ice airline presidents, setting forth

CAB's ideas on subsidy reduction.

Boyd asked the carriers to devote spe-

cial attention to reducing subsidy by
two methods.
The first he suggested was the sus-

pension of service at unproductive
points. His second conclusion was that

"it appears that the point has been
reached where the addition of capacity,

either through the scheduling of addi-

tional flights or the operation of larger

type aircraft, should be considered most
carefully.”

Calling attention to the industry's

average load factor, which dropped from
45.73% in 1958 to 41.76% in 1961,

the chainnan contended that overcapac-

ity, combined with the higher plane

mile costs of more modem equipment,
had increased subsidy.

To offset this adverse impact on sub-

sidy, he asked the airlines to pursue with
full vigor a management policy of tail-

oring or feeding in capacity at a slower

rate than traffic growth.
These figures illustrate the strong im-

pact exerted on the industry's opera-

tions, last year, by the combination of

new routes and flight equipment, along
with the class mail rate system:
• Net operating revenues climbed from
the S142.9 million of 1960 to S177.6

million last year.

• Total operating expenses increased

to S168.3 million from the S144.S mil-

lion recorded in 1960.

• Net operating profit reached $9.3 mil-

lion last year, as compared with a net

operating loss of S1.9 million for the

• Mail and subsidy payments which
amounted to $52.5 million in 1960, in-

creased to $65.2 million last year.

• Breakeven need, the difference be-

tween non-mail revenue and operating

expenses, increased only $1.5 million

for a total of $55,9 million last year, as

compared with $54.4 million for

1960.

Over-all revenue ton mile load fac-

tor. which takes into account all forms

of commercial revenue carried by the

airlines, has held up exceedingly well,

the industry feels. At 43.5% for 1961.

this load factor was onlv 1% below that

of 1958.
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Transportable Communication?CALL
COLLINS

A helicopter delivers a complete Collins communi-

cation terminal to a remote area, and ten minutes

after touchdown, the terminal is in operation. Another

Collins terminal, while en route in a transport air-

plane, maintains contact with ground-based radios.

By vehicle, plane or helicopter, Collins transport-

able terminals go where you

need them ... for fast, reliable

command and control. And

they are available off-the-shelf

with customized modular designs.

Collins designs, engineers and

fabricates a broad line of light-

weight, rugged transportables

. . . ranging from small vehicle-

mounted units to large shelters

and semi-trailer vans . . . offering

short, medium and long range

communication over AM, FM, SSB, microwave, and

tropospheric scatter. For logistics support, Collins

fully equipped, self-contained test/maintenance shops

can be rushed to the field by truck, plane or helicop-

ter. For information about transportable systems for

voice, teletypewriter, high-speed data, facsimile, ra-

dar relay, video, telemetry, track-

ing, and remote control . . . call

Collins . . . Dallas, AD 5-2331.

Collins Radio Company,

Dallas, Texas

COLLINS
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Rise Forecast in Air Cargo
By David H. Hoffman

Professional forecasters in the field of air cargo have shed last year’s pes-

simism and now predict 1962 growth rates ranging from 12 to 30% for an

industry stimulated by minimum rate revocation, the advent of turbine-

powered freighters and a stronger U. S. economy.

U. S. airlines, their own confidence bolstered by the 13% growth rate con-

tained in the 1961 traffic statistics, have focused their technical attention on
how to cut terminal handling costs. For the all-cargo carriers, these expenses

average 40% of an air shipment's total cost. For the trunklines, 50% is the

comparable figure. Profit possibilities, airlines believe, arc inherent in the fact

that neither percentage has changed

But chances appear dim that many
carriers will invest heavily in the

mechanization of terminals or the con-

struction of new ones designed from
the start for cargo until 1962 can an-

swer two questions: What will be the
short-term effect of the Civil Aero-

nautics Board’s order revoking mini-

mum freight rates? And, what business

damage will result from President Ken-
nedy’s proposal to levy a 5% tax on all

waybilled freight, assuming the proposal

becomes law?

Industry, last year, was made aware
that even with fully depreciated piston

equipment, an inventive and aggressive

management. and turbine-powered

freighters, direct operating costs

(DOCs) can be pushed down only so

far. To indicate the elasticity available,

current Douglas DC-7F and Lockheed
1 049 IT DOCs slide from 8 to 14 cents

per ton mile, depending on company
load factors and aircraft utilization rates.

Under optimum conditions, the

swing-tail Canadair CL-44 turboprop

freighter and the Lockheed C-141 tur-

bojet transport—when it becomes
available in the mid-1960s—are designed

to operate with DOCs of from 4 to 5

cents per ton mile. At best, therefore,

the DOC difference between the two
classes of aircraft represents a potential

over-all cost saving of about 25%.
Hying Tiger Line, which has yet to

introduce the CL-44 on domestic scrv-

substantially for the past five years,

ice routes, feels that it can realize the

bulk of this cost saving with its 10 new
freighters. Despite acute learning curve

problems and some aircraft problems,
it filed a complicated but drastically re-

duced class rate tariff with CAB-thc
first to follow minimum rate revocation.

Trend Reversed

Tiger's tariff became effective on Oct.

16 and reversed a downward trend in

ton-mile volume then being experienced

by the airline. In the first three weeks
under the new rates. Flying Tiger

104914 freighters carried 4.299,259 ton

miles of cargo, or 23% more than dur-

ing the same period of the preceding

month.
More important, the filing of the class

rate tariff triggered a rash of competi-

tive filings that underscore just how
far apart industry is on how the growth
of air freight should best be promoted.

Here are the three major rate philoso-

phies advanced in the filings:

• Firing Tiger Line, in order to exploit

the CL-44’s ability to earn pavloads of

up to 70,000 lb. within' a relatively

cramped cargo envelope, adopted the

class rate. Under it, freight is divided

into seven categories based on average-

weight per cubic foot. The greater this

density, the lower the rate charged In-

Flying Tiger. Average rates arc re-

ported at about 13.5 cents per pound,

or about 27% less than the previous

Growth Rate
average of 18.5 cents. Maximum rate

reduction is 37%.
• American Airlines, moving in the op-

posite direction, sought approval for a

new tariff under which almost all prod-

ucts would move at an identical rate.

A new "off-peak" service rate applicable

to cargo received between 9 a.m. and 3

p.m. for shipment along major long-

haul routes also was proposed. Off-peak

rates undercut American's single rate

by about 25%. The streamlined tariff,

which included volume discounts or

"weight breaks," was designed to stimu-

late shipments by simplifying price

computations, according to American
spokesmen.
• United Air Lines apparently sought

to make its new rate the most attractive

for air freight forwarders, who generate

about 30% of all U. S. shipments. To
match Flying Tiger. United reduced

most of its specific commodity rates

and made them apply to a longer list

of items. But it also proposed weight

breaks at the 1, 2 and 3,000 lb. levels,

which Flying Tiger did not, thus creat-

ing volume discounts for forwarders.

Average yield for United also would be
about 1 3.5 cents per ton mile.

Numerous protests and counter-pro-

tests were filed with CAB in the wake
of these three tariff proposals. Ordering

an investigation of each concept, the

Board suspended the rate structures filed

by United and American. On the sub-

ject of off-peak rate reductions of 25%,
the Board said in a prcliminarv finding

that these "would present a serious

danger of uneconomical diversion of

traffic and of unwarranted dissipation

Industry interpreted this reaction as

clear evidence that the Board would not

permit return of the ruinous competi-

tion that led to its original minimum
rate order in 1948. But at the same
time, because the Board did not allow

the new tariffs to be tested, industry

could not assess the precise effect of
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lowered rates on air cargo movements.

This was true even though CAB ap-

proved reductions, on an item-by-item

basis, in specific commodity rates

charged by certain carriers.

After analyzing the tariffs of l-’lying

Tiger, United and American, CAB may
decide to publish guidelines designed

to warn carriers on the verge of filing

new rates what the Board will or will

not accept, according to CAB staff

sources, in itself, this would represent

a substantial saving, for the require-

ments of filing—and the legal maneuver-

ing that often comes afterward—make-

rate experimentation a costly process.

Optimistic forecasts of the profes-

sionals in air cargo arc based in part

on 1961 statistics. According to year-

end estimates of the Air Transport

Assn., freight traffic carried by all U. S.

airlines increased 12.62% in 1961 to

reach a record 724,800,000 ton miles.

Concurrents, U. S. mail traffic jumped
22.28% to 294,200,000 ton miles. Ex-

press ton miles were up 0.51% to 59,-

400,000.

These increases, ATA said, pushed
the total property carried by certificated

U. S. carriers over the one billion ton

mile mark for the first time in history.

Airlines consider it significant that

these records were set during the saint-

year the industry lost an estimated 530
million after taxes and total passenger

miles increased onlv 1.1%. Aware that

only 0.05% of total inter-city ton miles

of freight moves by air, carriers art-

showing renewed interest in turbojet

freighter designs now collecting dust

on the drawing boards of major manu-
facturers. Trans-Canada Air Lines, as as-

sociate member of ATA, placed a 530
million order late last year for four

Douglas DC-SF turbojets, the first civil

turbojet freighters to be sold by a U. S.

company.
Strong evidence also exists that the

1961 upturn in air cargo movements
has carried over into 1962. American
Airlines, which leads the trunks in cargo

carriage, hauled 1 1 million ton miles of

freight in January or almost 26% more
than in January. 1961. United Air

Lines reported a 15% increase in Janu-
ary based on 8,9S 1,000 ton miles. Delta
Air Lines said January freight move-
ments were up 57% over last year.

Air Cargo, Inc., the pickup and
delivery service owned by ATA airlines,

conservatively estimates that 1962
movements will exceed those of 1961 by
about 12%. To illustrate Air Cargo’s

accuracy in this area, it had forecast

a 14.4% increase for 1961 over 1960.

Actual movements were up about
12.5%, as were over-all certificated air-

line movements reported by ATA.
Stanley H. Brewer, Professor of

Transportation at the University- of

Washington and a market analyst for

Boeing Aircraft Co., apparently feels

Air Cargo in Scheduled Service 1960-1961

Air Cargo Traffic

Revenue Ton Miles

(THOUSANDS)
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the forecast of Air Cargo is unduly

pessimistic. According to Brewer:

“Improved service, lower rates, and

an aggressive attitude on the part of

airline management . . . can result in

accelerated rates of growth for the

future. It is entirely possible that [air

cargo] will grow at an annual rate of

20 to 30% a year for the next 10 to 20

years. A 20% annual rate of growth

would develop a 3 billion ton mile U. S.

domestic market bv 1970, a 10 billion

ton mile market by 1973, and a 30

billion ton mile market by 1980."

A steady 20% growth rate during the

next 10 years seems “very realistic” in

view of recent trends and developments.

Brewer said. But this growth rate, he

cautioned, may prove somewhat opti-

mistic over a 20-year timespan.

An even better potential can be found

in international markets accessible to

U. S- carriers, according to Brewer.

This, he said, is because greater dis-

tances are involved, ships travel slower

than trains or buses, and overseas air-

line operators can reduce rates more
drastically than domestic operators.

The predictions of Brewer rest heav-

ily on the historical relationship be-

tween world air freight movements and

the U. S. gross national product. Since

1946. the growth rate of one has risen

proportionately to the growth rate of

the other (AW May 1. p. 61). Barring

prolonged recessions, an annual average

GNP growth rate of about 4% is pre-

dicted by most economists for the next

two decades. And historically, U.S.

air freight grows at a rate five times

greater than that of the GNP.
While this natural force is generating

new business, airlines have embarked on

a two-pronged sales effort, first to at-

tract small shippers, and then to con-

vince large manufacturers that total

distribution of many products by air

is cheaper than a network of warehouses.

Currently, the average weight of the

average air shipment is about 165 lb.,

indicating to many observers that air-

lines must give greater attention to the

needs of small shippers in order to tap

the mass market.

To illustrate the selective character

of the industry. Flying Tiger President

Robert Prescott reports that 31 shippers

generate 75% of his airline’s total busi-

ness and have for the past five years.

The aircraft industry alone accounts

for about 1 5% of the total ton miles

of air freight moved in the U. S. each

Private industry surveys show that

in the foreseeable future only about

2% of the total ton miles moving be-

tween cities can be made to move by
air. But this represents a 40-fold in-

crease over the present percentage in

an industry that has proven itself highly

responsive to rate reductions.

Indirect Costs

As carriers acquire efficient turbine-

powered freighters and DOCs level off

at about four cents per ton mile, in-

direct costs will be attacked with new
urgency to permit added rate reduc-

tions. Flying Tiger Line, for example,

is installing a mechanized cargo han-

dling system for the CL-44.
According to Prescott, "It has taken

11 men one hour to load 25,000 lb.,

but with the new operation over 60,-

000 lb. can be unloaded and similar

amount loaded in a total of less than

one hour. From less than 2,300 lb. per

man-hour, productivity will be increased

to over 40,000 lb. per man-hour."

Decrease in unit cost that results is

apparent from the fact that each CL-44
has a fixed cost of 52.500 per day for

depreciation, insurance and taxes.

When utilized eight hours per day.

cost of ownership is more than S300
per hour. But if utilization is stepped

up to 16 hr. per day. hourly costs drop

to about SI 5 5, a saving of over $150

per hour or 1.25 cents per ton-mile

capacity.

NATION’S
FASTEST
SOURCE9 for >
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CONNECTORS
Our background as a major

aviation overhaul base has
taught us the twin virtues of

quality and quick delivery. We
maintain a large inventory of
connector components for as-

sembly to the most exacting
specifications. Our location,

just across the street from the
airport, provides an ideal loca-

tion for air parcel post or air

express shipments.
Try Airwork for your next re-

quirements for these types:

PT (-A-C-E-P-W)

PC (-A-C-E-P-W)

BP and SP

PT-CE and CP

SP-CE and CP

BP-CE and CP

PT-SE and SP

SP-SE and SP

PT 1H, PT 02H, PT 07

H

QWL, QWLD and Accessories

MS (A-C-E-R)

AN (A-C-E) i
SC-P

AN-J am Nut Type

O.E.M. Division • P.0. Box 48-194

Miami 48, Fla.

TUxedo 7-8253 • TWX-MM 68
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Bristol Siddeley lift/thrust turbofans are the

optimum power units for all V/STOL applica-

tions, because the total thrust can be used for

both lift and forward propulsion. They permit

the simplicity of a single-engine installation or,

used with separate lift engines, they provide a

simpler and more economical solution than can

be achieved with any combination of separate

lifting and propulsion engines.

SINGLE-ENGINE INSTALLATION

* Simplified installation.

* Simplified aircraft control.

* The resultant thrust and intake drag passes

through a fixed point near the aircraft centre of

gravity.

(0

V/STOL AIRCRAFT

* Maintenance and spares requirements arc con-

fined to one engine.

* Availability of a large power reserve for accelera-

tion and manoeuvre.

MULTI-ENGINE INSTALLATION

* Fewer specialised lift engines required as the total

propulsive power is also available for take-off.

SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

In Bristol Siddeley lift/thrust turbofans fuel can be

burned in the by-pass ducting or plenum chamber to

give a thrust boost for take-off and supersonic flight.

This plenum chamber burning permits:

* A large thrust boost for supersonic speeds with

only a modest increase in specific fuel consump-

* Engine performance matched to aircraft cruise

* Greater thrust for transonic acceleration.

* Grenter radius ofoperation.

These thrust boost advantages are achieved more
economically by plenum chamber burning than by
reheat in the hot exhaust gases.

The development of Bristol Siddeley lift/thrust

engines is supported by the US Government,

through the Mutual Weapons Development Pro-

gramme.

BRISTOL SIDDELEY ENGINES LIMITED
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Aeroflot Gains in World Leadership Drive
Russia's drive for world air transport leadership accelerated sharply during

1961 as Aeroflot made major gains in traffic while improving the quality

of its service.

Last year the Soviet airline monopoly carried around 22 million passengers,

according to G. S. Schetchikov, first deputy chief. This is 36% more than

the approximately 16.2 million passengers handled in 1960.

tion has been 3.6 times higher thanGoal for 1962 is nearly >0 million

passengers. The Soviet Seven-Year

Plan target of 50 million passengers

m 1963 will be surpassed even if Aero-

flot's growth rate drops below 20%
after 1962.

Early this year, Aeroflot Chief Yev-

geny Loginov announced a new. long-

range goal of 200 million passengers an-

nually by 19S0.

Russia's 1961 traffic gains came at a

time when recession-hit U. S. airlines

were showing only a small decrease

in passenger business as compared with

I960 and the over-all passenger gain for

the 90 member nations of the Interna-

tional Civil Aviation Organization was

only 6%.

Traffic Increase

If Russia achieves its objective of

S million more air passengers in 1962

than in 1961. American carriers will

need a 1-1% traffic increase to keep
pace in terms of percentage. This is

considerably more than the most op-

timistic U. S. airline executives are

Schetchikov asserts that during the

past eight years, average annual growth

of Russian commercial air transporta-

in the United States. As recently as

1956, Russia was carrying only 7% as

many air passengers as the United

States, the world's leader. This pro-

portion grew to 11% in 1957, 17% in

1958, 22% in 1959, 28% in 1960 and
3S% in 1961.

On a global basis, Russia, which is

not a member of the International

Civil Aviation Organization, carried

only 4% as many passengers as all

ICAO members combined in 1956. In

1961, this figure rose to nearly 20%.
Other data recently released by the

USSR after a decade in which few

meaningful figures were provided and

some statistics were deliberately mis-

represented. show that Aeroflot:

• Carried more than 60% of its pas-

sengers in jet or turboprop aircraft dur-

ing 1961.

• Has a domestic route network of

about 248,000 mi.—the largest in the

world. In addition, there arc 49,860

mi. of Soviet international routes.

• More than doubled the number of

passengers carried on foreign routes dur-

ing the past two years.

• Provided direct service between Mos-
cow and 24 world capitals by early 1962.

• Possessed sufficient seat capacity, ac-

cording to Premier Khrushchev, to han-

dle up to 100,000 passengers daily, as

of the fall of 1961.

• Expects to expand its domestic route

network to 310,500 mi. by 1980 and to

increase mail and cargo traffic fourteen-

fold in the next 20 years.

Tu-1 14 Into Service

Aeroflot boasts that no other airline

in the world has as many modem jet

planes. During 1961, the- Soviet carrier

greatly enlarged its fleet of 11-18 and
An-10 turboprops, placed the giant,

four-turboprop Tu-1 14 in regular serv-

ice, and began test flights with the

long-range model of the 11-18.

At the same time a number of carlv-

modcl, twin-jet Tu-1 04s were taken out

of passenger service and placed on high-

I
c 1 1 c go runs.

The Tu-1 14—world's largest transport

—finally went into scheduled nonstop

service between Moscow and Khabar-

ovsk. 4,350 mi., in April, 1961, after

a long series of delays. Initial flight fre-

quency was twice weekly. This was in-

creased to one round trip daily by year

end. Twice-daily Tu-1 14 runs between

Moscow and the Far East are prom-

ised sometime this year.

Because of their low trip frequency

initially, Tu-1 14s carried only about

25,000 passengers during their first

eight months in scheduled operation.

Tu-1 14s in service last year were the

170-passcngcr version. However, the
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220-passenger configuration continued
to be mentioned prominently as Aero-
flot publicists stressed the airplane’s

enormous capacity.

The experimental 11-18-1 is identical

in outward appearance with conven-
tional 11-18 turboprops. But the entire

center wing section is used as a fuel

lank to provide longer range. It carries

14 more passengers than the 11-18,

accommodating as many as 125 persons
in the tourist version. The airplane

has flown from Moscow to Vladivostok
nonstop, nearly 5.000 mi., in 11 hr. 15

A new. high-density, 132-passenger
version of the four-turboprop An-10
transport was tested during 1961 and
was expected to be ready for service by
year end or early 1962. Improvement’s

in cabin arrangement and seat design

|)ermittcd addition of 32 scats to the
An-10's conventional 100.

An-10 service was inaugurated on
more than 20 of Aeroflot’s domestic
routes last year alone. 11-1 Ss were serv-

ing 45 Aeroflot routes as of last July.

Both the Tu-1 14 and An-lOA
claimed new world records during 1961.

In April, an An-lOA flew more than

730 kilometers per hour (453 mph.)
over a 500-kilomcter closed course. Top
speed was over 750 kph. (466 mph,).

During July, a Tu-1 14 set three alti-

tude-with-load records by lifting 30,035
kilograms (66,21 5 lb.) to a height of

12,535 meters (41,125 ft.).

Aeroflot's two newest transports-the

twin-jet Tu-124 and twin-turboprop

An-24—did not go into scheduled serv-

ice during 1961 as planned. Both were
unveiled in the spring of 1960.

Aircraft Delays

Since introduction of the twin-jet

Tu-104 in September, 1956, no new
Russian transport has met its target

date for regular service. In the case of

the Tu-1 14, the slippage was about two

Tu-124 was apparently nearing oper-

ational status by early 1962. A first-

class, 44-passenger version was making
proving flights on the 932 mi. Moscow-
Sochi run at average speeds of more
than 465 mph.
With the large increase in 11-18 and

An-10 operations during 1961. Aero-

flot's ton-mile costs reportedly dropped
slightly. At the same time, Ekonomich-
eskaya Gazeta, an official organ of the
USSR Communist Party's Central

Committee, made a frank, if belated,

admission that the Tu-104 was a far-

from-cconomical commercial transport.

Five years after the twin-engine Tu-

104s were introduced by Aeroflot with

much fanfare as the world's first sched-

uled jetliners, they were openly criti-

cized for what was called their consider-

ably below-standard productivity. It

was conceded that low utilization, ex-

cessive ton-mile costs and high de-

preciation have more than offset the Tu-
i04’s speed advantages now that the

aircraft has a diminished prestige

Aeroflot’s own house organ, Grazh-
danskaya Aviatsiya, was slow to learn

the party line. For some time after-

ward. it continued to maintain that

the Tu-104 had the lowest ton-mile

costs of any Soviet commercial trans-

F.konomichcskaya Gazeta went on to

complain that on a run with three in-

termediate stops the Tu-104 usually

spends 25-30% of its time in flight and
the remaining 70-75% standing at air-

"Unproductive, idle time is increas-

ing on Tu-104 aircraft which are in

good repair and ready for use. One of

the reasons is that heavy-type planes

have limited ability to take off and
land in bad weather.

“At present, transportation outlays

and depreciation reserves being used
for replacement aircraft and for capital
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“WE WILL
BUILD
AROUND
TOP-GRADE
TECHNICAL
TALENT”
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TU-114 PASSENGER CABIN

repair of the air fleet are still very large.

[In 1960], depreciation costs comprised

about one-fourth of Aeroflot’s transport

expenses.

"This is explained by the fact that

modem aircraft with gas turbine en-

gines are expensive to manufacture be-

cause of their complex design and great

weight. If we compare the weight of

the first [Soviet] civil jet plane—the

Tu-104A—with a foreign jet such as

the Caravelle, we find that the latter is

considerably lighter but has almost the

same productivity.

“The modified [100-passenger] Tu-
104B now has more productivity than

the Tu-104A. However, the Tu-104B's

weight is still too great."

Despite this shattering of the Soviet

propaganda image of the Tu-104, the

aircraft flew more ton-miles and more

S
rsscngcr-miles than any other Acro-

ot transport last year. In July, 1961,

Tu-104s, including the 1 00-passcngcr

B model, were handling 40% of the

Russian carrier’s total transportation

For the year as a whole, Tu-104s
flew aljout 33% of Aeroflot's ton-miles.

Last September, on their first anniver-

sary in scheduled operation, Tu-104s

were serving 40 domestic and 13 inter-

national routes.

Ekonomicheskaya Gazeta said the

best opportunities for reducing Aero-

flot’s operating costs lie in longer pe-

riods between airframe and engine over-

hauls and in improved utilization.

“By doubling the present period be-

tween servicings of planes and engines,

we can cut [over-all] transportation

costs 15-20%. Outlays for depreciation

can be considerably reduced by im-

proving the quality and reducing the

cost or complete overhauls at Aeroflot

"Automation of radio communica-

tion and radio navigation facilities could

free a considerable number of service

personnel. Special attention should be

paid to mechanized ground servicing

for aircraft.

"Existing refueling methods for

turbojet and turboprop planes are not

efficient. It would be several times

more productive and cheaper to have
special, fixed refueling points supplied

by pipelines.”

Aeroflot officials continue to talk

with studied vagueness about super-

sonic transports. Deputy Chief Schet-

chikov declared last fall: "Our design-

ers are busy on them, so be prepared.”

While refusing to predict the date when
Russian supersonic airliners would go

into sendee, Gen. Loginov vowed that,

"We will not lag behind [other na-

tions].’’ Loginov indicated that Rus-

sia’s first supersonic commercial trans-

port would not be a converted military

plane, but an original design.

Schetchikov has also emphasized
Aeroflot's need for "special cargo air-

PASSENGERS CARRIED

Year U. S.* USSR}

1961 57. 6t
57.7
55.9
49.1
49.3
45.9
3.0

22.0
16.2
12.4
8.4
5.4
3.2
.3

* Scheduled airline industry,

t Estimated.

1 Figures for years prior to 1961

based on announced annual
percentage gains.
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craft capable of delivering large-dimen-

sion loads to the sites of new construc-

tion projects” in remote areas of the

USSR. His statement indicated that

cargo versions of the four-turboprop An-

10 and An-12 are not adequate for the

purpose.

Regardless of whether Russia devel-

ops more-advanced commercial trans-

ports before the end of the Seven-Year

Plan in 1965, Aeroflot seems certain to

become a major factor in international

air transportation by that date. Increas-

ing Cold War tensions prevented the

signing last summer of a bilateral air

transport agreement between the U. S.

and USSR for Moscow-New York serv-

ice. But quick implementation of the

already-initialed pact is likely to follow

any real thaw in Sovict-Amcrican rcla-

Witli service expansion across the

North Atlantic temporarily blocked,

Aeroflot focused attention on south-

In November, Russia and Indonesia

signed an agreement providing for di-

rect air service between Moscow and

Djakarta. Scheduled weekly 11-1 S flights

over the 6,500-mi. route began late in

January. Intennediate stops are at

Tashkent, Delhi and Rangoon.

Aeroflot hopes to extend this link

on to Australia, New Zealand and So-

viet bases in Antarctica. Flight of an

11-18 and An-10 from Moscow to Ant-

arctica, 14,700 mi., in December and

the return trip in January' blazed the

trail for this route. Intermediate stops

beyond Djakarta were at Darwin and

Sydney. Australia, and Christchurch,

New Zealand.

Prospects are also good for inaugura-

tion this year of scheduled Aeroflot op-

erations down Africa's west coast. Rus-

sia and the Republic of Guinea signed

an agreement in January providing for

establishment of air service between

the two countries.

Domestically, Aeroflot is giving high

priority to construction of the huge
Domodedovo airport south of Moscow
and to Borispol airport near Kiev.

To ensure domestic passenger in-

creases commensurate with rising air-

lift and ground terminal capacities,

Aeroflot has begun to experiment with

promotional fares. On Jan. 1, 1962, the

carrier announced a 25% tariff reduc-

tion for students buying round-trip

tickets for nonstop jet or turboprop

flights between their places of study

and their home districts.

A widely discussed Aeroflot traffic

promotion innovation last year was the

use of cheesecake posters to stimulate

air travel to and from Black Sea resorts.

The Soviet press said that the appear-

ance of some of these posters right be-

side railroad ticket counters represented

"a resolute attack by Aeroflot on its

railroad competitors."
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World Airlines Hope for 1962 Traffic Rise
were pinched financially by a slowed growth

to new highs with entry of fleets of jet

year, patterns of jet service had been established over world-wide

But passengers were not forthcoming to fill the greatly expanded scat

World airlines in 1961 generally

in traffic just as capacities swelled

aircraft into

Last

routes,

totals.

International Air Transport Assn.

Director General William P. Mildred

spoke of "a faltering in the normal

rhythm of growth" of world air trans-

port in 1961. with an over-all passenger

increase of only about 6% . But lie said

there are signs of a recent pickup in the

tempo of growth, and predicted a 1962

traffic increase of about 12%.
Observers felt that the big capacity

boost of 1961 would not be matched
this rear and so load factors should be
due for an improvement.

One indirect long-range effect of the

overcapacity problem, however, may be
the final implementation of the Euro-

pean Air Union as an effective coopera-

tive instrument on both operational

and administrative levels in place of

the loosely-knit debating society it has

resembled thus far. Need to spread the

cost of new equipment purchases and
subsequent maintenance, including

effective spares pools, was forcibly

brought home last year as expected traf-

fic growth failed to materialize and jet-

age costs mounted.

Air Union Quota

There were growing indications that

the four carriers now involved, despite

lingering objections in some quarters,

are prepared to accept the present quota
distribution giving Air I’rancc 34%,
Lufthansa 30%, Alitalia 26% and
Sabena 10%.
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, which

resigned from the group in 1959. hopes

to find an avenue for re-entry after sus-

taining substantial losses in 1961 that

forced it to ask for increased govern-

ment aid. Lufthansa, on the other hand,
feels that the quotas should remain as

they are. without the necessary redistri-

bution a new membership would en-

tail. until Air Union can be definitely

established as a going concern.

Highlights of commercial aviation

around the world in 1961 included:

Czechoslovakia

CSA Czechoslovak Airlines, largest of

the East European carriers, reports a

steady growth in its operations during

1961 and plans further route expansion

this year.

Total ton miles flown last year were

35.481,630 compared with 14.960,400

ton miles in 195S, 10,370,900 in 1957

and 8,679,635 ton miles in 1956.

The Czech carrier also is meeting
with some success in its attempt to

compete with Western operators on

their already established South Ameri-

can routes and in Africa, where newly

independent states are concerned with

improving their air services and the

political climate is receptive.

With a 94-passengcr Bristol Britannia

turboprop aircraft leased from Cubana
Compania de Aviacion early this year,

the carrier began a once-a-wcek round-

trip service between Prague and Havana
via Shannon and Gander, Newfound-

land, for an indefinite period of time.

In addition, CSA introduced on Feb.

15 a second new route extension be-

tween Prague and Damascus via Sofia

and Ankara which, with the Prague to

Baghdad via Athens and Damascus
sen-ice inaugurated in June, 1960, now
is served on a hvice-a-week round-trip

basis with its Soviet 11-18 turboprop

The Czech airline already sen-es more
than 25 major non-Soviet-bloc centers

from its Prague-Ruzvnc Airport base

of operations.

In addition to a few Douglas DC-3s
operated on feeder sen-ices for the air-

line’s shorter domestic routes, CSA
depends primarily upon Soviet-built 11-

14s. 11-1 Ss and Tu-104A twin-jet trans-

ports for its international and longer

national route network, although some
of its 11-1 4s now in service were built

under license by Avia Aircraft Works,
Prague.

France

Of the Air Union partners. Air

France continued to lead in number of

passengers and passenger miles. Over

its entire route structure, the French

airline carried 3,600.000 passengers

representing a moderate gain over 1960

but not enough to absorb the capacity

Even so. the airline is anticipating

substantial increases for the future and
last sear placed orders for ses-en addi-

tional Sud Caraselle medium-range

transports and four Boeing 707-320Bs.
With the final arrival of these aircraft

in 1963, Air France will have a long-

and short-range jet fleet consisting of

64 planes.

Major es-ent in French commercial
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aviation during the year was announce-

ment of a merger of Union Aeromari-

time de Transport (UAT) and Trans-

ports Aeriens Intcrcontincntaux (TAI).

It is expected that the fusion of the two
private carriers will take approximately

two years to complete.

UAT carried 203,200 passengers in

1961, a 1% increase over the previous

year. UAT freight loads for the year

were down 24% and system-wide load

factor was 63%.
UAT network extends primarily from

Paris to Johannesburg with stops in

southern France and northern and

western Africa. UAT, along with Air

France, is taking an active part in the

establishment of Air Afrique, a West
African airline jointly owned bv former

French West African territories.

TAI carried 119.200 passengers in

1961, a substantial 38% increase over

1960. The increase reflects inaugura-

tion of the carrier's sen-ice between
Tahiti and Los Angeles.

TAI's main route—one of the world’s

longest—runs from Paris through the

Middle and Far East, Australasia. Ta-

hiti and Honolulu, linking in Los An-
geles with Air France. System-wide load

factor for 1961 was 57%.
The merged UAT-TAI group will

operate with a fleet of about 40 aircraft,

including five Douglas DC-S jets and
two DC-7s.
The combined line will sene 41

countries with stops over an undupli-

catcd network of 120,000 mi.

Great Britain

Developments in the British air trans-

port industry during 1961 and early

1962 pointed to the increasing impor-

tance of merged independent carriers as

a third major airline in a field long
dominated by British Overseas Airways
Corp. and British European Airways,

both state-owned enterprises.

The trend was clearly indicated when
British United Airways, largest inde-

pendent, joined forces with competitors
to consolidate fleets and routes and to

make a more forceful showing before

the Air Transport Licensing Board.
Primary reason for the move toward
consolidation is the fact that the Air
Licensing Act of 1960 has not provided

the small airlines a greater share of the
traffic total as it originally was designed

to do.

Although the board last year approved

a London-New York route for Cunard
Eagle, a large independent. Minister of

Aviation Peter Thornevcroft-who has

the final decision under the act—denied
the route to Cunard Eagle on the
grounds that it would cause wasteful

diversion from BOAC at a time when
that airline already was suffering heavy

The independents fear the Thomey-
croft decision will set the pattern for

PAYMOVER - Choice of the
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peak traffic routes. Hence, they have
decided to combine forces to

strengthen their case both from a finan-

cial point of View and through fleet

buildups.

Financial strengthening was an im-
mediate necessity. Licensing board has

served notice it would take a hard look

at independent financial stability be-

fore awarding routes. In 1961 alone,

seven small airlines went into receiver-

Future of Cunard Eagle is uncertain,

although a merger with British United
is widely expected.

Factor dominating the entire trans-

port issue is the earning capacity of

BEA and BOAC. Sir Basil Smallpcice,

BOAC's managing director, has re-

ported a 1961 loss of S30 million, much
of it resulting from a North Atlantic

season he has described as disastrous.

At BEA, Chairman Lord Douglas

of Kirtlcsidc said the airline may face

a deficit even through it carried a record

4.3 million passengers in 1961. Capacity

rose 21%, but revenue load factor fell

more than five points to 60.9%.
BOAC plans to cut its capacity on

the North Atlantic this year by 7%,
but this will not apply to the peak sum-
mer months, when capacity will increase

by about 1 5%. During the peak period,

BOAC will operate 37 Boeing 707-420

SERVICE SPEED in excess of 312 m.p.h

—

REDUCTION in DIRECT OPERATING COSTS

-

the SAFETY. PLEASURABLE TRAVEL, and COM-
FORT of a large, modern airliner.

As an EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT, the POTEZ 840

Avions Henry POTEZ
46, Avenue Kleber, PARIS 16

Telephone: KLEber 27-83 Telegrams: Potez Aero Paris

and 14 Bristol Britannia flights a week
each way for a total of 6,395 scats, com-
pared with 5.S44 seats last summer.
BEA also will increase its peak sea-

son seating. Reflecting increasing in-

terest in Spain as a tourist center for

Britons, BEA will fly for the first time
between London and Malaga. However,

the service will involve a revenue pool-

ing agreement with British United.

A battle between airlines and the

Ministry was developing at London
(Heathrow) and Gatwiek airports

Thornevcroft seeks to reduce night jet

takeoffs, a restriction BEA says would

completely disrupt its maintenance
schedules. The minister's efforts result

from increasing pressure from noise

complaints. A large group of Heath-
row residents has mustered considerable

parlimcntary support.

Legislation presently is being pre-

pared to provide an authority to take

over control of London's airports from
the Ministry. The job is expected to

take most of this year.

Holland

KLM estimates its 1961 losses at be-

tween S19.4 million and S22.2 million,

a substantial blow for this national car-

rier to absorb. In January, KLM was
forced to apply formally for government
subsidy to help it overcome its present

difficulties and to continue its jet re-

equipment program.

The major problem, again, was

capacity, which jumped 21% during

the year with additional Douglas DC-8
deliveries, while the traffic carried was

only 12% above that of 1960.

After its subsidy request, KLM was

told by the Dutch Minister of Trans-

port that, in view of mounting costs, it

must join some sharc-the-burdcn airline

consortium in an effort to relieve the

present situation. KLM had been seri-

ously considering the possibility of join-

ing the Swissair-Scandinavian Airlines

System bloc over the past two years, but

it now hopes to turn to the Air Union.

India

Air-India International increased its

jet fleet in 1961. adding Boeing 707-

420 equipment to a number of routes.

Total revenue passengers carried rose

from S9.385 in Fiscal 1939-60 to 124,-

951 in Fiscal 1960-61.

The carrier showed an operating

profit of S2,466.000 in the latter fiscal

year, up from 5383,000. Ton-kilomctcrs

operated rose from 59,518,000 to 161,-

447,000.

With delivery of two more jets this

month and next, bringing the total to

six, Air-India will be an all-jet operator

on all its routes. New services planned

this year include a New Delhi-Moscow
jet service via Tashkent. This will re-

place Super Constellations and pool

service with Aeroflot Tu-104s. The 707-
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420 service is scheduled for inauguration

next month.
Air-India's load factor on the North

Atlantic last year was a meager 32%.
Improvement "is expected in 1962, partly

because of plans to increase to a daily

Italy

Alitalia underwent a period of con-

siderable expansion in 1961, extending

its long-range routes and showing strong

gains in traffic carried. Revenue pas-

senger total on the airline’s system rose

39% to 1,528,175. Passenger mile total

was up 39.3% to 1,157,834,560, and

cargo total increased 52% to 40.393,-

353 lb. carried. Passenger load factor

for the system was 54.3% in 1961,

down from 57.7% in 1960.

On the North Atlantic, Alitalia’s pas-

senger total was up 47% to 86,738.

Load factor on the route was 51 %.
During 1961, Alitalia introduced

DC-8s on routes to South America, Aus-

tralia and the Far East. It now serves 73

cities in 43 countries, flying over 93,676

nnduplicated route miles.

The Italian carrier plans to inaugu-

rate transatlantic service from Chicago
next month with an initial twice-

weekly schedule. This month, service

from Rome to Buenos Aires will be ex-

tended to Santiago de Chile. Bilateral

agreements have been concluded with

Thailand and Japan, and service to

Japan is expected to begin June 1

.

Alitalia’s present jet fleet consists of

8 DC-8s, used on international routes,

and 10 Sud Caravelles, used in Europe,

North Africa and Middle East service.

Two DC-8s and four Caravelles are on

order for future delivery.

Delivery of jet equipment enabled

Japan Air Lines to greatly expand its

operations during 1961 on both its

international and domestic routes, In-

ternationally, revenue passenger total

increased 4S% to about 149,300 passen-

gers. The domestic total rose 60% to

about 1,057,000 passengers.

During 1961, the airline's fleet grew
to four DC-Ss and three Convair
SSOMs. A fifth, DC-S turbofan powered,
and two additional SSOMs are scheduled
for delivery this year.

Opening of new routes increased

JAL’s route mileage to 38,357 mi., a

rise of 9,241 mi. New routes included a

polar route between Japan and Europe,

which had been operated jointly with

Air France until Japan Air Lines got its

own jets for the service; Jet service on
the carrier's domestic network was inau-

gurated last September with the SSOMs.
During the year, JAL's capital was in-

creased from 530.790,625 to 532,980,-

797, of which the Japanese govern-

ment’s investment totals S18,88S,888.
A further 33% expansion of its inter-

well as a 50% increase in domestic seat

capacity.

For the future, Japan Air Lines

expects to fly a new route to Australia

and a round-the-world route by 1964.

Poland

LOT. state-owned Polish Airlines,

ranks about second among the carriers

of any importance in East Europe.

With mostly out-dated equipment,

limited technical facilities and restricted

financial resources, it is having a hard

struggle in its effort to expand.

Passengers carried by LOT in 1959

totaled 155,000 compared with 200,900

in 1960. Cargo carried in 1959
amounted to 3,360 U. S. tons. In 1960,

5,500 U.S. tons were carried.

The Polish carrier’s international net-

work now serves about 17 European
centers, including Moscow and Vilna in

the Soviet Union and covering a total

distance of 7,968 mi. Its domestic net-

work covers 1,121 route mi. In addition

to three comparatively new Il-ISs,

LOT’s fleet is composed of four Convair

240s, 12 II— 1 4s and 20 Li-12s.

Despite persisting difficulties, the

Polish airline is working on plans to

introduce its first transatlantic services,

probably with four Vickers VC-10
transports, in the 1963-65 period.

PROVEN RELIABILITY-
SOLIB-STATE POWER INYERTERS

over 260,000 logged hours- voltage-regulated,

frequency-controlled, for missile, telemeter, ground-

support, 135°C all-silicon units available now-

INTERELECTRONICS CORPORATION
2432 Grand Concourse, New York 58, N. Y.
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LOT is presently considering the
Russian Tu-124 jet as its next choice.

The carrier also urgently requires a
suitable replacement for its aging II-Ms
and Li-2s presently serving its domestic

network. An order for sev eral of the new
Polish 20-passengcr MD-12 piston-

engine feeder aircraft developed and
built by the Instytut Lotnictwa (Aero-

nautical Institute) of Warsaw is ex-

pected to be placed soon.

Scandinavia

Scandinavian Airlines System, which
lost approximately SI 6.8 million in the

fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 1960, fol-

lowed it with a $17-36 million deficit

for the past fiscal year and expects fur-

ther losses this year.

The airline is under a caretaker man-
agement, headed by a Swedish indus-

trialist. Curt Nicolin. which has the
task of introducing a sweeping reorgani-

zation program designed to cut admin-
istrative and operational costs and im-
prove aircraft utilization rates. First

moves in this direction are under way,
and Nicolin will extend his temporary

tenure until a final plan is drafted and
approved by the carrier's directors.

Spain’s Iberia Airlines is now in the

throes of a long-expected top manage-

ment reshuffle in response to govern-
ment demands, including eventual

replacement of the full board of gov-

ernors. Dissatisfaction reportedly stems
from the carrier's slow progress towards

its goal of becoming a profitable, pres-

tigious international carrier.

Last year, however, Iberia became a

major competitor in the transatlantic

market with the delivery of three Doug-
las DC-8 turbofan transports. A fourth

is to be delivered in September.

Over-all, Iberia carried a total of

1,1 17.9S1 passengers during the year

for a network load factor of 57.5%.
Passenger kilometers flown were 796
million compared with 1,382,000 avail-

able scat kilometers.

Switzerland

Swissair rounded out the year in the

black, if only barely, largely through the
sale of surplus piston aircraft—five Doug-
las DC-7Cs and three DC-6Bs. With-
out these sales a SI million deficit

would have resulted. Operationally, the

airline registered a 20% gain in passen-

gers carried for a total of 1.4 million.

Average load factor, however, was
54.8% as compared with 58.6% in

1960.

With the delivery of five Convair
990 medium-range transports this year,

Swissair expects to improve its position

over the South American and Far East-

ern routes. First 990 service to Buenos
Aires, Rio de Janeiro and Montevideo
began in late February.

Aside from the five 990s it will oper-

ate. Swissair has purchased another two
which is will lease directly to SAS in

line with a pool agreement.

West Germany

Continued expansion of routes and
sendees of Lufthansa West German
Airlines was experienced during 1961
and will highlight the carrier's activities

this year (AW Feb. 26, p. 40).

Lufthansa’s financial results for fiscal

1961 will show a loss of S25-31 million,

compared with a S9.75 million deficit

in Fiscal 1960. But traffic increased

rapidly. Lufthansa carried 1.5 million

passengers in 1961, up 25%. Ton miles

flown increased 25% to 316.8 million,

and freight carried increased 55% to

25.320 tons.

On the North Atlantic, where re-

duced load factors contributed to the

unfavorable financial results, Lufthansa

nevertheless carried 123,224 passengers,

moving for the first time to sixth place

in traffic volume. The I960 passenger

total was 97,986. Load factor on the

route in 1961 was 56%.
Lufthansa’s jet fleet now consists of

five Boeing 707-420s and three 720Bs.

Four additional 720Bs, two 707-320s

and 12 727s are on order.

Development of its air cargo sendees

also is an important Lufthansa activity.
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U. S. Missiles



U. S.— U.S.S.R. Spacecraft

—

»

—
Launch t a

MANNED VEHICLES Mercury NASA 2,000 Feb. -62 120

NASA 0.000
”

3rd qtr.
'63*

300

Agona B Gemini Turgot NASA 5.000 3rd qtr. '63 300

Apollo A
IS! il:8S8 !5SJ

1100

Apollo B
8«Sa •5:88 IS

215.000 1007

15.000 1065 300

USSR 10.434 4/12/61 130

APPLICATIONS SATTEUITES 285 4/1/60 400

Nlmboo NASA 600 4tb qtr. '62 500

Aero. Synch.

Etho NASA 106 8/12/60

Etho2 650 —

-

650

Belay 125 3.000-000

Rebound 4.500

Syncom 55 3rd qtr. '63 synch.

Telslar Commercial 175 3rd qtr. '62 3.000-600

Ad,.nl Army 800 1062 aynch.

Navy 175 4/13/60 480-230

Army 165 10/4/60 650

LUNAR-PLANETARY PAYLOADS Banger. NASA 675 8/23/61

NASA 727 1/26/62

2,500 1064

NASA 2.500 1065

460 3rd qtr. '62

Mariner B NASA 1.300 1065

Prospector NASA 2,500

Lunik USSR 3.245 1/2/50

USSR 1.410 2/12/61

Pioneer Series

”

048 0/11/58 Varies

'

Explorer Series 143 8 1/31/58 Varies

Sputnik Sorles USSR 14.202 10/4/57 Varies

Orbiting Solar Observatory 440 1st qtr. '02 .100

'

NASA 000 1st qtr. ’63 Varies

3.300 4th qtr. '63 475

Micrometeor Harard NASA 135 3rd qtr. '62 400

Energetic Panicles 83 2nd qtr. '62 400

MILITARY SATELLITES Samos USAF 4.100 1/31/61 300

Midas
~

USAF 5.000 5/24 60 300

Saint 3.600 1062 500

1064

Nerv 83 0/10/60

88

Fire 1st qtr. '63

Trallblacer 45 .

S*rt 200 3rd qtr. '62 4.100
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U.S. Launch Vehicles
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! SftST“* aar*- fSSflUor

"" GD/Aatronautica 1 Rockrtdyno MA-2 GD/Aatrooautica Atlas D LOX/RP

"hor Agent B USAF/NASA Douglas
! KT" sa& a. SSBnaoi

hor Dolt. NASA Douglas

i

BgpSSf s Altaic

(i
S&ssf*

SIE.apbericn,, l s
lue Scout 1 (XRM 89, USAF Ford Acronutrooic ss & m
lue Scout 2 (XRM 90) USAF Ford Arronutronic & 1
lu. Scout Jr. (XRM 91) USAF Ford Arronutronic

i|E & 1
am NASA

i j££s&> is
Martin

=

:

Aerojet XI.R87-AJ5

no. 2 (with upper atago) USAF Martin
::

nun 3 USAF

i .! 5S“
..

Contractors^^,

yne Division o
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Performance

Diameter
(ft)

Pad Weigh)

V Remarks

‘IS”
” 250 0.5 million 375.000 150.000 prose feasible; launcher forftghjs beyond the moon; some Novas may

“ ” ” U0.000

'•MSf
21.6 125 (162) 1.5 million 19.000 5.000 01 AM"° "*•

*

8:38
10 105 201,000 9,000 2,300

,6
?;g?8

8 77.3 112,000 7,000

10 03 275,000 5,000 750

367,000 10 72 260.000 2,700

'?J:SSo
8 30 123.000 1.000

,6

f:?So

8 02 112,000 500 Developed from USAF Thor-Able series, using Vanguard upper stages;

'l
:E

Basie NASA banter fornmr-eortb s^a^munding prolws: some satellite

illfig's
3.3 73 53.057 100 lb, probe— 1 ,010 mi.

research wurk; developed io coujuactioo with NASA Scout program

'is.oao
3.3 72 55,595 100 lb. probe-2.395 ml

a 2.0 39 19,300 100 lb. probe—1,550 mi.

gg
2.55 Proposed extension of Scout booster.

100 ol

10 90 300.000 6,000 Space^version of Titan 2 missile; will boost two-man Gemloi capsule for

30 00 29,500 3,000 Spare bonder lor use with uppxr dages. including standard'ixed Agena D.

3.2 mil&oa

gliderTother spare payloads.

ardixrd Agena D. possibly fentaur.

LOXlRP— Liquid Oxygen-Kerosene

IRFNA/UDM^h'— Mhitilcd'^ed ^Fumlng^'NiwIc Add — Unsymmetrical Dimethyl

IWFNA/UDMH— Inhibited White Fuming Nitric Add— Unsymmotrlcal Dimethyl
Hydrarino

NrO*— Nitrogen Tetroxide

• SPECIFICATIONS

Space Vehicle Log

>1 Upsilon 1

1 Alpha Delta 1,

•1 Alpha Eta 1

Explorer I

Explorer 7

Pionoer 5

Discoverer 23 . .

1.019AU 0.7183AU

Weight in Orbit

961 Alpho lota 1

961 Alpha Zela 1 . . . .

Discoverer 32 .

Capsule (Discoverer 35)

Capsule (Discoverer 36)

Discoverer 35

Before Jul. 61

1 Orbital elements of solar satellites given in Astronomical Units, approximately 93 million mi.;
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U.S. Sounding Rockets
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USSR Military and Civil Aircraft



U.S. Civil and Military Rotary-Wing Aircraft
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International Rotary-Wing Aircraft
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U.S. Civil and Military Transports



U.S. Gas Turbine Engines
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U. S. Reciprocating Engines

Manufacturer end Address

Avco Corp.. Lycoming Div.

1

5
I

|

Power Ratings

I

H

l! !
E- 1

i

J» f

i
s -

11 ! 1

J K $1:155} 1 00/87 S:Sff«

•i re 1 180 ' 2.700 1,9)
.
2.700 S 91 90 23.12x32 24

eel ISO 2.700 iso
1

2.700 & 91 96 24.72x33 37
j

o irrrl Iso 2.900 ISO 2.900 S 91 « 42.33 37
1

4 err. 228 .1.400 225 3.400 S 100 130 17 47x33 37

n Direr, 260 1.400 250 3.200 S, SO 97 24 13,33 58

n Direr, 280 1.200 100 100 130 38 51x33 5S !

a 0 Clear 295 1.400 290 3,000 S lilO 130 27 46x33 12 1 .

a e Gmr 110 l! 400 320 3:200 II, 100 130 23 29,33 12

r. irer, 200 2.900 216 2,900 S 91 90 24 56x33 37

a Direr, 308
!
3.200 305 3,200 a SO. 87 21 57x31 14

a Direr, 290 2.575 290 2.575 ! S. 100,130 19 92,34 25

A Direr, 250 2.575 250
,

2,575 S. 01 86 22 21,33 37
|

... ...

8 He Gear ISO 3.400 300
1

3.200 1

II. WO 100130 20 29x31 25

8 le Direr, iso 2:475 ISO 2.175 8.1,. 100 130 46 7 ,34 2

1 Dir.-r, 95 2.575 95 2.5,5 s so 31 28x31 58

<1 Direr, 205 2.800 195 2.300 S Co *7 47.62.33 38

6 225 2.050 195 2,300 8 90/97 47 02,31 39

a 80:1 175 3.200 ITS 3.200 S *0/87 39 62x11 SO

0 213 2.800 S SO S7

8 irce, 230 2.849) 230 2,000 a 90 97 30 03x33 56

8 Direr, 225 2.600 225 2.000 S SO 87 37 93,13 56

a 200 2:625 200 2.025 S 100 130 43 53,33 56

a 270 lllOO 270 3.200 7.900 91 90 50 33x36 64 10 04

Direr, 150 2.000

« „!«=' 5S 3
:

!SS 9?

s
S i® Si
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Leading International Aircraft, Military and Civil
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Leading International Gas Turbines

Designation
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BILLIONS

Rising Budgets Intensify Cost Scrutiny
New lork—Bigger Fiscal 1963 U.S. defense and space budgets channeled

into program packages promise a growing, more stable market for the aerospace

industry but at the same time arc likely to complete and solidify the reshaping

of the industry begun by advancing technology.

Industry sales volume, based on the 51 companies identified in the Securi-

ties and Exchange Commission and Federal Trade Commission survey of

corporate sales and profits, is estimated at S13.5 billion for 1961. Increased

government funding could lift this to $15 billion this year.

Bureau of the Census, using different

data, reported 1961 aerospace industry

sales at S14.S billion—perhaps a more
realistic total considering the broaden-

ing technological coverage of the indus-

try. Industry profits, estimated on the

same basis at SHU million, arc likely

to increase only moderately, tied as they

arc to a 2% margin on sales. On a $1

5

billion sales volume, this would amount
to S300 million.

Rising sales volumes, or even moder-

ately rising profits, won't be apportioned

pro rata throughout the industry. Like

any bright new penny, the Administra-

tion's new funding policies, through

breaking the Eisenhower constant level

budget tradition, have a heads-you-win

side of the coin and a tails-vou-don't

• Successful contractors for major pro-

granis—Apollo, Saturn, the TFX bi-

service fighter—can look forward to a

degree of stability unusual in this in-

dustry. The losers have a problem.

• Increasing pressure on contractor per-

formance and cost is certain to accom-
pany increased spending.

Pressure will appear in various fonns.

Besides the familiar patterns of tight-

ened procurement practices and rene-

gotiation. which have cut profit mar-

gins in the last few years, there will

be deeper forays into costs and over-

head. One area which is likely to get

attention: executive compensation and

executive compensation plans—stock op-

tions or deferred compensation, for

example.

Patents and proprietary rights, al-

ready a controversial area, are spoiling

for a major eruption. Elements of both
government and industry are growing
more adamant in their stands.

Industry' performance is in for closer

scrutiny. Defense Department and the

National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration both will stress the twin
objectives of lower cost and higher re-

liability.

One hopeful note for improvement
of industry profit margins is Defense
Department’s avowed interest in in-

centive contracts which reward quality

and efficiency'.

Assuming industry and government
can agree on a satisfactory incentive

contract system and that the renegotia-

tion board will not later remand the
incentive bonus gained by the con-

tractor, industry may be able to break

the 2% profit margin barrier.

One of the principal supporters of

the incentive contract is Thomas D.
Morris, assistant secretary of defense

for installations and logistics. His view
is that hope of increased profit is the
best device to motivate increased con-

tractor cost control, and he wants a

wide range of profits attainable.
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For cost-phis-inccn tivc-fce types, lie

believes pretax profit margins should

be allowed to range as high as the

15% maximum pennitted by law

rather than the 4.5-9% level accepted

as standard now.
Similarly, on fixed-price incentive

contracts, he favors increasing the gov-

ernment-industrv split of savings ob-

tained from 80-20 to 75-25% or as

high as 50-50.

Fixed price contracts, which de-

clined as a percentage of total contracts

written from 70.1% in Fiscal 1952 to

46.7% in Fiscal 1961 as research and
development type programs grew at

the expense of assembly-line type pro-

duction programs, have been considered

by the government as the best way to

control total price. Cost-plus contracts

conversely seemed to provide best con-

trol of profit level.

The shift in DOD interest to incen-

tive contracts appears to reflect the

trend of focusing government monitor

and review harder on cost elements—

especially allowability—than on profits,

where the squeeze has reached the

point of diminishing returns.

Even renegotiation appeals are as

much a matter of principle as dollars

to a contractor. Boeing Co., which
lost an appeal on a refund of SI 3 mil-

lion in profits earned in 1952. would

actually refund about S900.000 after

tax adjustments (AW fan. 22. p. 32).

Probable Investigation

There is another rut on the incentive

contract road. Congress looks at these

contracts without enthusiasm. Before

they go into wider use, an investigation

by a House Armed Services subcom-

mittee is probable.

Investigatory activity into defense

contracting in all areas is on the rise

in Congress, cspcciallv through its Gcn-
cral Accounting Office. Industry has

smarted under charges of waste leveled

by GAO but has remained silent, os-

tensibly in deference to the customer.

The merry-go-round that now is begin-

ning to spin—with industry, Congress

and defense and space officials at tan-

gential poles—will force a change in

industry' response, individually and
through the Aerospace Industries Assn.

Spares procurement-a SI.2 billion

annual item for aeronautical matcrial-

is another area of conflict, one which
is related to the proprietary rights con-

Ahvays a bread and butter business,

spares can be a substantial source of

income long after a system has phased

out of production. Faced with stiffer

procurement policies or with more in-

tense competition, contractors have

a primary source of profit rather than

the system or subsystem itself which

U.S. Aerospace Employment

Total Employment (thousands)

Production Workers (thousands)

i! l

Average Hourly Earnings (includes overtime premiums)

S5 07 "sW! ^2 05
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bidding a panacea in defense contract-

ing, however.

The Strategic Industries Assn., which

numbers many smaller defense con-

tractors in its membership, has been

waging a strong campaign against re-

quirements that defense contractors

furnish complete drawings of proprie-

tary items bought through prime or

subcontracts. What the association is

fighting is not the paper work involved,

but the policy the government may
then follow of using the drawings to

prepare specifications for a competition

tor manufacturing follow-on orders of

the subsystem or spares.

Major system contractors face this

same problem. In the TFX decision,

the Defense Department was partly

motivated in awarding two study con-

tracts to General Dynamics and Boe-

ing by the desire to obtain proprietary

information gained in thousands of

man-hours of company-sponsored stud-

ies for only $80,000 or $90,000.

In any event, competitive bidding

is due to be a larger factor in spares

procurement. One of the first studies

made by the Logistics Management

AVIATION WEEK and SPACE TECHNOLOGY, h

Creation of the Logistics Manage-
ment Institute was one of several in-

novations and reorganizations last year

that will affect the way the aerospace

industry does business in the future.

These include creation of:

• Air Force Systems Command which

will handle development and procure-

ment of all USAF weapon systems,

and the Air Force Logistics Command,
which will handle logistic support of

weapon systems after they become op-

erational. This recognized the chang-

ing complexion of aerospace procure-

ment from a mass production to an
R&D orientation.

» Defense Supply Agency, which

Research and development costs.

Company-sponsored R&D, picked up
as a part of overhead on some prime

contracts or directly sponsored in other

cases had turned into more and more of

a company-financed operation by early-

last year. Now Defense Department
has instructed the services to overhaul

their R&D contracting, use more fixed-

price contracts and tighten manage-
ment and control (AW Feb. 5, p 26).

Burgeoning costs, which meant ab-

sorption of half the Fiscal 1962 R&D
budget to pay for overruns on previous

years' programs, prompted the order.

Deeper delving by government into

industry management of programs, as

buys various military- housekeeping specified by the R&D directive, will be

items, including petroleum, but which true across the board. This will range

may assume, as a Defense Department from NASA emphasis on commitment
function, the procurement of electronic of specific management personnel on
equipment and aeronautical spares. such projects as Apollo to stricter moni-

Other changes more or less directly toring of routine purchasing practices.
’

' Though not in name, the industry

will find itself—as fruition of the trend

over the last several years—working in-

creasingly under what amounts to a

affecting industry economies include

authorization for the Army to procure

its off-the-shelf aircraft directly, c

bining of Tactical Air Command



TROUBLE IN ENGINE #4

Spot it fast with the new Bendix propulsion data system. This

advanced digital computersystem offers a newhigh-visibility

vertical scale display that simplifies engine management and

saves panel space. The system automatically monitors

parameters of all engines 2/2 times each second . . . continu-

ously displays the worst performance of each parameter . .

.

signals when to take corrective action. Vertical scale instru-

mentation features electro-luminescent lighting and pro-

vides a running visual comparison of actual performance

with optimum and "never-exceed” values. Each engine can

be monitored separately when desired.

The system handles engine management for an entire

flight profile. It relieves crews of time-consuming manipula-

tions required by engine management charts. The results

are: a considerable increase in efficiency of engine perform-

ance, increased fuel economy, and longer engine life.

This new Bendix propulsion data system is adaptable to

any number of engine functions and to any type airplane

. . . turboprop, turbojet, VTOL, STOL, multi-engine and

Single-engine. On a typical four-engine turboprop aircraft

requiring 36 indicators to present 36 conditions of engine

performance, the new system presents 80 conditions of

engine performance on 10 indicators in '/a less space.

Developed by Bendix in cooperation with the Air Force’s

Flight Vehicle Section, Aeronautical Systems Division, the

system offers a new concept in aircraft engine management
efficiency. Write to us in Teterboro, New Jersey, for a copy

of our booklet, "Propulsion Data System."

Eclipse-Pioneer Division
WHERE IDEAS

UNLOCK
THE FUTURE



Every breakthrough in military electronic equipment

design creates new, complex and urgent problems

in installation, modification, testing, maintenance

and personnel training. Hallicraftcrs radical new
"Blue Flash” project—utilizing quick-reaction

techniques

—

offers experienced Hallicrafters support

teams to assist key military personnel . .
.
pinpoints

problems in advance . . . solves them on the

spot with new levels of speed and economy.

from hallicrafters

"quick-reaction"

experience...

...a hard-hittingnew strikingforce

for electronic technicalsupport

.. MILITARY ELECTRONICS DIVISION. CHICAGO 2-

haf/icrafters
blue flash project

HALLICRAFTERS REGIONAL MANAGERS

• SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCTION INDEX compiled by the Federal Reserve Board shows the aircraft industry

returning to 1957 levels. Index is based on inan-honrs.

list of 12 major airframe manufacturers

lias less and less represented the actual

complexion of the industry. AIA itself

abandoned financial reporting based on
Ibis list last year.

Now new procurement trends in the

Pentagon will have further impact on

the industry's makeup.
Program packaging, the Pentagon's

exercise ordered by DOD Comptroller

Charles J. Hitch in costing-out pro-

grams over five years or more, and de-

veloping requirements through a series

of trade-offs of price versus perform-

ance, is concentrating procurement into

fewer and presumably (inner funded
programs. Reduced as a result will be
alternate approaches or investigation of

programs with potential but unproved

feasibility and the opportunities they

offered to companies to develop them
into requirements. And technological

feasibility is no longer accepted as rea-

son for a development program.

DOD is determining individual serv-

ice procurement of major weapon sys-

tems. Not only will this mean curbing

one service or another in seeking what
sometimes become rival weapons to per-

fonn the same mission but DOD is

attempting to reverse the pattern by
standardizing on one system for two

or three services. The effect on indi-

vidual companies is plain.

These are the major programs that

will command the largest commitments
of Defense or NASA funds:

• Apollo lunar capsule. Estimated total

cost approximately S20 billion. Initial

funding for North American Aviation

Space and Information Systems Divi-

sion, which will build the capsule, is

expected to be about S-400 million.

General Electric also will play a major

role in this vehicle.

• Saturn space booster. Chrysler Corp.,

winner of the S-l booster, received S20D
million initial funding, and estimates of

total value run as high as S600-S70II

million. Boeing, which won the S-1B
booster that is expected to be the larger

of the two programs, was expected to

be funded initially at more than 5300
million.

• TFX bi-service fighter. Boeing or

General Dynamics Ft. Worth have

study contracts, one to be chosen for

final award. Total program costs arc

estimated at S4-5 billion.

• Minutcman solid propellant ICBM.
Funding proposed for Fiscal 196? is

S2.1 billion. Boeing is assembly and

test contractor, but Thiokol Chemical

Corp., Aerojet-General Corp. and Iler-

PUMP
PRIMERS
ARTHUR A. NICHOLS

SPECIAL PURPOSE PUMPS
FOR SPECIAL PROBLEMS

In over thirty years experience in

the design and manufacture of special

pumps, vve have solved numerous
pumping problems where the design
and production of a suitable pump was
considered almost impossible, either
because of the material to be pumped,
or because of the precise manufacture
necessary to obtain satisfactory per-
formance.

Nichols pumps are standard for ex-
ample. in the synthetic fibre industry
for pumping rayon, acetate, celanese,

nWon and other fibres spun in synthetic
fibre plants throughout the world.

»• Some interesting new applications
for Gerotor pumps have been de-
veloped in recent times involving spe-
cialized problems in hydraulic servo
systems.

Important advantages are offered by
the Gerotor pump for servo control

applications. It is a positive displace-
ment pump and provides a smooth
power flow from one end of the pump-
ing cycle to the other. Unlike other
types of pumps which tend to quit work
at the low end of the speed range,
Gerotors stay right on the job find

provide positive power to the extremely
low range. Thus, they are exception-
ally responsive in servo systems.

For electronic equipment operating
at high altitudes, air cooling of high in-

put components becomes troublesome
because lower air density limits cooling
fan efficiency. Liquid cooling systems
are therefore frequently preferred for

this type of service. Our extensive ex-
perience over the years in the produc-
tion of high performance aircraft
engine pumps has been of great value
in developing electronic coolant circu-
lators that provide maximum weight
and space savings with efficient heat
transfer capabilities.

Special pumps have been designed
and manufactured for applications as
varied as metering pumps in vending
machines and conveying molten solder
in production equipment. This long
and varied experience in industry-wide
pumping applications, combined with
years of specialized development and
production of pumps for the aircraft
engine, super-charger, missile, heli-

copter and electronic field is available
to today's designer faced with new and
unusual pumping applications and
problems.

Technical data is available and your
inquiry is invited. Write:

W. H. NICHOLS CO.
Makers of Zenith Metering Pumps
and the Nichols Milling Machine
"the miller that uses its head".

48 WOERD AVE., WALTHAM 54, MASS.
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This Baby is Bayonet-Locking

Meet DTK . . . the best little bayonet-locking

electrical connector available today. DTK

is short for Deutsch Tri-Kam and refers

to the triple cam coupling

design that assures

fast, positive engagement

and lock. As a direct

descendant of MIL-C-26482,

this baby is interchangeable with

existing MS 3110 and 3116 series

connectors. The DTK also

inherits many desirable

features from its Deutsch

ancestors including superior

silicone inserts and MIL-C-26636

crimp-type contacts that are insertable and

removable with military standard tools.

Color-keyed mating indexes and 7-point

inspection for lock, make this latest generation

connector a cinch to couple, even in

remote locations. For more vital statistics

on the latest addition to the Deutsch

family, contact your local Deutschman

today or write for Data File R-3.

Electronic Components Division • Municipal Airport • Banning, California

ADVANCED SPECIFICATION MINIATURE ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS

212

electronics inc.
DEUTSCH CONNECTOR DIVISION

cules Powder as contractors for the

three stage motors. North American

Autonetics for guidance and Aveo Corp.

for re-entry vehicle share heavily in the

program.

F4H Phantom II and USAF F-110.

This airplane, which DOD ordered

bought in both Navy and USAF ver-

sions. is proposed for SI .1 billion in

Fiscal 1963. McDonnell Aircraft Corp.,

the manufacturer, also is building the

Gemini two-man space capsule.

• USAF C-141 turbofan cargo trans-

port. Lockheed-Marietta has this con-

tract, funded at S208 million in Fiscal

1963 proposed budgets.

• Polaris fleet ballistic missile. Lock-

heed Missiles and Space Division is

contractor for this program for which

S2 billion in Fiscal 1963 funding is

proposed. Lockheed also has the Midas
and Samos early warning and recon-

naissance satellites which may become
major programs.

• Skvbolt air-launchcd ballistic missile.

Douglas Aircraft Co. is contractor; Fis-

cal 1963 funding proposed is approxi-

mately S500 million.

• Titan 2 and Titan 3. Details of these

programs are not clear, but some early

discussion of Titan 3 included total

program funding of S600-700 million.

Other major programs, most yet to

be awarded, include the mobile me-
dium range ballistic missile (MMRBM),
the VAX attack aircraft, the NASA
Nova space booster and its related large

solid propellant motors, and the Nike
Zeus anti-missile missile in which Doug-
las Aircraft plays a major role. Uncer-

tainty dampens the potential each of

these programs has as a source of busi-

Program Impact

An indication of the impact of the

major programs is a prediction by North
American Aviation's president, J. L.

Atwood, that the company's sales could

be as high as $1.5 billion in 1962.

This would be the largest in the com-
pany’s history.

Implications of this list—if it can be
taken as a literal guide, if the Admin-
istration does stick to this program pack-

age composition and if Congress ac-

cepts it—are of an industry comprised

of a smaller number of major systems

contractors.

Perhaps the major question raised for

the companies which missed the major

programs is the future of what might be

called intermediate business. An ex-

ample is the fate of Air Force and Navy
utility aircraft purchases. Lockheed.

Grumman and Fairchild all lost orders,

relatively small in terms of the big

program packages but still important

business for the companies, when these

aircraft were cut out of the Fiscal 1963

budget.

• SPECIFICATIONS

Concentration on fewer, bigger,

longer tenn programs could mean the

end of a traditional way of doing busi-

ness for aerospace prime contractors.

No longer will a company be able to

shrink to a design team cadre whose
goal is to win the next contract next

month or next year if the next time
doesn't come for two rears, or three, or

five.

They will face the problem of reten-

tion of design teams, since their tech-

nical people will tend to follow migra-

tion of contracts, either for economic
reasons or in an effort to remain with

their field of interest.

Their capital resources will be se-

verely taxed. As in the case of one
major company in particular last year,

ability to borrow short-term bank
money will decline at the time it may
be needed most because of the parallel

decline of government receivables which
the banks require as security.

Some have invested substantial sums
of their own funds in facilities, espe-

cially for research and development.

Support of such laboratories without

production business may be a burden.

Their choice thus may be to join the

growing subsystem support tier, merge
or vanish. Thus the U.S. industry is fac-

ing, in subtler form, the "rationaliza-

tion" undergone by the British aviation

industry.

All these assumptions fail to include

the political factor. But the political

factor is not an easily predicted one.

Local interests will react with pain

to any cutbacks affecting employment
and prosperity in their communities—
witness the New York response to

threatened declines in employment at

Republic Aviation Corp., whose F-105

fighter-bomber program is being sup-

planted in funding by the F4H. Pro-

posing that award of the F4H contracts

be done only on the stipulation that

substantial subcontracts go to Republic,

New York officials carried their plea

right to the White House.

Yet, amid all the speculation of con-

tract awards on a need basis, economic
and political considerations have shown
little sign of dominance when programs
crucial to national defense or prestige

reached the decision stage. With the

chips down, dependability becomes a

keystone.

In cases of proposals with roughly

equal technical merit, the story may Ire

different.

Certain elements of allocation of

space funding are avowedly economic.

Broad distribution of space contracts

is sought as a means of gaining the wid-

est support for the space program. For

this reason, automobile industry par-

ticipation in the program was sought.

Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D.-Okla.), chair-

man of the Senate Aeronautics and

Circle Number 213 on Reader-Service Cord
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AEROSPACE AGE
When your aerospace projects require heavy “hard-

ware” there are sound reasons for turning to BLH.

Indicative of our broad engineering and fabri-

cating experience: Subroc and Jato missile cases;

Terrier missile handling system; Talos warhead

handling system; Polaris firing tubes and ship

motion simulator; Regulus II Transporter-Erector-

Launcher; Viking-Vanguard launching installation.

Structures of truly massive size can be handled

efficiently—and economically—in our enormous

and superbly equipped plant. Our fabrication shop

alone has 13 bays, each 900 ft. long and 80 ft. wide.

Among our tools—there are some 750 major ones

—

are mighty 35 and 42-ft. vertical-type boring mills.

Integrity of the finished product is assured through

radiographic, magnetic particle, helium-leak testing

and dye penetrant inspection. And the BLH quality

control system meets the requirements of MIL-Q-9858.

Also worth noting is that, because of our accessi-

bility to barge, rail and truck transportation, we
can ship whichever way you specify.

It will pay you to consult BLH on your aerospace

projects. Write Dept. K-3 for further information

and illustrated literature.

BALDWIN • LIMA • HAMILTON
Industrial Equipment Division • Philadelphia 42, Pa.

• SPECIFICATIONS

\\m

automatic dry spray booth

disposable curtain rolls away paiot overspray

Space Sciences Committee, was ex-

plicit in appealing to the economic in-

terests of fellow Oklahomans in a

speech last vear (AW Nov. 13. p. 31).

Money to send a man to the moon
will be spent here on earth, he said,

and many Oklahomans would partici-

pate in the economic growth the space

program portended.

Thus while NASA selected North

American Aviation as Apollo contrac-

tor. largely because of NASA’s confi-

dence in the same team that success-

fully carried out the X-l 5 project, much
of the production work will he done in

part of the Douglas Aircraft plant at

Tulsa, Okla., which North American

will take over.

New Idea for Comsat

Another Administration proposal in

the space field may also have a pro-

found influence on the future of the

aerospace industry. This is the plan to

establish, under government aegis, a

privately financed and managed corpora-

tion to develop and operate commercial

communications satellites.

The corporation would be authorized

to issue 1.000.000 shares of Class A vot-

ing stock entitled to dividends at a

minimum price of 51,000 a share and
10,000 shares of non-voting, non-divi-

dend paying Class 13 stock available only

riers. Each issue is designed to obtain

SI billion each in capital for the cor-

poration.

Financial sources foresee such a cor-

poration as laying a foundation for

radical departures in handling other

programs.

If the communications satellite cor-

poration meets the government's objec-

tives, they ask, why not finance a super-

sonic transport the same way?
Aerospace manufacturers appear to

be through the worst of their write-off

and write-down troubles, most due to

costs of commercial jet transports that

exceeded estimates and sales that did

not. Last year it was the turn of the

avionics and components suppliers,

faced with high-priced inventories

whose values fell in the face of com-
petitive price cutting or shifts in tech-

This year it may be the airlines’ turn.

Trans World Airlines at the end of

1961 wrote down its piston-aircraft

fleet, either retired or to be retired, to

a 3% residual value to reflect a realistic

resale value.

TWA, because of its long delay in

arranging its jet financing, was late in

phasing out piston aircraft. But another
factor to consider, which could affect

other airlines as well, is a new effort

by the Civil Aeronautics Board to gain

control, through legislation, of depre-

ciation rates.

Binks Dispo Spray Booth is the
only automatic dry spray booth
in the world. It is designed to trap
all types of overspray—super auto
enamels, primers, adhesives, res-

ins and underbody sealers. A mov-
ing curtain, 150 yards long, keeps
paint from accumulating in fans
and stacks.

Proved safe

All major insuring agencies accept
Binks Dispo Spray Booth . . .

they're designed to meet NFPA
No. 33 Standard.

When the curtain collects a pre-
determined amount of overspray,

a new section automatically ad-

vances. One man can change a
Dispo curtain roll in less than
five minutes.

50% savings common

Costs? Dispo curtain rolls (avail-

able in 20", 30" and 60" widths)

cost approximately one-third the

price of stationary filters; total
savings of 50% are common.

Ask for Bulletin A-27-14 & 15 for

complete details. Your Binks Dis-

tributor has copies, or write to
the address below. No obligation.

Ask about our spray finishing

school. Open to all—NO TUITION
. . . covers all phases.
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POWERED BY FOUR ROLLS-ROYCE CONWAY TURBOFAN ENGINES

ONE HUNDRED PALL MALL LONDON SW1 ENGLAND
USA: BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION (USA) INC.,

JEFFERSON DAVIS HIGHWAY ARLINGTON VIRGINIA



ENGINEERING CORPORATION

• T958 Special direct drive, single axis servo turntable.

Dunn Air Bearings are an advanced concept design with many

varied applications in the aerospace field. We'd like to discuss

your aerospace hardware needs . . . phone us at Cambridge direct:

491-3300.

DUNN

advanced electronic systems • test facilities engineering • radar test systems • inertial products
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Avionics
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NAV RECEIVER
The Wilcox Model 806 Navigation Receiver weighs only 12 pounds, and is

housed in a short % ATR unit. Previous power input requirements have been

reduced by 70%; size has been reduced 50%, and weight by 2/3! The S06 is the

lightest, smallest, most versatile ARINC Navigation Receiver ever built!

The new Wilcox 806 has no moving parts . . . and extremely high reliability!

Crystal diode switching is used throughout. There are no vacuum tubes in the unit

. . . vacuum tube heat is eliminated. The 806 receives on 200 channels, and provides

automatic operation change from Omni to Localizer and Glideslope by means of a

single switch on the control head. Presentation is made on a basic Cross-Pointer

Indicator or Omni Bearing Selector/Course Deviation Indicator; automatic instru-

mentation circuits are included to drive more complex indicators.

The Wilcox 806 Nav Receiver is a new concept in packaging. It is a solid-state,

modularly constructed unit designed to ARINC Specification 547. The S06 has

removable side panels, and all modules are hinge-mounted to permit electrical

operation during servicing, if required.

THIS IS THE NAV RECEIVER
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR...
for complete information on the NEW
WILCOX 806, write, wire or phone:
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• AVIONICS

By Philip J. Klass

Many avionics companies will face a moment of truth in one or more

arenas of their operations during the next 18 months.

Prospective increases in budgets for defense and the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration in Fiscal 196? normally should produce a bullish

atmosphere.

But with few exceptions, the question, “How’s business?” brings the

response: “Never saw such tough competition or so much of it.”

that produced Hundreds of new avionics

companies has tapered "If. and has been
followed by a not-surprising rise in

mergers. But the efforts of small firms

to stay alive, coupled with the lcnuning-

likc drive of most companies to diver-

sify. has resulted in today's intensely

Bidders' Wonderland

At a recent bidders briefing confer-

ence for procurement of a large system,

which one Pentagon official says re-

quired a capability held by no more
than a dozen companies m the nation.

92 requested invitations to attend.

Despite this intense competition, the
general mood of the avionics industry

is not one of discouragement. Changing
technology, which has hurt certain seg-

ments of the aerospace industrv. has
opened attractive opportunities for

• Optical maser (laser), which existed

only in theory three years ago and was

a laboratory curiosity a mere IS months
ago, has opened a market for a variety

of new dev ices and systems for military,

space and civil uses. These range from
the whole new field of radiation weap-
ons (AW Oct. 2 s. p. 19). to the use of

lasers for missile guidance, satellite

tracking, space and terrestrial communi-
cations. welding and medical uses (AW
Jan. 15. p. 92). Because of their com-
parative simplicity today, a host of com-
panies are now engaged in laser research

and development. Hardly a week goes

without a new advance reputed in

laser technology.

• Electric propulsion, for space vehicle

use, opens an entirely new market for

avionics manufacturers, and one which
draws on existing know-how. Rocket
and jet engine manufacturers arc also

in the field. In fact, there arc more
companies engaged in research and de-

velopment on various types of electric

engines than the combined total of jet

and rocket engine producers.

Since the market for electric propul-

sion presently appears to be more lim-

ited than either the rocket or jet engine

fields, heavy attrition in this area can be
expected.
• Microelectronics, in its various forms,

until recently considered an exotic area

of research and development which only

a few companies could afford to sup-

port. today has become a technology

in which nearly all avionics manufac-
turers grossing more than S40 million

a year feel obligated to develop an in-

house capability

This activity has. or threatens to. put

the avionics equipment manufacturer

into direct competition with companies
that formerly were its coinpment sup-

pliers. particularly in the fields of resist-

ors. capacitors and printed circuit

It is not surprising therefore that in-

creasing numbers of the larger compo-
nent manufacturers arc attempting to

move into the microelectronics field.

Because smaller component makers may
not have the capital and/or circuit de-

sign skills needed to support such a

competitive program, many observ-
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USEAMP TERMINYL ' terminals andsp/ices

From the ground control and communica-

tions complexes, to the fastest and high-

est flying aircraft, today's engineers are

faced with the big problem of big wire

terminating and splicing. AMP's line of

TERMINYL* big wire (8 to 4/0 AWG) ter-

minals and splices have been engineered

to provide the highest degree of reliability

for both military and commercial applica-

tions, on the ground and in the air. AMP's
solderless termination technique makes
possible identical and extremely reliable

connections . .
.
possible only thru AMP's

matched tool-to-terminal philosophy of

crimping. A color coded nylon sleeve pro-

vides pre-insulation and long service at

temperatures up to 250°F., plus resist-

ance to ester-based oils. The TERMINYL*
line more than meets MIL-SPEC T-7928.

• Cast insulation, with tapered entry

ramp, for ease of wire insertion and
snug fit over A/N type wire diameters •
Helical tongue design to secure maxi-

mum structural utility at minimum weight

penalty • Step-lok attachment of sleeve

to terminal barrel, to assure proper posi-

tioning of insulation during and after its

assembly to the wire • Splice designs

are available in single to single, single

to multiple and multiple to multiple wire

accommodations.

Write for further information today.AMP
INCORPORATED
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
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• Radar technology, which only a few
years ago appeared to be approaching

the end of the line in terms of per-

formance. has been greatly spurred by
the requirements for fCBM defense
and space surveillance, and by advances

metric amplificrs-by electron icallv

scanned antennas, and by strides in the

power available from transmitting tubes.

Some avionics manufacturers will

soon face critical challenges in space

technology. Sophisticated vehicles with

complex avionic payloads will be
launched in increasing numbers during
the coming 18 months. This includes

prototype commercial communication
satellites, the first of the Army’s Advent
communication satellites, the Nimbus
meteorological satellite and the Air
Force satellite Inspector designed to

rendezvous in orbit.

As boosters become more reliable,

placing an increasing percentage of

space vehicles in intended orbit or tra-

jectory, attention will then center on
how well, and how long, the avionic

payloads function in space.

As the novcltv of space operations

wears thin, there" will be increased criti-

cism when pavloads malfunction, or

stop operating after only a few days or

weeks, particularly when Congress totals

the expense of unsuccessful missions at

NASA budget time. An indication of

what lies ahead can be found in the

current disappointment over the failure

of Ranger 3 to hit the moon, or even

to return usable lunar surface photo-

graphs as it passed by.

Avionics manufacturers generally can

expect that research, development and
pilot production quantities, with their

relatively low profit margins, will be-

come an increasing proportion of total

company business as large-scale produc-

Measure

within
dt

0.0002°/hr.

?
Now possible with

MIDARM
Micro Dynamic Angle

and Rate Monitor

Gyro drift measurement

and inertial system evalu-

ation with MIDARM was

described as "... beyond

the state of the art” by

NASA officials of the George

C. Marshall Space Flight

Center, Huntsville, Alabama.

MIDARM optically meas-

ures angular rates to an

accuracy of 0.0002°/ hr. in

less than four minutes of

time and angular displace-

ment to an accuracy of

0.02 arc sec.

Please write for complete details.

RlSxVKDOW
LABORATORIES. INC.
77 TWELFTH AVENUE . NEWARK 3, N. J.
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WOULD YOU INVEST FOUR CENTS
TO PUT MILLIONS OF DOLLARS WORTH OF

ADDED ENGINEERING KNOW HOW
BEHIND YOUR COMPUTER, APPLIANCE OR
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM DESIGNS

If these are your fields of electronics—
Teflon* insulated wire and cables must be

of prime importance.

Most who know will agree that Brand-Rex
has invested more in engineering talent and
manufacturing facilities to design and pro-

duce Teflon insulated wires and cables than

any other company. Result . . . you have at

your beck and call (a letter will do) a
vast dimension of engineering capability.

It gives you engineering help that backs up
your designs with the wire or cable per-

formance reliability that only unduplicated

experience in Teflon insulation can give you.

In return, you aren’t

even under obligation to

buy from Brand-Rex.

But again, counting on our broad experience,

we think you will. Why?

If the Teflon insulated wire or cable that

meets your requirements is not a standard,

Brand-Rex might well be the only manufac-

turer in the world that could make it for you

economically. If it is a standard, chances are

Brand-Rex can supply it to you fastest, right

from inventory, from whichever of the three

Brand-Rex plants is nearest you. U.L.

approvals and militarjfcspecifications aren’t

SPECIFY

a problem either. Brand-Rex has ^
all applicable U.L. approvals and

w
has geared its line to meet applicable mili-

tary specifications.

Don’t get the idea this is a monopoly situa-

tion ( FTC take note, please)
,
because there

are other people in the business. It’s just that

Brand-Rex has matched its interest in this

type of wire and cable with the biggest invest-

ment. And don’t get the idea, either, that

Brand-Rex will prejudice its insulation

recommendations to you because of this

extensive Teflon capability, cause it isn’t so.

Brand-Rex also insulates with vinyl, poly-

ethylene, neoprene and nylon. With
the depth of the total Brand-Rex
line you can be sure of objectivity!

TURBOTEMP
TEFLON INSULATED WIRE & CABLE

American ENKA Corporation

Vinyl, Tetlon, Neoprene, Nylon, Polyethylene Wire and Cable— Electrical Tubing and Sleeving—Rexolite' Microwave Dielectrics

NEW!”THIS COMPREHENSIVE BROCHURE DESCRIBES
AND CHARTS THE ENTIRE TURBOTEMP LINE -

THE COMPLETE STORY ABOUT HOW THE
» INSULATION ADVANTAGES OF TEFLON CAN

] I DESIGN MORE EFFECTIVELY. I ITDJI FOR YOUR
VV lil 1 Hi COPY TODAY.

plus,
;
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tion dwindles. This will have several

important effects on company opera-

• Demand for engineers and scientists

will increase, perhaps sharply, resulting

in instability in technical staffs. Unless

companies are able to hold onto key

personnel, the penalty for loss and sub-

sequent hiring of and integrating new
technical personnel into the organiza-

tion will be schedule slippage and cost

overruns. This comes at a time when
the Defense Department is taking steps

to crack down on schedule slippage

and overruns and is talking about the

possibility of penalizing delinquent

contractors to the point of excluding

them from bidding on future programs

(AW Feb. 5, p. 26).

• New facilities will be needed, especi-

ally for companies in space technology,

—air-conditioned, super-clcan factory

assembly areas and facilities for simu-

lating space vacuum, solar radiation,

and vibration and shock. At the same
time, companies may find themselves

with a surplus of conventional factory

floor space which, unless put to use or

disposed of. will increase companv over-

head and hurt its competitive position.

Good Technical Management

Defense Secretary Robert S. McNa-
mara. and the Office of the Director of

Defense Research & Engineering, arc

becoming increasingly critical of the

management of research and develop-

ment programs both by the services

and by industry. Famous as it is for its

efficiency in the factory and on the pro-

duction line. U.S. industry has not yet

devised techniques for effective manage-

ment of large technical groups engaged

in research and development, in DOD's
opinion.

In former years, when the R&D tasks

were not so formidable, cost overruns

could be liquidated against subsequent

large-scale production. Today, where
production quantities seldom total more
than a few dozen units and often

fewer and where R&D overruns often

are much larger, costs cannot be re-

covered so easily.

Many of today's weapon and support

systems require hundreds or thousands

of engineers during the development
period. This poses severe liaison and
coordination problems among members
of the team and between the team and
top management. If management at-

tempts to exercise too tight control,

engineers find themselves spending

much of their time writing progress

reports with too little time left to make
progress. If control is loose, the pro-

gram often moves slowly and the effort

is diffused along undesirable tangents.

Even if industry management was
able to devise efficient methods for

directing and controlling the efforts of

large technical teams, its efforts often

ERCO RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.

GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

UNIVERSAL
"TYPE ACCEPTED"gRCQ?

COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTER
FOR COMMUNICATING WITH AIRCRAFT

UNIVERSAL "TYPE CERTIFIED"
• COMMUNICATIONS' ' RECEIVER

This "type-certified" unit features two

rapid plug-in RF converter strips for op-

eration in frequency range 108 to 152 me
or in UHF 225 to 400 me. Excellent for

ground-to-oir communications.

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL BULLETIN 516-RV-RU
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would be largely defeated by present

procurement policies of the govern-

james M, Bridges, director of the

Office of Electronics in the office of the

Director of Defense Research and Engi-

neering, says, "Time after time 1 have

seen teams of engineers, trained in

specialized areas, that were literally out

of a job while a new team was being

assembled and trained in another com-

pany to handle a similar research and

development task.”

Tire result is that engineers often

will leave and follow a new defense

contract to stay in their chosen field

of specialization rather than remain

and work on programs in which they arc

not interested or qualified. But upon
arriving at the new company, the en-

gineers must adjust to their new asso-

and corporate practices, all of which

results in a net loss to the defense effort.

Defense Department officials recently

have taken steps aimed at improving

this situation. If top-level policy direc-

tives are converted into effective action

at the working level, they hold impor-

tant implications for the entire aero-

space industry.

John 11. Rubcl. deputy director of

the Office of Defense Research and En-

gineering, said in a recent memoran-

dum to each of the three service

assistant secretaries for research and
development that new procedures are

needed for soliciting and evaluating

bids.

"The criteria set up for bid evalua-

tion must be carefullv scrutinized and
should be made to include an assess-

ment of present and past contractual

performance as a major selection fac-

tor," Rubel said.

"Companies with little or no prior

experience are often given contracts a
few months before experienced com
panies find themselves running out of

similar work with a trained staff begin

nine to leave because of the situation."

Rubel called on the services to exer-

cize better judgement in the time phas-

ing of their requests for proposals. More
careful analysis of manpower require-

ments for new projects is needed, he
said, to determine the availability of

key manpower resources within com-
panies competing for new business.

Rubcl said that turnover of engineer-

ing personnel in some areas is ridicu-

lously high, partially as a result of exist-

ing procurement selection practices.

Industrial management, he warned,

should know that its chances for future

contracts will suffer if it is not able to

maintain a stable, high-quality tcch-

Both industry and government coin-
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plain of the effort and cost that go into

the preparation of proposals for bidding

on new procurements. On one major

program, the cost of preparing proposals

submitted by all bidders totaled one-

half the total engineering cost of per-

forming the work to be awarded, accord-

ing to Bridges.

But cost figures do not reveal the

extent of the drain on the nation's

technical manpower, because a com-

pany usually assigns its best, most cre-

ative engineers to proposal preparation,

diverting them from more productive

With some justification, industrv

blames the Defense Department for

not establishing uniform rules which
would limit the length and artistry

which companies must put into their

proposals to stay with their competitors.

Defense officials, on the other hand,

criticize industrv' for its lack of self-

restraint and selectivity. In the drive

for diversification, companies often seek

the opportunity to submit a proposal

in a field in which they have little ex-

perience or competence.

Selectivity Attempt

Radio Corp. of America’s Defense
Electronics Products group is one of

several attempting to exercise greater

selectivity, not just to hold down pro-

posal costs, but to concentrate its ener-

gies on more important programs, ac-

cording to Arthur L. Malcamey. execu-

tive vice president. Each division in this

group singles out three major projects

which it believes offer the most signi-

ficant potential for its future growth.
Under the direction of the group's

central marketing department- the com-
pany then seeks to bring to bear all

of its corporate know-how and resources

to win these programs. Within each
of the several divisions, there is an
effort to use greater selectivity in pick-

ing smaller jobs to bid, according to

Malcamey.
If the Defense Department takes

concrete steps to base its contractor

selection more heavily on past per-

formance and demonstrated corporate

capability, much of the commercial
puffing that now goes into proposals

can be eliminated.

In its place, contractors will be asked

to propose technical trade-offs which
will cut development cost and/or time
without seriously affecting over-all

weapon or system performance.

Competence which a contractor

demonstrates in his proposal in sug-

gesting technical trade-offs which have
little effect on the military usefulness

of the weapon or system but a sizable

effect on its development time and/or
cost, is expected to count heavily in

selecting a winning bidder, if current

Defense Department objectives arc car-

ried out on the working level.

Burnell

introduces its new

GLP micro-miniature

solid tantalum

capacitor line

SPECIFICATIONS
• TEMPERATURE RANGE . . . -55“C to 85'C.

(125°C with derating)

• TOLERANCE... -20% +50%. (closer tol-

erance available on special request)

• VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS . . . D.C. voltage

ratings from 1VDC to 30VOC. Maximum oper-

ating voltage at any temperature range of

LIFE TEST*.

,0

.Capable of withstanding a 1000

hour life test at maximum temperature with

rated voltage applied.

Burnell & Company, through its new capac-

itor division GLP ELECTRONICS, has

added a new micro-microminiature dimen-

sion to the solid tantalum capacitor field,

by designing and building the broadest

miniaturized line of capacitors, measuring

only .0650D x .125 Lg. Also available is

GLP’s standard line of aluminum and tan-

talum capacitors, as shown here, in polar

and non polar types with weldable leads

. . . Non-Standards, to your specs . . . avail-

able on request.

IRE SHOW- Space Shrinker Members meet at

Booths No. 2913-2915.

WRITE TODAY FOR LITERATURE
& TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

HELPH *—
electronics, inc.

350 RIVERSIDE AVE. BRISTOL, CONN. SALES

(3x,$nc.
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Government Funded Optical Maser R&D Programs

minion (Oak Rldgo)

Bell Telephone

Sun-powered loser USAF/ASD

Electro- Optical

Harvard University

(Applied Phys. Lob)

(Culver City)

(Culver City)

(Culver City)

(Malibu)

(Malibu)

(Tube Division)

MIT Radiation Labora-

Optical delay lino USAP

Advanced optical USAF/RADC

Infrared laser USAF/ASD

(Semiconductor)

Coherent optical USAF/RADC

Materials for loser USAF/ASD

Range finder feasi-

bility study

feasibility

High PRF laser

Station (Chino Lake)

Space track lasers Navy

Nuclear Radiation Pumping techniques USAF/RAOC II

techniques

Raytheon Gas lasers

Sperry Gyroscope Modulator

Stanford

BuWeps

USAF/ASD 2!

USAF/RADC 1

University of Californio I

Theoretical study

(Project Michigan) finders and CW

Western Electric

Loser materials USAF/ASD

Optical maser USASRDL

Research in CW USASRDL )7S,0(

in initial $95,000 award.

million,

tf Bids for
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INFRARED MASER experiment, conducted at Electro-Optical Systems. Ine., seeks to determine line widths of emission from semicon-

ductors (left). Early pulsed optical maser (right) developed at Hughes Aircraft Co. consists of a single crystal ruby rod surrounded

by helical lamp which pumps energy into rod. Scores of avionics companies, many under government contracts, arc conducting research

in optical masers in anticipation of a multitude of possible aerospace applications.

Government Funds Boost Laser Research
By Bam' Miller

Optical masers arc emerging as the prime target of an unexpectedly large

number of government-funded research and development programs, princi-

pally because of the enormous potential these new sources of electromagnetic

radiation offer for aerospace applications.

More than 75 active government-supported research and development

programs in optical masers (lasers), associated techniques, systems and circuit

considerations, are being supported, primarily by the Air Force, Army and
Advanced Research Projects Agency. Many more arc on the horizon. One
eastern avionics company alone was invited to bid on nine separate optical

maser programs in a single one-week period last month.
If research now under way or con- lion; other programs in negotiation now

tcinplated this year progresses as scien- or for which bids have been requested
‘ anticipate and the military hopes, will match or surpass this figun

this fledgling technology may blossom
as the microwave field did beginning in

World War II. The pace at which the

field is advancing, and the acceleration

of military' financing of it. surprises even

its more optimistic adherents.

Rising Volume

Estimates of the dollar volume of cur-

rent optical maser R&D efforts must
be revised upwards periodically in the

light of an outpouring of new programs
from almost every military procurement
agency. An accompanying list of over

5(1 current programs, mostly at or below
the SI 00,000 level, totals over 55 mil-

be added a sizable volume
charged to other military programs and
vast efforts supported by the aerospace

industry.

The reasons for this mounting in-

terest and investment are several. The
optical maser provides, for the first

time, a source of coherent controllable

electromagnetic radiation in the optical

region—a portion of the spectrum

roughly four or five decades above the

high end of the microwave frequency
region. This opens a new electromag-

netic area for active avionic systems.

Outputs of the optical maser are nar-

row band in spectral width-coherent—

and have an inherently large informa-

tion capacity because of the high fre-

S
jency. The beams are theoretically

most parallel. The amounts of output

arc potentially large, making possible

optical communications over huge dis-

tances. The collimation of the outputs

permits focusing of the beam to give

extremely high power densities, suffi-

ciently large with early devices to

vaporize metals in laboratory' experi-

"Fundamentally, there is no limit to

the power which can be obtained from
the optical maser,” Dr. Charles II.

Townes, co-author of the optical maser
concept, said last summer at the Air

Force/ Aerospace Corp. Symposium on
Ballistic Missile and Aerospace Tech-
nology. The limit, he pointed out, is a

matter of engineering and heat dissipa-

tion. Yet this limitation is slowly being

overcome and peak output powers are

sharply rising.

A Hughes pulsed optical maser

generated a peak power of roughly 10

kw. in the summer of 1960. Townes, a

year later, cited 20 or more kilowatts

peak power available from ruby devices.

Scientists at the Hughes Malibu Labora-

tories have demonstrated the possibility

of generating tens of megawatts, a com-
pany engineer reported at a recent
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FOR .

WIDE
VARIETY

OF
AEROSPACE
CABLES.

ASI

PACKARD ELECTRIC

Along with all the other kinds we make, aerospace

cable is really big with Packard Electric. For aircraft,

missiles, electronics, you can choose what you need

Iroin a wide range of types. Sizes front small to medium

to large. Single or multiple conductor. All kinds of

combinations of construction — including insulations,

colors, shieldings, jackets.

And every one designed to withstand extremes of

heat, cold, abrasion and moisture — according to your

own particular requirements.

Packard aerospace cable has a first-class reputation

for reliability, too, the result of our completely inte-

grated production and exacting quality control.

For aerospace cable, it's a good idea to ask Packard

Electric — first. Branch offices located in Detroit and

Los Angeles make it very easy to do.

Packard Electric

technical meeting, t oday peak power

outputs from pulsed devices have

climbed to 14 megawatts. This power

level, from what may still be regarded

as relatively primitive devices, is ex-

tremely attractive for radar, perhaps for

pulse position modulation coinmunica-

Sensing Significance

The Air Force can take credit for

sensing early the significance of optical

maser developments and for vigorously

encouraging and pressing necessary

R&D. USAF technical people recog-

nized the feasibility of active optical

systems in space where they would be

free of the attenuating and scattering

effects of the earth's atmosphere. Semi-

active guidance, communications, navi-

gation, surveillance and reconnaissance

systems are all possible applications.

For surveillance radar and beam rid-

ing guidance systems, the optical maser

may offer unusually high angular resolu-

tion. For communications, it is attrac-

tive because of highly favorable

combinations of bandwidth, range and

power requirements. The extremely

narrow beams provide an inherent com-
munications security, almost invulner-

able to jamming. The high energy

densities suggest several applications

ranging from machining or welding to

radiation weapons.

The principal Air Force and Army
agencies directing optical maser R&D
include Aeronautical Systems Division,

with active participation of several of

its laboratories, Rome Air Development
Center and the Signal Corps.

All three services are investigating

through a number of industry programs

the possibilities of optical maser radia-

tion weapons. These might use the

high-energy density concentrated in the

maser’s narrow beam to vaporize metals

at appreciable ranges. If proved feasible

and practical, these might prove to be
tactical or space weapons or a technique
of knocking out ballistic missiles.

Radiation Studies

To explore these possibihtes, the Air

Force, through ASD and RADC initi-

ated at least five studies and reoriented

other (AW Feb. 12, p. 2": Oct. 2s, p.

19). The Army began a large multi-com-

pany investigation and its Frankfort

Arsenal has asked for development of

a small hand radiation device. Navy's

Bureau of Ships reportedly will start

its own study shortly.

An indication of the breadth of serv-

ice funded programs in optical masers

and related topics as well as ultimate

applications suggested by them may be
inferred from the following examples of

programs now on bid or under evalua-

tion:

• Infrared maser research—Two pro-

grams in infrared maser research, one

WIDE RANGE
SERVO ANALYZER

PROVED IN LATEST SPACE PROBE
AND SATELLITE CHECK-OUT SYSTEMS
MODULATION RATES .005 to 1,000 cps in 5 ranges are provided
in sinusoidal, step or ramp functions either directly or in suppressed

MODULATION FREQUENCY ACCURACY
CARRIER FREQUENCY RANGE
SIGNAL ATTENUATION
PHASE MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

2% readings are possible
50 to 10,000 cps
0 to 99 db in 0.1 db steps
2%

The Temco all-electronic servo analyzer* covers the dynamic range
of most servo systems without the use of troublesome mechanical
multipliers. Models are available with modulated or demodulated
phase reference in rack or bench designs for military, laboratory

or industrial applications. For details on Temco's complete line of

servo analyzers, write P. O. Box 6118, Dallas 22. Texas.

irtMM®® ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OP TEMCO ELECTRONICS AND MISSILES CO.
L.irs/<s--r^MGo - vouswr. / a/c

* Originally developed by Vought Electronics—now part of the newly expanded Temco
Electronics division.
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Never before has there been an a-c power source as flexible as the

Behlman-lnvar 161A Invertron. The unit features a wide variety of separate

plug-in oscillators in both fixed and variable frequencies from 45 to 5000

cps. Finally, the electronic industry’s need for a low-cost, general purpose

a-c power supply has been realized.

The 161A is so flexible, in fact, that three of the units can be stacked. The

three outputs can then be connected in a Y configuration, employing a

3-phase plug-in oscillator, to give 3-phase output at approximately

500 volt amperes.

The 161A is available either rack mounted or for bench use, and is only

514 inches high, 17 inches wide and 16 inches deep. Additional features

include: extended frequency capability, excellent short term voltage ampli-

tude stability and zero response time. The price is only $420.00 f.o.b. Santa

Monica, California. Prices on a variety of plug-in oscillators are available

on request.

Behlman-lnvar also manufactures a broad line of both a-c and d-c laboratory

power supplies as well as modular power supplies for rack mounting.

Modules may be operated in series or in parallel for maximum output and

flexibility of operation.

BEHLMAN-INVAR ELECTRONICS CORP. •

1723 CLOVERFIELD BOULEVARD • SANTA MONICA, 1 CALIFORNIA

theoretical, the other applied, will start

when the Army Engineers, Ft. Belvoir,

Va., complete an evaluation of proposals

recently solicited from industry.

• Satellite tracking-Contract to develop
an optical maser transmitter to be used
with a 48-ni. telescope and auxiliary

equipment to track earth-orbital satel-

lites from a mountain peak in southern

New Mexico will be awarded soon by

Aeronautical Systems Division (AW
Jan. 15, p. 95).'

• Modulators, modulation/demodula-
tion techniques—Army and Air Force
are intensifying investigations of suit-

able modulation and detection schemes
without which communications or

radar potentialities of optical masers

cannot be exploited fully. Aeronautical

Systems will soon launch a program
seeking an optical modulator with high

information capability, suitable for use

both with coherent and quasicohcreiit

light sources and capable of transmitting

at least 25% of light emitted by a

source. Signal Corps is awarding a con-

tract for a solid-state detector de-

modulator for optical maser communica-
tions systems.
• Machining, welding—Sources to de-

velop optical maser equipment and
techniques for such application were
solicited late last year 1: Ur tel
Systems. Scientists working on these

devices frequently refer to the "Gillette''

power of a maser—the number of

stacked razor blades through which a

laboratory optical maser can burn holes.

• Radiation weapon investigation—

A

phased-arrav optical maser radiation

weapon, in which the outputs of mul-
tiple optical masers would be combined
to increase available output power, will

be studied under a S 500,000 contract

Aeronautical Systems Division plans to

award soon.
• High-intensity pumps—A contractor

will he selected soon bv Aeronautical

Systems to conduct R&D in high-in-

tensity pump sources, as the search for

more efficient, better quality techniques

of exciting optical masers continues.

• Optical maser crystals—A program to

investigate techniques for producing

aluminum oxide, calcium fluoride and
other crystalline/ non-crystalline mate-

rials suitable for optical maser applica-

tions will be started bv the Arms' Signal

Corps (AW Feb. 5, p. 251.

• Millimeter wave masers—Success with

optical masers has stimulated a renewed

interest in coherent sources for the

millimeter wave region, which is sand-

wiched between the microwave and

optical regions. Army Signal Supply

Agency recently asked foi proposals for

a packaged millimeter wave maser am-
plifier. Aeronautical Systems is seeking

development of masers supplying con-

tinuous wave outputs above 100 gc.

• Basic studies—Proposals for a Si -mil-

lion four-part optical maser research and
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Dress rehearsal: re-entry from a space mission

Avco’s new Space Sciences Laboratory integrates simu-

lation studies of re-entry conditions associated with lunar

and interplanetary missions. Facilities, including Avco's

Super-Orbital Vehicle Re-entry Simulator (above), gather

new data in such areas as heat transfer at supersatellite

speeds, optical radiation from flow fields around vehicles,

electromagnetic propagation through the plasma sheath,

surface interactions between vehicle and atmospheric

fringe, and high-temperature materials. Planned additions

will give information on re-entry conditions in the atmos-

pheres of Mars and Venus. Data, supported by Avco’s ad-

vanced capability in systems analysis, design and devel-

opment, will help provide reliable performance predic-

tions in these critical areas.

Avco/rad



Why so many?

We admit it.

Amphenol, more than any other

connector manufacturer, accepts re-

sponsibility for confronting you with

a seemingly endless selection of rack

and panel connectors.

There's a good reason.

For some uses, a ten-contact con-

nector the size of an Idaho potato will

do just fine. In others, ten connections

must be squeezed into a space no

bigger than a jelly bean. Still other ap-

plications have unique requirements

that relate to environment or mating

force—even the technical skill of the

operator.

We make a lot of different rack and

panel connectors because it takes a

lot to satisfy the wide range of appli-

cations.

For example: the Amphenol Blue

Ribbon® rack and panel connector

is widely used in "blind" mating ap-

plications. Part of Blue Ribbons’ pop-

ularity is due to the fact that they

mate with a smooth and gradual

wedge-like force. Because they mate

so smoothly, the "feeling" of correct

alignment is unmistakable.

Another advantage of the Blue

Ribbon design is the wiping action

that occurs as connectors mate. Each

time Blue Ribbons are mated, contact

surfaces are wiped clean. Combine

wiping action with high mated contact

pressure, and the result is an extreme-

ly low-resistance connection.

THINKING SMALL?

As fine a connector as we know the

Blue Ribbon is— it's just not right for

the real tiny stuff. Thus, as miniaturized

electronic equipment became popular.

Amphenol engineers developed the

Micro Ribbon®—a rack and panel

connector utilizing the ribbon contact

principle, but in as little as one-half the

space. Further development produced

a circular Blue Ribbon connector

which crammed 50 contacts into a

diameter just under 3 inches.

Also, there's the question of termi-

nating rack and panel connectors.

Often, confined quarters or complex

wired harnesses can tax the dexterity

of even the most skilled worker

To solve this problem, Amphenol

engineers developed rack and panel

connectors with Poke-Home® con-

tacts. Poke-Home contacts make it

possible to terminate conductors inde-

pendent of the connector. Contacts are

crimped, soldered, or even welded to

conductors, then inserted into the con-

nector. Besides simplifying assembly,

Poke-Home contacts can be easily re-

moved after assembly should circuit

changes or repairs later become neces-

sary. Needless to say. Amphenol rack

and panel connectors with Poke-Home

contacts (Min-Rac 17®, 93 and 94

Series, for example) are popular items

with engineers who are forced to think

small, spacewise.

BEATING THE ELEMENTS

There's a need for environmentally

resistant rack and panel connectors,

too. High performance aircraft, missiles

and space craft led to the development

of Amphenol 126 and 217 Series en-

vironmentally sealed rack and panel

connectors. (The 217 offers die added

feature of Poke-Home contacts.) Other

Amphenol rack and panel connectors

can accommodate coaxial connectors:

many can be supplied with hermeti-

cally sealed contacts.There are rack-to-

cable connectors available in every

series. There are super-economy types

and super-reliable types.

So. when you have a rack and

panel connector problem, contact an

Amphenol Sales Engineer (or an au-

thorized Amphenol Industrial Distrib-

utor). With the broadest line of rack

and panels in the industry—if he can't

solve it, no one can. If you prefer,

write directly to Dick Hall, Vice Presi-

dent, Marketing, Amphenol Connector

Division, 1830 South 54th Avenue,

Chicago 50, Illinois.

poge ore: 1-Min-Roc 17 with (o) crimp-type

contacts and (b) solder-lype contacts 2-94

Series 3-Micro-Ribbon 4-126 Series

Rectangular 5—93 Series 6—Blue Ribbon

with [a) barrier polarization, (b) pin polari-

zation and (c) keyed shell and barrier polar-

izotion 7—126 Series "CNI" 8—126Series

Hexagonal 9—Circular Blue Ribbon

(CfllJii™ Connector Divisionj Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation
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systems. One idea is to locate possible

distinctive signatures on optical maser

pulses which would lend themselves to

correlation processing techniques. GE
is trying to find out whether the target

of au optical maser radar may distinc-

tively affect the returned echo so that

additional information can he deduced

from it. Both arc looking at the effects

of target material, texture and or angle

of incidence.

Lenkurt Electric, affiliated with Gen-

eral Telephone, has looked into multi-

plexing techniques, and presumably

Bell Telephone Laboratories has, too.

This could be the key to exploiting the

large information capacity of optical

masers. Bell Labs and ITT, among
others, arc exploring harmonic genera-

tion with optical masers. Hughes is

conducting studies of variable pulse

repetition frequencies. It has obtained

two 0.1 microsecond pulses with inter-

pulse spacing variable from 50 to 100
microseconds.

Much current research and develop-

ment hirlkcs on materials, their prepa-

ration andi in -the case of most solids,

crystal growth. Speaking before the

National Winter Convention on Mili-

tary Electronics, Dr. Theodore Maiman.
vice president of Quantatron, indicated

reasons for this. Known optical maser
materials cover a narrow portion of the

optical spectrum—from the red in the

visible region, 0.69 microns of ruby,

to infrared, 2.6S microns for a helium-

neon gaseous system. Shorter wave-

development program to explore mate-

rials, pump sources, crystal growth and
device configurations arc under evalua-

tion at Aeronautical Systems. Contract

may go to one or more companies since

bidders were allowed to bid one or more

g a driver to an amplifier,

was developed bv Electro-Optical Sys-

tems tinder Rome Air Development
Center contract. Electro-Optical

''

looking into pi

PRECISION SWITCHING SYSTEMS
WITH

BUILT-IN RELIABILITY
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new developments in structural damping-

Structural damping has leaped into the forefront of the effort to solve problems

introduced by severe vibration/shock/noise environments. Its major advan-

tage: positive control of resonant structural response. Its result: higher reli-

ability. What’s new in this field? Printed circuit boards with integral damping

—a vital development for high-density electronic packaging. Resonant response

is sharply reduced, increasing reliability and design freedom. There is other

progress. Highly damped mounting systems for low-vibration tolerance units.

Damped gimbal rings for gyros. Acoustic shields for noise-sensitive equipment.

Damped honeycomb panels. Modular damping compounds. Advanced materials

for specialized damping requirements. Use of surface treatment and constrained

layer techniques.* Lord capabilities are not limited to structural damping. In

all areas of vibration/shock/noise control, you can expect more from Lord.

Contact: Lord Manufacturing Company, Erie, Pa. Field Engineering Offices in

principal cities. In Canada: Railway & Power Engineering Corp., Ltd.

• AVIONICS

and raise devicelength devices. 2.500 to 5.500 ang-

stroms, are desired to correspond with

the peak sensitivity of phototubes,

which are likely to be the principal de-

tectors in receivers. Shorter wavelength

optical masers might bring maser visible-

light to the peak of the eye’s response,

thereby bringing about a gain bv a fac-

tor of' 200. This might be useful for

devices like auto-collimators for which

optical masers arc heing adapted by

companies like Chrvslcr (AW Jan. 29.

p. 58).

Better, wider range continuous wave

materials that require less intensity from

a power source are also needed. CW
devices at shorter wavelengths would

lessen power requirements as a result

of line sharpening at shorter wave-

lengths.

Crystals of higher quality, that arc-

strain free with no inhomogeneities

could appreciably improve maser op-

eration. An optically perfect ruby,

Maiman says, might enable a maser to

produce 10 times the output power and

cut beam angle by a factor of 10.

Materials Search

A search for new materials is not re-

stricted to solids, or solids thus far

operated in masers. Several companies

are studying the possibility of optical

masers using electron injection in semi-

conductors, a technique analogous to

the successful use of electron excitation

in a gaseous discharge. It could cut

power requirements

efficiency.

A few organizations, Maiman noted,

his own company among them, are in-

vestigating liquid optical masers. At

least one organization. Space Technol-

ogy Laboratories, has a contract to study

them.

The relative merits of the three

media, as cited by Maiman. are:

• Gases—Superior for frequency stabil-

ity and monochromaticity, gases have

low efficiency, less than 0.1%, because

of energy wasted in excitation of mul-

tiple energy levels during discharge.

• Solids—In principle, the solid system

is more efficient than the gaseous, with

the possibility that a perfect ruby might

yield 3-10% efficiency. The solid dis-

plays a fair sized temperature depend-

• Liquids—Arbitrarily large cells can be

realized with liquids, thereby relieving

the burden imposed on growing large

crystals for solid devices. The liquid

would be strain free and homogeneous

at inception, although thcnnal gradients

yvould develop in time and introduce ap-

parent strains. Fluorescent line widths

are broader than in solids, which may-

make more difficult the operation of a

liquid device. The liquid can be re-

circulated. being in effect its own cool-

ant, but turbulence may be introduced.

Eventually, Maiman suggests, all

three types—not the first two alone-

wili be operating and satisfying comple-

RADAR SITE on Kwajalein atoll for Nike Zcus-Atlas warhead interception tests is shown

in aerial photo. Installations (AW Feb. 26, p. 8-t) include support landing strip (left to

right across top), acquisition radar receiver (white dome in center), and beam-forming fence

for transmitter (shown half completed at right center). Fence has now been extended to

complete 360 deg. coverage.
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"There shall be wings!" said da Vinci. "If the accon

men! be not for me, 'tis for some other. The spirit <

lie; and man, who shall know all and shall have

shall indeed be as a god.” Leonardo's originality is e

in the many sketches and plans for both flying n

and parachutes in his notebooks. Though he was never

satisfied with his designs and died before he could bring

his work to fruition, his sketchbooks indicate a thorough

study of the mechanics of bird flight and his attempts at

simulating it. The remarkable da Vinci even designed a

helicopter, which indicates that his grasp of aerodynamics

extended well beyond bird simulation to concepts of flight

we employ today.

The facsimile page presented herewith is from his original

book of sketches and observations. Flying Machine models,

constructed in exact accordance with Leonardo da Vinci's

specifications, are on exhibition in the National Museum.

LEONARDO'S FLYING MACHINE DESIGN—1490

ORIGINAL

years ago, it has established an enviable growth curve,

and is being specified on more designs every day. The
original space-saving square shape, plus the high reliability

that results from our wire-in-the-groove resistance element

winding technique (another original) sets the Squaretrim in a

class by itself. Further, we offer immediate delivery and the

widest selection of standard models. Send for catalog.

THE SQUARETRIM® SUBMINIATURE POTENTIOMETER

DAYSTROM , INCORPORATED

‘^POTENTIOMETER DIVISION
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TYPICAL OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

RAY

New permanent magnet concept makes possible half

wavelength mounting of transmitter tubes

Raytheon now has an advanced Amplitron, TWT and ferrite

circulator for modular mounting in a permanent magnet

lattice. The new assembly provides excellent efficiency, band-

width and gain over a wide range of power output levels.

The TWT-circulator-Amplitron assemblies are expressly

designed for minimum noise and uniformity of phase and

gain characteristics from unit to unit. To provide greater

operating flexibility, the TWT employs a modulating anode

and isolated collector.

Raytheon can offer the new combination at low cost and in

large quantities. Write today for complete technical details.

Address Raytheon Company, Microwave and Power Tube

Division, Waltham 54, Massachusetts.

H E O N CO M PAN Y

MICROWAVE AND POWER TUBE DIVISION

See us at the IRE Shoiv—Booth 2611-2612
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Top standards of performance and reliability

were demanded of the vital components teamed for this

record-smashing powered flight.

With key bearings located both in the

Avco/Lycoming engine and in the kaman transmission,

Rollwav is proud to have participated

in this outstanding performance.

When you need a bearing with reliability plus

in a critical location, you are invited to take a

critical look at Rollwav Air-Ral Bearings. Rollwav
Bearing Co., Inc., P. O. Box 1397, Syracuse 1. N. V.

ROLLiunr

BEARINGS
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riHUWH—

VERTOL HC-1B CHINOOK

MilitarySparks HelicopterGrowthRevival
By David A. Anderton

New military orders of four helicopters will set the pace for rotary-wing

aircraft development during the coming year.

Two of these orders will buy development on new types: a light and a

heavy helicopter for the U. S. Marine Corps.

Two more will purchase off-the-shelf types for two U. S. Air Force missions:

missile site support, and support of offshore Texas Towers.

-ontinuing development and pro-

duction for nine other helicopters for all

the military services will provide the

broad base on which the industry hopes
to build its future.

Biggest support for the helicopter

manufacturers traditionally comes from
the military sen-ices, which undenvritc
the major portion of research and de-

velopment in the rotary-wing field, and
then buy the production results of that

work. Thousands of helicopters on the

sen-ices’ rosters daily perform dozens
of tasks. They carry the President of

the United States. They move counter-

force guerillas against the Communists
in the jungles and clearings of Viet
Nam. They fight fires in wrecked
crashed aircraft and rescue the occu-

pants. They evacuate the personnel of

a Texas Tower in the face of storm
warnings.

But. paradoxically, if a manufacturer

wants to get high-timc

his helicopters, he has to go to a civilian

operator. The military just doesn't

get much utilization out of any of its

aircraft; fixed-wing or rotary-wing, if

they get an average of three hours per

day, they are considered well-used.

In contrast, consider Chicago Heli-

copter Airways, an operation which is

expected to top the combined total

of scheduled flights by New York Air-

ways, Los Angeles Airways, and Sabcna
Belgian World Airways early this year.

CHA will schedule 165 flights a day

for its fleet of seven Sikorsky S-58s and
four Bell 47Gs, over a network that

covers the airports and a couple of

suburbs of Chicago. This works out

to daily utilizations approaching 10 hr.

per helicopter.

This is one of the biggest contrasts

in the helicopter field today: the sen-

ices have lots of helicopters, but don't

work them very hard; the commercial

operators have only a few, but work
them to the limit.

That contrast shows no signs of

changing during the coming years.

Only seven helicopters are to be deliv-

ered to the scheduled airlines this year.

The military sen-ices will buy several

hundred units of about 10 different

types, and will sponsor development of

perhaps a half-dozen more, to say

nothing of the major effort going into

the helicopter’s close relative, the

V/STOL aircraft.

Military Buying

The defense budget for Fiscal Year
1963 calls for major expenditures for a

large variety of helicopters for all of

the sen-ices. No comprehensive total

is available for either the numbers or

the dollars being spent in these procure-

ments; following traditional practices,

some of the services specif)- numbers,
some dollars, some neither, some both.

Navy lumps its helicopters in with air-

craft purchases, somewhat in the style

of Army Ordnance practice a few years

back which grouped guided missiles

with small caliber bullets, artillery

shells and other ammunition.
The Air Force, which has lagged the
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other services in its use and support of

the helicopter, has requested funds

this coming year to buy two different

types. One of them will be primarily

for support at missile sites; the other

will be for support of the offshore Texas

Towers. Because of the varied load re-

quirements, the former job probably will

be done by two helicopters, one a

single-turbine, and the other a twin-

turbine type. But the over-the-water

Texas Tower support aircraft will neces-

sarily be a twin-turbine type.

Prime contenders for the first order,

or parts of it, are Boeing-Yertol, Kaman
and Sikorsky. Either the Bocing-Vertol

107 or the Sikorsky S-61 design is ex-

pected to get the nod for the offshore

Air Force continues to buy Kaman
II-45B turbine-powered helicopters for

Military Air Transport Service's Air

Rescue' Service which was given the

mission of all air rescue, including that

at air bases. MATS operates a variety

of helicopters to do this task presently

and will buy additional H-45Bs to in-

crease its capability in the air base opera-

U.S. Annv is probably the biggest

supporter and purchaser anvwhere of

rotary-wing aircraft. Its battlefield-sup-

port air strength is about evenly divided

between helicopters and fixed-wing air-

craft. Current numbers of active heli-

copters in the Armv inventory approx-

imate 2,800. with the total for

fixed-wing aircraft just above that level.

Budget Request

Army’s budget request for 1965 in-

cludes SI 50 million to buy Bell IIU-1B

Iroquois battlefield helicopters plus

Boeing-Vcrtol HC-1B Chinook heavy

assault helicopters. In addition. Army
is requesting an unspecified amount to

purchase Bell 11-15 Sioux and Hiller

H-25 Raven light helicopters to fill the

gap until the light observation helicop-

ter (LOH) enters service in 1965.

Biggest of all helicopter contracts

looming in the future, the LOH pro-

gram could result in the purchase of

several thousand helicopters; as many

NEW YORK AIRWAYS' Vertol 107 is shown flying with United Nation

as 4,500 have been mentioned by Army
sources. Flung open to industry in a

competition to design a cheap, light,

simple vehicle for working at field

levels with the troops, the LOH con-

cept stirred one of the biggest reactions

yet observed to a request for a proposal.

Faery helicopter company submitted

designs, and they were joined by some

manufacturers traditionally in the fixed-

wing field. After much delay and sus-

pense. Armv awarded a double con-

tract for development of a test quantitv

to Bell and Hiller. Later, Hughes was

made an equal partner in the program’s

first phases. Under present plans, each

of the three companies will design and

build five (light vehicles for Armv eval-

uation.

Tire three competing designs—Bell

D-256 (Annv designation 110-4). Hil-

ler Model linn (110-51 and Hughes
Model 569 (110-61—arc powered by

single Allison T65 turboshaft engines

rated at 256 slip. Specifications re-

quired a four-place design with a speed

capability of 116 kt.

There is some feeling in the industry

that Armv will not be able to choose

a single contractor for such an enor-

mous order as now planned. There is

belief that the order will be split, pos-

sibly three wavs, with pieces going to

the three finalists. There is also the

possibility that Army may not get money
for the full program, and that produce

tion may never get above several hun-

Helicopters at Sea

Navy operates two types of helicop-

ters: general utility and anti-submarine.

The former type docs what the name
implies; it ferries admirals to and from

their flagships, flies plane guard mis-

sions during carrier aircraft launchings

and retrievals, and transports critical

cargo items. Its job is to work within

the fleet, doing anything anybody can

think of. The anti-submarine helicop-

ter, on the other hand, has one specific

job only: to listen for. recognize, locate

and attack enemy submarines.

For Fiscal 1965, Navy has requested

funds to buy additional Kaman HU2K-1
Seasprite utility helicopters and Sikor-

sky HSS-2 Scadragon ASW aircraft.

Both these helicopters are currently in

volume production, with fleet deliveries

of both types scheduled this year.

Navv is also the contracting officer

for the Marine Corps, a pioneer in the

use of the helicopter and in the con-

cepts of its operations. Marines arc

building their future vertical envelop-

ment force around three types of rotary-

wing aircraft, called simply the new
light, new medium and new heavy heli-

copters. The new light helicopter, which

used to be called the ASH design, is

intended to carry a squad of fully

equipped Marines into battle. Tire new

medium helicopter, which is the Boeing-

Vcrtol HRB-1. is intended to carry

larger numbers of troops or lighter and
more mobile weapons and equipment.

The new heavy design, carrying the cur-

rent designation IIRX-(H), will carry

the weapons for support of the Marines
after the initial assault area has been

Marines will operate this mixed heli-

copter force off two types of vessels.

First of these is a group of eight LPIIs.

four being converted from CVS air-

craft carriers and four being built new.
Two of the latter—the Iwo Jima and
the Okinawa—are well along in construc-

tion. These helicopter carriers will trans-

port the battalion landing teams to

battle areas.

The Marines' heavy equipment and
weapons will be lifted in from a group
of six LPDs, converted LSDs (Landing
Ship, Dock) which were built like float-

ing diydocks to transport landing craft.

The dock area will be covered with a

platform to be used for helicopter

operations.

Commercial Operators

Scheduled helicopter airline opera-

tions are expected to expand during the

coming year, but the question of sub-

sidy looms as the biggest problegi facing

the handful of operators. Subsidy mav
decide whether or not an airline is able

to serve additional stops in the route

networks around metropolitan centers,

Tire key factor in determination of

subsidy generally is the operating cost;

these costs can’t be determined for the

new generation of helicopters with any
accuracy until they have been in serv-

ice for a considerable time. The oper-

ators can’t run up time on helicopters

until they have enough of them in serv-

ice over enough routes to get significant

data. And they can’t finance enough
helicopters or serve enough stops unless

they can show the economic solidity of

their own operations. So the circle

goes, and helicopter manufacturers

everywhere are hoping that somebody
somehow will be able to break into the

cycle.

Cost Prediction

Manufacturers are frank to admit
that the only kind of costs they can
predict with any certainty are direct

operating costs. Indirect costs vary from
airline to airline and are dependent on
a number of intangible factors.

Consequently, the expected future

growth of the scheduled helicopter air-

lines hangs on too many uncertain

hooks now to make predictions of that

growth anything but wild guesses. About
the only certainty is that the growth

will come, because the helicopter is the
only aircraft that now shows any prom-
ise of meeting the requirements of

short-range, high-density traffic between
cities, or between metropolitan centers

and the distant jet airports that serve

Even with all the uses of the

helicopter in industry, in charter for

work or sightseeing, and as executive

transports, there are less than 1,006

active registered helicopters in the
United States today. Total of regis-

tered helicopters in the U. S. last year

was 1.081; of these. 651 were active and

450 inactive. The buildup of helicopter

strength has been very slow; it approxi-

mates 200 a year now. and five years

ago was about 100 per year.

Total amount of business done with

these commercial and executive heli-

copters has been estimated at S50 mil-

lion per year. Number of operators in

the U. S. and Canada grew from 195
in 1960 to 265 last year.

Availability of the second-generation

gas turbine for helicopter power has

triggered a series of investigations to

take full advantage of the improved
power-weight ratios of the engines.

Fundamentally, the helicopter is not a

speed demon: the unofficial speed rec-

ord currently stands at just over 206
mph. The Sikorsky HSS-2 that set the

mark is one example of the marriage of

second-generation engine and airframe,

and as such, points the way toward

accomplishment of this speed as routine

for cruising operations.

Next Target

Most helicopter engineers are agreed

that the next target is a 200-kt. cruise-

speed. The power is available, and the

only thing remaining is to clean up the
detail design of the helicopter so that

its aerodynamic characteristics will be as

modern as its powcrplant.

Helicopters have been defined as
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THE EXTRAORDINARY

WATER CAPABILITY

OF THE BOEING-VERTOL 107
In the 107 helicopter, water landing capability

has been achieved without special flotation

equipment or the weight or drag penalties of

floats or boat hull. Its design combines a

sealed-in-production fuselagewith short "fuel

stubs” on either side. These, in addition to

housing the fuel tanks and landing gear sup-

port structure, provide lateral stability.

The Boeing-Vertol Model 107 prototype has

proved its water capability in more than 1500

nautical tests, some of which have subjected

it to Sea State 3 (waves up to five feet high).

Its water taxiing characteristics are excellent;

low-visibility and night landings are mere
routine. The rear rotor is elevated to permit

descent and landing in a nose-up flared atti-

tude of as much as 30 degrees with no change

in fuselage attitude before touchdown.

The 155 miles-per-hour 107 is not only slated

for inter-airport service in the New York met-

ropolitan area but has been ordered by the

U.S. Marine Corps, Royal Canadian Air Force,

Royal Swedish Navy and Air Force, and the

Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force.

• HELICOPTERS

stall-proof aircraft. This is not quite

true, because as helicopter speeds in-

crease, the retreating blade gets peril-

ously close to the stall. At the same
time, the advancing blade is working

closer to the compressibility /.one, and

that combination spells trouble. One
way to eliminate that trouble is to reduce

the operating lift coefficients around the

cycle of the whirling blades; that means
that the blade loading must decrease.

This is done by increasing the number
of blades, or the chord of the blades or

both. This increased solidity means that

the balance between stall and compres-

sibility can be delayed to higher forward
speeds. That’s why, incidentally, a

lightly loaded helicopter can fly faster

than a heavily loaded one.

Helicopters are also high-drag air-

craft. With a bulbous front so necessary

for visibility and the collection of hard-

ware on top of the rotor mast, it is no
wonder that the machine has a built-in

headwind. This kind of aerodynamic
design never would be tolerated in a

fixed-wing aircraft.

It has been tolerated in helicopters

because until recently, none of them
ever went fast enough to worry too

much about the drag. The important

thing was to get vertical lift, and drag

was of no matter whatsoever.

But now, with helicopter cruise

speeds beginning to crowd those of the

Douglas DC-3, the manufacturers and
the operators have realized that their

vehicles ought to be at least as clean

as that venerable transport. This means

that considerable amounts of money
and wind tunnel time arc going toward

drag cleanup of the helicopter fuselage,

particularly in the high-drag region

around the pylon and rotor hub. This

can be seen in visual comparisons be-

tween the current gas-turbine crop-

107, S-61 and HU2K-l-compared with

their immediate predecessors. The odd
shapes of the fairings at the pylons show
the detailed aerodynamic study that

went into the refinement of the shape.

Another way of decreasing the lift

coefficient on the rotor is to unload the

rotor, which means that some of the

gross weight of the helicopter is carried

bv a fixed wing. The Fairey Rotodvne
and some versions of the Russian Mi-6
show this. There is considerable dif-

ference of opinion on the value of the

unloaded rotor among the engineers

who work on advanced design. Y’crtol

had an Army research contract to study

the effects of adding wings and extra

propulsion to the Model 107 and the

Chinook. The study results showed
that there was a considerable improve-

ment in performance, particularly in

highspeed flight, and that there was a

major increase in gross weight empty
charged to the wing weight and the

weight of the propellers used for extra

propulsion. Current thinking generally

is that for the short-range problem,

there are not enough advantages in the

compound helicopter of that type to

make it worth while.

One ingenious way to beat the stall

and compressibility problem of the ro-

SELECTOR
SWITCHES

for

i Resistance Thermometers

^ Thermocouple Thermometers

THERMOCOUPLE SWITCHES

Engineered to give years of ser-

vice in test work as well as in

permanent installations, LEWIS
switches have heavy, low-resist-

ance contacts; positive detent
action and sturdy terminals for

The cases are splash proof and
dust tight, of close fitting bakelite.

Husky black-finished aluminum
indexing knobs are used to turn

the stainless steel shaft supporting

the rotating brushes.

RESISTANCE BULB SWITCUES ]
A companion line of the same con-

struction except that they are fit-

ted with a common-terminal ring

for three-wire bulb connections.

THE 9S SERIES
THE SPACE SAVERS

Write /or our descriptive

bulletin on Selector Switches

The LEWIS ENGINEERING CO.
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“Hands off” ILS approaches for helicopters
A major advance in utility and perform-

ance of rotary-wing aircraft—fully auto-

bus been achieved by the U.S. Army
and Sperry Phoenix Company. This is

the latest in a series of important Army-
Sperry achievements in automatic flight,

A twin-rotor Army H-21 Shawnee,

equipped with the 55-pound Universal

Automatic Flight Control System de-

veloped by Sperry with the U. S. Army
Signal Research and Development
Laboratory, has made “routine" ILS

approaches. The system took over com-

pletely the complex five-control manip-

ulation of the aircraft, even maintaining

critical rotor speed. Automatic ap-

proaches were made to an altitude of

50 feet—well below established weather

minimums. This advance is a key step

in solving traffic control and other prob-

lems of all-weather helicopter operation.

The Army-Sperry system also "cou-

ples" the helicopter to the nation'sVOR
ground radio network for automatic

enroute navigation. Designated the

AN/ASW-12 (V) system, it can pro-

vide precise automatic control for many
types of Army aircraft, both present

and future. Designed around a univer-

sal 5 Vi -pound computer-actuator (a

self-contained servo system) it offers a

variety of installation "packages" to

achieve any desired degree of flight

automation.

With satisfactory results reported in

earlier trials, the new system is in pro-

duction for the Grumman AO-I
Mohawk, HC-1B Chinook, and HU-1B
Iroquois. In an example of precision

landing approach performance, the

system has guided the Mohawk to the

point of touchdown under automatic

control.

SPIV
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fating blades is to design the rotor so

that it maintains a nearly constant tip

velocity whether in hover or forward

flight. This is done by letting the blades

lead and lag their theoretical positions

as far as possible. The advancing blade,

which normally lags its geometric true

position by a few degrees due to drag,

is allowed to lag by a much larger angle

-perhaps 50 deg. or more. The retreat-

ing blade, which leads its geometric

position, picks up extra velocity as it

swings through its portion of the cycle

and operates at a speed well above the

stall. Currently, work on that type of

rotor is being done by Biilkow-Ent-

wicklungen in Germany: it is being

watched with great interest by at least

two manufacturers in this country.

Rigid Rotors

There has been a revival of interest

in the rigid rotor-one which does not

have either flapping or lag hinges-

sparked by work being done by Bell

and Lockheed. Bell's approach has

been to substitute the rigid rotor for its

standard two-bladed form; Lockheed

has taken the idea and coupled it with

some kind of mechanical gyro system

for increased stability. Both these de-

velopments have sparked interest again

in the rigid rotor, and the industry ex-

pects that several more developments

will appear shortly.

Advantages of this rotor arc two-fold.

First, the mechanical parts are so re-

duced in number that the maintenance
headache of a multi-hinged rotor head

almost vanishes. Second, the rigid rotor

offers more in-flight stability and a tre-

mendous eentcr-of-gravitv range, some-

thing which single-rotor helicopters can

always use.

Biggest development in the field of

VTOL aircraft was the award of a con-

tract to develop the tri-service trans-

port. The Vought-TIiller-Ryan team,

chosen after a design competition that

spread across the industry, will build

a tilt-wing model under current con-

tracts totaling S2 1 million, evenly spon-

sored by the three services. Ultimate

business on this contract has been esti-

mated between S70 and S100 million.

In complete contrast to this is the

small amount of funding going to

VTOL research and development, an

area where most engineers agree there is

much room for R&D. Test vehicles

that have been built and flown in the

past have shown dynamic characteris-

tics quite different from the predicted

rallies, and have proved their designers

wrong more than once. Flying char-

acteristics determined by impartial

pilots from National Aeronautics and

Space Administration have varied from

too much stability to too little and from

acceptable flight to dangerous regimes

that could be handled only by an ex-

perienced pilot.

Taber Transducer checks LOX injector

pressure on Atlas engine at Rocketdyne
Hot firing of all engines to make sure they’re up to Air Force specifica-

tions is standard procedure at Rocketdyne, a division of North American
Aviation, Inc. As this Atlas Booster engine is readied for testing, attention

focuses on the Taber Bonded Strain Gage Pressure Transducer used to
measure gas generator LOX injector pressure.

Taber Transducers are ideally suited for checking pressures such as
this, as well as for numerous other laboratory, industrial, ground support
and airborne applications. A wide variety of models is available in

pressure ranges from 0-50 to 0-10,000 psi. Among the many features
which contribute to rugged, dependable performance are: high frequency
response, minimum hysteresis, infinite resolution and low sensitivity to
temperature effects, vibration and shock.

For more detailed and illustrated information, attach this coupon to

your letterhead and mail.

TO: TABER INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS DIVISION SECTION 49

107 Goundry Street, North Tonawanda, N. V.

Send detailed information on Taber Teledyne and Teleflight bonded
strain gage pressure transducers.
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ARMY'S iroquois is MISSION READY.

.

INSIDE

For MISSILE SITE SUPPORT, the Iroquois (HU-ID)

can accommodate pilot and twelve passengers. Its

roomy interior allows teams of specialists and missile

crews to reach scattered missile locations in minutes

. . unhampered by road or weather conditions.

Seats are quickly removed to provide 220 cubic feet

of cargo space.

UP FRONT

The Iroquois is a pilot’s aircraft, easy to fly and

ideally suited for TRAINING MISSIONS. Currently

it is the only military turbine helicopter used for

instrument training. In the primary role, it can carry

instructor and two students for continuous

4'/2 hour flights.

Look to BELL for Superior Mission Capability

ELL HELICOPTER company

Up to two tons can be carried in the ASSAULT
SUPPORT ROLE from a single point suspension

cargo hook. The Iroquois compactly designed for

air-transportability, also fits the smallest carrier

elevator. And its low battlefield silhouette permits easy

concealment. It can be equipped with rockets,

machine guns and missiles for brush-fire warfare.

Business Flying



ONE DOZEN JET COMMANDERS
The Jet Commander, a new 500 mph, 6- to 8-place

pressurized business aircraft designed to combine

jet speed with exceptional short field capability,

was introduced on May 5, 1961. On January 10,

1962, Aero Commander, Inc., bad assigned pro-

duction-delivery positions for an even dozen Jet

Commanders. Beginning in 1963, these brilliant,

new concept airplanes will be delivered to pro-

gressive corporations whose management teams

realize the probability and competitive advantages

of the vastly improved mobility the Jet Com-
mander will provide. Order your Jet Commander
now. The purchase agreement guarantees the de-

livery date, price, flight performance and a full

years warranty!

SEE THE ADVANTAGES FOR YOURSELF
See a 15 minute film-—in your own office, at no

obligation- which fully illustrates the benefits and

capabilities of the Jet Commander. Just mail the

coupon for a showing at your convenience.

^COMMANDER

10 COMMANDER. INC., BETHANY, OKIAHOMA, u of ROCKWELL-STANDARD

• BUSINESS FLYING

BEECH MODEL 80 QUEEN AIR

Business Flying Regains Note of Optimism
By Erwin J. Bnlban

Reductions in field and factory airplane inventories and improvement in

the general economy reflected in customer buying moods arc signs that 1962

will be a more favorable year than 1961 for business aircraft manufacturers.

Barring any sharp dips in the g 1 1 tl c I c
]

cl
1 ~"is climate, there is even a possi- who had been kept on for the same

reason, or because they had a "hot
year" several years ago: the extra-plush

station wagons that had grown in num-
ber almost unconsciously because
"someone said we could use them”—
suddenly disappeared as closer scrutinv

bilitv that the industry will set new
records for dollar volumes that would
lop the 1960 all-time high of more
than S200 million.

But some problems and decisions

lie ahead for an industry that has more
than tripled both dollar volume and
unit volume in just a decade. Not tin-

least of them is the possibility of a
government anti-trust action that could
upset the delicate machinery of fac-

tory-distribution relationships and

Unheeded Storm Signals

Failing to heed indicators that

warned of impending inventory prob-

iudden revisi

retailing concepts.

Productive Year

With a vear of re

which u slid to 6.;

traditioi

largely bc-

1 96 1 -during

generated b
with

orders
DOStcd

7.588 made in I960 and do
tunes, at retail levels, dropped by $50
million to approximately SI 70 million—
as a productive year which provided in-

valuable lessons in sharpening manage-
ment skills. Good years during which
the industry’s growth trend carried even
some marginal operations upward
through sheer momentum had tended
to dull these perceptions.

It was a year of paring the accumu-
lated fat that had gone unnoticed in the
good times. Excess overhead-a shop
that had been retained, partially for

sentimental reasons because it "had al-

at the
end of 1961.

When sales failed to materialize, in-

ventories piled up. Cessna, for exam-
ple. built 200 units on top of earlier

scheduled numbers because of distribu-

tor-dealer orders in the first quarter. A
frantic effort to reduce the flow ensued.

Cessna cut production by about half

in the second quarter to brake output.
Not only were the sales outlets bur-

dened bv a large supplv of new
previous year models, but they also

stocked with many high-priced heav
single-engine and liglf

'

Breakdown of the inventory situation is

difficult to obtain for the industry, but
Piper frankly admitted that its distribu-

tors' stocks of new and used aircraft

totaled $8 million in the first quarter.

Beech also apparently was caught hcav-

raft.

fly. although it is reluctant to discuss

details. Cessna said that its distributor

and factory inventories were relatively

low compared to its competitors, but
that industry stocks were so high that

the customers who were interested

shopped around and it probably lost

some who normally would have bought
Cessna.

Now the situation is radically differ-

ent, according to factory personnel.

Beech reports that inventories of 1961
and 1962 models are down more than
25% over a year ago; that, in fact,

the situation is better than it was two
years ago. Distributor inventories were
down 55 million as of Jan. 1 compared
with last year.

Low Returns

Because of abnormally high 1961
first quarter business, first-quarter re-

sults this year appear to he low. to the
point where the question might arise

whether the industry will show a con-
tinued drop in business over 1961. But
field and factors’ ins’entories are now at
more realistic levels. Beech reports a
3% increase in orders in the Decem-
ber-Jamiary-February period of the cur-

rent sales year, and Cessna a first

quarter that is the second biggest in

its history. Cessna adds that its second
quarter deliveries will be substantially

better than last year’s.

Thus it appears that the industry
is off to a good start this year on a
more solid footing. Also, the fac-

tories report that orders are coming in

at a more consistent flow rate than a

year ago, a marked change from the
erratic placement then which caused
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PIPER AZTEC B

frantic shuffling of model schedules as

tempo varied.

It is within this atmosphere of hav-

ing successfully weathered a recession

year, though one which Beech and
Cessna still considered their second

best year, that industry management
considers some possible bad weather

ahead in the form of possible Depart-

ment of Justice antitrust action.

Few will discuss the problem freely

because of possible legal complications.

Indications arc, however, that the gov-

ernment's investigation centers around
three of the basic tenets of current air-

craft. parts and accessories distribution

systems: company programs for fran-

chising dealers; the basis of price dif-

ferentials to distributors and dealers,

and the philosophy of protected terri-

Thus far the government has col-

lected documents from eight airframe

manufacturers, including correspond-

ence relating to industry meetings and
copies of suggested list prices and
schedules of discounts to sales outlets

(AW Mar. 20, 1%1. p. 23).

The government also has interviewed

distributors and dealers, obtaining state-

ments from some who have been criti-

cal of the system. In some respects the

criticisms are believed to be in a vein

similar to that unearthed during Con-
gressional investigations of automobile

marketing several years ago—that the

manufacturers exerted undue pressures

on some distributors and dealers in

setting quotas and standards for main-

taining facilities, and in other operat-

ing phases of their businesses.

Industry spokesmen profess no
knowledge that the government plans

to follow its investigations with a for-

mal suit, and major manufacturers say

that they have no plans to change their

current patterns. To do so, they point

out, would be an open acknowledge-

ment or inference that there was some
ground for antitrust action.

Some feel that inevitably, on the

basis of similar action by the govern-

ment in other industries, revisions in

current patterns will be forced.

Aero Commander already has taken

a step toward revision by wiping out

the traditional concept of protected

territories for its franchised dealers, sub-

stituting instead what it terms market-

ing areas. Although company spokes-

men refuse to discuss the reasons, a

source close to management indicated

that the move was influenced by the

pattern of the government investiga-

The industry continued to make
gains last year in the export field—

Beech, Cessna and Piper accounting for

a total of 1,611 units having an esti-

mated total retail dollar volume of

$33,8 million. Penetration of the for-
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eign market by U.S. business aircraft

manufacturers is indicated l>v a five-year

summarv that slum's these three firms

have delivered nearly 6.000 new air-

craft abroad having a total estimated

retail value of SI 20.3 million. This was

done with little or no assistance of the

government against competition which
often has had government backing.

Growth to large volumes is largely

attributed to pay-off of years of devel-

oping a groundwork of sales and service

facilities overseas against the handicaps
of distance, foreign exchange problems

and local political situations where sta-

bility was the exception, not the rule.

Aero Commander anticipates an in-

crease of 1 3-203? in unit sales volume
over last year, with the pressurised-

cahin model 680F being the star of the

line in dollar volume. High point of

tile company’s product line for the lat-

ter part of 1963 will be the Model 1121

Jet Commander, which is expected to

fly for the first time in mid-1962. The

company states that it has 1 4 produc-

tion line positions set with deposits.

Highlight of the Beech multi-engine

line in dollar volume is expected to be

the new Model SO Queen Air. an im-

proved Model 63 with more power and
a swept tail, plus detail manufacturing

clean-up of components. Both the

1961 Queen Air and the light-twin

Baron proved to be favorites among
many members of the Beech distributor-

dealer organization, actually to the

detriment of other twin-engine models,

the twin Bonanza and Travel Air. This

led to some unwarranted speculation,

company officials said, that these latter

types were destined to he pulled from
active production. Vice President-Mar-

keting Wyman Ilenrv and Vice Presi-

dent-Domestic Sales Leddy Grccver

emphasized that these airplanes will be

continued in the line and product im-

provements arc continuing to be re-

viewed. while holding price lines.

A major event for the company will

be initial deliveries of its S12.000-price-

elass Model 23 Musketeer later this year

in competition with Piper's Cherokee
and the Cessna 172. Piper apparently

aims to take advantage of the time lead

it has with the Cherokee and is pro-

gramming production of approximately
1.000 of the new four-placers for 1962.

Management decision is still pending
on choice of povverplant for tlie new
Beech 6-S-place turboprop executive

transport. The Turbomeca Bastan was

believed to be the choice, but the com-
pany may feel that some nacelle details

have yet to Ire worked out satisfactorily.

There is still the possibility that

the Pratt &• Whitnev PT-6A. the Con-
tinental C217-6A. a Boeing or another

member of the Turbomeca turboprop
family would be in the running, al-

though the lower power ratings of these

probably would necessitate sealing

down of the current lavout which
weighs 12,500 lb. gross. The company
has a choice of five basic configurations
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Yes, Lockheed oceanographers and marine scientists listen

to "dolphin talk." Studying acoustical characteristics of

underwater creatures is part of their daily work. Unraveling

the mysteries of the sea is typical of the many research

projects in which they are engaged—projects that constantly

create new openings, fresh opportunities. Other fields now
being probed: Internal waves; low-level marine meteorology;

marine geology. Moreover, for its own use, Lockheed has

adapted and commissioned the deep-sea research vessel

Sea Quest—one of the few such ships owned by industry.

Lockheed scientists and engineers are also busy on other

projects: One group is absorbed in the improvement of air-

borne ASW avionics. Geophysicists are concerned with the

interaction ofocean, atmosphere and geography. Researchers

are delving into the effect of space plasma on space vehicles.

The astrodynamics group is studying physical laws as applied

to space travel. Solid state physicists are examining the

optical and electrical characteristics of dielectric media.

Scientists and engineers who couple intellectual curiosity

with creative ability—who like to brave the unknown and

untried— will do well to investigate these opportunities:

Servosystems; human engineering; thermodynamics; relia-

bility; structural, mechanical or electrical design; electrical

research; electronic systems; program development; dynam-

ics: physics research; electronic research; physical and bio-

chemistry. Write today to Mr. E. W. Des Lauriers, Manager

Professional Placement Staff, Dept. 1103, 2406 N. Hollywood

Way, Burbank, California. An equal opportunity employer.

LOCKHEED CALIFORNIA COMPANY

KHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATIONOF LOCI
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of varying weight out of a total of 14

design studies that were semi-finalists,

including a turboprop version of the

Queen Air. Basic desire is to maintain

the 300-mph. cruise speed considered

by management as a key performance

requirement. If a lighter airplane is

necessary to keep to the specification.

would 1 : that ould 1

growth factor to take the larger engine

expenditure of development funds be-

yond what it feels is its basic re-

sponsibility to the airframe. Beech will

expect that major component manu-
facturers carry their end of the load. It

already has indicated to major suppliers

that it expects that they will furnish

the first three airframes.

Piper, probable the hardest hit of the

Big Three bv hist year's recession, ex-

pects to show marked improvement of

profit margins this year, which in 1961

were down to the lowest level since

1954. Although unit sales overall de-

creased only 5% from I960, there was

a drop of 35% in sales of the more
expensive models, including Comnn-
chcs, Apaches and Aztecs, llighcr-than-

anticipated starting up costs on the

Cherokee at Vero Beach. Fla., also

contributed to reduced profits. Major
improvements in the Comanche 250,

including use of electrically operated

flaps and Bcndix fuel injection system,

and in the Aztec B, which features an

extended nose to provide greater flexi-

bility in baggage and cargo stowage

without disturbing centcr-of-gravity,

are aimed at boosting sales of these

higher-cost airplanes this year to de-

velop improved dollar volumes.

Major Influence

A major influence has been the rapid

economic development of many for-

eign countries, which encourages the use

of private aircraft for business use. A
number of neighboring countries band-
ing into a common market is expected

in turn to have significant effects in

future foreign sales programs of U.S.
business ana utility aircraft manufac-

A study of such development is indi-

cated in the arrangement Cessna is

concluding with the Argentine govern-
|

ment to establish a plant in Mendoza
for assembly and manufacture of the

model 172.

As Cessna Senior Vice President

Del Roskam noted, future development
of a foreign market hinges upon direct I

on-the-scenc manufacturing activities.

Otherwise, the U.S. product eventu-

ally is hampered or even frozen out
by the entry of other manufacturers
whose native-built products are put

'

under tariff protection.
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TENNEY...
ENYIRONMENII
TEST CHAMBERS
OFF-THE-SHELF

TENNEY-MITE STRAT
Altitudes to 200,000 feet and
temperatures from —100’ F to
+350 °F in 4 square feet of
floor space! -+

TENNEY HI-LOW TEMPER-
ATURE TEST CHAMBERS
Tenney-Mite • Tenney 3 • Tenney
10 • Tenney 30 • l'A through 30
cubic feet. From —120°F through

+350 °F. 5% — 98% relative
'

idity. 4.

TENNEY-MITE TH
5.1 cubic feet of test space. From
0° to +200°F. Relative humidity

from 20% to 95% in the dry

bulb range. ^

^^nney environmental test quality ... in standard

production run units. . .available for immediate delivery

at lowest cost. High and low temperatures, humidity,

altitude ... all precisely reproduced for your most

rigorous test jobs. See for yourself which model best

suits your applications, and start Tenney-testing now!

Tenney
VGINEERING, INC. M En ’'"



. circuit
designers is your

appointment in space with Hughes?

Today at Hughes you will find one of the

country's most active space-electronics or-

ganizations- Important new and continuing

projects, including SURVEYOR. SYNCOM,
ARPAT, BAMBI and POLARIS guidance sys-

This vigor promises the qualified engineer or

bofh professional and personal growth.

Many immediate openings exist. The engi-

neers selected for these positions will be as-

signed to the following design tasks: the

development of high power airborne radar

transmitters, the design of which involves use

of the most advanced components: the de-

sign of low noise radar receivers using para-

metric amplifiers: solid state masers and
other advanced microwave components; ra-

dar data processing circuit design, including

range and speed trackers, crystal filter cir-

cuitry and a variety of display circuits; high

efficiency power supplies for airborne and
space electronic systems; telemetering and
command circuits for space vehicles, timing,

control and display circuits for the Hughes
COLIDAR* (Coherent Light Detection and
Ranging).

Please airmail your resume toi

Mr. Robert A. Martin

Supervisor of Scientific Employment
Hughes Aerospace Divisions

11940 W. Jefferson Blvd.

Culver City 74, California

f HUGHES "j

i i
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Restrictions by European govern-

ments on imports of foreign-built

aircraft keep the numbers brought in

far below the actual demand. Custom-

ers may be refused permits by their

governments if they arc not able to

prove their need satisfactorily.

Increasing awareness of the market

potential within the European Com-
mon Market is bound to increase the

efforts of European manufacturers to

fill this need. If the U. S. manufactur-

ers don't fill the gap in the next few

years, they may find it difficult to get

in later.

Beech is seriously studying similar

programs overseas. One top official said

it is most likelv that Beech will be in

the European Common Market area in

some way—in a year or IS months.

The year past was a year during

which the manufacturers made heavy

expenditures in retooling and research

and development of new models to in-

crease 1962 sales. Cessna costs in the

area of retooling and development on

new models are estimated at just under

$10 million, more than twice the

amount it spent in this area in any

previous year. The Model 1 82 and com-

panion dc luxe Skylanc and the

rctractablc-gear model 210 showed defi-

nite improvements with redesigned cab-

ins that were widened and lengthened,

floors lowered and large rear-vision

e
nels installed. Model ?10G, which

ltures upswept wingtip tanks and a

modified tail to improve flight charac-

teristics and reduce control forces, was

revealed late last year with price re-

duced by $2,550. The 35 deg. canted

tip tanks reportedly will also be fitted

to the heavier Model 320 Skyknight

Most radical addition to the line is

the new Model 336 Skymaster with

fore-and-aft-mounted 210-hp. Conti-

nental I0-360-A engines and twin tails

Slated for deliveries later this year, the

basic airframe has completed Federal

Aviation Agency certification, but en-

gine certification is still pending.

The company’s initial venture into

the civil helicopter market has been
moving slowly—seven demonstrators

have been delivered—primarily because

of the gradual build-up of dealer capa-

bility to properly handle the aircraft.

Cessna believes that in the long run this

sales method will pay off in increased

sales volume over the traditional method
of direct factory sales. Current feeling

is that the Skyhook will become an im-

portant production item in the next

six months, its utility capabilities en-

hanced by soon-to-be-announced acces-

sories including floats, cargo hoist and
sling gear giving the helicopter a 1 ,400-

lb. external load capability in static

hover flight configuration.

I
POWER,
ECONOMY, and

DEPENDABILITY

. .
.
proved in thousands of

hours of business flying

hnvp •tvinflp

CONTINENTAL AIRCRAFT ENGINES

first choice for America's

great and growing fleet.

18 MODELS-
65 TO 310
HORSEPOWER

AIRCRAFT ENGINE DIVISION . . . MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN
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BRITISH BEAGLE 206

European Business Flying Gains Impetus
London—Great Britain, reviving an interest dormant since the late 1930s,

joined European manufacturers in a more aggressive invasion of the business

aircraft market during the past year.

Including aircraft cither in late development stages or actually in production

both in Britain and on the Continent, there are at least 21 piston-engine

powered aircraft, 8 turbojet powered aircraft and one turboprop airplane com-

peting for prospective business and executive customers.

Coupled with this production increase and its attendant drive for sales is a

move, especially strong in Great Britain, for specialized airfields and ancillary

services, such as low-altitude weather reporting and improved and expanded

air traffic control.

In Britain, commercial pressure from
executive aircraft users may soon force

the opening to general aviation of a

major airport near London which back-

ers predict will provide a stable base

for the entire British business aircraft

industry.

On the Continent, development of

export models currently is the prime
objective of the business flying indus-

try, with five companies and two teams

of two working on turbojet aircraft de-

signs for business and executive use.

Included in this race arc the Swiss

American Aircraft Corn, with the SAAC
23: the Piaggio-Douglas team in Italy

with the PD-808; Spain's ITispano Avi-

acion HA-230; the Saab 105 from Swe-

den; the team of Potez from France
and Heinkel from West Germany with

the CM.191; The French Moran'e-Saul-

nier Paris 3 and the Progctti Costru-

zioni Aeronautiche (Procaer) F.400 de-

rivative from Italy.

One turboprop airplane, the Potez

840, and a considerable number of

piston engine aircraft are cither in de-

velopment or on the production line.

Britain has one turbojet executive

aircraft - the de llavilland DII-1 25
under development as well as a line of

piston-powered aircraft from Beagle Air-

craft.

Major Developments

Major British developments of the

past year include:

• Production phase-in of Beagle Aircraft

(British Executive & General Aviation,

Ltd.) family of business aircraft, led off

by the four-place Airedale now on the

line, and the Beagle 206 twin under-

going Air Registration Board Ccrtifica-

• Expansion of the Business Aircraft

Users Assn, from what was. in effect,

a Royal Aero Club committee to a

working organization with 74 companies
as participating members and a wide
range of objectives.

• Easement of Ministry of Aviation re-

sistance to advancement of business fly-
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ing through coordination of military

and civil transport air traffic control

systems, allowing integration of lighter

aircraft in crowded ainancs.

At present, there are 1,549 airplanes

on the British civil register. Of this

figure, 546 arc business and private air-

craft and the rest scheduled and char-

ter airliners.

On the basis of surveys conducted

by Beagle and the Association, the

outlook is for 6()l) bv the end of 1962:

1,200 bv 1966; 2.500 bv 1970, and

more than 5,000 by 1975.'

Beagle Operation

Beagle, a subsidiary of Pressed Steel

Company, Ltd., now is based at Shore-

ham, but a Beagle team, led by Peter

Masefield, managing director, is ne-

gotiating with the Ministry of Av iation

for the de llavilland airport and manu-

facturing facility at Christchurch. De
llavilland will phase the facility out in

July, as part of the Hawker Siddelev

group's contraction of its activities.

Even now, with the first five Beagle

Airedales on the line. Masefield says

Shorcham is becoming too small for

future business. Christchurch manu-
facturing facilities, although much tori

large at present for Beagle, are excellent

and a good labor force is available.

Masefield said. Beagle now employs

about 1,500 persons.

Besides the Beagle 206 and Airedale,

the company is offering the Terrier and

Mark 11, both Auster derivatives and

the latter built for the British Army,

and the Wallis WA 116 autogyro, still

in the development phase.

Two promising designs are the Beagle

Miles 218 four-seat executive twin and

the Beagle Miles 117 low wing, single

engine sport and touring plane that

uses many of the 2 1 S'x components.

Both aircraft, being developed under
direction of George Miles, technical di-

rector. utilize a high degree of glass

fiber.

The 218 twin will be offered in two
versions, the A and B. The former

will be powered by two Rolls-Royce
; Ii ii i tineui tal < )-2l)0A powerplants of 100

lip. each. Tlic B-model will have two
( >-300s of 145 lip. The same engines

will be offered in A and B models of the

Beagle Miles 117.

Masefield is reluctant to discuss the

order potential of the Beagle family

pending a full shakedown of produc-

tion problems and trends. Initial con-

centration on sales will be in the United
Kingdom and Europe to build a strong

sales and service organization which

can later be expanded to the interna-

tional market. Prices are still being

worked out, and, in the case of the

Beagle-Miles airplanes, will not be an-

nounced until a production schedule is

The Beagle 206 executive twin, which

includes toilet facilities, is still flying

with aii X-ccrtificatc and has under-

gone some structural changes, primarily

an addition to wingspan, now 38 ft.

Beagle has considered strengthening

the wing to allow the airplane to take

turbine engines, but Masefield con-

siders this far in the future and prefers

to concentrate on conventional engines.

The Terrier, which Masefield con-

siders has a good trainer tourer poten-

tial. is being enlarged and the interior

improved. Pressed Steels experience in

auto interiors is being used in all Beagle

designs. For instance, the Airedale

door has a switch which activates a

ceiling light when opened,

de Havilland Production

At de llavilland, production is con-

tinuing on Doves and Herons, with

total sales standing at 527 Doves and
143 Herons. Latest customer for a

Dove is the British Coal Board, first

government agency to buy it> own ex-

ecutive transport. I he company also

is pressing its sales campaign in the

U.S. and South America.

Emphasis, however, is on the DII-

123, powered by two Bristol Siddelev

Viper turbojets. Its first flight will be

made next September.

The cylindrical fuselage is well ad-

vanced and wings will be mated to it

in the near future. Ilie fuselage will

be pressure tested in the de llavilland

water tank.

Company now plans to offer the Dll-

125 in a number of configurations.

These include a navigation trainer for

military purposes, an ambulance plane,

a six-passenger business plane and an

S-12 passenger fccdcrlincr.

Still to he resolved is the problem

of a business aircraft airport near Lon-

don, but talks are centering on North-

olt since enthusiasts have about given

up on the long-discussed reopening of

Crovden Airport.

Prime movers in this area are mem-
bers of the British Aircraft Users Assn..

• BUSINESS FLYING

who have conducted an active lobby in

Parliament for the past six months.

Led by its chief executive, Sqdn. Ldr.

R. R. Stephenson, the BAUA has con-

centrated on Northolt, a Royal Air

Force station, because it meets the

prune requirement: ->0 min. In car to

central London.

Stephenson contends that without

such a facility, business aviation in the

United Kingdom is so severely ham-
pered at the start that it can never

grow. The BAUA hopes one day to

develop Northolt into an airport on

a par with Teterboro, N. J., although

little but space currently is available.

Closer liaison with the United King-

dom Meteorological Service, which

BAUA complains is set up primarily

for the civil airlines, also is sought.

Forecasts arc available to private pilots

but not on a specialized, low altitude

basis, unless some sort of personal con-

tact is developed. In many cases, a

business pilot flying from. say. Liver-

pool to Northern Ireland, will be

handed a British European Airways

Viscount clearance with weather at

25,000 ft.

Continental Activity

On the Continent, the common and
primary goal of business aircraft manu-
facturers is to develop and produce ex-

ecutive aircraft, particularly turbine-

powered aircraft, for export markets.

'Ilic United States is a major sales tar-

get-

In Switzerland, the Swiss American

Aviation Corp. hopes to be first with

actual hardware on the line and is cur-

rently planning customer delivery of

the two initial aircraft for December.
Powered by two rear fuselage mounted
General Electric CJ610-2B turbojet en-

gines of 2,400 lb. thrust each, the six-

to-eighf place SAAC 23 will have a

maximum speed of 5SS mph. and a

cruise speed of 500 mph. Maximum de-

sign cruise range is 2.000 mi, with 7

persons and 310 lb. of baggage aboard.

Marketing plans and basic design
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LIFE TESTED TO

660,000 MEAN CYCLES TO FAILURE!
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PACIFIC WEDGE WIPE MARK II RELAY

AUTOMATION •(

Here is the one relay exclusively manufactured to insure the

utmost in reliability and long life. . .to meet the most critical

performance requirements of missiles, aircraft, automation,

and circuit control. The exclusive "wedge-wipe" controlled-

burnishing principle of the Pacific Mark II is far superior to

conventional contact action—guarantees unfailing switching

of micro-amp signals. The above reliability curve shows a

profile of Mark II units tested to MIL-R-25018. None of these

units failed below 339,000 cycles, and the mean cycle to

failure of the entire lot was 660,000 cycles. For information

on these quality relays, write to the AEROSPACE DIVISION:

P.O. BOX 22019, LOS ANGELES 22, CALIFORNIA

have changed somewhat over the past

year. The first 25 aircraft probably

will be assembled and sold completely

equipped in Switzerland as opposed to

earlier plans to send stripped-down air-

frames to the U.S. for installation of

powerplants, instruments and interiors.

Cost also has climbed slightly. Orig-

inal estimates priced the basic aircraft

at $2 50,000 plus another 560,000 for

full instrumentation and 515,000 for

the interior. Guaranteed price for the

first 25 aircraft fully instrumented and
with a finished interior has been set at

5350,000, delivery in Switzerland.

Prime backer of the SAAC 23 and
founder of Swiss American, U.S. In-

dustrialist William P. Lear, Sr., hopes

to have first two aircraft certificated

and on hand for display at next fall's

annual meeting of the National Busi-

ness Aircraft Assn, in Pittsburgh. Lear

last month sold his personal holdings

in Lear, Inc., to provide capital for

Swiss American.

Italy’s Piaggio is teamed with Doug-
las Aircraft Co. in the design and de-

velopment of a 6-to-10 place low mid-
wing executive turbojet designated the

PD-80S. While the primary design

work was carried out in the U. S. by
Douglas, final design and production

are being done in Italy.

Douglas and Piaggio hope to begin

flight tests by early 1963 with initial

deliveries later that year. Price of a

fully-instrumented aircraft probably will

be in the 5500,000 range. At least the

first two prototypes, which the Italian

government is expected to largely un-

derwrite, will be powered by two aft

fuselage mounted Bristol Siddelev Viper

20s of 3,000 lb. thrust each.' Later

versions probably will incorporate the

2,850-lb.-thrust CF. CJ610-1.
While the over-all fuselage length is

somewhat less than that of the SAAC
23—39.5 ft.—gross weight is consider-

ably higher at 15,000 lb. Wingspan
also is greater at 40.67 ft. Maximum
design cruise speed is 520 mph., service

ceiling 46.500 ft. and takeoff distance

over a 50 ft. obstacle is quoted at 2,770

ft.

The third, and smallest, twin-jet de-

sign with space for more than five per-

sons in a cabin interior is under develop-

ment by Spain's Hispano Aviacion. The
six-place executive transport, designated

the HA-230, is based largely upon the

basic components of the HA-200 Saeta

trainer now in production for the Span-

bomcca turbofan engines of 1,540 lb.

thrust each.

Range of aircraft, which will retain

the wing, tail section and tip tanks of

the Saeta trainer, is listed at over 1,600

mi. Cruise speed is given as 420 mph.:

required takeoff distance is 2,000 ft.

at a maximum gross weight of 8,378 lb.
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In the field of smaller jets for cxccu-

signs appeared on the scene during the

past vear-the Saab 105 in Sweden and

the Potcz Heinkcl CM.191. France’s

Morane-Saulmcr also proposed a five-

place version of its Paris 2, which has

been on the market for the past several

vears in a four-place configuration. Des-

ignation of the new version, shown in

the mockup form at the Paris Air Show

last summer, is the Paris 3.

The CM. 191. an outgrowth of the

highly successful Potez-Fouga Magister

trainer, is powered by two 1,058-lb.-

thrust Turbomeca Marbore 6 power-

plants and is scheduled to sell for ap-

proximately 5220,000. Built as a joint

venture by France’s Potcz and Ger-

many’s Heinkel, the first prototype is

now undergoing flight trials. Although

some design changes will be incorpo-

rated as a result of prototype testing,

the present aircraft has a projected

\ r ge of 1,318 mi. at an alti-

tude of 29,500 ft. when equipped with

two optional wingtip tanks of 85 gill,

each. Maximum range without tip

tanks is quoted at 976 mi. With the

85-gal. tip tanks, the aircraft has a

maximum speed of 422 mph. and a

cruising speed of 384 mph.
The Saab 105 is designated pri-

marily as a basic-through-advanced jet

trainer for the Swedish air force with

a capability of accomplishing close-sup-

port roles if necessary. The company
also has hopes, of marketing the aircraft

as a four-place executive plane.

Priced at 5210,000 including basic

instrumentation, the high-wing 105 is

powered by two Turbomeca Aubisque

turbofan engines of 1.540 lb. thrust

Prototype development is now under

way and, if flight trials prove satisfac-

tory, production is assured by a prom-

ised order of 100 aircraft by the Svvcd-

ltaly’s Progetti Costruzioni Aeronau-

tiche (Procaer) also is planning a four-

place version of its F.400 Cobra jet

trainer. The present two-place version

has a maximum speed of approximately

367 mph. and a selling price of 580,000.

In the turboprop field, a potentially

strong contender tor export sales was

lolled out in France last year by Henry
Potcz in the form of the Potez 840.

Powered by four Turbomeca Astazous

of 522 slip, each, the 840 is available

in either a 24-passcngcr fccderliner or

an 8-passcngcr executive configuration.

The aircraft is scheduled to be demon-
strated in the U.S. later this year by
Turbo-Flight, Inc., of Chicago. Pro-

jected U.S. sales price is 5500,000.

French companies are offering a ple-

thora of light-plane designs. One of

the most successful new entries is the

Rallye series manufactured by Moranc-
Sauliner. Although the first production

aircraft was flown only in August, the

company says it already has more than

500 orders on hand—including 350 from

foreign customers—for the two-place

MS-800 Rallye powered by a 100-hp.

Continental engine and the MS-885
Super Rallye with a 145 hp. power-

plant.

New German-built designs on the

market include two from Bolkow, the

four-place 207 and the smaller Bolkow

Jr. Production began last summer and

Bolkow currently is turning out six a

month. The company has export orders

from England, Argentina, Switzerland

and Belgium. Sales price within Ger-

many is $13,700. Powered by a 180-

hp. Lycoming 0-360, the aircraft has

a cruising speed of 146 mph.
First German-built prototype of the

two-place Bolkow Jr., being built under
license from Sweden’s Malmi Flight In-

dustry, is expected to fly within the

U. S. Business & Utility Plane Exports
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BRITAIN'S DE HAVILLAND DH-121 three-engine Trident jet tram|iort which began its flight test pro-

gram early this year.

International
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every ten minutes a scheduled aircraft speeds along this lofty highway. It may be Britannia or Boeing 707,

Viscount or Vanguard, Argosy, Friendship or Comet— but whatever the aircraft, its aids to sure flight and

punctual arrival are likely to include SMITHS instruments. Right round the clock, SMITHS are helping to guide

traffic along the world's air routes ;
helping thousands of aircraft to fly fixed courses at fixed altitudes, metic-

ulously maintained by sensitive yet sturdy equipment; helping them to cover at least two million miles a day.

AVIATION DIVISION

7 he Aniilim /J/mro«ri/S.Smith & Sons (England) Ltd.

Soviets Press Air Force Modernization
Bv Robert Hotz

Soviet Union lias placed a high priority on modernizing its air forces and

expanding their capability for the 1962-65 period. Despite earlier U. S. intelli-

gence estimates that the USSR had virtually abandoned development of

manned aircraft to concentrate almost entirely on ballistic missiles, the Sov-

iets have developed and exhibited a new generation of aircraft across the

entire technical spectrum from supersonic bombers to STOL transports, living

cranes and bush aircraft.

Among the major Red Air Force
trends are:

• Pushing the aerodynamic state of the

art well past Mach 2 to the limits of

aluminum airframe construction. Three
new types initially displayed at the Tu-
shino air Show in July. 1961 (AW
July 17. p. 31). incorporating these

Mach 2-plus advances were: the Blinder,

a twin-engine, rear-mounted turbojet

bomber designed as a strike-reconnais-

sance aircraft equipped with 180-dcg.

photo coverage capability and an air-

launched. stub-winged missile with a

range of about 500 mi.; the Fiddler,

an extremely long-range interceptor

equipped with both search and airborne

intercept radar, twin shoulder-mounted
turbojets with double-cone air intakes,

and long-range, air-to-air missiles; and
Flipper, a large, delta-winged intercep-

tor powered by two turbojets plus a

rocket faired between the jet tailpipes,

and equipped with airborne intercept

radar and two air-to-air missiles.

• Modernizing its air defense and tacti-

cal strike forces from the early super-

sonic capabilities of the MiG-19 and
Yak-2 5C armed with cannon to Mach
2 interceptors armed with infrared and
radar-guided missiles, extended range

with bcllv tanks and all-weather capa-

bility; and supersonic light bombers.
• Modernizing its early jet bomber
force of turboprop Bears and twin-jet

Badgers by replacing their bomb bay
loads of conventional nuclear weapons
with a variety of air-to-surface missiles

capable of supersonic speeds and ranges

of up to 1,000 mi. and armed with
megaton warheads. Both Badger and

Bear also have been extensively modi-
fied to carry guidance radar for these

missiles.

• Increasing the air mobility of the Red
Army by large-scale production and de-

ployment of new jet transports, helicop-

ters, flving cranes and convertiplancs.

• Developing a growing anti-submarine

warfare capability with missile and
radar-carrying jet helicopters, jet-pow-

ered seaplanes and missile-carrying

Badger twin-jet bombers.
• Modernizing the satellite air forces

of Poland. Hungary and East Germany
with Mach 2. missile-equipped inter-

ceptors and pushing export sales of

MiG-19s to Egypt. Cuba, Finland and

Strategic Bomber Gap

Sole gap in the technical spectrum
of new Soviet airpower appears to be
in the long-range strategic bomber area,

where the four-jet Bison has apparently
dropped out of operational service at

the point where its contemporaries, the
Bear and Badger, were modified for

their air-to-surface missile capability.

Soviets displayed a new long-range

hca\y bomber with supersonic dash ca-

pabilitics—the Bounder—at the Tushino
show last July, but it does not appear
to be in operational service, with prob-

ably no more than a service test quan-
tity actually manufactured. It has been
under development since mid-1958
(AW Dec. 1, 1958, p. 27).

It appears that the Soviets are plac-

ing primary intercontinental strike ca-

pability in their ballistic missile force

while continuing to get useful service

out of their older jet bomber fleet, with
the addition of air-to-surface missiles of

sufficient range to keep these relatively

slow aircraft outside the range of con-

temporary defense systems.

The 200-planc Bear fleet has been re-

armed with a large air-to-surfacc mis-

sile that is a modified MiG-21 Mach 2

fighter with a multi-megaton warhead,

radar guidance and turbojet power.

One of these missiles is carried in a
scoopcd-out belly section of the Bear
at about the center of gravity in the
old bomb bay section. It has a range of

from 1,000 to 1,300 mi. The oncc-trans-

parent nose that housed the bombardier
lias now been filled with navigational,

search and guidance radar. The modifi-

cations of the Bear give it a second-

strike capability following the ICBM
salvo and an anti-carrier and anti-Polaris

submarine capability for long search

missions, with its turboprop power plus

the ability- to deliver homing missiles

from ranges outside either a carrier or
submarine defense system.

Badger has been modified to play the
same role rvith considerably less range,
its scope limited to the European-Medi-
terranean area plus advance Arctic and
Pacific bases. It carries a pair of MiG-
1 7s converted to radar-guided air-to-sur-

face missiles under its rvings or a single

Hound Dog type of missile in a

scooped-out belly mounting. MiG-17
has a range of about 800 mi. and the
Hound Dog type about 300 mi. About
1.500 to 2,000 Badgers are in opera-

tional service.

Bounder's Role Unclear

Bounder’s role in the Red air fleet is

not clear at this time, although it has
been involved in the Soviet's aircraft

nuclear propulsion program and has also

been used as an aerial tanker. It has
been seen in a variety of configurations,

suggesting that the sen'icc test role is

still dominant at this time. There are
indications, horvever, that it may also

appear in a long-range anti-submarine
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FORMATION OF MODERNIZED TU-16 BADGERS carries Hound Dog type of air-to-surfacc missile.

warfare role aimed primarily at Polaris-

equipped nuclear submarines.

Soviets' first Mach 2-plus bomber is

the 175,000-lb. gross weight Blinder,

whose initial appearance during rehears-

als for the Tushino air show last June

Caught Western observers by surprise.

Western technical experts label it the

finest aerodynamic design ever to come
from the Soviet drawing boards and give

it a vintage year of 1956 for the state of

the art incorporated into its current ver-

sions. The interval between a 1956 de-

sign concept and a flying display of 10

service test aircraft in 1961 gives an-

other interesting yardstick by which to

measure the Soviet weapon develop-

ment cycle. The Blinder utilizes all of

the major state of the art improvements
known in the Western world short of

the variable sweep wing and heat re-

sistant materials required above Mach
2.5.

Blinder has perhaps the most de-

tailed area rule application of any air-

craft in the world today. It incorporates

conical camber, the "arrowhead" or

stretched delta wing and movable turbo-

jet air inlets and has a special heat re-

sist-ant canopy. All 10 Blinders at Tu-
shino had a 180-dcg. ring of large

camera ports behind a sharp nose ra-

domc. One Blinder was equipped with

a stub-winged, rocket-propelled missile

half faired into the belly, and a special

nose section containing an infrared

sensor in addition to its radar.

Blinder, in its operational version,

will apparently be utilized as a strike-

reconnaissance aircraft capable of search-

ing. locating, recording and striking

targets on the same mission. Its unre-

fueled range is about 2,000 mi. but

there arc indications that it is equipped
for aerial refueling. Range of its air-to-

surfacc missile is about 500 mi. at super-

sonic speeds. In size and performance

it is roughlv comparable to the USAF
B-58,

Long-Range Fiddler

Fiddler is another new Soviet aircraft

that stretches to the performance limits

of aluminum construction and is cer-

tainly the longcst-rangc jet interceptor

in the Mach 2-plus class now in service

anywhere. It is obviously designed to

intercept and attack USAF B-52 type

aircraft before they can launch the 800
to 500-mi. Hound Dog missile. Fiddler

may be marginal on its intercept ca-

pabilities when the B-52FI is operation-

ally equipped with 1,100-mi. Skvbolt

ballistic missiles since it appears to have

a capability ranging out about 800 to

1,000 mi. from its base at high sub-

sonic cruise, closing with its target at

better than Mach 2 and striking with

a pair of radar-guided air-to-air missiles

with a range of about 40 mi.

In addition to its large nose-mounted

target acquisition and missile guidance

radar, it carries a large navigation radar

housed in a belly radome to enable it

to operate beyond the range of ground-

based radar control. Its shoulder-

mounted jets have a double-coned in-

take indicating capability just short of

Mach 2.5.

The Fiddler has been under Western
observers’ "eyeball reconnaissance” for

almost two years but its size and speed

led them to believe it was a bomber.

Consequently, it was carried on NATO
books for this period as the Blinder.

Only after its true role as a long-range

interceptor was revealed at Tushino was

this designation switched to the current

Blinder and the old Blinder re-desig-

nated Fiddler to conform to its fighter

category. It also employs the arrowhead

wing for an optimum cruise perform-

ance at high subsonic speeds combined
with supersonic capability up to Mach
z.>.

The third of the Tushino trio that

illustrates the current highwater mark
of Soviet aerodynamic development is

the huge delta-winged fighter designed

by Artcm Mikoyan and given the

NATO code name Flipper.

The Flipper follows the Soviet tra-

dition of combining a delta wing with

a conventional empennage. The Flipper

uses a 45-ft.-span delta wing with a 65

deg. sweep. It houses a large airborne

search and target acquisition radar in a

spiked conical engine air inlet for its

two large axial turbojets. A rocket en-

gine is faired between the twin-jet tail-
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pipes. Two ventral fins are mounted on

the underside of the fuselage below the

horizontal slab tail tor better control

during high angle of attack climbs,

when the wing blocks out much of the

vertical fin. A pair of two-stage, radar-

guided, air-to-air missiles is mounted
under the delta wing.

Flipper has been flying for at least

two years and has been used by the

USSR to set several world speed records

including a 1,481 mph. average over a

100 km. closed course with a top speed

of 1,696 mph.
At the Tushino air show in 1956.

seven new experimental prototypes were
flown before the first Western delega-

tions ever invited to witness this event.

They included Gen. Nathan F. Twin-
ing. then USAF chief of staff, and seven

other top USAF generals. These proto-

types were the Mikoyan Fishbcd. the

Sukhoi Fishpot and Fitter, and the

Mikoyan Faceplate, all in the Mach 2

fighter class; Yakovlev Flashlight B and
C. supersonic all-weather interceptor

and light bomber; Ilyushin Blowlamp,

a supersonic light bomber, and the

Antonov An-4 Camp twin-turboprop

assault transport.

For several years thereafter it was
the fashion in U.S. intelligence circles

to opine that this was an aerial Potem-

kin village in which prototypes were
flown only to impress the Western ob-

servers, and obviously the Soviets had
no intention of ever putting these pro-

totypes into production and opera-

tional service. At the Tushino air show
of 1961, five of these seven prototypes

appeared in mass formations with Red

Air Force operational insignia and three

of these types have been shipped in

quantity by the Soviets for operational

use in their satellite air forces in Eastern

Europe.

The production versions of the Fish-

bcd, Fishpot. Faceplate, Flashlight B-
now called Firebar—and Camp all

showed considerable and sagacious

modifications in which many of thepro-

totvpe faults had been remedied. They

also showed a modernization of radar

and armament shifting from primarily

cannon-armed day fighters to missile-

armed all-weather fighters.

The MiC-19 Farmer day fighter,

which was a relatively new first line

Red Air Force fighter in 1956. also has

been modernized into the all-weather

MiG-19 Fanner B and shifted from can-

non annament to missiles. The Farmer

B is now the standard inner-defense,

all-weather fighter of the Red Air Force,

with the Fishbed and Fishpot as the

perimeter interceptors, soon to be aug-

mented by the extremely long-range

Fiddler and the extremely high rate of

climb and altitude pcrfonnancc of the

The Red Air Force has been engaged

during the past three years in a massive
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effort to improve and extend its air de-

fence system to cope with the possibility

of a mass assault by USAF's fleet of

SAC B-52 and B-47 bombers. In addi-

tion to the new generations of all-

weather fighters now deployed, the air

defense system has been strengthened

by expansion and improvement of the

radar network, both around the Soviet

perimeter and in key target areas, and
the deployment of new types of fixed

and mobile surface-to-air missiles simi-

lar to the U. S. Army’s Nike Hercules

In addition to the massive buildup in

air defense, the Soviets have continued

to modernize their tactical air forces

with Fishbeds and Faceplates equipped
with belly tanks for extra range and
rocket pods under the wings. Firebar,

extensively modified and improved in

its production versions from the 1956
prototype, also has gone into opera-

tional service as a light bomber replace-

ment for the venerable 11-28 Beagle.

Anti-Submarine Forces

In another sharp reaction to a grow-

ing U. S. capability, tbe Red Air Force

is taking a strong role in the Soviet

navy’s development of an improved
anti-submarine warfare force. Red Air

Force has long supplied most of the

operational units incorporated in Soviet

naval aviation, but they have been
mostly fighters and light bombers.
Now. operational units of twin-jet

Badger bombers arc being assigned to

the Soviet navy. These Badgers arc

equipped with new search radar and
carry a pair of MiG-17. Fresco D. all-

weather versions of this obsolescing

fighter, modified into radar-homing,

air-to-surface missiles. The use of the

Fresco D and the larger and faster

Fitter fighters for air-to-surface missiles

is another example of the practical

Soviet economy of utilizing existing

hardware for new purposes where possi-

ble to achieve quick operational capa-

bility rather than starting from scratch

with a new design.

New hvin-jet Kamov Harp helicop-

ter. first seen at Tushino in 1961. is

also designed for operation from ship-

board against submarines, as well as be-

ing a ground support vehicle. It is

equipped with a large, chin-mounted

search radar, two air-to-surface missiles

mounted on landing gear struts and a

forward firing turret that has two can-

ASW Improvement

Soviet navv has also put into opera-

tion the Bcriev Bc-8 twin-jet flying boat

which is characterized by Western ob-

servers as the worst bit of Soviet aero-

dynamics seen at Tushino. Bearing the

NATO code name Mallow, the Be-8 is

nevertheless a major improvement in

Soviet capability for ASW patrol

planes.

As tbe Soviets react characteristically

to develop defenses against each new
U. S. offensive capability, it is certain

that their anti-submarine warfare effort

will increase, with the major effort in

the air. using extremely long-range,

heavy-payload aircraft that can remain

on extended patrols for long periods

and carry the large airborne power sup-

plies required for long-range search

and detection avionic gear and nuclear

Troop Support Aircraft

Red Air Force is approaching an im-

proved mobility for ground troops and
their equipment from a variety of

angles. Buildup of turboprop-powered

transports has been steady during the

past five years, with the Antonov twin-

turboprop Ail-8 Camp assault transport

in limited service for some time. It has

been superseded by the An-1 2. the mili-

tary version of the Aeroflot An-10 four-

turboprop transport. The An-12 has a

rear loading ramp that permits vehicle

access from ground level and large rear

clam shell doors for heavy equipment

and paratroop drop.

At Tushino, the An-12 formation

landed on the grass field, disgorged

short-range army ballistic missiles, their

prime movers and firing crews. The
missiles were assembled into firing posi-

tion. used for a simulated firing and

then were quickly loaded into the An-

12s for takeoff. Although all of the

growing Aeroflot jet transport fleet has

some military application to the Red
Army mobility problem, the fleet of

Antonov turboprop transports is the

bulk of the direct military air support

because of its operational perform-

ance from grass fields.

Shorter range mobility for large mili-

tary loads, including missiles and tanks,

has been developed in the two large

twin-jet Mikhail Mil designs-thc Mi-6

Hook helicopter and the Harkc flying

crane. Both machines arc powered by

two Soloviev gas turbines with ratings

running from 4.500 to 5.500 lb. of

thrust and both incorporate many of the

same basic components.

Harke Record

A formation of Mi-6 helicopters

landed at Tushino, disgorged missiles

and crews who simulated assembly and

firing and then dispersed back into the

giant helicopters and quickly disap-

peared over the horizon. The Harkc

flying crane set a record for its class by

lifting 33,000 lb. to an altitude of 7,500

ft.

A third approach to the army’s

mobility problem appeared in Nicolai

Kamov’s twin-rotor, gas turbine powered

convertiplane, code-named Hoop. Its

basic concept is similar to the now de-

funct British Rotodyne, using both rotor

system and forward driving propellers.

The Hoop is obviously in the early pro-

totype development stage and. as yet.

there is no indication of how seriously

the Soviets will push this technical
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BLACKBURN NA.39 BUCCANEER LOW-LEVEL STRIKE AIRCRAFT

Britain Seeks to Kindle Export Revival
Bv Herbert J. Coleman

London—British aircraft industry, still beset by the inevitable uncertainties

of its massive regrouping efforts, is slowly slimming itself down to the size

necessary for its existence in British and international markets.

With a more flexible policy of expanding beyond the shores of Great

Britain primarily through international agreements in the U. S. and Europe,

the industry is taking a hard look at the economics of maintaining its present

position.

Entwined in the industry's transi-

tion is the British government, formu-

latin' of a vacillating defense police that

has baffled industry planners since 1957.

The result has been wastage of man-
power and hardware and a lack of indus-

trial direction that has still to be re-

solved.

An example: the total lack of export

sales of the English Electric Lightning

fighter, now in line service with Royal

Air Force and the Blackburn Buccaneer
naval strike fighter, both highly sophis-

ticated weapons.

The two airplanes did not reach pro-

duction status until long after they

were offered as export items. Common-
wealth and other nations have shown
little interest in the Mk.2 versions of

each airplane.

But the winds of change are blowing.

The Hawker P.1127 VTOL strike

fighter will be purchased by the U. S.

Army, the Germans and the Royal Air

Force, in small but encouraging quan-

Vickers-Armstrongs, invading the

U. S. with strong technical and sales

teams, gained initial orders from Bran-

ilf Airlines for its BAC 111 aft-

mounted-jet engine transport, the only

airplane in production in the 60,000-

70.000 lb. gross weight short range jet

category.

The TSR.2 strike fighter is being

built for the world market, particularly

NATO, along with its RAF applica-

tions.

In effect, the word in the British

industry, passed down from chairman

and director level, is to take a leaf from

the American book—adopt the hard sell

tactic in the world’s markets.

Yet industry salesmen have vet to

offset a government policy considered

by them to be restrictive and uncom-
petitive. This is the rule under which
manufacturers pay royalties to the gov-

ernment on hardware developed with

government funds.

There is little likelihood that the

royalty policy will be eliminated, or

even watered down. Minister of Avia-

tion Peter Thornevcroft. told Aviation

Week.
"I’m in favor of royalty payments.

The government puts money into

the industry to reinforce it and should

get its financial investment back.”

Thornevcroft is considered a prime
mover in the joint ventures outside

the borders of Great Britain, taking

the initiative in salesmanship at the

highest political levels. Two projects

have been developed by him almost

single-handedly, and both have yet to

reach fruition.

Of most immediate import is the

decision to join France in building

a Mach 2.2 supersonic transport. Brit-

ain's high card is the ability to provide

the engine—either the Bristol Siddclcv

Olympus 593, or the Rolls-Royce

RB.178. Competitive aspect is that the

French could go to Pratt & Whitney
in the U. S. unless a British decision is

forthcoming.

Thornevcroft secs what he calls a

"certain amount of gamesmanship" in

this area, for he considers the British

far ahead in Mach 2 transport research.

Main reason for British caution about

collaboration, he claims, is to await

final reports from the project scientists.

"The real test is whether it (the

Mach 2-plus transport) is really any

good." Thorneycroft said.

Value of such joint collaboration, he
explained, is in sharing the costs of re-

search and development and ultimately

increasing the size of the market for

supersonic transports. His willingness

to enter into such a complex foreign

agreement is part of a national phi-

losophy that is leading the United King-

dom, and its aviation industry, more
directly into the Common Market.

This also is reflected in the other im-
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BRISTOL SIDDELEY BS.75 TURBOFAN ENGINE

portant project, an eventual European
space consortium which would utilize

the de Havilland Blue Streak as a first

stage, the French Veronique as the

second, and a third stage developed

under West German leadership.

Behind this is the natural British

desire to recover some of the S20 mil-

lion spent on Blue Streak before it was
abandoned as a military weapon. Blue

Streak has yet to be launched, though
static tests have proved satisfactory.

Official government position is that

the launch pad at the Woomera range

in Australia is not yet complete. More
realistic view is that Blue Streak will

not be fired until the 12-nation pact is

formally signed, since a single pad
failure could wreck the symposium.

Blue Streak research, under the direc-

tion of Godfrey Pardoe, is still under

way at de Havilland. but at a reduced

pace, to stav with the state of the art.

Thorneycroft is positive the European
nations will decide to come into the

spaa1 club by this summer; most im-

portant necessity is an over-all conven-

tion to draw the actual hardware pro-

gram.
To make it more attractive to the

smaller European nations, the work
will be split as evenly as possible, and
various nations will lead design work.
West German leadership on the third

stage is an example; another is the
Italians heading the planning team
for the first satellite, a dummy shape,

that will be fired. Main project will be
development of a European communi-
cations satellite.

Thorneycroft is convinced that the

space club is a necessity for all Europe
to allow its scientists to gain knowledge
on their own projects rather than re-

main interested bystanders at the U.S.
and Russian achievements.

It is in the field of research and de-

velopment at home that Thorneycroft

has faced heavy criticism, most of which

lie charges is unfounded. In procure-

ment of aircraft and missiles, the Min-
istry is responsible for spending about
S360 million.

Industry spokesmen claim that the

majority of R & D funds goes into the
government’s own research establish-

ments. the Royal Aircraft Establish-

ment at Farnborough and Bedford, the

Royal Radar Establishment, and the

National Gas Turbine Establishment,

all staffed by civil servants.

However, Thornevcroft counters that

in Fiscal 1960-61. the Ministry of Avia-

tion put S44S million into research and
development projects within the indus-

try and spent another S23 million sup-

porting civil transport developments,
including boundary layer control and
variable geometry experiments. It also

spent S70 million in miming its cstab-

The Minister feels the industry has
gained tremendous technical advan-

tages from the government establish-

ments. In addition, the government has

put considerable funds into private in-

dustry for continuing research into such

areas as laminar flow and the variable

sweep geometry wing. He added:

"Obviously, the industry' will press for

more, and I hope they get it.” This was
an oblique reference to what industry

leaders consider the main stumbling
block, the British Treasury. It still re-

tains final decision on Ministry expendi-

tures. despite what has been called a

deplorable lack of liaison bv the Treas-

ury with both the Ministry and the

industry.

The industry has taken heart from
government interest in a report on re-

search and development made by a

committee on management headed by
Sir Solly Zuekerman. chief scientific

advisor to the Minister of Defense,

Harold Watkinson. The management
committee which was established in
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1958 under the chairmanship of the

late Sir Claude Gibb, made these recom-

mendations after exhaustive interviews

with industry leaders:

• Introduction of competition in both

feasibility and project studies for new
defense projects.

• Use of holding contracts to ensure

contnuutv of work while government
decisions arc being made on the future

of defense projects. Holding contracts

arc interim contracts awarded to keep

project teams together until a decision

is made to continue or drop the project.

• Reappraisal of the entire pattern of

government financed civil and military

• Maintenance of momentum of re-

search projects once they arc begun.

Only major technological or economic
changes should be allowed to interfere

with their progress.

• Major efforts to avoid wasteful dupli-

cation in research and development

among members of NATO and the

Western powers.

• Review of the structure of the sci-

entific civil service.

Aside from government research and
development expenditures, about S25

million a year is being put into private

venture projects, such as the Vickers

VC.10 and BAC 111. the Westland
Rotodync. the de Havilland Trident

and the Rolls-Royce Spey engine. There
is no immediate likelihood that this

spending level will increase.

In the industry's size reduction,

initial casualties will, of necessity, be

within the design and research teams.

Two years from now. when Thorney-

croft thinks the industry will find its

form, design teams will be cut bv as

much as 20%.
First such indication came with a

Hawker Siddcley decision to get out of

the space research business, eliminating

that area from its Advanced Projects

Design Team and turning the emphasis

on Blue Streak onlv.

Abandonment of the space research

plan, in which Hawker Siddcley had
heavily committed itself both in the

United Kingdom and with the French,

was a top level decision spearheaded

by Sir Roy Dobson, managing director.

Since then. Hawker Siddeley has made
sharp cuts in its activities, in what Sir

Roy calls "tidying up the group.”

Whcn Hawker Siddeley took over

de Havilland, Blackburn and Folland,

it inherited 16 establishments and air-

fields. These have been cut to nine.

The Glostcr Aircraft plant has been

virtually shut down. De Ilavilland's

plant at Christchurch will close in July.

With about 100,000 persons depend-

ent on the Group's aviation business.

Hawker Siddcley is betting heavily on

the de Havilland Trident three jet

transport, the de Havilland DII-125

executive jet, the Hawker P. 1 1 27, the
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Avro 748 turboprop transport and

the Armstrong Whitworth Argosy

freighter.

A VTOL version of the latter, the

AW 681. is entered with the Bristol

20S in a competition for a Royal Air

Force order. Sir Roy thinks the order

mav not come to pass, basically because

of cost of developing new airplanes.

Hence. Hawker Siddcley has concen-

trated on selling the Avro 74S to the

RAF. in direct competition with the

Handley Page Dart Herald in a fight

that had important political ramifica-

tions. 1 landley Page, or more precisely.

Sir Frederick Handley Page, the firm's

chairman, has steadfastly resisted

merger moves made by both Hawker
Siddeley and British Aircraft Corp.

Handley Page claims the price has

never been right. Hawker Siddcley

contends Handley Page wants too much
money, and the issue has not been re-

solved. But the shadow of the govern-

ment falls over the bargaining table.

Government policy is to place its

orders with the groups, a deal made
when Duncan Sandvs as Minister of

Aviation became architect of the new-

industrial image. Thomeycrnft reiter-

ates the policy.

"Naturally, selection of the planes

will be made on technical merits by
qualified technical experts." he said.

“But if it comes down to the fact

that both are just as good and can

do the necessary job just as well, the

order will go to the group.”

After three months of bargaining, the

British government finally decided to

buy the Avro 748. This leaves Handley

Page, which employs 8,000, with orders

for 20 Dart Heralds, all civil versions.

The company is negotiating with South

Africa for an order for eight Victor V-
bomhers.

At British Aircraft Corp.. the em-

phasis is on the Vickers VC. 10 family

and the BAC 111. billed as a Viscount

replacement. The VC.10-49 ordered

bv British Overseas Airways Corp. and
five by the RAF-faces the more diffi-

cult route of the two. Despite its aft-

mounted jet engine, an attractive sales

point, the VC.10 is arriving late on
the long haul scene. Emergence of a

Mach 2 or a Mach 3 transport may
severely limit its acceptance.

Tire BAC 111. however, inherits

the Viscount market (438 of these have
been sold) and is a competitor for U. S.

airlines interested in a short haul twin

engine jet transport to replace Convair

340-440s or Martin 404s.

Sir Geoffrey Tuttle of Vickers feels

the supersonic transport market exists

on a reasonable basis for whoever is

the earliest with a practical design.

Prestige factor is certain to enter the

picture to deaden qualms against cost,

he says. Sir Geoffrey says the RAF tac-
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tical VTOL transport prospect is cloudy

—the Bristol 208 is a British Aircraft

Corp. design-and, even if the order

comes to pass, he claims 30 or 40 air-

planes of new design will be most diffi-

cult to amortize.

As to the NATO market, Sir Geof-

frey reflects the view of many of his

counterparts in England and abroad

that NBMR-3, the VTOL fighter com-
petition in NATO, may never come to

pass. "The French have the Mirage 3

Balzac, a number of countries the Lock-

heed F-104, the British have the

P.1127," lie said. "Who reallv wants
a special NATO airplane?" For that

matter, Sir Geoffrey has similar views

on NBMR-4, the tactical transport com-
petition. As far as the RAF is con-

cerned, he says the size would he about
half that desired and range would be

severely limited.

Turning to government support. Sir

Geoffrey contends the government is

not doing enough if it wants to retain

an industry. lie particularly stressed

aid for design teams, although agreeing

that the size of the industry must be
reduced. The question, he said, is at

what rate the reduction will be effected.

One of BAC's heaviest losses came
from the Vickers Vanguard, due partly

to timing of a large turboprop trans-

port in the jet age and partly to phase-in
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problems of the Rolls-Royce Tyne
engine. Production was halted last

month at a final figure of 43 airplanes.

BAC also inherited, from Bristol

Aircraft, the T.188 all-steel research

plane. Development costs, borne by
the Ministry of Aviation, have been
pegged at about $30 million. The plane

has been criticized for slow develop-

ment progress, since it is a year behind
its programmed first flight, and for

limitations of the Mach 2-3 regimes it

is designed to explore.

Unlike the North American X-l 5,

the T.188 will land and hike off on its

own power, two de Havillaiul Gvron
Jr. 20 engines. Thorncvcroft defends
the cost of development on the basis

of its value as a test bed for a shunless

steel fuselage and as an airborne elec-

tronic laboratory. Its research applica-

tion will be predominantly in the mili-

tary fields, Thorncvcroft said.

Future design work at BAC now cen-

ters on development of variable sweep
wing geometry, under the direction of

BAC’s Dr. Barnes Wallis, and of the

VC. 10 to capture more military and
cargo business. One project under se-

rious consideration is to modify the
VC.10 as a Skybolt-carrier. Vickers

claims this can be done with little

re-engineering of the clean wing. The
airplane is credited as a serious con-

tender for this mission since there are

no follow-ons to the V-bombers.
At Short Brothers & Harland, Bel-

fast, the company is concentrating on
the Belfast turboprop freighter which,

according to Hugh G. Conway, joint

managing director, will fly early in 1963.

The prototype Short Skyvan cargo

transport is nearing completion and is

being offered for overseas sales at a

price of about $100,000.
In the VTOL field. Short Bros, has

a wealth of experience gained from
its SC-1 flights, but. as Conway put

it, "you can only stay in this field by
retaining the lead.” To strengthen its

VTOL position, the company joined

with Lockheed to sell the F-104 with

wingtip-pod lift engines to NATO
countries. The Belfast also has been
submitted as a STOL transport, fitted

with boundary layer control.

Probably the most stable companies

in the British aircraft industry arc the

two big engine firms, Bristol Siddelev

Engines, Ltd., and Rolls-Royce. Export

sales have remained high, engines alone

set a new 1961 record of $232 million,

against $165 million for aircraft.

Best customer for engines was Can-

ada, which spent $47 million. The
United States was next with $42 mil-

lion, followed by France with $28 mil-

lion and Italy with $16 million.

Prime projects at Bristol Siddelev

are its BS.53 Pegasus and the follow-on

versions using plenum chamber, or duct,

burning devices; the Olympus 593 for
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a supersonic transport; the Olympus
22R for the TSR.2, and the BS.59

pure lift engine now under construc-

tion.

The Pegasus family, about 75%
backed by Mutual Weapons Defense

Projects funds, is aimed at the military

market. Dr, Stanley Hooker, chief

technical director, said the BS.53. now
firing in the P.1127, has reached its

15.000 lb. design thrust and the air-

plane has. in fact, flown supersonic

Decision to go into the pure lift

engine field, dominated bv Rolls-Rovce

with its family derived from the RB.10S
powerplant for the Short SC-1, has

been firmly lucked by Sir Arnold Hall.

Bristol Siddclcy's managing director.

The BS.59. a fan engine, will operate

in tandem with the Pegasus family,

for example in a light transport in

which two lift engines would be in-

stalled in the fuselage and two BS.53s

hung under the wings.

Philosophy advanced bv Bristol Sid-

dclcv for beginning development of a

pure lift engine in the face of the Rolls-

Royce lead, is that specific transport

applications may call for the BS.59 and
company prefers to have its own engine

ready. Designers also point out that the

thrust deflecting engine, the Pegasus,

will reduce the number of lift engines

needed, thus offering a more practical

airplane.

Development work is continuing on

the BS.75 turbofan engine, which

has a high bypass ratio of 1.75:1. like

that of the Pegasus. No application ex-

ists, aside from the BAC 107, but it has

been submitted to Fokker for the jet-

powered F-28 Friendship in competition

with a derated Rolls-Royce Spec en-

gine. BS.75 gives 7.550 lb. thrust at

0.508 specific fuel consumption.

Design work at Rolls-Royce has been

accelerated on the engine for a super-

sonic transport although no metal has

been cut. Rolls’ chief executive. J. D.

Pearson, concedes that Bristol Siddelev

has a lead with its Olympus 593 but

adds: "A new airplane should have a

new engine concept, and we believe we
have that."

Probably in the 28,000 lb. thrust

class, the Rolls engine will include an
afterburning system of some sort. Com-
pressors will be developed versions of

those in the Conway R.Co. 42 line and

blading will be of stainless steel. It

also is likely that the engine’s propul-

sion nozzle will lie variable to gain bet-

ter performance during climb, cruise

and low-thrust conditions. Designers

arc considering a plug nozzle.

Despite Rolls' interest in supersonic

engines, Pearson maintains that the

company’s prime interest must remain

in the subsonic powerplant field, with

higher bypass ratios as the design goal.

The Spey is aimed at 1:1. for example.

Pearson considers the designer’s task,

in highly competitive markets, is to

keep economics of the customer as a

braces fuel consumption, first costs, and
spares and overhaul costs.

In one design area, the RB.I62 pure

lift engine deeply involved hi NATO
competitions, designers are already

working on other uses. Pearson dis-

closed two, as a powerplant for driving

a ducted fan and for flap blowing.

Britain's lone helicopter manufac-

turer. Westland Aircraft, savs it is con-

tinuing its close tics with Sikorsky

Aircraft but has taken on sales and
manufacturing rights for the Vcrtol 107.

S»E”for British European Air-

ways to operate its proposed London-
Bnissels-Paris helicopter link with

Sabena. Westland’s nnlv research project

-aside from the Suuridcrs-Roc SRN.2
Hovercraft - the Rotodync VTOL
transport, finally was cancelled after

nearly six vears of development work.

The aircraft was originally designed by
Fairev for British European Airways

and two years ago was submitted to

Royal Air Force. However, the British

Treasury resisted allocation of funding
for a 1 2-aircraft production order, and
outside orders were limited to a few
letters of intent.
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Exports Bolster French Aviation Growth
By Robert E. Farrell

Paris—Evidence of the French aircraft industry’s growing force in Western
Europe was capped late last year by the French government’s decision to

underwrite development costs of what may be the world’s first supersonic

commercial transport—Sud Aviation’s Mach 2.2 Super Caravclle.

Official go-ahead on the Super Caravclle project emerged as a climax to a

substantial jump in foreign orders. Provisional figures show foreign orders

placed during 1961 climbed to a record $380 million, a steeply rising curve
from $85 million in 1959 through S230 million during 1960.

Industry’s over-all output last year cut on, its export success. The French
amounted to S4S0 million, an increase realize the relationship of their ncwlv-
of $>0 million from I960. With a won aviation position with their ex-
fattened order book and supported lie port drive. Satisfied French officials

a government with high ambitions in are making flattering comparison with
both civil transport and military air- their major rival in Western Europe,
power. France’s aerospace industry the British air industry. Significantly,

seems headed for an active era. at least in French eyes, tlic year ended
Moreover, French industry is now with the British seeking to' share the

solidly oriented to, and largely depend- Super Caravclle program and with the

Royal Air Force ordering Nord Avia-

tion's air-to-ground missile, the AS.30,

Export orders during 1961 clustered

around Sud’s Caravclle jet transport and
Alouette helicopter, Dassault's Mirage 5

fighter. Turbomcca and Snccma en-

gines. Nord Aviation's family of tacti-

cal and target missiles and, finally,

Mor.mc-Saulnier's brisk-sclling Rallyc

About 5 5 '< of over-all export orders

placed during the year were for civil

aircraft compared with 48% in 1960.

This trend toward civil markets will

increase if France’s two new civil air-

craft—the twin-turboprop Super Brous-

sard transport and Potez's 840 four-

turboprop executive-feeder aircraft—win
new orders in the coming year.

France's biggest gamble is riding on
the Super Caravclle. This year, whether
or not the French get foreign support—
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notably British—Sud will begin cutting

metal on the prototype.

Plans call for the first Super Cara-

vellc flight in 1965 anti initial airline

deliveries in 1968. Idea is to get the

Super Caravelle into service as early as

possible before U. S. Mach 3 trans-

ports. Serious slippage in this time-

table could hurt Super Caravelle sales

-and the whole French industry.

Despite these hazards, Sud President

George Hereil managed to win official

support for the project. French govern-

ment agreed to put $25 million into

this year's budget to get the program
rolling. Total cost of the project is

estimated at $280 million, $165 million

to be spent through 1965.

Some observers feel these cost esti-

mates are too low. But once involved,

the French government isn't likely to

drop the project and besides, foreign

participation may ease the burden on
the French treasury. Bristol Siddeley,

whose Olympus 593 turbojet is top

powcrplant contender, reportedly is

willing to help finance the engine devcl-

Final Super Caravelle design details

aren't entirely firm. It is gener-

ally expected the 4-engine aircraft will

have a take-off weight of 198,000 lb.,

carry 100 passengers profitably over

routes ranging from 1,000-3,000 mi.

By restricting its top speed range to

Mach 2.2, Sud hopes to avoid most of

the technical problems Mach 3 proj-

ects will have to solve.

The Super Caravelle’s structure will

be fairly conventional aluminum. Con-
trol surfaces, engine pods and tricycle

landing gear will be made of steel or ti-

tanium. Sud engineers, perhaps opti-

mistically, expect the Super Caravelle

to create no disturbing sonic boom
problem.

Most observers view the Super Cara-

velle venture more as a commercial

gamble than a technical one. Provi-

sional price is $7 million.

Sud estimates its breakeven point at

80 aircraft, the market potential at 250
aircraft.

Hereil, aware of the commercial chal-

lenge posed by the Super Caravelle

project, isn't wasting any time in get-

ting a sales campaign rolling. Already

he has obtained a written intention of

interest from Panair do Brasil for three

Super Caravelles. In effect, it gives the

Brazilian carrier delivery priority over

all future buyers except Air France,

which may announce an order this year.

Sud is still short of the breakeven

point on its subsonic Caravelle. In

early February, with 105 aircraft deliv-

ered, the company’s Caravelle order

backlog has passed 160 aircraft. Break-

even point is estimated to be 225 air-

Moreover, Sud’s backlog includes the
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20 Mark 10A Caravelles. powered by
General Electric CJ805-23C aft-fan en-

gines, ordered by Trans World Air-

lines. but facing cancellation. Also the

Caravelle is entering its most competi-
tive period as the Boeing 727. dc Havil-

land Trident and BAG 111 cut into

a market area the French twin-jet trans-

port once had all to itself. Thus 1962
may well determine whether the Cara-

velle program-already a technical suc-

cess—will also be a commercial success.

STOL Program

This year will also provide clearer

indication as to how successful three

other French civil aircraft projects mav
be. These are Nord's Super Broussard,

Henry Pntez's S40 and Brcguet’s larger

941-942 STOI. transport Family.

The Super Broussard program is now
entirely in the hands of Nord Aviation.

It is possible, moreover, that the twin-

turboprop aircraft originally designed by
Max Holstc may get a new name.
Powered by two Turbomeea Bastan

turboprops of 1,085 shp. each, the air-

craft will carry 28 passengers or about
7.600 lb. of freight. Two versions arc

being built, the main difference being
pressurization.

Nord flew the first non-pressurized

production version—the 260-early this

year. Company expects to build 10

this year, with deliveries to get under
way late in the year. Prototype pres-

surized version—the Super Broussard

262— is expected to fly in September.

Nord currently is planning a monthly
produetion rate of four aircraft which
means about 30 aircraft are to be built

in 1963.

Interest Indicated

No firm orders have been announced
for the Super Broussard. However, sev-

eral small airlines in Western Europe,
Africa and the South Pacific have in-

dicated interest.

Unlike the Super Broussard, which
is getting government support, the Po-

tez 840 is a private venture. Failing to

get French support. Potez early this year

signed an unusual agreement with the

Republic of Ireland. The Irish, in fact,

seem to be putting considerably more
money into the Potez 840 than the
French government would ever have

A clean. 18.700 lb. low wing aircraft,

the Potez 840 is powered by four 530
shp. Turbomeea Astazou turboprop en-

gines. In feeder version, the pressurized

aircraft will carry 24 passengers. Turbo-
Flight, Inc., of Chicago, which has

U. S. sales rights, has ordered the

second prototype, due to fly early this

year. Initial prototype flew for the
first time in April. 1961. and has logged

close to 200 hr. Potez is quoting a

price of S500.000, duty paid, for U. S.

A third French civil transport con-

cept is being tested in Brcguet's 941

STOI. aircraft. Powered by four Turbo-

meca Tunno 3D free turbine engines

delivering 1,250 shp. each, the 20-ton

941's STOL perfonnancc is based on
the deflected slipstream, or blown wing,

principle. A single prototype flew for

the first time last June and is continu-

ing its flight test program with no
major hitch to date. It’s now expected

the 941 will better its contractual re-

quirement of landing over a 50 ft. ob-

stacle within 787 ft.

Breguct is also planning a 50-pas-

senger pressurized version of the 941.

designated the 942. Company expects

to fly the 942 this year, with deliveries

possible by 1964 if orders materialize.

Mirage 3 Phase-In

French air force, despite its exten-

sive operations in Algeria, is moving
ahead with its modernization program.

Early this year the 2nd Air Brigade,

based at Dijon, began receiving the first

squadrons of Dassault Mach 2 Mirage

3C interceptors.

Mirage 3 is powered by a Snccma
Atar 9B rated at 13,225 lb. thrust with

afterburner. Tail rocket unit gives an

additional 3,300 lb. thrust for inter-

ceptor dashes. Mirage takeoff weight

varies between 16,000 and 22,000 lb.

depending on mission.

Initial batch of 200 Mirage 3s is on
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order by the French air force. In addi-

tion to the 3C interceptor version, Das-
sault is now dying a Mirage 3E ground-
support fighter, which uses Doppler
radar for all-weather capability, and
a Mirage 3R reconnaissance version.

Close to 500 Mirages may be ordered

in these three different operational ver-

sions along with a two-seater 3B ver-

sion for training. Dassault, though los-

ing out in Western Europe to the
Lockheed F-104G, to date has sold the

Mirage to Israel. Switzerland, Australia

and to the Union of South Africa.

command this year which by 1965 is

expected to be operationally-equipped

with Dassault Mirage 4 bombers and
armed with nuclear free-falling bombs.
The air force is spending $200 million

on 50 Mirage 4 bombers with deliveries

to begin late in 1963. Two prototype

aircraft arc flving, the first having been
in flight test since June, 1959. A third

prototype will fly this spring.

Powered by two Snccma Atar 9 after-

burning turbojets, the Mirage 4 has

flown above Mach 2 for dashes of more
than 20 min. The two-place, 50,000
lb., delta-wing bomber is capable of

carrying its nuclear bomb, probably a

glider-type weapon, to targets 2,000 mi.

away without flight refueling. Some
versions of the Mirage 4 probably will

be used as tankers.

Range may be increased also by us-

ing a growth version of the Pratt &
Whitney JTF10 turbofan engine.

Snecma would develop an afterburner

to increase the U. S. engine’s present

takeoff thrust of 10,000 lb. to IS,000
lb. French would designate the engine

the TF106.
Same engine is expected to be used

to provide main propulsion for a future

VIOL fighter, the Mirage 3V Balzac.

First Balzac prototype is expected to

flv this June. Tliis aircraft is France’s

main entry in NATO’s VTOL fighter

competition, but also is a French air

force program.

Smaller in size than the projected pro-

duction model, the initial Balzac pro-

totype will be powered by eight Rolls-

Royce RB.108 vertical lift turbojets

and one Bristol Orpheus turbojet for

forward flight. Larger version will use

Rolls-Royce RB.162 lift jets and the

afterburning TF106.
French air force missile requirements

arc being handled as follows:

• Air-to-air: Matra’s R.530 two-stage

solid propellant missile is standard air

force air-to-air missile. The missile is

now operational and is being turned out

in large quantities. Equipped either

with infrared or electronic guidance

systems, the R.530 has a launching

weight of 430 lb. and is about 9 ft. long.

• Air-to-ground: Nord Aviation’s suc-

cessful AS-30 missile went into quan-

tity production in 1961 and Nord won
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NORD SS.12 ON BREGUET ALIZE

its first export success late last year with

the Royal Air Force. The AS-30, a

competitor to the Martin Bullpup, is

a supersonic, command-guided missile

that can be fired during dive or level

flight at either subsonic or supersonic

speeds. Total missile weight is 1.110

lb. and over-all length is 149.5 in. Its

target can be located within a wide

area forward of the aircraft.

• Ground-to-air: French requirements in

this category arc being handled by par-

ticipation in NATO Hawk program and

by air force Nike units within NATO.
In addition, Nord Aviation is develop-

ing a lightweight ground-to-air missile.

Transport, still handled by Nord’s

twin-piston-engine Noratlas, won't he

modernized until early 1966 when in-

itial squadrons of the Nord-designed

C-160 Transall transport will become
operational.

The Transall. a Franco-Gennan joint

undertaking, is powered by two Rolls-

Rovcc Tyne turboprops. will cruise at

275 kt. with a 16,000 lb. payload.

First prototype will fly in France in

September and two other prototypes

in West Germany late this year.

Still under study by the air force

arc proposals in a light cargo aircraft

competition, a STOL transport capable

of flying 950 mi. at 220 mph. with a

3,000 lb. payload. Bidders in the con-

test arc Breguet. Dassault, Nord and

Potez. Decision, involving 80 aircraft,

is expected early this year.

French Navy's modernization pro-

gram includes building a carrier task

force based on two 30,000-ton ships,

Clemenceau and Foch. Clemenceau
this year will be fully operational and

Foch should be in service by 1964.

Navy long-range ASW will be han-

dled by the Breguet 1 1 50 Atlantic land-

based aircraft. Atlantic, powered by

two Rolls-Royce Tyne turboprops. will

cruise at 170 kt. Mission time will vary

from 12-18 hr. normally. Navy has

ordered an initial batch of 27 aircraft

with deliveries to begin late in 1964.

Atlantic is being developed under

NATO management as a NATO-wide
replacement for Lockheed P2V Nep-

In taking delivery early this year of

the first of 100 Dassault Etendard 4Ms.
the Navy also is assuming its first nu-

clear delivery mission. Etendard, in ad-

dition to its conventional annament. is

to be armed with nuclear weapons. Its

fairly short range—435 mi. maximum
with 265 mi. at low altitude—is being

improved by inflight fueling using a

Douglas developed Buddy system.

French space program presently is

being developed on three levels: na-

tional, European, and bilateral with

the U. S.

Over-all program is co-ordinated by

a new organization established late last

vear. Called the Centre National

d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES), the body

is nonmilitary and comes directly under

the authority of the prime minister of

The organization's 1962 budget has

been fixed at 516 million. This sum,

over the next few years, is expected to

rise to an annual level of $30 million,

to be divided evenly between France’s

national space effort and its participa-

tion in several European schemes.

On a national level, the French

plan to continue their high altitude

studies using Slid Aviation rockets such

as the Belier, Centaure and Dragon.

National program also aims at launch-

ing in 1965 of a French satellite weigh-

ing 175 lb., using a three-stage launch-

ing rocket. First stage will be

liquid-fueled and the last two stages

solid propellant.

French participation in a European

satellite program covers about 20% of

the cost involved. This project aims

at orbiting a 660 lb. satellite within

five years. Britain will provide Blue

Streak as the first stage, and the French

the second stage. A third stage prob-

ably will be built by participating na-

tions on joint basis.

Cryogenic
solenoid valve

features direct

action and

venturi flow!
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Canada Faces Nuclear Weapon Decision

CANADIAN BOMARC LAUNCHING

By James D. Hendricks

Decision on tlic use of nuclear warheads—long delayed and hotly debated

within the Canadian government—may conic this year in the wake of a

national election.

Approval or rejection of nuclear armament is a major political issue and

a kev factor in future Dominion defense developments. When the election

comes. Canadian defense leaders undoubtedly will press for an immediate

yes-or-no resolution of the unclear question.

Canada operates under the British procedure which permits the party in

er to call an election anv time it chooses within a five-vear limit, usually

done when its popularity is at a peak,

headed by Prime Minister John G. Dii

submitting to a test at the polls, but

before the end of 1%2.
The present administration has

avoided declaration of a clear cut nu-

clear policy, probably seeking definite

proof that a decision favoring nuclear

weapons will not jeopardize the parti's

hold on the reins of Parliament. A
recent public opinion survey revealed

that more than 609; of Canadians in-

terviewed wanted their government to

add nuclear weapons to its defense

arsenal.

The major opposition, the Liberal

Party, likewise has not given a finn

indication of its nuclear stand. The
New Democrats, reaching for major

party status and composed primarily of

farm and labor factions, express equally

strong anti-communist and anti-nuclear

policies and could exert a solid influ-

ence on the balloting.

Meanwhile, defense leaders are im-

patient for a decision allowing them to

acquire nuclear weapons. Many of

Canada's newest weapons systems are

designed mainly around a nuclear de-

livery- capability, and one official says:

“If sve don’t get nuclear yveapons.

most of our new hardware will be
virtually worthless. We'll only be pay-

ing lip service to our commitments at

home and svith NATO overseas.”

The Progressive-Conservative Party,

.•fenbaker, can yvait until 1963 before

many observers foresee the election

Nuclear armament of Canadian
forces, if approved, probably rvould be

accomplished with U. S. yveapons under

the same type of agreement in effect at

Thor missile sites in the United King-

dom-O. S. controls the warheads and
Great Britain controls the delivery svs-

Whilc the nuclear question domi-

nates the Canadian defense picture,

some observers sec an easing of the

problems of anti-United States senti-

ment and demands from small but

vocal groups for complete Canadian

disarmament.

A year ago Canadian participation in

North American Air Defense Com-
mand (Norad) rvas a prickly subject,

but norv it appears resolved. A survey

similar to the one on nuclear yveapons

showed a heavy majority supporting

both the Norad concept of continental

air defense and Canada's role as a full

partner in the operation.

Some of this change reflects a gradual

fadeont of the anti-U. S. feeling which

flared three years ago after cancellation

of the Avro CF-105 Arrow program

and simmered for almost tsvo years as

the Canadian government relied more
and more on United States-developed
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yveapons systems and the Dominion's

osvn industry suffered.

"The Canadian people are reawaken-

ing to the real need for defense,” one

official says. "The United Nations fail-

ure in the Congo. Khrushchev's belliger-

ency and the Soviets resumption of nu-

clear testing have caused us to stiffen.”

Force Modernization

While pondering a nuclear decision,

the government during the last year

modernized its tactical and support air-

craft fleets and took steps to further

integrate and improve its Norad opera-

tions. Highlights included:

• Acquisition of McDonnell F-101B

Voodoo jet interceptors from the U.S.

inventory to replace RCAF's subsonic

Avro CF-lOOs. Five Voodoo squadrons

will be flying with RCAF markings by

the end of this year from bases at

Ottawa and North Bay. Out.: Comox.
B. C.; Bagotville, Que.. and Chatham.
N. B. In exchange for the F-lOlBs,

RCAF agreed to assume operational

and maintenance responsibility for 11

more Pine Tree warning stations on

Canadian soil. At present, two of the

1 1 sites have been taken over by RCAF
personnel.

• Joint agreement with the U. S. to

finance production at Canadair I.td.'s

Montreal plant of approximately 110

CF-104 jets for delivery to air fora's

of NATO members in Europe, possibly

Greece and Turkey. The order carries

a price tag of almost S200 million, and

deliveries are scheduled to begin in

1963.

• Re-equipment of the RCAF's air divi-

sion on NATO duty in Europe with

CF-HMCs. First of a' total order of 200

aircraft rolled off the Canadair produc-

tion line last March. Negotiations were
announced to increase the original

order of 1 4 two-seat trainers from Lock-

heed to 22.
• Takeover last month of the Bomarc
anti-aircraft missile site at North Bay

by RCAF crews. The other Bomarc
site scheduled for Canada, at La Ma-
caza, Que., is still under construction.

"A lot of people were bitter about our

taking the Bomarc and letting the CF-
105 die." an officer said, "especially

when the Bomarc had trouble in its

early days. But it’s proven itself now.
and for the most part, our people seem
satisfied with it.”

• Continued constmction of North
America’s first underground, hardened

SAGE (semi-automatic ground environ-

ment) an ter near North Bay. Sched-

uled for completion next spring, the

center will serve as headquarters for the

Northern Norad Region and will con-

trol Bomarcs, Voodoos and some U. S.

air defense systems.

• Decision by the government to pur-

chase 190 Canadair CL-41 jet trainers
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for RCAF basic pilot training. RCAF I

offiars expect the CL-41 to simplify

enonnously that service's jet training
|

program. Delivery’ will begin in 1963

and will enable the RCAF to retire its

fleet of North American Harvard piston-

engine basic trainers that have been

used for more than 20 years to train

Canadian pilots.

Canada's 1962 defense budget will

total approximately SI.7 billion com-
pared with about SI .6 billion in 1961.

Spurred by last year's Berlin crisis, the

Canadian government authorized an

increase of about 10.000 personnel for

its servias. mostly for NATO duty-

in Europe, and these augmentation

forces will absorb most of the extra

defense funds. RCAF as usual will

receive the major portion of the defense

budget, an estimated S750 to SS00

Size of the budget is another touchy

topic in some defense circles. They
point out that Canada has one tenth

the population of the United States and
enjoys a vigorously healthy economy,

vet it allocates only about one fiftieth

as much for defense. The Dominion's

space effort extends only to a small

satellite and sounding rocket program I

and cooperation with the U. S. on re-

search in infrared missile detection tech-

niques. Canada has no missile program

of its own.
“About 1970 this may come back to

haunt us,” one official said. “What
does a nation without a space program

do in the space age?”

Industry Picture

This dearth of space and missile

work, coupled with a general lull in air-

craft development during 1961, has left

the Canadian aviation industry picture

somewhat clouded. Many top design

engineers and scientists, including al-

most the entire team which created the

CF-105, have left Canada for jobs in

the U.S. and elsewhere. Death of the

Arrow program is still bemoaned by

many military and industry officials.

from the Arrow cancellation. Recently,

Avro Aircraft. Ltd., a subsidiary of

A. V. Roe Canada, Ltd., was reorgan-

pany and renamed the Avro Aircraft

Division. Current Avro activity cen-

ters on subcontracts for the CF-104,

including production of scoops and

ducts and wing tip tanks. The division

also handles backup orders and spares

for this equipment for the European

consortium which builds the F-104.

Another major Avro program, the

VZ-9V Avrocnr flying saucer, has lost its

development support from the U. S.

Department of Defense. Flight tests

of the Avrocar flying saucer last year

showed some low-frequency pitch oscil-
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Two men are walking towards each other at the side of a railway.

A freight train overtakes one of them in 20 seconds and exactly

ten minutes later meets the other man coming in the opposite

direction. The train passes this man in 18 seconds. How long after

the train has passed the second man will the two men meet?

(Constant speeds are to be assumed throughout. ) -Contributed

Know how we usually ask you to “look us up during the IRE

Show" and arrange an interview with a member of our technical

staff to discuss career possibilities? And you're too busy? And

you forget which hotel? We've got an easier way. Send a resum£

now and if you’ve got a telephone, we’ll find you long before you

get to New York. A date and time will be arranged at your con-

venience. And you’ll have one thing less on your list of “things

to do during IRE? Mr. Don Krause is the man to mail a resume

to now. He’ll take it from there. Response guaranteed.

answer to last week's problem: 42 and 40 miles per hour.

lations in forward motion, probably one

of the main factors in its abandonment
by the U. S. Avro closed its VZ-9V
project office in Washington early this

year but is continuing work on the

vehicle as a company-funded program.

Avro is actively seeking subcontracts

on major U. S. programs, but to date

has failed to win a bidding competition.

The division tried unsuccessfully last

year to land the wing box subcontract

for the Lockheed C-141 transport. "We
keep trying to grab off U. S. subcon-

tracts.” a division spokesman said.

"We're sending in a stream of proposals

through our Washington office.”

The major subcontract awarded

to A. V. Roc went last year to Orenda

Engines Division for modifying Gen-
eral Electric J79 jet engines for the

RCAF's CE-KMs.
Canadair has fared much better, witli

the CK-104 and CL-41 orders added to

continued production of its CL.-44

turboprop swing-tail transport. The
Montreal company has delivered seven

of 10 Cl.-44s ordered by the Flying

Tiger Line, four of five to Seaboard

World Airlines and one of two to Slick

An Equal Opportunity Employer

m LITTON SYSTEMS, INC.

Guidance and Control Systems Division

Woodland Hills, California

SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES
ENGINEERS

LOCKHEED
MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES -BS, advanced degree or equiva-

lent experience. Analyze and test vehicles, covering entire range of

space flight: lift-off, maximum aerodynamic loading, maximum
acceleration, maximum heating, orbital and deep space boost, zero

gravity operation, de-orbiting: from lift-off to recovery. BS or
advanced degree with experience in one or more of the following:

thermal stresses, pressure vessels,

redundant structures, test require-
ments and liaison, experimental

DYNAMICS- Aeroclasticity, acous-

tics, fuel slosh, transient loads, body
bending dynamic loads, shock and
vibration, test requirements and

ASTRO MECHANICS- WEIGHTS -Weight CS

„ . ir loads, inertia calculation, weight cc —
loads, wind shears— gusts and tur- inertia properties, actual weighing,
'

' rigid body dynamics, sep- weight budgeting, weight reporting,

aration systems.

PLEASE SEND YOUR RESUME to Mr. R. C. Birdsall, Employ-
ment Manager, Dept. M-35A, 599 N. Mathilda Avenue, Sunnyvale,

California.

LOCKHEED MISSILES S. SPACE COMPANY

Caiiadair's other active sales effort

lias been focused on the CL-41 jet

trainer. The aircraft has been dem-
onstrated to NATO air forces in Europe

and has been flown by several USAF
and U. S. Navy pilots.

Other Canadair work includes de-

velopment of the advanced CL-41 R as

a CF-104 electronic systems trainer,

Lockheed subcontracts for F-104 struc-

tural components, sales of F-104C parts

to the European consortium, wings and

ailerons for the Bomarc. tail cones for

the U. S. Army's Hawk missile and cur-

tain-wall material for large buildings.

De Havilland Aircraft of Canada.

Ltd., at Downsview, Ont., is concen-

trating most of its efforts on produc-

tion of its Caribou twin-engine STOL
transport. U. S. Anny recently placed

a S30-million order for an additional

53 planes, bringing the Army’s total

projected Caribou inventory through

1963 to 127 aircraft. Royal Air Force

also has indicated interest in the Cari-

bou, but some British aircraft manu-

facturers are objecting.

Deliveries of the Caribou and the

Beaver and Otter, the company's light

transport and utility aircraft, to the

Ghana air fora' are virtually complete.

De Havilland of Canada estimates that

about 20 or 25 Beavers and Otters will

be delivered within Canada this year

for use by the forestry sen-ice and char-

ter operators.

Other dc Havilland of Canada proj-

ects include a 75-ft. extendable an-

tenna for use in satellites and sounding

rockets and infrared equipment used

with the U. S. Army’s Mauler missile
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Germans Begin Rolling Out F-104G, G.91
West German aviation industry, which recorded major technological gains

in 1961 despite a scries of growing-pin setbacks, hopes to reach its goal of

post-war developmental and production maturity during the course of 1962.

"’aging a difficult uphill struggle since its revival in 1956—a struggle its

East German counterpart decided to abandon early last year—the industry has

made impressive strides by any standard in its drive to regain a leading position

within Europe. With its wartime workers and technicians scattered through-

out both Germany's, Russia, the U. S. and other areas of the world, and its

surviving facilities largely devoted to make-work tasks, the industry began its

stone with the phasing in of the Mach
2 Lockheed F-104G interceptor and

Italy’s Fiat G.91 close-support fighter

to industry assembly lines. It also was

a year of progress on the development

front, although a favorite West German
project in the aircraft field ran into

a series of problems at year end that

scratched it from an important North
Atlantic Treaty Organization competi-

tion for a V/STOL strikc-rcconnais-

sance fighter.

Coordination Problems

F-104 production, when fully inte-

grated, will represent Germany's long-

est step forward thus far. In one move
the German industry is advancing from

the relatively-simple Fonga Magistcr

jet trainer to a highly-sophisticated

weapon system. Most companies of

other nations in the program had built

or assembled other late-model aircraft

before moving onto the Starfighter. The
project also brings with it the need for

a complicated system of coordination

among companies of the four countries

involved, and it has run into its share

of difficulties on both technical and
management levels.

The G model, with its all-weather,

multi-mission capability, is in some
respects a new aircraft, and the industry

has suffered through headaches that

go with such a development. Intro-

duction of North American Aviation’s

advanced NASARR fire-control system

into the aircraft and onto European as-

sembly lines has called for a series of

adjustments and refinements that may
necessitate some retrofitting of initial

aircraft later.

Licensed production of the General

Electric J79 turbojet engine for the

aircraft strained present capacity of the

firms involved, and there have been
several shifts in the percentage of work

to be handled by the three prime power-

plant manufacturers. Present break-

down is 44% of the work load by

Belgian FN Works, 38% bv Germany's

BMW Triebwcrkbau and 18% by-

Italy’s Fiat and subcontractors, princi-

pally Alfa Romeo. An earlier ratio was

48.26% for Belgium, 32.47% for Ger-

many and 19.2”% for Italy.

Despite these difficulties, the first

F-104C to be assembled in Gcnnany
from Lockheed-produced components
was rolled out late last summer slight-

ly ahead of schedule and formally

turned over to the air force two months
later after flight evaluation. First air-

craft to be wholly produced by the

European consortium is scheduled to be
completed late this year, and manu-
facture of 949 aircraft for the four

nations is to be completed bv late

1964 or early 1965.

Llsing aircraft purchased directly from

Lockheed, the German air force hopes
to have its initial operational F-104C
wing in the field soon.

Fiat G.91 R/3 production by Dor-

mer. Messcrschmitt and Heinkcl is

proceeding at a similar pace, and the

totals have ban boosted. To gain time.

50 R/3s have been purchased from

Earlier plans called for purchase of only

20 of the latter. German production of

the R/3 has been increased from 232
to 294 units. Final aircraft will be com-
pleted sometime in 1964 under present

schedules.

These two aircraft, replacing North

American F-86s and Republic F-S4s.

will provide the mainstay of the West
Gcnnan air force until at least the late

1960s when, it is hoped, the first

V/STOI. aircraft will begin to appear.

West Germany. abutting the Iron

Curtain and with an obvious need for

maximum dispersal, has expressed a

requirement for a family of V/STOLs
to gain this end-a lu'gh-altitude inter-

ceptor, a straight G.91 replacement and

a supporting medium-range transport.

Defense Ministry officials in the past

have taken exception to the present

NATO competition for a VTOL strike

reconnaissance fighter. Ministry feels

that current specifications for an air-

craft capable of flying at least 250
mi. at a minimum on-thc-dcck speed of

Mach .92 fail to meet West Gennan
needs for an effective defense.

Although at one point last fall it

debated withholding its crucially needed

support from the project—the Defense

Ministry has reconsidered in a gesture

to NATO cooperation, and there arc

now indications that the program may

eventually shake down along the lines

envisioned by Germany, with one air-

craft for close support, another for in-

l

Tf the NATO competition breaks out

into a final requirement for more than

one tvpe of aircraft, Gcnnany hopes to

have the VJ-101 ready as a prime entry.

If it does not. and if the aircraft proses

successful, it probably will be built on a

national level.

Production will be on a consortium

basis, moving into German facilities as

the F-104 and G.91 phase out. Min-

istry officials hope it will give the coun-

try an opportunity to construct an air-

craft of largely German design.

A setback was suffered, however,

when it was found that specifications

for the VJ-101 VTOL fighter could

not be completed before the competi-

tion’s January deadline. The Germans
reportedly requested an extension of the

deadline but were turned down by

NATO officials. The original design,

based on the Bell D-188 concept, ran

into vibration and control difficulties at

an advanced development stage which

necessitated major structural and power-

plant modifications.

Under high priority development by

a Messcrschmitt-IIeinkel-Bolkow team

for the Defense Ministry, the VJ-101 is

being redirected towards the elimina-

tion of the swivelling wing-tip pods for

vertical lift. The new version, probable

designation VJ-101 D, is built around

three Rolls-Royce RB.162 lift engines

and two RB.i 53s housed within the

fuselage. The RB.I 53s will be installed

to provide deflected thrust as an aug-

mentation to the 162s in vertical lift

flight regimes.

Germany is represented in the compe-

tition by two designs submitted by

Focke Wulf in collaboration with

Hawker Siddeley under terms of a na-

tional agreement to work with British

industry on development of a tactical

VTOI. fighter. One proposal desig-

nated the P.1161 is powered by a Bristol

Siddeley BS.53 deflected thrust engine

-as is its progenitor, the ITawker P.l 127

—plus two augmenting RB.I 62s. The
second is believed to incorporate a

BS.75 turbofan engine as its main

powerplant and RB.I 62s for vertical

lift.

Focke Wulf, with Weser Flugzeug-

bau, and Hamburger Flugzeugbau,

also is represented by two proposals

in the first round of a projected NATO
competition for a medium-range

V/STOL transport. Its primary design
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culls for a pylon-podded BS.53 beneath

each wing and six RB.162s in each of

two wingtip pods. An alternate design

has two General Electric T64 turbo-

prop engines plus RB.162s.

Domier is entering the competition

with an independent entry based on a

podded BS.ii configuration.

The F-l 04 program is now an official

NATO project, as is the G.91. Other
NATO production programs to which

Germany is committed include the

Brcguct Atlantic anti-submarine air-

craft and the Hawk anti-aircraft missile

system. In addition, it is participating

in multi-nation production of the Side-

winder air-to-air missile which, while

not an official program, bears the loose-

designation of a NATO-sponsored proj-

ect. and in the Franco-Ccrman Transall

160 turboprop transport project.

Domier is building the rear fuselage

and tail sections for the Atlantic. Ham-
burger Flugzeugbau is responsible for

the fuselage and tail assembly of the

Transall and the flight test program for

the second and third prototypes. Nord
will flight test the first. First flight of

the Transall is scheduled for this sum-
mer. and Germany and France together

arc expected to order approximately 200.

In addition, BMW is responsible for

28% of the over-all work in the Euro-

pean licensed-production program for

the Rolls-Royce Tyne turboprop engine

which powers both the Atlantic and the

Transall. BMW's partners in the con-

sortium are Hispano-Suiza. with 44%,
and Belgian I N. S'; . Rolls will retain

20% of the work at its home plant.

In the Hawk program, for which

1 |
t ons involved have pledged

over S420 million with another S20
million coming from U. S. aid, Germany
will lie one of the prime purchasers.

Telefunkcn will be a major supplier of

components. Germany's Fluggerate-

werk, a div ision of a Perkin-Elmer Corp.

subsidiary, is prime contractor in the

S30 million Sidewinder production

In a common European space pro-

gram. Germans will play an important

role, both in finance and development.

Under present plans. Germany will be
responsible for the third stage of the

three-stage vehicle and hopes to gain a

development jump in this field by fore-

going conventional liquid and solid

propellants in favor of a more
exotic second-generation fuel. Prime
developer would be Biilkow Entwick-

lungen, which has evolved into a major

West German military and industrial

research and production arm since its

fomiation in 1956.
German industry- has been proceeding

independently on a wide range of proj-

ects to fit the nation's needs—low-alti-
tude infrared detection devices as a case

in point. To fill a commercial void,

light aircraft, such as Dormer's Do.27
and Do.28 and Bolkow’s growing family

of light aircraft, have been developed

and have sold well.

The Cobra wire-guided anti-tank mis-

sile system, another Bolkow develop-

ment. has been proposed in the past to

both the U. S. and NATO as a standard

infantry weapon. Weser Flug/.eugbau

is constructing production models of a

two-place high-altitude powered glider,

the equivalent of a small-scale Lockheed
U-2. designated the DFS 5S2. Officially

described as a weather and radiation

research aircraft and under the spon-

sorship of the Ministry of Transport,

the DFS 582 had an original design

specification for a four-hour loiter capa-

bilitv at 60.000 ft. It is powered bv a

i.OOO-lb.-thrust Pratt & Whihicv
TJ 1 2A-6 turbojet engine for takeoff,

climb and powered approach for land-

ing.

Perhaps an index to the strides West
German industry has made in line with

the expanding national economv is con-

tained in Mcssersehmitt’s annual re-

port for the past fiscal year. The com-
pany recorded a net profit—$255,000-
for the first time since the close of

World War II. announced a 9%
dividend payment to stockholders and
reported that "apart from a few matters

. . . the effects of the war and post-war

years have been overcome.”

General Electric has the

right tungsten for you
General Electric produces tungsten in sheet, plates, billets, and pre-

forms to fit almost every current approach to rocket nozzle design.
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Smaller Nations Share Major Programs

gamzation competition for V/STOL
aircraft, and companies in the two
countries arc busily completing other

designs for both the commercial and
military markets. Sweden's Saab Air-

craft Co. is working on a follow-on to

its supersonic Draken J35 series, the

Saab 57, with performance figures simi-

lar to those laid down in the U.S. for

the bi-scrvicc TFX competition. Major
differences arc a lower gross weight—
about 25,000 lb. for the J37—and
absence of requirements for a sustained

ferry range.

As a neutral, Sweden must operate

essentially alone. Within the NATO
framework, consortium production is

playing a major role in the activities of

primes and subcontractors alike and
cither Germany or France is bearing

the major load in most instances. Italian

companies are active in consortium
projects for European manufacture of

the Lockheed F-104C interceptor and
the Hawk ground-to-air anti-aircraft

missile. Dutch companies are involved

in the F-l 04, the turboprop Brcguct
Atlantic 1 1 50 ASW patrol aircraft, the

Hawk and the Sidewinder air-to-air

missile system.

Aside from Germany and France,

other countries represented in these

programs include Belgium for the

F-l 04. Atlantic, Hawk and Sidewinder,

and Norway and Portugal, both of

whom arc active in the Sidewinder
effort.

Within Italy, Fiat is competing ac-

tively in the NATO competition for a

V/STOL strike reconnaissance fighter

with a follow-on to its G. 91 close-sup-

port aircraft that is in operational serv-

ice in the German and Italian air forces.

Support for the aircraft, designated the

G. 95C, and its chances of success

were heightened when the West Ger-

man group of Messerschmitt, Heinkcl

and Bolkow joined as a partner in the

proposal after its own design fell behind
schedule.

Companies participating in the paral-

lel competition for a medium-range
V/STOL transport include Italy’s

Agusta as a prime bidder and Mecca-

niche Acronautiche Meridionali Aerfer

as a member of a Bristol Aircraft Corp.
consortium.

In addition to its V/STOL design.

Fiat is currently completing production
of 50 G. 91s for Turkey and Greece
supported by U. S. mutual aid funds

and a batch of G. 91 T/l two-seater

trainer versions on order by the West
German air force. Fiat also expects an
Italian air force order for the T/l and
is building a prototype G. 91 T/4 as a

trainer for F-l 04 pilots. Development
of the prototype, incorporating essen-

tially the same electronic equipment as

that carried by the Starfighter, is being

sponsored by the Italian government,

and Fiat hopes to find markets among
other European countries equipping
with the F-l 04-Germanv. Belgium and
Holland.

In a parallel development, also un-
der government sponsorship, Aero-

nautica Macchi is developing an F-l 04
trainer version from its basic two-seat

jet trainer, the MB-326. and will com-
pete with Fiat for the available market
at home and abroad. Designation of

the aircraft is the MB-326C.
Prime contractor for the 1 82 F-104Gs

scheduled to be built in Italy under the

consortium production program is Fiat,

with Alfa Romeo as a major subcon-
tractor for the General Electric J79
powerplant. Fiat, last company to join

the airframe consortium, expects to de-

liver its first F-l 04 in July. The initial

aircraft will be assembled from Lock-

heed-supplied components, with Fiat

phasing in its own production program
during the course of the year.

Holland's Fokker, another major

F-104 contractor—it has final-assembly

responsibility for components manu-
factured by a number of companies—
already has rolled out its first aircraft

of the series. Components for the in-

itial five Fokker-assembled aircraft are

being supplied at directly to Fokker

by Lockheed. Roughed-out compo-
nents for another 25 will be shipped to

the respective European manufacturers

by Lockheed, finished and then fun-

nelcd into Fokker for completion. Tire

31st of the 375 aircraft assigned to the

Fokker group will be assembled from

European-built components.
In another consortium venture, the

firm is building airframe components
for the Brcguct Atlantic ASW’ aircraft.

Letters of intent to purchase the air-

craft, which is now in the prototype

flight test stage, have been sent to

Brcguct by the West German and
French governments, and others are

expected to follow.

Fokker also is represented in the

NATO V/STOL competition for a

strike reconnaissance fighter in a joint

proposal with Republic Aviation Corp..

which holds 33% of the Dutch firm’s

stock. Tire design, a variable-sweep-

wing aircraft with a Mach 2-plus capa-

bility, will be built largely in The
Netherlands if selected by NATO for

production.

The company’s entry in the transport

field, the turboprop F. 27 feeder liner,

has resulted in orders for 1 20 aircraft

thus far—plus another 89 that Fairchild

has built and sold under a license agree-

ment with Fokker. The Dutch firm also

is planning a stretched version of the

aircraft. If orders are sufficient, Fokker
has hopes of maintaining the F. 27 line

at the rate of two and one-half aircraft

a month over the next 5-6 years.

In Sweden, Saab is working on a

number of projects in several areas, the

newest being the Model 37, which is

designed to meet a Royal Air Force re-

quirement that its next combat aircraft

have a three-mission capability—ground
support, reconnaissance and intercept.

Initially, the Saab 37 would be used to

replace the J32 Lanscn attack fighter

during the late 1960s.

Present production is geared to the

Draken J 35 fighter series. Latest of

this type, the J 35F, has a Mach 2-plus

capabilitv and will be equipped with

Swedish-built Hughes Falcon air-to-air

missiles plus a Saab-dcsigned fire control

system. The Swedish air force has an-

nounced plans to order this version in

quantity. Earlier versions of the Draken

have been in operational service for the

past two years, and, including all

versions, Saab expects to produce well

over 700 of the series.

The air force also is sponsoring de-

velopment of a five-place twin-jet multi-

purpose aircraft, the Saab 105, and says

it will place an order for 100 production

airplanes if the prototype meets require-

On the export side, Saab has found a

sustained market for its Safir 91 primary

trainer and has reached agreement with

Austria, a fellow neutral, for the sale of

sufficient J 29F Flying Barrel fighters

and spares to equip a single squadron.

To aid the small aircraft industry in

Austria, it may be assembled there.

Geneva—Aircraft industries of Italy, Sweden and Holland are making im-

pressive strides along a broad development front within the increasingly co-

operative framework of Western Europe while looking towards the potential

of an expanding export market to maintain their impetus.

Multi-nation production projects are providing a stable financial platform

and technological opportunities for companies in Italy and Holland, which

are designing new hardware to meet a variety of needs—from executive jets

to V/STOL fighters and transports. Neutral Sweden is advancing at a similar

pace with a new fighter, trainer and ground effect machine coming off its

design boards and into development.

Holland and Italy are represented in

the current North Atlantic Treaty Or-
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EastEurope’sExport DriveRuns Into Snag
By Edith Walford

Geneva—East European aviation industry’s recent efforts to gain a foot-

hold in Western markets as a much-needed outlet for its increasing range of

light aircraft and accessories has yet to meet with substantial success.

Obvious, and prime, reason for this is increased political tension between

East and West that has automatically resulted in economic restraint on both

sides. Another factor, which indirectly influenced the aviation industry in all

of Eastern Europe, was East Germany's sudden cancellation last spring of

all major aviation projects in the country. Principal casualty was the East

German Tvpc 152 four-engine medium-range jet transport and its power-

plant, the 7,260-lb.-thrust Pima 014 A-l

Elaborate facilities for the two proj-

ects had been established at VEB Flug-

zeugwerke, Dresden, and VEB Entwick-

lungsbau, Pima, by the time they were

scrapped as part of the government's

retrenchment program to overcome per-

sistent labor shortages and economic

Despite this setback, other East Euro-

pean nations are making development

and export advances in several direc-

tions, The Czechs are working on a

tilt-wing V/STOL export design; the

Poles have developed a short-range

feeder transport. In another area, the

Czechs arc planning a series of light

aircraft for the 1965-70 Fourth Five-

Year Plan period and a turbine-pow-

ered helicopter as well.

turbojet engine (AW Aug. 21, p. 72).

East Germany’s Type 152 turbojet

transport represented that nation's first

attempt to establish an aircraft indus-

try of its own following license-produc-

tion between 1956 and 1959 of about

100 Soviet piston-engine 11-14 trans-

Canecllation of the Type 152 also ad-

versely affected East German Deutsche

Lufthansa, the national airline. Largely

for prestige reasons, the airline planned

to introduce its first turbojet services

with initial 1 s2 production models

scheduled for delivery late in 1962 or

early 1963. Instead, the East German
airline must now continue to depend

on Soviet-built equipment or order the

aircraft best suited to its needs else-

where even if this means turning to

DECONTAMINATION BOOTH
(or complete catalog wr

Western manufacturers. Other non-

Soviet Communist carriers have recently

made such a move or are contemplat-

ing it, but East Germany is much more
under direct Kremlin influence and

whether such a move would be allowed

is questionable.

LOT. the Polish national airline, also

has had to abandon its original plan to

introduce its first medium-range jet serv-

ices with several East Germany Type
152s. Russia’s Tu-124 medium-range

design has since replaced the 152 as

LOT'S choice among several other

contenders for the order, which is still

The Polish carrier is considering the

20-passenger MD-12 piston-engine

feeder transport built by the Instv tut

Lotnictwa (Aeronautical Institute) of

Warsaw as a replacement for its older

II-14s and Li-2s now serving LOT’s
domestic routes. The MD-12 is pow-

ered by four 320-hp. air-cooled Polish

Narkicwicz engines. Using only about

79.2 U.S. gal. of fuel for all four en-

gines. LOT engineers say MD-12 oper-

ations are exceptionally economical.

Maximum takeoff weight is approxi-

mately 16.500 lb. ; cruise altitude is

6.1S8 ft.; maximum ceiling 13,120 ft.

First prototype flew in 1959; the

second underwent modifications last

fall involving improved cabin insulation

and a change in engine exhaust location

to meet LOT’s requirements.

Like all other Soviet bloc countries,

Polish aircraft industry's activities are

restricted to licensed production of a

number of Russian light aircraft, a few

purely Polish designs in the same field

and the development of a series of high-

performance sailplanes, a sphere in

which the Polish industry has long

since established a good reputation.

More recent small Polish aircraft devel-

opments based on Russian design in-

clude;

• PZL-101 Gawron four-passenger util-

ity. multi-purpose aircraft, the Polish

version of the Russian Yak-12. The
PZL-101 completed its flight tests in

the spring of 1958 and has been avail-

able for export since that time.

• PZI.-102 Kos single-engine mono-
plane.

• PZL-104 Wilga all-purpose aircraft,

the latest in the PZL scries.

All three aircraft are built by W. S. K.

Wvtwornic Sprzetu Komunikacvjnego,

Warsaw-Okecie.

The side-bv-sidc two-seat PZL-102 is

being used extensively by Polish aero

clubs for training, sport flying and tour-

ing. A limited number or the fully

acrobatic version powered by an air-

cooled 90-lip. Continental C900 en-

gine. rather than a 65-hp. Narkicwicz
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WN-1 engine which powers the trainer,

have been sold abroad.

Two powcrplants are available for

the PZL-104 Wilga model, which is

designed ultimately to replace the PZL-
101 Gawron. a 180-hp. Narkicwicz WN-
6 or a 220-hp. Narkicwicz WN-6R en-

gine. Approximate maximum takeoff

weight is 2.550 lb., cruise speed is 100
mph.. range 620 mi. and maximum
ceiling about 16.500 ft.

The all-metal TS-11 Iskra mid-wing,

cantilever monoplane, designed in 1957-

58, is aimed at replacing the TS-S Bics

military trainer. Built by Osrodak
Konstrukeji Lotniczvch (Aircraft Con-
struction Center). Warsaw-Okecie, the

TS-11 now reportedly is completing its

flight trials in Poland. Powerplant is

to be a 1.300-lb. turbojet engine of

Polish design although provision is

made for a 2,000-lb.-thrust version.

W. S. K. Works at Swidnik. Poland,

is concentrating on the manufacture of

the SM-1/600 scries, the Polish ver-

sion of the Russian 2-3 seat multi-pur-

pose Mi-1 helicopter.

Polish air force received some of the

first production model SM-ls to conic

off the line in the spring of 1956. and
large quantities have since been deliv-

ered to the air force of other countries,

including East Germany and the Arab

New Small Aircraft

The Czech aircraft industry, most
important producer of light aircraft

and sailplanes among the East Euro-

pean satellite countries, is concentrat-

ing upon the design of a new range of

small aircraft to be made available dur-

ing the next 1965-70 period of its

Fourth Five-Year Plan. It also is plan-

ning to move into the turbine-powered

helicopter field for domestic use and
export in the late 1960s.

Replacement for the Czech high-

wing I..-60 Brigndyr utility aircraft and
a small two-scat helicopter for postal

services in remote areas is included in

new vehicles being developed.

Czechs reportedly also are working
on the design of a piston-engine

V/STOL tilt-wing light aircraft for use
over the same 1965-70 period (AW
Sept, 18, p. 23).

Omnipol Foreign Trade Corp.. the

Czech government agency responsible

for export sales of light aircraft aiid as-

sociated products, reported at the Third
International Brno Trade Fair last fall

that a decision had been reached to

hold off on production of the indus-

try’s new, heavier IIC-3 helicopter ser-

ies. at least for the time being. Nor
will any appreciable numbers of the
IIC-3’s predecessor, the IIC-2 Ilcli-

Baby, be produced at the Mnravan Air-

craft Works, Ostrokovicc, until suffi-

cient orders are received for either or
both to warrant quantity production.

Japan’s Aircraft, Missile Industry

Shows Modest Increase in 1961
Tokyo—Japanese aviation, lagging be-

hind the growth rate of the rest of

industry, made modest progress in 1961

in its long-term rebuilding program.

Total value of production rose to

575.5 million, an increase from 1961’s

S68 million and 1959 and 195S's S51

million. Overhaul work constituted a

third of this value, compared with 25%
the year before and 20% in each of

the two previous years. Total 1961 in-

vestments climbed to S66 million, from

555.5 million the year before.

In manufacturing, the most apprecia-

ble gain came from production of com-
ponents and accessories—the value of

which more than doubled from $11-3

million the vear before to S28.7 mil-

lion in 1961.

Only 99 aircraft were produced, all

for domestic consumption and mostly

for the Japanese Self-Defense Forces.

Helicopter production amounted to 57
of this total, followed by 30 jet aircraft

and 1 2 piston-engine planes.

Japanese aircraft production has been
falling steadily since the postwar peak
of 227 units in 1957 because military

orders have decreased and the civilian

market hasn’t taken up the slack. Cur-
rently. the industry appears to be in a

lull between the production generated

during the late 1950s and that antici-

pated within the next year or so. Society

of Japanese Aircraft Constructors esti-

mates that total production value in

the industry will rise to 590 million in

1962. 5109 million in 1963. and 5112
million in 1964. After 1964. the Society

speculates, production mav fall off due
to fulfillment of military orders.

Although more units wee produced
for civilian use in 1961 (38) than in

I960 (15). military procurement still

led the wav with 61 aircraft. From pre-

sent indications, this trend will con-

tinue. with domestic civilian demand
pushing ahead slowly. After the 1964
peak, the Japanese industry hopes that

civilian demands will replace some of

the military procurement and antici-

pates that it mav be able to begin ex-

porting then.

Major Japanese aircraft projects cur-

rently under wav are:

• F-104J and F-104DJ. In April. 1960.

Japan and the United States agreed to

the manufacture of ISO Lockheed F-

104J jet fighters and 20 F-104DJ train-

ers for the Japanese Self-Defense Forces.

Of these, all the trainers and 20 of fire-

fighters will be built in the U. S. The
other 160 aircraft will be manufactured
by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. Re-

organized. Ltd., the prime contractor,

and Kawasaki Aircraft Co., the subcon-

tractor. U. S.-manufactured aircraft be-

gan to arrive in Japan last month. They
are being reassembled by Mitsubishi

and will be delivered to the Self-Defense

Forces this month. The first Japanese-

manufactured F-104J is scheduled for

early 1963, with completion of the

order planned for January, 1965.

• YS II. Nihon Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., a joint government-private enter-

prise, is developing the YS 1 1 . a short-

haul transport equipped with two Rolls-

Royce Dart R.Da. 10/1 turboprop en-

gines. The medium-range transport will

carry from 52-60 passengers. First proto-

type will make its initial flight in May,
1962, and a second prototype is sched-

uled for test flights later in the year.

Delivery to domestic airlines is expected

early in 1964.
• Helicopter production. Several Japan-

ese firms arc preparing to manufacture

U. S.-dcsigned helicopters for military

and civilian uses. Mitsubishi will pro-

duce Sikorsky S-61 and S-62s. Fuji

Heavy Industries. Ltd., will build Bell

HUlBs. Under current negotiation is

an agreement between Boeing’s Vertol

Division and Kawasaki Aircraft for pro-

duction of Vertol 107-2 turbine heli-

copters.

• Aircraft Engines. Ishikawajima-Harima

Heavy Industries is producing General

Electric’s J79 jet engines for installation

in F-104Js and T58 turboshaft engines

for helicopters.

Ishikawajima also is manufacturing

the J-3 turbojet engines with a static

thrust of 2,645 lb. for the Fuji Heavy
Industries TIB jet trainer. This is the

first aircraft engine developed in Japan

since the war and has replaced the Bris-

tol Orpheus engines previously used in

the trainers.

Japanese rocket production continues

on a comparatively low key. Three
major industrial complexes are involved

in the rocket production— Fuji, Kawasaki
and Mitsubishi.

• Fuji’s AAM-2 infrared, air-to-air mis-

sile is scheduled to enter service with
the Self-Defense Forces next vear. The
company also has designed and de-

veloped the Kappa series of high-altitude

sounding rockets.

• Kawasaki developed the MAT anti-

tank rocket. MAT is wire-guided and
intended for use by two-man infantry

teams or by helicopters.

• Mitsubishi is developing the TMB-0
surface-to-air missile, the TSAM-1 sur-

face-to-air missile which eventually will

incorporate a command guidance sys-

tem, and the TLRM-2 which is a liquid-

propelled surface-to-air missile weighing
52S lb. and 10 ft. 91 in. long.
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WANTED
§*~USED HELIOS ^S©

ftm Bflft Hft Hft for used Hclio Couriers: original owners of 1954 models are hereb)

TJ P Ilf n n offered their full purchase price, less only the cost of new engine replace-
ME?n flill ment and airframe factory overhaul. Other models will be purchased atVH HHwIW prices depending upon their condition: generally for aircraft in com-

parable condition the older your Helio the higher the percentage of your cost we can offer.

WHY? An 8 year outstanding safety and performance record has created an unusual demand for

the extra value of the added structural and STOL features incorporated in no other (non-Soviet)

aircraft. All current new production is now required to meet U.S. military needs. Like the classic

airliners still in service after a quarter of a century, the oldest Helios still retain decades of dependable
service life. Replacement production costs continue to rise faster than depreciation from age alone.

WHAT IS STOL? By accepted European standards STOL (Short Take-Off and Landing) means abil-

ity to land and take-off fully loaded between 15 meter (50 foot) high barriers 200 meters (656 feet) apart.

TO BE PRACTICAL: we believe a STOL airplane must also be capable of operating on an open
area of approximately 400 feet by 100 feet (less than one acre) at sea level under conditions ranging

from no wind to cross winds of 25 knots with severe turbulence.

nly aircraft in the United States which
uver and land safely at speeds around
fastest four or five place single engine

anywhere in the world.

WHO WANTS USED HELIOS? Since all current production is required to meet U.S. military

needs, many business executives who cannot afford to fly in anything but the best pay more for used

Helios than for other new aircraft of lighter construction.

THEREFORE: we will buy used Helio Couriers in accordance with the offer above as rapidly as

we can completely rebuild and resell them... with new engines and the assured equivalent of new
factory airplane condition, and as long as new Helios remain in short supply.

ft HELIO AIECSAFT CORPORATION
N-OR-WTOOB. MASS.
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You can be sure

to play an important part

in the exploration of space

...when you join NASA

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION



engineers:

YOU CAN ACCELERATE
YOUR PROGRESS AT
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT

The role of Sikorsky Aircraft in the space

age is one of stimulating challenge—solidly

supported by the distinction of being the

pioneer and leading manufacturer of rotary-

wing aircraft.

The helicopter ... the most versatile vehicle

in theentire aircraft industry . . . has known
and continues to show startling progress

and dynamic growth in military operations,

in commerce and in industry. The versa-

tility sparking such growth is amply demon-
strated by such current usages as: space

capsule recovery • anti-submarine systems

• equipment and personnel transport • res-

cue missions • airport passenger travel

• industrial transport and personal trans-

portation.

For today and the boundless future,

Sikorsky requires widely varied abilities to

build and further develop helicopters to the

degree of sophistication demanded by tech-

nological advancements. Our needs con-

tinue for men with experience in such areas

engineering • weight prediction • sys-

tems analysis • computer programming
• mechanical design • autonavigation
systems . . . among others.

Sikorsky Aircraft A

IBM asks basic questions in components

How can we make invisible parts?

In this high-vacuum vapor-deposition process (enlarged

Tlx), thefilm material is nucleating in afine-grained

structure upon a coaled glass base.

This thin-film memory cell, consisting of 135 cryo-

trons built up in a 19-layer “sandwich,” combines

storage with elementary logic operation.

Science and engineering are speeding up computer
logic. And improving reliability. And maintaining

economy, ibm engineers are studying new kinds of

components: devices like tunnel diodes and thin

films which may switch within a fraction of a nano-
second, and microscopic solid-state circuits which
can cut transmission time by reducing the distance

electrical signals must travel. But switching speed is

only one aspect of components development. Before

these minute new devices can be put to use, auto-

matic manufacturing techniques must be found to

make them highly reliable and economical.

In manufacturing solid-state components, the quan-
tities of material involved are so small that it is ex-

tremely difficult to manipulate them. During depo-
sition, it is necessary to precisely control geometry,
purity, and other physical properties which deter-

mine electrical characteristics. For example, in the

manufacture of thin-film cryotrons, residual gases

tend to contaminate metal surfaces freshly deposited

upon a substrate. In addition, tapered gradients de-
velop at the edges of the microscopically thin film,

destroying its uniform thickness.

To solve these problems in the production of a 19-

layer cryogenic memory plane, ibm engineers evapo-
rated metals and insulators at a very high rate onto
a heated substrate in a vacuum of 1

0‘7
millimeters

of mercury. Heating the substrate assisted in the

nuclcation process to produce sharply defined edges.

Once the 17 perforated deposition masks were aligned

properly, this process was able to duplicate cryo-

genic memory planes automatically.

Precision masks play an important role in the pro-

duction of other components beside cryotrons, ibm’s

ability to make masks quickly and economically has

made it possible to experiment extensively with new
device geometries. By diffusing both p- and N-type

impurities into germanium through masks of silicon

monoxide, ibm engineers have produced an all-

diffused ultrahigh-frequency mesa transistor (and a
process for manufacturing it cfficiendy). They have
also perfected a masking technique for making sili-

con devices with different geometries, ibm scientists

in other areas are searching for better ways to make
magnetic cores, recording heads, and photoconduc-

tors. Out of their work may come the components

which will se tspeedrecords on tomorrow’scompu ters.

If you have been searching for an opportunity to

make important contributions in components, soft-

ware development, manufacturing research, optics,

machine organization or any of the other fields in

which ibm scientists and engineers are finding an-

swers to basic questions, please contact us. Manager
of Professional Employment, IBM Corporation,

Dept. 524P2, 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22,

New York, ibm is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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ENGINEERS GAIN A NEW PERSPECTIVE AT AC
AC, the Electronics Division of General Motors, has made a distinct contribution to technological
advancement in the field of low-altitude aircraft operation. You, too, can develop and improve
your career in the areas of guidance and navigation if you are an Electrical Engineer,
Mechanical Engineer, Physicist or Mathematician. Current projects include: Integration and
Engineering of the AN/ASQ-48 Weapon System for the B-52C4D aircraft, Inertial Guidance
Systems for the Titan II, and the development of a Stellar Inertial Guidance System for

advanced missiles. If you have related experience and are interested in any of
the following positions, please contact Mr. G. R. Raasch, Director of Scientific and Professional
Employment, Dept. 5753, 7929 South Howell, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin.

MILWAUKEE

S T O L
The Breguet 941 has
been recognized by the
U.S. Federal Aviation
Agency" as the only true
STOL aircraft in exist-

ence. The take off run is

lessthan 450 feetand the
landing run is less than
275 feet. The payload
varies between 6.500
and 15.500 lbs.

SOCIETY ANONYME DES ATELIERS DEVIATION LOUIS BREGUET PARIS 16
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world-wide
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Ask anyone,
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to sell

what publication

he reads and

respects most.

AviationWeek
and Space Technology
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• NEWS OF THE WEEK

House Unit Orders Use of B-70 Funds
Armed services group votes extra S491 million for

RS-70 version in attempt to save manned bombers.

Washington—House Armed Sen-ices Committee last week voted to test

congressional authority over Defense Department spending by ordering

the Air Force to spend an additional $491 million on the reconnaissance

strike version of the North American B-70 in Fiscal 1963.

The committee’s action not only sets the stage for debate on the consti-

tutional question but virtually assures the biggest clash yet between Congress

and the Defense Department over how much the U. S. should spend on

judgment and control. . . .

long-range bombers.

Secretary of Defense Robert S. Mc-
Namara said he will ask to appear before

the appropriate congressional commit-
tees to oppose expansion of the B-70

program. He said the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, with the exception of Air Force

Chief of Staff Gen. Curtis E. LeMav,
support the present program, which re-

quests only SI 80 million for research

and development for Fiscal 196'.

Basically, the House Armed Services

Committee argues that manned bomb-
ers are being discarded prematurely in

favor of missiles, while the Defense

Department says it is striking a realistic

balance of forces. Defense unity was

broken recently when Gen. LeMav
asked House and Senate committees to

enlarge the B-70 program bv building

six instead of the programed three air-

craft and adding weapon svstems capa-

bility to all six (AW Mar.'S, p. 23).

Tlie House Armed Services Com-
mittee, in reporting the Defense De-

partment aircraft and missiles author-

ization bill, said “the manned bomber,

the one strategic weapon which has

been tried and which works, appears

to be destined to become the forgotten

weapon in our arsenal. . . . Our planned

strategic force is approaching an inflex-

ible state with a much reduced cap-

ability for exercising trained human

"As our missile force grows, the role

for manned strategic aircraft shifts more
toward observing, reporting, evaluating

and exercising on-the-spot judgment

and action." The reconnaissance strike

version of the B-70 (RS-70) is "ideally

suited" for this operation, the commit-

Specifically, the committee said the

RS-70 would perform these four tasks:

“observe and report the condition of

the enemy during and after the initial

strikes: increase assurance of destruc-

tion of priority targets: seek out and
destroy unique targets—the extremely

hard, the mobile and the imprecisely

located: and provide the precision, dis-

crimination and flexibility which must
be an inherent part of our strategic

capability.; The RS-70 'would fill a

serious void by adding vision, strength,

flexibility' and human judgment which

is so essential to our strategic posture,”

Tire committee seeks to obtain more
direct authority over the RS-70 pro-

gram through two amendments it added

to President Kennedy’s Fiscal 1963
authorization bill. One directs the Air

Force to use $491 million in Fiscal

1963 “to proceed with production plan-

ning and long lead time procurement

for an RS-70 weapon system." The
other would prevent Congress from

appropriating any RS-70 research and
development money without first pass-

ing an authorization bill. This amend-

ment would extend to the House and

Senate armed services committees the

authority over military research funds

now exercised exclusively by the House

and Senate appropriations committees.

Chairman Carl Vinson (D.-Ga.). re-

ferring to the Defense Department’s re-

fusal to spend the additional money
Congress voted last year for long-range

bombers, said "the time has come" to

determine whether Congress can only

deny money or whether it also can “ex-

ercise a positive authority" by requiring

certain funds to be spent.

His committee's report said the RS-70

amendment means the Air Force is

"directed, ordered, mandated and re-

quired” to spend the S491 million

authorized. If this language constitutes

a test as to whether Congress has the

power to so mandate,” the report said,

“let the test be made and let this im-

portant weapon system be the field of

trial.”

Rep. Vinson told Aviation Week
he has not consulted with leaders of

the House appropriations committee on
the amendment to give his committee
jurisdiction over RS-70 research money,
but lie said: "I think I’ll win this fight

in the House." The House Armed Serv-

ices Committee justified giving itself

this authority over research funds by
declaring in its report that the RS-70
weapon system “should receive as broad

a congressional scrutiny as is possible

in order to ensure that this weapon
system proceeds at a pace consistent

with advances in technology and mili-

tarv requirements.”

So far, the Defense Department em-
phasis in the RS-70 controversy has

been on the technical reasons for not

assigning the aircraft a larger role in

the strategic forces.

A Defense spokesman said develop
ment of a side-looking radar that could

operate at speeds of Mach 3. and com-
ponents for the remainder of the

weapon system, will take much longer

than construction of the airframes. It

would be illogical, he said, to have a

number of aircraft built with nothing

to put into them, and for that reason

the current program is limited to three

The reconnaissance system would re-

quire development of in-flight data dis-

play and processing, training of person-

nel in processing and interpretation

and transmission to the command net-

work. All these components have vet

to be developed and proved, he said.

Bell Helicopter Order
Washington—Bell Helicopter Co.’s

Model 20-1 (Army HU-1B) has been

chosen by the Navy as an interim assault

support helicopter (ASH) for Marine

Corps, use.

To meet critical shortages of this type

of aircraft until a new one is developed,

it was decided to buy the existing Bell

model. The program is expected to in-

volve about 105 aircraft over a threc-vear

period.

Only minor modifications will be

made, such as Marine Corps-specified

avionics and a greater visibility wind-

shield. No contract figures have been an-

nounced. Army HU-1B costs about

S250.000 while the commercial 204

costs from $325,000 to $350,000. includ-

ing engine and electronics.
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Communication Carrier Ownership

Of Comsat Firm Urged in Senate

The third aircraft of the three-plane

program, which was originally designed

to carry a bomb-navigation system, now
is subject to a year’s engineering freeze

that will pennit installation of recon-

naissance-strike components so it can

be used as a testbed.

The RS-70 system also involves de-

velopment of air-to-surfaee ballistic mis-

siles that could be launched at super-

President Kennedy last week strongly

supported the Defense Department’s

proposed delay in committing the B-70

to production before prototype aircraft

are tested in 1963 or 1964. He told his

press conference he hoped this approach

could be worked out with the appropri-

ate congressional committees.

In opposition to Defense Depart-

ment’s argument, the House Armed
Services Committee said it is “gravely

concerned that we are abandoning to

the enemy the development and pro-

duction of the flexible weapon system

which has successfully kept the peace

The committee said “there is clear

need for a manned strategic reconnais-

sance-strike aircraft .... Incorporation

of recent state-of-the-art advances in

missiles, communications and recon-

naissance sensors in the B-70 can pro-

vide an advanced reconnaissance strike

operation which is ideally suited for

operation in the missile era.”

House Sentiment

Majority House sentiment on the

RS-70 issue will be demonstrated when
the authorization comes to a vote—

probably this week. Then the appropria-

tions committee will vote on the issue

in reporting its Defense Department
Fiscal 1963 appropriations bill. Sen-

ate voting will follow that in the House.

All told, the House Armed Services

Committee recommended adding

S587.5 million for aircraft and missiles

and cutting $2.8 million from the
Navy's shipbuilding program. These
were the additions other than the $491
million for the RS-70:
• Army aircraft. $55.3 million for more
of these aircraft: de Havilland AC-1
Caribou; Bell HU-1B Iroquois and II-13

Sioux helicopters; Hiller H-23 Raven
helicopter: Grumman AO-1 Mohawk
combat surveillance aircraft; Beech
L-23F Seminole utility transport.

• Army missiles. $31.2 million for ad-

ditional Army missiles of various types.

• S10 million to provide the Air Force
with additional Boeing Minuteman mis-

siles so that “the ultimate number pro-

cured and placed in position will more
truly represent the capability which this

country must have in the years ahead.”
The committee report also endorsed

resumption of nuclear testing in the

atmosphere, declaring that “actual

weapons systems” should be used.

By Katherine Johnson

Washington—Congressional support

for early establishment of a corporation

owned by communications common
carriers to develop and operate a world-

wide communications satellite system

continued to grow last week as the

Senate space committee went into its

second week of hearings.

The major contributing factor was
testimony by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission that “our privately

owned common carriers, under govern-

mental regulation, have provided the

nation with an unparalleled communi-
cations system, and may confidently be
relied upon to fulfill the objectives of

our nation's satellite communication
program.”

American Telephone & Telegraph

Co. almost certainly would be domi-
nant in the common carrier corporation.

AT&T has already volunteered to in-

vest $65 million at the outset. Invest-

ments volunteered by other common
carriers so far total $13 million.

FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
called for specific safeguards to prevent

monopolistic abuses from emerging in

the new satellite corporation. These
included a requirement for competitive

bidding in the procurement of equip-

ment and services, authorization for

FCC to determine the appropriate tech-

nical characteristics of the satellite facili-

ties, and equal representation on the

board of directors by each carrier re-

gardless of the amount of its investment.

Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D.-Okla.), chair-

man of the Senate space committee,

told Aviation Week that he expected
his committee to approve legislation

authorizing a common carrier corpora-

tion in the very near future and in such

a form that it would win Administration

approval. The measure will then be re-

ferred to the Senate commerce commit-
tee for further consideration. The House
commerce committee is scheduled to

Bullpup Increase

Washington—Limited-war capability of

Navy and Air Force aircraft will be in-

creased by adding Martin Bullpup air-to-

surfacc missiles to four aircraft and

increasing the number of Bnllmtps car-

tied bv two others. New aircraft are

Navy’s Chance Vonght F8U-2NE. Mc-
Donnell K4H, Grumman A2F-1 and the

North American A3J. The USAF-Rc-
public F-105 will carry four instead of

two Bullpups and tile Navy-Donglas

A4D-5 will carry five instead of three.

start hearings on the subject Mar. 13.

The President's proposal for a cor-

poration financed by public sale of stock

(AW Feb. 12, p. 26) still failed to gain

strong vocal support from either House
or Senate members. A determined but

minority group in Congress, led by

Sen. Estes Kefauver (D.-Tenn.), is fight-

ing for government ownership.

Nicholas Katzcnbach, assistant at-

torney general, and Dr. Edward Welsh,

executive secretary of the National

Aeronautics and Space Council—the two
government spokesmen for the Presi-

dent's public ownership plan—stressed
the equity in opening investment op-

portunity to all taxpayers in a govern-

ment-fostered monopolv. Kerr and Sen.

Stuart Symington (D.-Mo.), countered

that this objective could be indirectly

achieved through public investment in

the common carriers owning the satel-

lite system. Katzcnbach and Welsh
acknowledged that few companies have

as broad-based ownership as AT&T.
Democratic as well as Republican

senators on the space committee were

apprehensive that under a public finan-

cing plan, one of two undesirable situ-

ations might develop:

• If the satellite corporation were pre-

sented as an initially uneconomic opera-

tion which would not pay dividends

until about 1970—and there appears to

be general industry agreement on this

—

sufficient stock would not be purchased,

creating delay in the U.S. program
for leadership in the satellite communi-
cations field.

• If the stock were glamorized as a new
space age opportunity, it might be pur-

chased too eagerly', with a result that

many small-scale investors might be dis-

appointed if they failed to make a profit.

Symington recalled that because of its

glamor appeal, Radio Corp. of America
stock skyrocketed to $500 a share in

the late 1920s, without any dividend

payments, and then plunged to S3 a

share after the 1929 crash.

James E. Dingman, executive vice

president of AT&T, stressed that his

company is not committed to any speci-

fic type of satellite system. AT&T's
proposal for a random-orbit system, he

said, was based on the belief that this

could be achieved first.

Dr. Allen E. Puckett, a vice presi-

dent of Hughes Aircraft Co., told the

committee that a commercial system

utilizing the Svneom satellite being

developed by Hughes for National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration could

be achieved "much sooner” than a

low-orbit random system and at less

than half the cost.
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CELESTIAL NAVIGATION
-

]
Space vehicles will hasten their own evolution as information

gained from each orbiting study spurs the creative imagination of design engineers. Anticipat-

ing rapid advances in satellite range and controllability, Kollsman is pacing its refinement

of astro tracking systems accordingly. At the same time, it is making significant progress in

horizon scanners and sun sensors. Since 1946, Kollsman has been both the research and

production leader in space-age celestial navigation systems. Aggregate output: more than

10 times that of all other free world producers combined. No other source has equal ability

to meet specific requirements, whether for manned aircraft, missiles or space vehicles.

Kollsman Instrument Corporation
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AT&T Team Will Assist NASA
In Space Flight Systems Analysis
Washington—American Telephone

and Telegraph Co. will provide a -400-

nian management force to strengthen

National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration capability for systems an-

alysis of manned space flight projects,

but NASA emphasized to Congress

that it will retain full decision respon-

sibility for its programs.

The agenev agreed with Rep. Emilio

Q. Daddario (D.-Conn.) that AT&T is

part of its "management crutch" made
necessary because top-level people can-

not he recruited fast enough for de-

mands. Additional support comes from
General Electric Co., which was award-
ed a contract last month for integration

and checkout of Apollo systems (AW
Feb, 19, p. 26). NASA Administrator

lames E. Webb forecast the award of

the AT&T contract as the agency be-

gan its Fiscal 1965 appropriation hear-

ings (AW Mar. 5. p. 24).

Rep. Daddario closclv questioned Dr.

Robert C. Seamans, /r.. associate ad-

ministrator. and Braincrd Holmes, di-

rector of Manned Space Flight, on
NASA's entire management concept

at a subcommittee hearing last week.

In response to his questions. Dr. Sea-

mans responded:
• Holmes is the "man wc will call" if

there is any difficulty in the manned
space flight program. Wcrnhcr von
Braun, director of Marshall Space
Flight Center, will report to Holmes
on all matters pertaining to this pro-

gram, which constitutes about 90r/r
of Marshall's work. In a major organi-

zational change. Dr. Kurt Debus, di-

rector of NASA launch operations at

the Atlantic Missile Range, will report

to Holmes rather than son Braun.

Snap 11 Development
Washington—Martin Marietta Cmp.

Inis been selected by the Atomic Energy

which will be alloyed because of its high

t< |cnt As this element decays

spontaneously, it produces heat which

is converted directly into electricity.

Dr. Debus' organization has been ele-

vated to center status. It will become
the NASA Launch Operations Center,
responsible for all NASA activities at

AMR. Pacific Missile Range will report

to Dr. Homer E. Newell, director of
space sciences. Its name will be NASA
Pacific Launch Operations Office, di-

rected by Navy Cdr. Simon J. Burtt-
schcll. The PMR activity previously
reported through Debus to von Braun.
• Functional USAF Systems Com-
mand relationship witli NASA has
been “amicably" worked out with a
new office now being organized. This
office, first reported by Aviation Week
(Jan. 1, p. 15). is expected to be for-

mally activated soon. It will consist

of 30 Systems Command officers in

NASA who will report to Gen. B. A.
Schriever, AFSC commander, on day-

to-day technical matters.

The Systems Command office, how-
ever, will not make decisions on cen-
ters or facilities. Dr. Seamans said. He
said each NASA construction item in

the Fiscal 1963 budget was coordi-

nated through the Defense Depart-
ment, “and all questions of duplication

were resolved before they were included

in the budget.”
The AT&T contract will involve 200

professional engineers, scientists and
mathematicians, and 200 supporting
employes. Most will be assigned to

Washington and will conduct specific

technical studies and analyses for

Joseph

^

F. Shea, Holmes' deputy di-

GE Fuel Cell Picked
For Gemini Capsule
Washington—Electrical power for the

two-man Gemini spacecraft will be pro-
vided by a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell

developed by General Electric, marking
the first application of tin's type of en-

ergy conversion unit to an operational

space system.

The’ fuel all developed by GE's
Direct Energy Conversion Operation.
West Lynn. Mass., was selected last

week by McDonnell Aircraft Corn..

builder of the Gemini capsule for the
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

being negotiated.

Average power requirements of the

Gemini cell—with the exception of dura-

tion-arc very similar to those expected
of the cell to he used for the three-man
Apollo capsules' earth orbit and circum-

lunar missions. It differs from the fuel

cell to be used in Apollo’s lunar landing

rejection subsystem.

The GE Gemini cell is a low-temper-

ature, low-pressure, ion-exchange mem-
brane type. The solid electrolyte is a

GE-developcd material identified only

as Polymer A-prime. a plastic material

with good ion-conducting properties.

GE will provide only the cell to Mc-
Donnell, which will furnish the fuel

supply and feed systems and the heat

rejector, or radiator. The cell subsystem
will be composed of three modules,
two of which will be used for normal

operations and the third held in reserve.

Should one of the two operating mod-
ules fail, the reserve cell would he

hooked up with the remaining good
module for continued operation. Auv
module could deliver sufficient minimal
emergency power bv itself.

NASA and McDonnell specifications

for the Gemini power system called for

a 2S-v., 2-kw. unit with a reliability of

approximately 0.99S. GE's unit is said

to weigh under 300 lb.

B-58A Cross-Country

Dashes Set Records
Ft. Worth. Tex.—Supersonic Convair

B-5SA Hustler bomber of Strategic Air

Command's 43rd Bomb Wing. Cars-

well AFB. set three speed marks west-

to-cast and east-to-west across the U. S.

Record marks attained Mar. 5 were:

Ontario, Calif.-New York International

ing 1.212.6 niph.; turnaround over the

Atlantic Ocean near New York and
a dash from the International Airport

“gate” to California "gate” nonstop in

speed of 1.091 .2 niph. The third record

comprised the over-all time of 4 hr. 42
min. 32 sec. and an average speed of

1,044.3 mph.. including turnaround.

Two B-5SAs took off from Carswell

AFB. The second B-5SA completed
the west-east leg but developed a fuel

svstem malfunction and landed at

Whiteman AFB, Sedalia, Mo.
The record-breaking Hustler refueled

over the Pacific after arrival from Cars-

well to top off its tanks prior to entering

the Ontario gate. Another aerial refuel-

ing was made near Kansas City, Mo.,

one over the Atlantic and a third mid-

way over the U. S. on the return.
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The Du Pont Metals Center
the first facility of its kind for producing columbium

and other refractory metals

The Du Pont Metals Center is the

only plant of its kind in America, built

especially to produce columbium and

other refractory metals.

Take the roiling mill you see here.

There’s none other like it in the country.

It can produce refractory metals in

thicknesses from 2" to .002" and up to

30" wide. It is just a part of this remark-
able DuPont plant, custom designed
every step of the way to provide you
with quality mill products in the refrac-

tory metals.

The Metals Center produces ingots,

billets, bars, sheet, strip, plate, tube
hollows and solid extrusions in the

refractory metals. It’s currently pro-

ducing DuPont-developed D-14, D-31,
D-36 and other columbium alloys.

It can also handle conversions for

oilier makers of refractory alloys and
superalloys.

If you are a prime contractor to
military and government agencies, or

involved in projects requiring appli-

cations for refractory metals, you
are invited to discuss your needs with

one of DuPont's experienced metal-
lurgical engineers. For a Data Sheet

on DuPont Metal Products, write to

DuPont, D-2058, Wilmington 98,
Delaware.

THE DU PONT METALS CENTER



New asynchronous" message printer

combines reliability, quietness

and high speed
*Slart-Stop operation under the command of input data.

The S-C 3070 message printer

utilizes an electrostatic process to

produce highly legible, perma-

nent copy. The printer is designed

to operate at speeds up to 3000

words per minute using standard

computer or communications

codes over telephone, telegraph

and microwave links. * Compact

dimensions and quiet operation

make the S-C 3070 ideal for

offices and communications or

command centers. Multiple copies

of S-C 3070 printer output can be

easily obtained by using the

original as a litho offset master

or by standard office copying

methods. Reliable, unattended

operation in the S-C 3070 results

from the unit’s non-impact print-

ing concept and field proven

electronic circuitry. Ease of

maintenance is assured through

modular design and readily

replaceable printed circuit

boards. Replacement paper rolls

can be loaded into the S-C 3070

without interrupting operation

or interfering with message

transmission. The S-C 3070 has

many applications in military,

government, and commercial

communications systems—and

in the data processing field.

H For additional information on

the S-C 3070, write to Depart-

ment C-70, General Dynamics
|

Electronics, Post Office Box

2449, San Diego 12, California.

|

ELECTRON,C=Gllll! ,:D SAN DIEGO

Powers’ Capitol Testimony Adds

Little to Knowledge of U-2 Affair

By George C. Wilson

Washington—'Theory that a Russian

ground-to-air rocket downed the Lock-

heed U-2 aircraft piloted by Francis

Gary Powers gained support last week
after Powers told the Senate Armed
Services Committee about his mission

in his first public appearance since he
was released from the Soviet Union.

Although Powers emphasized that he
was not sure exactly what happened to

his aircraft as he approached Sverdlovsk,

Russia, on May 1, 1960, Chairman Carl

Vinson (D.-Ga.) of the Mouse Armed
Services Committee said the Central In-

telligence Agency believes Russia's claim

that it shot down the U-2 at 68,000 ft.

with a ground-to-air rocket.

Theory Confirmed

A high-ranking member of the Sen-

ate committee told Aviation Week
that all the CIA testimony he had heard
about the Powers flight tended to con-

firm the rocket theory. The CIA itself

has made no public comment about the
type of weapon Russia may have used.

Senators at the hearings refrained

from pressing Powers, still employed
by CIA, on such questions as the alti-

tude at which he was flying and the

kind of weapon he thought downed his

U-2. “I just know that there was an

explosion,” Powers said. "I feel sure

that it was external to the aircraft. But
how it got there or what it was, I have

Powers also said that his Russian

captors “stressed many, many times

that they' got me on the very first shot

of a rocket, but they stressed it so

much that I tend to disbelieve it."

These are the highlights of Powers’

testimony before the Senate committee:

“I can remember feeling, hearing and
just sensing an explosion, but there was
no-just a slight acceleration of the

aircraft was all that I felt in the aircraft

itself. I immediately looked up from
the instruments and everywhere I looked

was orange. I don't know whether the

whole sky was orange or just the reflec-

tion of an orange light in the canopy,

but I had never seen anything like this

before, and I am sure there was an
explosion. 1 feel the explosion was ex-

ternal to the aircraft and behind me,
but I really don't know. . . .

“The right wing started to drop,

which is normal in an aircraft—it wan-
ders around a little—and I turned the
wheel, brought the right wing back
to level position, and either after it
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reached the level position or just before

it reached that, the nose started drop-

"So I applied back pressure to the

control column and felt no resistance

to the movement of the control col-

umn, and this kept going faster and

faster. So I immediately assumed at

the time that the tail section of the

aircraft had come off. ... I think 1

reached a position about like this [Pow-

ers held up a model of the U-2 in a

steep nose-down attitude], and I feci

sure that both wings came off. This was

where the very violent maneuver took

place. ... It ended up in a spin about

this position [he held the model upside

down with the nose tilted sharply up-

ward].

“The g-forces were very strong. I

have no way of estimating how much.
I know' that when I tried to get in the

ejection position, it took both hands on

my legs to pull my feet back into the

stirrups of the ejection scat.

“It was spinning very violently. I

was thrown forward and up, and 1

was hanging on to the scat belt, not

sitting in the seat. I immediately—my
first reaction was to reach for the

destruct switches, and I reached up.

I don’t know whether 1 touched them
or not. But I thought that I had better

sec if 1 can get out of here before

using this. I knew that there was a

70-sccond time delay between the time

of the actuation of the switches and
the time that the explosion would
occur ... I tried to get into position

in the ejection seat so that I could use

Powers said he recalled a friend tell-

ing him of a similar situation in which
the friend told himself he must stop

and think. . . . And along in here I saw
54,000 ft. on the altimeter, and it was
still moving very fast.

Powers said he opened the canopy
but could not get out of the aircraft

because he had forgotten to unfasten

his oxygen hoses.

“So when I decided just to try to

get out, I gave several lunges and some-
thing snapped and I was floating free."

Immediate Capture

Powers said he was captured right

after landing in a farm field. He said

one of the Russians in the crowd which
surrounded him pointed up in the air,

“and I looked up and saw what I think

w'as a parachute, but I knew I had no
other parachute on board the aircraft.

... It was very high. I don't know
how high. ... I thought at the time
that maybe this explosion was caused
by a rocket, and, if so, maybe this

parachute was used to recover, say, the

first stage or something." He said the

parachute was similar to his but of a

different color. He said it had red and
white markings.

U.S. Contests Titov Flight Record Claim
Washington—U. S. is contesting the space flight duration record claim made by

Soviet Maj. Gherman Titov on the basis that he did not land in his spacecraft fol-

lowing his orbital flight, but ejected himself and landed by parachute.

Federation Aeronantiqne Internationale will consider this protest Mar. 12 along
with U. S. and USSR space record claims during the second day of the FA1 Astro-

nautics Subcommittee meeting in Paris. One rule for manned flight space record

claims is that the pilot be launched and landed in his space vehicle. Because Soviet

documentation indicates Titov parachuted, the National Aeronautic Assn, is claiming
the flight duration record for U. S. Lt. Col. John H. Glenn, Jr., on the basis of the

Mercury Atlas-6 flight Feb. 20 (AW Mar. 5. p. 18).

• Greatest mass lifted in earth orbit. This is being claimed for the flight of Maj.
Yuri Gagarin, whose Vostok 1 craft weighed 10.460 lb. Vostok 2 weighed 10.434
lb., and orbital weight of the Mercury capsule is 2.987 lb.

• Greatest mass lifted without earth orbit. This is being claimed for flight of Cdr.

Alan B. Shepard. Jr., in Freedom 7, which weighed about 2,900 lb. in its space

• Greatest altitude in earth orbit. This record is claimed for Gagarin, who reached

188 ini. Apogee for Col. Glenn's Friendship 7 was 162 mi., and for the Titov

vehicle, 160 mi.

• Greatest altitude without earth orbit. Ibis is claimed for Capt. Virgil I. Grissom

in Liberty Bell 7. 118 mi. Cdr. Shepard's apogee was 116.5 mi.

• Flight duration. This is the contested claim of Titov in Vostok 2, which was 25

hr. 18 min. If the FAI docs not uphold this claim, the record will go to Col. Glenn
whose flight lasted 4 hr. 56 min. Gagarin's flight duration was 89.1 min.

Future claims for space flight records in all categories must exceed these first

records by at least 10%. Aircraft record claims must exceed existing records by \%
in speed and i% in altitude.
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Look to Parsons for Performance

IN MISSILE AND ROCKET FACILITIES

This kind of experience has built Parsons’ reputation

for total capability, single source of responsibility.

. . . and for TITAN II, too...

THE RALPH M. PARSONS COMPANY

WORLD WIDE SERVICES: APPRAISALS AND ECONOMIC STUDIES • ARCHITECT-ENGINEERING • CONSTRUCTION . ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
AND COMPONENTS • MINING AND METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING • PERSONNEL TRAINING PETROLEUM-CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
PETROLEUM PRODUCTION SYSTEMS • PLANT OPERATION . POWER PLANT ENGINEERING . WATER DEVELOPMENT AND SYSTEMS

Riddle Asks Hawker-Siddeley

For Financial. Mechanical Aid
Washington—Riddle Airlines lias

urged the British I Iawker-Siddelcy com-

bine to underwrite an extensive me-
chanical improvement program for

Riddle's AW 650 freighter fleet and to

guarantee loans for the airline.

Lending urgency to Riddle's request

was a telegram from Military Air Trans-

port Service asking the airline to detail

steps being taken to boost low utiliza-

tion of the four-turboprop Argosy along

Logair routes operated by the carrier.

According to MATS, Riddle has

failed to provide satisfactory Logair

sendee with the Argosy. Riddle says

malfunctioning of many Argosy systems

and components has been the prime

reason for the aircraft's poor record.

Riddle said Ilawker-Siddeley's reply

to this complaint was that Riddle's fail-

ure to acquire an adequate inventory of

spares for the seven Argosies was re-

sponsible.

MATS gave Riddle a Mar. 7 dead-

line to report a program for lowering

Argosy out-of-commission time. Riddle

responded with a request for additional

time, and sought to postpone any fur-

ther rcplv until its president. Robert M.
Hewitt, had returned from London last

week. Hewitt's meeting with Sir Roy
Dobson. Hawker Siddeley's chairman,

probably would decide the "future of

the Argosy in the U. S.." Riddle told

MATS.
With Riddle still in debt to Hawker-

Siddeley for the Argosy fleet, and sev-

eral weeks behind in making interest

and principal payments on this and
other equipment. Hewitt was expected

to urge that Dobson endorse a program

under which Hawker-Siddeley would:

• Guarantee existing loans negotiated

by Riddle for equipment and certain

services, thus making new lines of

credit available to the carrier.

• Help Riddle establish an adequate in-

ventory of spare parts and engines by

arranging new guaranteed loans that

would go directly to the carrier.

• Assign a team of specialists to Riddle's

Miami overhaul base to organize a

maintenance program.

• Pay half the cost of replacing certain

Argosy components that have high in-

flight failure rates, according to Riddle.

It is doubtful whether Hawker-Sid-

deley will accept these terms or even a

compromise that retains much of their

substance. But there is also little prob-

ability that the British manufacturer

will foreclose on Riddle's debt, for to

do so in the wake of the old Capital

Airlines-Vickers Viscount financing

problem might seriously reduce Great

Britain’s chances of exporting aircraft

products to the U.S. in the future.

Rather than force Riddle to curtail

operations, representatives of Hawker
Siddclcv, various vendors of the airline

and General Aircraft Leasing Co.

(GALCO) met in New York last month
and agreed to a moratorium on the air-

line's debt payments. Nevertheless,

many potential vendors have put Riddle

on a cash-only sales basis. GALCO sold

Riddle 10 former American Airlines

DC-7s.
Informed sources told Aviation

Week that Riddle bought S760.000
worth of spare parts to support the

first fisc AW 650s it purchased. When
the airline increased its order to seven,

no further spares were purchased. In

December, 1960, the manufacturer

warned Riddle that its Argosy operation

would face serious problems in three

months unless additional spares were or-

dered, these sources said.

Of Riddle's seven Argosies, five were

flying Logair routes last week. The re-

maining two were undergoing overhaul.

Washington-U.S. Supreme Court

decision that property owners must be

compensated for damages caused by the

noise of low-flying aircraft is expected

to lead to a flood of legal actions hv

homeowners against airport operating

authorities throughout the country.

The decision, handed down last week,

has also fanned industry controversy

over the unsettled issue of federal versus

municipal responsibility for aircraft

noise abatement.

In a 7-2 decision, the majority held

that Allegheny County. Pa., as operator

of the Greater Pittsburgh Airport,

should pay $12,690 in damages to a

homeowner forced to move because of

loss of sleep and damage to his home,
located only 0.6 mi. from the end of a

runway. The majority opinion, written

by Justice William 6. Douglas, noted

that the official approach pattern per-

mitted aircraft to fly as low as 11 ft.

over the house and that they custom-

arily flew between 50 and 500 ft. above

the property. As operator of the air-

port, the opinion held, the county failed

to acquire sufficient private property in

the approach area to avert the problem

of noise complaints from homeowners.

While the two dissenters concurred

with the majority in the general find-

ings, they held that the federal govcm-
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but one of these also was being can-

nibalized by the carrier to support the

other six.

Hawker-Siddeley has made overtures

aimed at measuring the interest of an-

other all-cargo carrier, Slick Airways, in

acquiring the Riddle AW 650s. Initial

reaction within the company is that the

Argosy may have some potential as a

short-haul freighter, but that the cur-

rent financial posture of Slick could not

support purchase of seven aircraft.

Slick and Riddle officers have ex-

plored the ramifications of merger in

what they describe as “casual talks"

over the past nine months. Slick ad-

mits that the combination would make
sense, but prefers not to begin bard

negotiation until Riddle makes avail-

able detailed and audited data on its

debts, cash generation capability and

over-all resources. Riddle, according to

Slick, has not furnished such informa-

Riddlc stresses that it is not on the

serge of an insurmountable financial

crisis. Although the shortage of oper-

ating capital has grown critical in

recent months. Riddle can count on a

steady flow of cash from MATS over-

seas airlift contracts, a company official

said last week.

ment. which provided much of the air-

port construction funds and supervises

landings and takeoffs, should be liable.

The first effects of the decision may
be felt in the New York City area where

a group of S09 homeowners filed suit

in the State Supreme Court against the

Port of New York Authority last De-
cember (AW Jan. 8, p. 41).

Meanwhile, the Airport Operators

Council expects to take the entire noise

abatement issue before Congress. Both
the Senate and House aviation subcom-

mittees have followed the problem in

the past, but neither have taken a

stand on the significance of the Supreme
Court action.

AOC hopes Congress will clarify the

Federal Aviation Agency's authority in

the noise abatement field in terms that

would permit FAA to spell out aircraft

design criteria necessary to reduce the

noise levels. The group, pointing out

that FAA is responsible for approving

the operational designs of airports, con-

tends that the federal government,

rather than municipal, should be held

liable for damage claims arising from

FAA is studying the decision with an

emphasis on the impact it might have

on the agency’s noise abatement oper-

ational procedures.

New Controversy, Many Suits

Due After Airport Noise Ruling
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Designed . . . Developed . . . Constructed by Ball Brothers Research Corp. tor NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center. Scientists and engineers are urged to work with us on subsequent models of

a new generation of scientific satellites.

The recently launched Orbiting Solar Observatory is the first ol a series of satellites to intensively

study the electromagnetic spectrum from visible light through energetic gamma. From these investi-

gations knowledge of the Sun’s composition. Earth-Sun relationships and celestial phenomena will

be greatly extended.

As prime contractor on the OSO-l, Ball Brothers Research Laboratories designed and built the

spacecraft structure, the major spacecraft systems, and integrated the thirteen scientific instru-

ments aboard the satellite. In so doing, several outstanding technological advancements were made:

a unique biaxial control system requiring only 4 watts of power; a high scientific instrument-to-total-

weight ratio (173 lbs. to 450 lbs.); several low-power, high-efficiency electronic components; and a

thin film lubrican! which permits motor brushes, bearings and slip rings to work for extended periods

Ball Brothers Research Corporation is a company with broad scientific and engineering interests.

Our technical staff works in an informal atmosphere that permits easy exchange of ideas and stimu-

lates the creative processes. To meet our expanding spacecraft programs, select opportunities exist

forapplied physicists with advanced degrees, electronic engineers experienced in circuit design and

spacecraft and digital television systems, mechanical engineers with experience in servo mechan-

isms, spacecraft systems engineering and electronic packaging, EE's and ME's must have at least

five years professional experience.

If you are seeking creative work with a growing company, we invite you to make your qualifica-

tions known to Dr. David Stacey, Technical Director.

BALL BROTHERS RESEARCH CORP.
INDUSTRIAL PARK, BOULDER. COLORADO / a division of BallBrothers Company, Incorporated

Navy's Shrike Anti-Radar Missile Depicted

Aviation Week artist’s concept shows configuration of Navy Shrike air-to-surface missile.

Texas Instruments is prime contractor for this weapon, designed to have homing capabili-

ties against radar and other electromagnetic emission installations (AW Oct. 30, p, 25).

Napier Discontinues

Civil Eland Engine
Wasliington-D. Napier & Son last

week agreed to buy back five Convair

540 transports from Allegheny Airlines

as a result of a decision by the British

manufacturer to discontinue produc-

tion of the civil Eland turboprop cn-

gine.

Under the agreement, Napier will

purchase the five aircraft, spare parts,

tools and other related items. In addi-

tion, Allegheny will be reimbursed for

its pre-operating costs and other ex-

penses associated with the 540 program

which Allegheny launched two years

ago.

Allegheny estimates that it has in-

vested more than S5 million in the

fleet of Convair 540 aircraft, which is

essentially a Convair 440 converted to

Eland turboprop power.

Lack of sales, stemming primarily

from development of competitive small

turbojet and turboprop aircraft, forced

Napier to abandon its 540 program.

Napier will limit its future aircraft en-

gine activity to military areas. Mean-
while, it will accept delivery of the first

of the Allegheny 540s on Mar. 1, the

second by Apr. "20 and the remaining

three prior to July 1.

News Digest

North American Aviation’s Rocket-

dyne division has been selected by Mc-
Donnell-Aircraft Corp. to develop the

reaction-jet attitude control system for

the NASA Gemini spacecraft. In

addition to nonnal system require-

ments, the development will incorpor-

ate propulsion provisions to perform

rendezvous and docking maneuvers.

Requests for proposals for Mobile
Mid-Range Ballistic missile probably

will be issued this week by Air Force

Systems Command's Ballistic Systems

Division. Latest in a series of program
hurdles—deliberation on whether to

proceed with program as a development

project or to conduct a preliminary

study phase (AW Mar. 5, p. 25)-has

been resolved at Department of De-

fense level in favor of immediate de-

velopment.

Titan 3 guidance system proposal re-

quests were distributed to industry last

week by Air Force’s Ballistic Systems

Division. The system is to be pure

inertial, rather than radio-inertial as

had been considered earlier (AW Feb.

19, p. 23).

Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev

said last week that President Kennedy’s

decision to resume U. S. nuclear tests in

the Pacific late in April unless a test

ban agreement is reached before then

will present Russia with “the need to

hold such tests of new types of its

nuclear weapons as might be required"

to strengthen its security. President

Kennedy said some of the recent Soviet

tests, including one over 100 mi. high,

sought information on the effects of

blasts on radar and communications

and apparently were related to anti-

missile defenses but “did not in our

judgment reflect a developed system."

U. S. tests will be aimed at obtaining

the same kind of data and at increasing

vield per pound of warheads. The U. S.

last week exploded its 20th nuclear

device in the current series of under-

ground tests in Nevada.

First Atlas-Centaur test launch, often

delayed, is now scheduled for Mar. 29.

A new 13-day postponement last week
resulted from additional checkout or-

dered by the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration after a number
of electronic components in the Cen-
taur stage failed to return desired read-

ings.

United Air Lines proposed 6.5% fare

increase, which would be applied to pre-

Feb. 1 fare levels, has been suspended

until June 7 pending a Civil Aeronau-

tics Board investigation. The proposed

fare, in effect, would be a 3.5% in-

crease on top of the 3% authorized

• NEWS OF THE WEEK

earlier by CAB (AW Jan. 1, p. 27).

United asked for the higher fare mainly

to offset an expected increase in fuel

taxes (AW Feb. 19, p. 38). CAB said

it suspended the increase because recent

traffic trends have indicated that a fare

program alone could not solve the in-

dustry’s financial problems.

Civil Aeronautics Board last week

ended a five-year investigation of Pan

American World Airways’ relationship

with its affiliates on ground that a probe

conducted in connection with a mail

rate proceeding (AW Feb. 19, p. 49)

failed to disclose any law violations.

Channel Air Bridge, a British United

Airways division formed to fly automo-

biles and passengers between United

Kingdom and Europe (AW Sept. 4, p.

46), has French government permission

to serve Strasbourg beginning June 1.

Approval came despite strong opposi-

tion from French railroad and tourist

interests, who would prefer tourists to

drive through France. The airline will

start service to Basle and Geneva, Switz-

erland, Apr. 2. All service will be from

Southend, England, with ATL-98 Car-

vair aircraft converted from DC-4s.

Twin Coach Co. will build wing lead-

ing edges for the first five Lockheed

C-141 turbofan cargo transports under

$900,000 subcontract from Lockheed-

Georgia.

Wallops Island, Va., launch facility

was extensively damaged by heavy seas

Mar. 7, and probably will be out of

operation for some time. Gale-force

northeast winds caused flooding up to

four feet in most buildings. Flooding

and high tides prevented a damage
assessment late last week.

USAF-Boeing Minntcman made its

sixth straight successful launching from

a silo at Cape Canaveral, Fla., last week,

flying more than 3,000 mi.

F4H-1 Record Claims

altitudes have been claimed for the Mc-

Donnell F4H-1 Phantom 2 twin-jet

fighter. The record runs began Feb. 21,

the altitudes had been claimed for the

Northrop T-38 (AW Feb. 26, p. 37).

Hie flights were conducted Feb. 21-

Mar. 3 at the Naval Air Station, Bruns-

wick, Me. The records claimed are;

• 3.000 meters (9,842.5 ft.): 34.523 sec.

• 6,000 meters (19,685.0 ft.): 48.787

• 9,000 meters (29,527.5 ft.): 61.629 sec.

• 12,000 meters (39,370.0 ft.): 77.156

• 15.000 meters (49,212.5 ft): 114.548
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THE ENGINE WITH THE FUTURE
Reliability . . . Efficiency . . . Flexibility.

In space, these words have a million-doliar meaning.

Vast sums of money and vital scientific data ride on
these built-in attributes of Bell Acrosystem's rocket

engine for Lockheed’s Agena satellite, second stage of

the Air Force Discoverer series.

The Agena engine, designed with space in mind long

before space became a household word, has fulfilled

its every mission and has placed more tons of useful

payload into orbit than any other power plant. Its

operational reliability is backed by six years of develop-

ment and 5,000 test firings.

<$>

This Bell engine now has re-start capability— the first

in the nation. This means that its satellite can change
orbit in space without the penalty of extra engines.

Presently in production, this engine also is adaptable

to new fuels and new assignments and, consequently, is

programmed for important military and peaceful space
ventures of the future.

Agena's engine is typical of the exciting projects in Bell's

rocket propulsion center. It is part of the dynamic new
approach of a company that's forging ahead in rocketry,

avionics and space techniques. These skills serve all

government agencies. Engineers and scientists anxious

for a new kind of personal challenge can find it at Bell.

BELL AEROSYSTEMS company
BUFFALO 5, N.Y.

DIVISION OF BELL AEROSPACE CORPORATION

a Textron |
company



THE
FEATS

O F

by World War n Flying
Fortresses. Yet even while
carrying multi-ton bomb-
loads, the carrier-qualified
Phantom m literally “flies

its own cover” since it carries
Sparrow ttt air-to-air mis-
siles in addition to its ground
attack payload.

The feats of a Phantom measure its awesome combat capabilities.

They are a testament to its structural strength, sheer power
and armament versatility.

• Setting 100 and 500-
kilometer world speed
records dramatized the
Phantom n’s maneuverabil-
ity at lightning speeds and
ability to attack and re-
attack evasive targets. Its
intercept capability was ex-
hibited in setting the world’s
absolute speed record of
1606.3 (Mach 2.5+). During
this record flight the
Phantom xr reached peak
speeds in excess of 1650 mph.

• The Phantom n holds the
world’s altitude record for

sustained flight, maintaining
66,443 feet at Mach 2.2.
With a complement of
Sparrowm missiles aboard,
the McDonnell-built jet
zoom-climbed to 98,557 feet

in a further demonstration of
maneuverability and ability

to launch attacks at extreme
altitudes.

• To capture the Bendix
Trophy, a Phantom n flew
coast to coast in 170 minutes
and set a new transconti-
nental speed record to dem-
onstrate its deployment
capability over great dis-
tances at high speeds.

• Low-level ground attack
capability was emphasized
by the Phantomn as it flew
Mach 1.2, at times less than
125 feet above the ground,
to shatter the 3-kilometer
world speed record.

• The Phantom u Air De-
fense fighter has delivered
conventional bombloads
weighing twice that carried

• Final proof of the Phantom
n’s versatility lies in its slow
flight and landing ability.
Leading and trailing edge
flaps, augmented by bound-
ary layer control, allow
slower than commercial jet
transport approach speeds.
The power of the two
GE-J79 engines for take-off,
matched by very slow ap-
proach speeds and para-
braking, permits the
Phantom xt to operate from
5,000-foot runways.

Phantom IE Fighter and Attack Aircraft •

f/lercury. Asset and AerobaJiistic Spacecraft • Ta/os and Typhon Miss/Ve Airframes and Engines •

Quail Decoy Missiles • Rotorcraft • Electronic Systems • Automation

In air defense, air superiority, long range attack or tactical

ground support there is no match for the Phantom xr.

ilfCDO/V/V£LL

WCDONNELL AIRCRAFT • ST. LOUIS


